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Abstract
Thematization is recognized as a fundamental phenomenon in the construc-
tion of messages and texts by different linguistic schools. This location
within a text privileges the elements that guide the reader in the orien-
tation and interpretation of discourse at different levels. Thematizing a
linguistic unit by locating it in the first-initial position of a clause, para-
graph, or text, confers upon it a special status: a signal of the organizational
strategy which characterizes different text types playing a role as a variable
in the distinction of registers, text types and genres.
However, in spite of the importance of the study of thematization for mes-
sage and textual structuring, to date there are no linguistic studies that
have undertook the task of validating its aspects in a comparative manner,
either for linguistic or computational purposes. This study, therefore, fills
a research gap by implementing a methodology based on contrastive corpus
annotation, which allows to empirically validate aspects of the phenomenon
of Thematization in English and Spanish, it also seeks to develop a bilin-
gual English-Spanish comparable corpus of newspaper texts automatically
annotated with thematic features at clausal and discourse levels.
The empirically validated categories (Thematic Field and its elements: Tex-
tual Theme, Interpersonal Theme, PreHead and Head) are used to anno-
tate a larger corpus of three newspaper genres —news reports, editorials
and letters to the editor—in terms of thematic choices. This characteriza-
tion, reveals interesting results, such as the use of genre-specific strategies
in thematic position. In addition, the thesis investigates the possibility
to automate the annotation of thematic features in the bilingual corpus
through the development of a set of JAVA rules implemented in GATE.
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The motivation for the work reported in this dissertation is rooted in two main research
areas: (Systemic)-Functional Linguistics and its application to language comparison
and corpus analysis, on the one hand, and Natural Language Processing (NLP), on
the other. In (Systemic)-Functional Linguistics, the phenomenon of thematization has
been recognized as a fundamental mechanism in the construction of messages and
texts, and several scholars have pointed out its discourse role as a signal through which
writers guide their readers in the interpretation of messages and in the characterization
of texts (see Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Downing, 1991; Lotfipour-Saedi & Rezai-
Tajani, 1996). A productive line of research has focused on the relationship between
thematic selection, registers and genres Ghadessy (1995), focusing almost exclusively
on English. In addition, several scholars with an interest in comparing English to other
languages, have also pointed out the potential of thematization for both clausal and
discourse structuring (see Grzegorek, 1984; Hasselg˚ard, 2004; Hidalgo Downing, 2003;
McCabe & Alonso Belmonte, 2001; Hidalgo Downing, 2003; Lavid et al., 2010d, 2013a).
However, in spite of the importance of the study of thematization for message and
textual structuring, to date, there are no linguistic studies that have undertaken the task
of validating aspects of this phenomenon in a contrastive manner, both for linguistic
and computational purposes. The current study, therefore, seeks to fill a research gap
in this area, by implementing a methodology based on contrastive corpus annotation
which will allow to empirically validate thematization in English and Spanish1.
In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), the phenomenon of thema-
tization has also attracted the attention of researchers working in Discourse Parsing
(Schwarz et al., 2008) and in Natural language generation (NLG). In NLG, for exam-
ple, thematization plays a fundamental role in micro-planning tasks (Hovy & Lavid,
2007). However, the potential of thematization and other discourse features of high
linguistic abstraction has been virtually unexplored in other computational areas such
as Information Extraction (IE) and Document Classification (DC). In these two areas
the predominant methods are string or word-based and even supervised data mining
rarely employs discourse knowledge or information at higher levels of linguistic knowl-
edge. One reason for this situation is the lack of quality corpora annotated in terms of
discourse features (see Schwarz et al. 2008). Fortunately, this situation is progressively
changing and enhancing corpora with linguistic features of discourse organization is
1This methodology has been reported in several publications by the author of this thesis and
members of the FUNCAP research group (see Lavid et al., 2012, 2010b, 2009a; Aru´s et al., 2013, 2012;
Morato´n, 2009; Morato´n et al., 2012; Morato´n & Lavid, 2012)
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becoming an increasingly active research area (see Taboada, 2013; Bura´nˇova´ et al.,
2000; Kruijff-Korbayova´ & Kruijff, 2004; Honnibal & Curran, 2007; Bhatia et al., 2008;
Perfetti & Goldman, 1975, 1974).
The work reported in this dissertation is an attempt to advance knowledge on the
topic of thematization in the two research areas mentioned before:
From the linguistic perspective, it provides empirical validation of the category of
thematization -more specifically of the thematization model proposed by Lavid et al.
(2010d) through corpus annotation. It also establishes correlations between thematic
selection and progression patterns and the generic structures of three newspaper genres
-reports, editorials and letters to the editor- in English and Spanish.
From the NLP perspective, the current work offers the NLP community a high-
quality bilingual (English-Spanish) comparable corpus of newspaper texts annotated
with thematic features at clausal and discoursal levels which may be a very useful
resource not only for contrastive linguistic explorations, but mainly for a number of
computational applications in the fields of Information Extraction and Retrieval (IR),
Document Classification (DC) and Natural Language Generation (NLG), among others.
It also explores the possibility to automate the annotation process of a highly complex
linguistic feature such as Theme in a contrastive manner, thus opening new avenues of
research in this area.
This dissertation is framed in the context of a larger research effort carried out at
Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM) by the research group FUNCAP (Func-
tional Linguistics English-Spanish and its Applications) to which I belong as a doctoral
student. The FUNCAP research group at UCM has been active in the past years in
the functional and corpus-based study of a number of discourse and lexicogrammatical
phenomena in English and Spanish focusing on linguistic, methodological and computa-
tional issues, as shown by the results of the projects CONTRANOT1 and MULTINOT2,
led by Professor Julia Lavid, my thesis supervisor. It is in the context of these projects,
where I have collaborated as an associated member of the UCM team, where the work
presented here on thematic patterning in English and Spanish has been carried out.
1The CONTRANOT project was financed by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation
(MICINN) for the period 2009-2012.
2The MULTINOT project is currently under way and it is financed by the Spanish Ministry of
Economy and Competitiveness for the period 2013-2015.
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Aims and Research Questions
The present study has three main general aims, each of them oriented to the research
fields where the current dissertation is framed: Contrastive Functional Linguistics,
Corpus Linguistics, and Natural Language Processing (NLP).
From the Contrastive Linguistics perspective, the current work seeks to advance
knowledge in the study of the correlations between the linguistic category of genre
and thematization in two Indoeuropean languages (English and Spanish) and across
three different newspaper genres (news reports, editorials and letters to the editor).
In pursuing this aim, the current dissertation wishes to extend previous research on
this issue (see Eiler, 1986; Francis, 1989, 1990; Ghadessy, 1995; Fries & Francis, 1992;
Bloor, 1991) and to contribute to a fruitful research line on the study of newspaper
texts across genres and languages.
From the Corpus Linguistics perspective, the current dissertation aims at providing
an empirical validation of the theoretical model of thematization put forward in Lavid
et al. (2010d) through corpus annotation. This aim is clearly an innovation within the
field of Corpus Linguistics.
From the NLP perspective, the final aim is to create a high-quality bilingual
(English-Spanish) corpus, automatically annotated with thematic features, which can
be used in a number of computational applications, such as Information Retrieval (IR)
and automatic Document Classification (DC). The automatic annotation of the process
(in English) is achieved through the development of JAVA rules based on the validated
categories.
With these main aims and objectives in mind, the present thesis focuses on a number
of specific research questions, which are investigated throughout the different sections
of the manuscript. These are the following:
1. Can the theoretical phenomenon of thematization in English and Spanish be
empirically tested through corpus annotation?
2. Are there any language-specific thematic selection and progression patterns in the
three newspaper genres studied, i. e., news reports, editorials and letters to the
editor? Are there any correlations between thematic patterns and generic moves
in these three newspaper genres?
3. Is it possible to automate the manual annotation of thematic features in English





In order to investigate the research questions described above, the following method-
ological steps were carried out:
1. For the empirical validation of thematization through corpus annotation, a num-
ber of agreement studies were designed to investigate the reliability of certain
thematic features extracted from Lavid’s model of thematization in Systemic-
Functional Grammar of Spanish: A Contrastive Study with English (henceforth
SFGS), as presented in Lavid et al. (2010d:chapter 5).
2. For the exploration of the language-specific thematic selection and progression
patterns in the three newspaper genres studied, a corpus of 220 newspaper texts
consisting of editorials, news reports and letters to the editor in English and Span-
ish was manually annotated by the author of this dissertation with the thematic
features validated in step 1.
3. For the exploration of the possibility to automate the manual annotation process
-a labor-intensive and time-consuming task-, a number of rules was created on the
basis of the validated categories and implemented in JAVA for their use within
the GATE platform (Cunningham et al., 2011).
Thesis Organization
The current Part (Part A) provides an introduction to the work reported, explaining
the background and the context where the dissertation is framed, the aims and the
research questions which have guided this investigation, the methodology used and the
thesis organization.
The remainder of this thesis is organized in five Parts: Theoretical Framework,
Empirical Validation of the Model of ‘Theme’ in SFGS, Annotating a Larger Corpus,
Towards Automatic Theme Annotation and Final Remarks. In the following lines I
briefly introduce the contents treated in these Parts.
Part B. Theoretical Framework, where I give a brief overview of the concepts used
throughout the thesis. First, the notion of Theme is reviewed from the point of
view of Systemic Functional Linguistics, focusing afterwards on the accounts of
Theme in Spanish. Chapter 4 is dedicated to Genre, Register and Text types and
its controversial definitions from a functional perspective. The genres under study
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are approached in chapter 5. The strong relationship treated in the literature
of these two aspects of Theme and Genre is reflected in chapter 6. Finally,
an approach to state-of-the-art in corpus analysis and annotation (chapter 7)
precedes the requirements for automatic annotation (chapter 8).
Part C. Empirical Validation of the Thematization Model. Now that the rele-
vant notions of the study are set the work starts in this Part. First, an explanation
of the selection of the training corpus is given followed by a revision in chapter
11 of the annotated categories and their more relevant features. The next steps
on the validation of the annotated categories are performed trough the design
of annotation schemes (chapter 12) and the performance of several annotation
experiments (chapter 13) are analyzed and discussed.
Part D. Annotating a Larger Corpus accounts for the annotation of a larger cor-
pus from a language and genre perspective (chapter 18.1). The study of moves and
thematic progression is also included in this part, its methodology is presented in
chapter 19.2 and its results in chapter 19.3.
Part E. Towards Automatic Theme Annotation deals with the computational
side of the thesis. Here I provide an introduction to the tools and procedures
followed for the automatic annotation process, comparing the results obtained
through manual and automatic annotation.
Part F. Final Remarks, summarizes and discusses the results obtained in view of the










The work involved in the present dissertation has been written in the context of a
number of theoretical and applied issues in the different fields of Systemic-Functional
Linguistics, Corpus Linguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP), respectively.
More specifically, the literature on the following domains has been consulted and drawn
upon:
– Theoretical accounts of Theme in the (Systemic)-functional literature
– Theoretical accounts of Theme in Spanish
– Theories of Genre, Register and text type from a functional perspective
– Genres used for this study
– The relationship between Theme and Genre
– State-of-the-art issues in corpus analysis and annotation
– Automatic annotation and its requirements
Given this wide range of issues, this part is divided into a number of chapters, each






Theoretical Account of Theme in
Systemic-Functional Linguistics
In this section I will first begin with a brief historical overview of the origins of the
notion of Theme in the literature and I will then proceed to explain how this notion has
been treated and discussed within the theory of Systemic-Functional Linguistics. This
review will by no means be comprehensive, but purely illustrative of the main issues
and challenges that the concept of Theme brings about when studying the structure of
the clause and the organization of discourse. Secondly, I will also provide an account
of a number of interesting and challenging issues which have emerged when comparing
the thematic structure of different languages, such as English and Spanish, and will
focus on the description of the theoretical model for English and Spanish provided by
Lavid in SFGS (see Lavid et al., 2010d:chapter 10), as this is the theory which has been
subject to empirical testing in this dissertation and which has also served as the basis
for the corpus annotation tasks described in the remainder of this work.
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2.1 A Brief Historical Overview
The first account of the notion of Theme appears in the linguistic literature when the
linguist Henri Weil mentioned it in his doctoral dissertation entitled: De l’ordre des
mots dans les langues anciennes compare´es aux langues modernes in 1845 (published
in English is 1978). He proposes that the order of words of an utterance is a reflection
of the flow of ideas expressed by the speaker which may not always coincide with the
syntax of the language, this means the ideas expressed about a fact is one entity and
its syntactic representation is another.
There are in the proposition two different movements: an objective movement,
which is expressed by syntactic relation; and a subjective movement, which is
expressed by the order of words. It may be said that the syntax is the principal
thing because it inheres the objects themselves, and because it does not vary with
the points of view from moment to moment. But this is precisely the reason why
we should attach the greatest importance to the succession of words.
(Weil, 1978:30)
Although the order of words is of high importance for Weil, he also points out that
in modern languages this order is greatly determined by syntax, and it is normally
present in the clause:
There is then a point of departure, an initial notion (...) which forms, as it were, the
ground upon which the two intelligences meet; and another part of discourse which
forms the statement (l’e´nonciation), properly so called. This division is found in
almost all it is said.
(Weil, 1978:29)
Weil defines the first element in the sentence as the point of departure or the ground
upon which the two intelligences meet; that is, a common knowledge both for the hearer
and the speaker, and what will later be considered as Given information or Theme. The
second part of the sentence is the statement or l’e´nonciation that is, what it is said
about the first element, and what will later be New information or Rheme.
What is more, Weil also identifies the point of departure of the sentence with the
subject as “(...) of a sensible act which serves as a model for the construction of the
sentence. Our languages tend to make of the subject the point of departure for the
thought itself” (1978:37). Here he identifies the thetic order as the more common order
that different languages use to express an idea.
Both ideas will be further developed by the Prague School in later studies, as will
be explained below.
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In the Hispanic literature, Andre´s Bello introduced the notion of sustantivo sujeto
[noun subject my translation] in his Grama´tica de la lengua castellana destinada al uso
de los americanos (1860) where he stated:
La palabra dominante en la oracio´n es el sustantivo sujeto, a que se refiere el
verbo atribuye´ndole alguna cualidad, accio´n, ser o estado. Y en torno al sustan-
tivo sujeto o al verbo se colocan todas las otras palabras, las cuales, explica´ndose
o especifica´ndose unas a otras, miran, como a sus peculiares u´ltimos puntos de
relacio´n, las unas al sustantivo sujeto, las otras al verbo.
[The dominant word in the sentence is the noun subject, to which the verb which
refers, attributing to it some quality of action, being or state. And around them
are placed all the other words which explain or specify one another, referring to
their ultimate points of relation, some to the noun subject, others to the verb.]
(1860: chap. XXII, my translation)
Although Bello and Weil point to the subject as the main element of a sentence,
they also propose two different informational foci, one that refers to the subject, and
the other to the verb. The verb attributes “some quality of action, being or state” to
the subject (Bello, 1860).
After these early notions of Theme, scholars such as Vile´m Mathesius -within what
is known as the Prague School of Linguistics- focused on the conception of language as
a system with two different but complementary aims, that of communication and that
of expression. In his posthumous book entitled A Functional Analysis of Present Day
English on a General Linguistic Basis (1961), he explained his functional conception of
language:
In our conception language is a system of the means of expression, a system of
signs, manifested in actual communication as the sum total of the possibilities
available to the members of the same language community at a given time in a
given place for the purpose of communication through speech, and identifiable from
their realisations in particular utterances.
(Mathesius, 1975:13)
For him, the study of the language systems implies the study of three separated
structural levels: semantic structure, grammatical structure and a system of organi-
zational means of expression. The latter one is what he called Functional Sentence
Perspective and consists of two sentence elements: the Theme and the Rheme1.
1For a more detailed description see Jime´nez Julia´ 1986: pp 23-27
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Languages may be characterized by the degree of dependency that their thematic
elements have on their grammatical elements.
According to Firbas (1987), Mathesius used three terms when referring to theme:
point of departure, Theme, and basis (or foundation). Mathesius questions the dual
aspect of Theme: that of aboutness (“the intrasentential relationship between what
is being spoken about and what is being said about it” (in Firbas 1987); and the
contextual aspect with regard to what is known. Firbas notices that Mathesius did not
always distinguish point of departure from Theme, and never explained the difference.
Later on, Mathesius dropped the use of point of departure and kept the use of the
terms theme and basis (or foundation) as synonyms. Mathesius defined Theme in 1939
as: “that which is known or at least less obvious in the given situation and from which
the speaker proceeds in his discourse.” Core of the utterance (rheme) was defined as
“that which the speaker is communicating about or what relates to the starting point
of the utterances” (in Firbas 1987).
Mathesius distinguishes a “usual” order (Theme-rheme) and a “marked” order to
distinguish between the different criteria to refer to the organization of the clause.
The studies on Theme that followed were divided between two positions: the so
called combining approach (Fries, 1983:133), that considers Theme and known or given
information as two aspects of the same phenomenon; and the separating approach that
disengages information structure from thematic structures, this line being followed by
the Systemic-Functional Linguistics Schools.
Firbas writes: “it is also evident that although a thematic element is always linked
with the ‘aboutness’ feature, it is not invariably linked with the context dependence.
(...) being only the ‘aboutness’ feature constantly present” (1987:143).
Regarding this contextual feature, Firbas coined the term Communicative Dy-
namism (CD) by which the dichotomy “known versus unknown”, is a dynamic process
in the sentence where the information advances gradually until its culmination in the
complete expression (in Jime´nez Julia´ 1986):
By the degree of CD carried by a sentence element we understand the extent to
which the sentence element contributes to the development of the communication,
to which it ‘pushes the communication forward’ as it were.
(Firbas, 1972:270)
As Weil also stated, the beginning of the sentence establishes a common ground for
the speaker and the listener to evolve until full information is rendered by the speaker
to the hearer.
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It was Firbas (1987) who looked back to the preceeding information and forward to
the immediate relevant communicative purpose. That is, the sentence is embedded in
the flow of communication and works under this communicative process.
Also within the Prague School, Danes˘ who provided interesting insights to the
original theory: first, he brought in the discourse perspective, moving beyond isolated
sentences with his account of Thematic Progression (TP). In this theory, the informa-
tion in the discourse advances according to the information contained in the preceding
context, and it is in this development where Theme is necessarily considered in the
context of preceding information.
(...) it is evidently necessary to distinguish between the mass of information ac-
cumulated up to a certain point of text, and the portion of this mass contained
(occurring) in the particular utterance following this point. This distinction in-
volves a selection from the mass of known information for every utterance. (...)
this selection is determined by the utterance Theme. Thus we must not be content
with a statement that certain sentences elements convey the known information (in
contrast to others, conveying the new one), but we ought to find out the principles
exactly according to which this and not another portion of the mass of information
has been selected. In other words, we have to inquire into the principles underlying
thematic choice and thematic progression.
(Danes, 1974:112)
Secondly he proposes to divide the concepts discussed into two pairs: topic-comment
to distinguish between given and known information and Theme-rheme to signal the
sentence point of departure and its further development. These two independent halves
that do not have to always coincide.
Since this moment on, many attempts have been made to achieve a consensus on
the definition of Theme.
2.2 The Notion of Theme in Systemic Functional Linguis-
tics
The most influential account of Theme in the functional literature to date has been
Halliday’s modeling of this concept which appeared in a number of publications and
in his Functional Grammar (Halliday, 1967, 1994). Halliday (1967) and later, Quirk
et al. (1972) established a distinction between the notions of Theme and Rheme, on
the one hand, and the notions of Given and New, on the other, which had been treated
together in previous accounts by linguists of the Prague School (see above).
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According to Halliday, Theme is the information from which the speaker proceeds,
“which serves as the point of departure of the message” (Halliday 1967:12; 1985:39)
and together with Rheme, structures the clause as a message.
... is the element which serves as the point of departure of the message; it is
that which locates and orients the clause within its context. The remainder of
the message, the part in which the Theme is developed, is called in Prague school
terminology the Rheme.
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:64)
Theme in English is realized through initial position in the sentence, but this is just
a language-particular realization. Independently from this type of structuring, Halliday
studies the distribution of information into material which the speaker presents as Given
(in the sense of predictable or recoverable), and New (not-recoverable). Therefore, the
functions of Given and New are not the same as those of Theme and Rheme.
In this hollistic description of language Halliday distinguishes three basic functions
of language: textual, interpersonal and experiential (ideational).
The following table extracted from An Introduction to Functional Grammar shows
a schema of these metafunctions of language and its impact on grammar:
verbal group and so on. But the conﬁgurations of structural functions show further
ramiﬁcations of this general pattern. Thus in the clause as exchange, there is slightly
more layering in the structure, whereas in the clause as message there is rather less.
(3) The general principle  iscreteness means that each structural unit has clearly
deﬁned boundaries. But while this kind of segmental organization is characteristic
of the clause as representation, the clause in its other guises — as message, and as
exchange — departs from this prototy e. In its status as an exchange, the clause
depends on pro odic features — continuous forms of expression, often with
indeterminate boundaries; while in its status as message it tends to favour
culminative patterns — peaks of prominence located at beginnings and endings.
It is not yet clear how far English is typical in these particular respects; but the evidence so
far suggests that it is (see Caffarel, Martin a d Matthiessen, forthc.) and it is certainly tr e
that, while the kinds of structure found in language are rather varied, the realizations of the
different metafunctions tend to follow certain regular principles (see Halliday, 1979;
Matthiessen, 1988; Martin, 1996). It may be helpful to try and summarize the picture as it
is in English, s  (with apologies for th  terminological overl ad!) Table 2(7)  introduces the
technical names for the metafunctions, matches them up with the different statuses of the
clause and shows the kind of structure favoured by each. It will be seen that there is a fourth
metafunctional heading, which does not show up in the ‘clause’ column because it is not
embodied in the clause but in the clause complex — clauses linked together by logico-
semantic relations o form sequences; this will ﬁgure as the topic of Ch pte  7.
Table 2(7) Metafunctions and their reﬂexes in the grammar
Metafunction
(technical name) Deﬁnition (kind of meaning) Corresponding status in clause Favoured type of structure
experiential construing a model of clause as representation segmental (based on 
experience constituency)
interpersonal enacting social relationships clause as exchange prosodic
textual creating relevance to context clause as message culminative
logical constructing logical relations — iterative
It is the segmental kind of structure, with clearly separated constituent parts organized
into a whole, that has traditionally been taken as the norm in descriptions of grammar; the
very concept of ‘structure’, in language, has been deﬁned in constituency terms. This is
partly because of the kind of meaning that is expressed in this way: experiential meaning
has been much more fully described than meaning of the other kinds (see Martin, 1990).
But there is also another reason, which is that constituency is the simplest kind of structure,
from which the other, more complex kinds can be derived; it is the natural one to take as
prototypical — in the same way as digital systems are taken as the norm from which
analogue systems can be derived, rather than the other way round.
For both these reasons, in the remaining chapters of Part I (Chapters 3–5) we shall use
constituent-type descriptions of structure, merely pointing out now and again where
T h r e e  l i n e s  o f  m e a n i n g  i n  t h e  c l a u s e
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Figure 2.1 Metafunctions and their reflexes in the grammar. (Halliday & Matthiessen,
2004:61)
The experiential or ideational metafunction considers the clause to construe a model
of experience with a logical subject as actor, or doer of the action.
T interpersonal metafunction considers the s tence as an exchange focusing on
social relationships, having the grammatical subject (subject) as that of which some-
thing is predicated.
At the grammatical level, that is, within the textual system of languages, clauses
are und rstood as message dealing with a psychological subject (theme) in that this
acts as structural link with respect to their Rhemes, which at the same time develop
it, and to which the message is concerned.
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Considering the clause as a message its structure responds to a Theme accompanied
by a Rheme, and whatever is chosen as Theme is put first extending up to and including
the first topical, or experiential element: a Participant, an Attribute, a Circumstance
or a Process.
Halliday and Mattiessen use the phrase unmarked Theme to refer to a typical
declarative clause, where the subject and Theme overlap. Halliday & Matthiessen
(2004:73) write “the Subject is the element that is chosen as Theme unless there is
good reason for choosing something else.” “A Theme,” they add, “that is something
other than the Subject, in a declarative clause, we shall refer to as a marked Theme.
The most usual form of marked Theme is an adverbial group, (...) functioning as
Adjunct in the clause.” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:73). They also add that when
an adjunct appears is to express a setting for the clause or a feature of contrast. And,
what this marked Theme comprises is the marked element, being what would have been
the unmarked Theme part of the Rheme (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:78).
They give an exhaustive accounting of unmarked Themes in other type of clauses:
in questions that include the wh- element or in a yes/no interrogative, the finite verbal
operator will play this role; in imperative clauses, the Predicator; and in exclamative
clauses the nominal group or adverbial group.
Many detractors redefined this extensive body of work. Some of these detractors
co-opted Halliday’s terms. One study conducted by Chafe & Li (1976:30) defines given
information as the knowledge a speaker assumes as understood on the part of his or
her addressee at the time of the utterance; while new information is the knowledge the
speaker assumes he is introducing to the addressee’s.
Another well-known adaptation of Halliday’s work is that of Downing (1991), found
in her article An alternative approach to Theme: a systemic-functional perspective. She
agrees with Halliday in that Theme is the point of departure to the message, understood
in the initial element. But she disagrees with Halliday’s concept of the Theme as “what
the clause is about.” In her words, consider the initial element as point of departure is
counter-intuitive, since the clause frequently has an adjunct in this first position.
Other authors such as Huddleston (1988; 1991) question the notion of Theme to
the point of rejection. Downing and Huddleston, as Go´mez-Gonza´lez (1994) points
out, share the idea that the Hallidayan “what a clause as a message is about” does not
necessarily constitute its point of departure. Go´mez-Gonza´lez considers that Downing
and Huddleston’s conception of “aboutness” is taken from a “referential” perspective,
that is, an intuitive context dependent point of view.
In this sense, I align myself with Fawcett who rightly criticizes that ‘this general
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concept has led some scholars—including Halliday—to assume that ANY element that
occurs early in the clause must be some type of ‘Theme’ (Fawcett, 2007). As Fawcett
says, many elements that appear in initial position such as linkers or binders, or mood
marking elements are not true ‘Themes’. This phenomenon is addressed by a the-
ory proposed by Lavid et al. (2010d) that will be used in this study and thoroughly
explained in chapter 11.
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Theoretical Accounts of Theme in Spanish
As shown in the previous chapter, the notion of Theme has been object of controverted
studies when applied to the English language. When applied to other languages such
as Spanish the various understandings of Spanish Theme have their difficulties and
problematic areas. These can be summarized as follows:
• the distinction between the notion of Theme and its language-specific realization
• the boundaries of Theme within the clausal structure
• the assignment of thematic status to the process element or to the unexpressed
Subject
The first has been treated by scholars such as Munday (1998, 2000); Taboada (1995);
McCabe (1999); McCabe & Alonso Belmonte (2001). In these works, English Theme is
studied in a contrastive manner with Spanish highlighting the different realizations of
Theme in both languages. Other authors such as Ferna´ndez Lorences (2010); Downing
(1991) or Hidalgo Downing (2003) have focused on Theme boundaries within the clausal
structure. In addition, existing accounts of Theme in Spanish have also highlighted
the problem of assigning thematic status to the process element or to the unexpressed
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Subject, as illustrated by the the work of Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n (2012); Lavid (2010);
Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (2010a).
However, as discussed by the author of this dissertation and colleagues: “The ques-
tion remains open, however, as to what to do about the verbal inflection and how
to integrate its presence in a theoretically sound model of Theme” (Aru´s, Lavid, &
Morato´n, 2012:p.176).
As acknowledged elsewhere, the account of Theme provided in SFGS (Lavid et al.,
2010d: chapter 5) is “the currently most fully worked out version of Theme” (see
Maxwell-Reid, 2011) and for this reason it was adopted in that study and will also
be adopted in the current dissertation. In addition, and as will be shown below, the
account of Theme provided in SFGS integrates two different levels of analysis: the
local clause-level rank and the more global discourse context where thematic choices
are motivated by different variables. As explained in Lavid et al.: “only by integrating
these two levels we will be in a position to gain a better understanding of this textual
category” (2010d:390). Given its relevance for the rest of this dissertation, Lavid et
al’s model of Theme is described in detail in section 3.1 below.
3.1 Lavid el al.’s Model of Theme in SFGS
As discussed elsewhere (Aru´s et al., 2013), Lavid et al.’s model of Theme proposal, man-
ages to integrate and solve unresolved issues in previous accounts of Theme in Spanish
and offers an integrated view of the phenomenon of Theme at clausal and discourse
levels which, in spite of its complexity, make it particularly interesting for high-quality
annotation. Some of the perceived advantages of the model are the following:
• The model proposes to use several layers of analysis to account for a
morphologically-rich language such as Spanish.
• The model proposes to break up the Theme to account for a diversity of functions
within the thematic structure of the clause. Particularly interesting is the opera-
tionalization of the Thematic Head, i.e., which is defined as the first element with
a function in the experiential configuration of the clause which is more central to
the unfolding of the text by allowing the tracking of the discourse participants
(Lavid et al., 2010d:299).
• The model offers an understanding of Theme as a textual category, with choices at
clause level motivated by their role in discourse organization. This is particularly
interesting for our study of the correlations between Genre and thematic choices.
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These three features are discussed in detail in the different subsections below.
3.1.1 Multilayered Analysis of Theme
Lavid et al.’s model of Theme is not a simple one. On the contrary, from the clausal
perspective, it takes full consideration of the lexico-grammatical and morphological
features of a Romance language such as Spanish and it also provides a characterization
of the textual phenomenon of Theme which can account for this complexity. From
the discourse perspective, it gives motivation for the behavior of the thematic features
proposed at clausal-level.
From the clausal perspective, Theme is not restricted to one or two elements of
the clause, but it works the notion of the “[c]omplex functional zone in clause-initial
position serving a variety of clausal and discourse functions” (Lavid et al., 2010d:299).
Within the Thematic Field it is possible to consider textual and interpersonal meanings,
as well as Circumstances, preceding the first experiential element of nuclear transitivity,
and to defer the identification of the thematic climax, and therefore its end, to a lower
stage of analysis.
The Thematic Field consists of two main components: the Inner Thematic field
and the Outer Thematic field. The Inner Thematic field consists of elements selected
from the experiential structure of the clause and includes the Thematic Head and the
PreHead. The Thematic Head is the nuclear part of the Inner Thematic field and is
defined as “the first element with a function in the experiential configuration of the
clause which is more central to the unfolding of the text by allowing the tracking of the
discourse participants” (Lavid et al., 2010d:299). As illustration, Lavid et al. explain
that in (1) the Thematic Head is ‘Maria’, while in (2) it is ‘Pablo’, because “in (1) the
scene is described from the Recipient’s perspective, whereas in (2) it is presented from
that of the Agent. In the former, the speaker aligns himself with the Recipient, so to













Mar´ıa recibio´ una carta de Pablo
Thematic Head Rhematic field
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Pablo envio´ una carta a Mar´ıa
Thematic Head Rhematic field
In these examples, the local, clausal function of the Thematic Heads is to present
some experiential element “as most closely aligned with the speaker’s advantage point
of view” (Lavid et al., 2010d:299) and the result is that the thematised material is
foregrounded or given prominence, both with respect to the remaining clause content,
and to the rest of the textual material.
The Outer Thematic field is configured by elements which surround and complete
the Inner Thematic field, such as linkers, binders and other textual markers; inter-
personal elements which express the attitude and the evaluation of the speaker and
constructions which are not integrated in the main predication, such as Participial
clauses and Absolute Themes. Example (3) below illustrates the different layers of


















Pero, tristemente, despue´s de la paliza el chico fallecio´
Textual Interpersonal PreHead Head Rheme
OTF ITF
Thematic Field Rhematic field
This multilayered analysis has important advantages over previous accounts since
it is capable of accounting for the complex thematic structure of a morphologically-rich
language such as Spanish.
3.1.2 Thematic Heads and Their Realization
An interesting feature of this model is the notion of Thematic Head as the nuclear
element within the Inner Thematic field which can be realized overtly through inde-
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pendent lexical and grammatical forms, such as Nominal Groups or nominal clauses,
but which can also be encoded implicitly “through verbal prefixes or suffixes, depending
on the function of the Head in the interpersonal structure of the clause” (Lavid et al.,
2010d:299). When functioning as Subject, it is realized “as a verbal suffix indicating
the person and number of the participant, as in (4) below, where the verbal suffix ‘-o´’
of the verb form ‘comprendio´’ [understood] encodes the Thematic Head of the clause
















Acto seguido comprendi- -o´ que esa voluntad era inu´til
PreHead Head Rheme
ITF
Thematic Field Rhematic field
But Thematic Heads can also function as Complements, as in (5) below, where the















She was deceived by the stamp and the envelope
La engan˜aron el sello y el sobrel
Head Rheme
ITF
Thematic Field Rhematic field
It is also possible to find a Thematic Head functioning as a Complement realized
by a full lexical element and its clitic doubling, as in (6) below:
(6) A la nin˜a la llamaron Ine´s
To the girl, her called Ine´s
They called the girl Ine´s
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A la nin˜a la llamaron Ine´s
Head Rheme
ITF
Thematic Field Rhematic field
3.1.3 A Textual View of Theme
As advanced above, Lavid et al.’s model offers an understanding of Theme as a textual
category, with choices at clause level motivated by their role in discourse organization.
This is particularly interesting for the study of the correlations between Genre and
thematic choices. As Lavid et al. explain:
. . . the selection of certain clausal elements as part of the Thematic or the Rhe-
matic field is not a random choice on the part of the writer, but is the result
of the different functions performed by the Thematic and the Rhematic segments
within the discourse. Thus, while elements within the Rhematic field elaborate the
field/subject matter of the text, those elements within the Thematic field typically
have a guiding or orienting function, signalling different possible points or angles
of expansion of the text. Elements selected for Thematic Heads typically signal
participants in discourse; elements expressing time within the Pre-Head can signal
a new setting in time or a temporal scope along a temporal line of development;
linkers, binders and other textual markers in the Outer Thematic field usually
signal rhetorical transitions in the text.
(Lavid et al., 2010d:407)
In addition, and as shown by Lavid (2000a): “the selection of certain types of
Themes different text types is not random, but correlates with the chaining strategy
or line of development selected by the writer to organize his/her text”. Lavid explains
that “texts organized around a spatial chaining strategy tend to initiate their clauses
with Themes expressing location while those whose primary chaining strategy is tem-
poral tend to select circumstantial Themes expressing time to help the reader construct
episodic sequences.” This idea was further explored in connection with the notion of
Genre in subsequent publications both for English (Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2012) and
contrasting English and Spanish (Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2013c)
In the first study, the analysis of thirty-three English newspaper texts -equally di-
vided into two groups of seventeen news reports and sixteen commentaries,- revealed
that each newspaper Genre prefers certain thematic features and that the differences
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between the two Genres are statistically significant. The study concluded that these
thematic preferences can be attributed to Genre-related variables such as the commu-
nicative purpose or the subject matter of the text.
In the second study, the contrastive (English-Spanish) analysis showed that most of
the clausal and discourse thematic differences found in the newspaper Genres analyzed
can be related to the different communicative purposes which characterize these Genres.
Thus, for example, it was found that news reports writers choose Sayers as Thematic
Heads in clause complexes, while writers of commentaries choose Carriers as Thematic
Heads. These two choices can be interpreted as textual devices: in the case of news
reports to reflect the news reporter’s tendency to remain neutral and attribute opinions
to external sources, and in the case of commentaries to give their opinion in what seems
to be an objective and impartial way. The contrastive analysis also revealed the use of
concrete nouns realizing Thematic Heads in news reports in contrast to the preference
for abstract nouns in commentaries, and the preference for longer and more complex
Noun Groups in commentaries than in news reports (see Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n,
2013c:280).
Given the fact that one of the aims of this dissertation is to examine the relation-
ship between Theme and Genre in English and Spanish newspaper texts, the following
sections will be dedicated to these notions. I will begin with the notion of Genre and
its relationship with related notions such as Register and Text Types, mainly as stud-
ied within the Systemic-Functional literature. Later I will focus on the relationship
between Theme and Genre, focusing not only on Theme selection but also in The-
matic Progression (TP). In both sections the overview will not be comprehensive but
purely illustrative and selecting those studies which are more relevant for the current
dissertation.
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Genre, Register and Text Types from a
Functional Perspective
In the past recent years the study of Genre has gained immense popularity, from very
different perspectives, and has become a very active research area. This does not
mean that this notion has reached a clear cut definition or common agreement, nor
that it has been made completely distinguishable from the concepts of Text type and
Register. However, there are interesting proposals which capture distinctions between
these related notions and deserve attention. In the following sections, I will, therefore,
provide a brief overview of how these related concepts have been defined and used by
different authors, with a special focus on how Genre has been conceptualized in the
Systemic-Functional and in the ESP approaches. Afterwards, it is provided a brief
description of the rationale behind the selection of the three newspaper Genres used
for this study.
4.1 Text Types
Text types traditionally refer to rhetorical categories, such as narration, description,
exposition and argumentation. The number and the labels used to identify different
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types can vary widely in the literature (Faigley & Meyer, 1983): for instance, Wer-
lich (1976) proposes five text types (narration, description, exposition, argumentation,
and instruction); de Beugrande & Dessler (1981) defines seven text types (descriptive,
narrative, argumentative, scientific, didactic, literary, and poetic); and Adam (1992)
refers to five text types (re´cit, description, argumentation, explication, and dialogue).
Some scholars use the label “text types” to indicate instrumental or practical Genres,
as opposed to literary Genres (see Go¨rlach, 2004). Others use “Genres” as synonymous
with “text types” (see Stubbs, 1996; Karlgren, 2000). Finally, some scholars use the
term “text types” without any further explanation on the interpretation of the term
(see Kilgarriff & Grefenstette, 2003). Douglas Biber defined the term as follows:
I use the term ‘text type’ (...) to refer to groupings of texts that are similar with
respect to their linguistic form, irrespective of Genre categories. (...) For example,
a science fiction text represents a Genre of fiction (relating to author’s purpose),
but it might represent an abstract and technical text type (in terms of its linguistic
form), similar to some types of academic exposition and different from most other
fictional texts. In a fully developed typology of texts, ‘Genres’ and ‘text types’
must be distinguished, and the relations among them identified and explained.
(1988:70)
Under this scope Biber distinguishes eight text types: “Intimate personal inter-
action,” “Informational interaction,” “Scientific exposition,” “Learned exposition,”
“Imaginative narrative,” “General narrative exposition,” “Situated reportage”, and
“Involved persuasion.” Being these types defined according to its internal linguistic
characteristics, Biber (1995:320) points to its empirical classification using a statistical
procedure called cluster analysis. According to it, linguistic similarities are identified
and represented in a chart that groups texts on the basis of their similarities with
respect to their dimension characteristics. These internal differences allow for its max-
imal distinction in terms of their linguistic characteristics. However, this classification
is made at the level of individual texts, which may be part of the same “Genre” (in
terms of external criteria). This theory has raised many criticisms on the validity of its
empirical validation but it is so far the most suggestive work on the area.
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4.2 Genre: English for Specific Purposes and Systemic
Functional Approaches
The notion of Genre has been developed within different traditions, both literary and
linguistic, with a lot a common ground but with different emphasis. Within the linguis-
tic traditions I will focus on the two approaches that have informed the work reported
in this dissertation, namely, Systemic-Functional Linguistcs (SFL), on the one hand,
and English for Specific Purposes (ESP), on the other.
4.2.1 Genre in SFL Approaches
In this section I will focus on the treatment given to Genre in Systemic-Functional
Linguistics (SFL)1. This is in line with the overall functional approach undertaken in
this dissertation and also because the SFL approach has contributed richly to how the
notion is understood and applied in textual analysis and language teaching over the
last twenty-five years.
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) operates from the premise that language
structure is integrally related to social function and context. Accordingly, the concept
of Genre is used to describe the cultural context in a language, and it is viewed as a
goal-oriented social activity. In fact, SFL approaches to Genre have been influenced
most widely by the work of J.R. Martin, who defined Genres as ‘staged, goal-oriented
social processes through which social subjects in a given culture live their lives” (Martin,
1997:43)
As further explained in Martin, Christie, and Rothery, Genres function as social
processes “because members of a culture interact with each other to achieve them; as
goal-oriented because they have evolved to get things done; and as staged because it
usually takes more than one step for participants to achieve their goals” (1987:59)
According to Martin, whose approach builds on Halliday’s work, the concepts of
Genre and Register are closely related: while Register functions on the level of context
of situation, Genre functions on the level of context of culture. However, as explained
by S. Eggins, the context of culture is an abstract and general concept and cannot be
generally identified in language. Its realization in the language is mediated in two ways:
first, by specifying a common staging organization, or schematic structure; second, by
the second level of context (i.e. Register) through specifying the Genre potential of a
1For an overview of Genre history, theory, research and pedagogy, see Anis S. Bawarshi and Mary
Jo Reiff 2010. Genre: An Introduction to History, Theory, Research, and Pedagogy. 2010 by Parlor
Press and The WAC Clearinghouse, ISBN 978-1-60235-171-4
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particular in terms of the possible configurations of Register variables allowed within
a given culture at a given time (Eggins, 1994:35). In Eggins’ model there are two
fundamental concepts in the description of the schematic structure: constituency and
labeling. Constituency refers to the part/whole relationship between elements of some
structure, and labeling is the act of assigning functional labels to these constituents.
These constituents can be obligatory, optional or recursive, and a Genre is defined
according to the elements of a schematic structure. Texts belonging to the same Genre
perform the same stages of organization or schematic structure (Eggins, 1994:37).
A highly relevant contribution to generic analysis in the SFL community is the
model of Generic Structure Potential (GSP) proposed by Halliday & Hasan (1989),
which encapsulates commonality and variation of schematic structures between texts
of the same Genre (more on this model in chapter 19.2).
4.2.2 Genre in ESP Approaches
The field of English for Specific Purposes conceptualizes Genre as “conventionalized
communicative event” and focuses on academic and research English and their use for
applied ends (see Swales, 1990; Bhatia, 1993).
Most English for Specific Purposes (ESP) studies of Genre adopt a text-based per-
spective in which a Genre is seen as a class of communicative events that share common
purposes that are recognized by the members of the discourse community that owns
it. These purposes determine the structure and linguistic choices in the Genre. The
focus of research in ESP studies is the interaction of communicative purpose, rhetorical
structure, and linguistic choice: texts belonging to a Genre are seen as sharing some
communicative purpose, textual features, and content.
Similarly, Genre researchers of in SFL (mainly the so called Sydney school) are
interested in the relation between context, communicative purpose, form, and function,
and they concentrate on the analysis of textual features. However, there are differences
between these two approaches: while both share the fundamental view that linguistic
features are connected to social context and function, SFL approaches ‘generally focus
on pre-Genres and tend to define context at a fairly macro-level” (Bawarshi & Reiff,
2010:44). As explained above, SFL approaches locate Genre at the level of‘ context of
culture, while ESP approaches locate Genres “within more specifically defined contexts
(what Swales first termed discourse communities), where the Genres’ communicative
purposes are more specified and attributable” (Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010:44).
In ESP Genre analysis, the point of departure is the notion of ‘communicative
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purpose’ and, therefore, a typical ESP approach to Genre analysis will begin by identi-
fying a Genre within a discourse community and defining the communicative purpose
the Genre is designed to achieve. In a subsequent step, as explained by Bawarshii &
Reiff (2010:46), the Genre’s organization —its schematic structure— is examined and
often characterized by the rhetorical “moves” it undertakes. This is followed by an
examination of the textual and linguistic features (style, tone, voice, grammar, syntax)
that realize the rhetorical moves. According to these authors, the trajectory of the
analysis –from a Genre’s schematic structure to its lexico-grammatical features- is a
not a linear process, but one “that tends to move from context to text, with context
providing knowledge of communicative purpose and discourse community members’
Genre identifications” (Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010:46).
One of the best known ESP researchers –Vijay Bhatia– outlines seven steps to
analyzing Genres, which reflect the trajectory described above. These steps include
placing a given Genre-text in its situational context; surveying the existing research on
the Genre; refining the researcher’s understanding of the Genre’s discourse community;
collecting a corpus of the Genre; conducting an ethnography of the institutional context
in which the Genre takes place and deciding the level of linguistic analysis to explore
(lexico-grammatical features, text-patterning and/or structural interpretation. “In the
final step, Bhatia advises researchers to seek a specialist informant from the research
site to verify findings” (Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010:36).
In the present study news reports, editorials and letters to the editor will be taken as
Genres, and an effort has been made to ensure both Genre and Register comparability
(see below) in the corpus compilation phase.
4.3 Register
While the notion of Genre is associated with the context of culture, the notion of
Register is associated with the context of situation and defined, according to Halliday,
as “The total environment in which a text unfolds” (1989) and includes three main
variables: the field, the tenor and the mode of discourse. The field of discourse refers
to what is happening, the nature of the social action that is taking place. The tenor
of discourse refers to who is taking part, the participants, their statuses and roles.
The mode of discourse refers to the symbolic organization of the text type (according
to Biber), the channel of communication (spoken/written, mono- logic/dialogic, +/-
visual contact, computer-mediated...)
In this study the selection of news reports, editorials and letters to the editor have
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undergone a modest Register analysis to ensure comparability of the English and Span-
ish texts compiled. In the following section I will provide a brief account of the reasons
motivating the selection of this corpus.
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Newspapers Genres used for this Study
In this dissertation I have focused on three main newspaper genres as the basis for the
study of thematic patterning in English and Spanish. In spite of the changes introduced
by the online availability of most journalistic texts, the three newspaper genres of news
reports, editorials and letters to the editor have not varied in mission or goal. These
three genres are still what they have traditionally been: objective information, the
voice of the newspaper and the voice of the readers, respectively. Their selection as the
basis for this study is not random but clearly motivated by the following reasons:
– Accessibility and availability: The three genres are widely available online and
in different languages on the Internet. Availability of similar newspaper texts in
different languages ensures a certain degree of comparability for contrastive corpus
studies, which need to use comparable texts for the study of cross-linguistic and
cross-cultural differences between two or more languages.
– Systematicity and coherence in text categorization: Unlike other online resources,
the three genres contain text which has been professionally written and edited,
usually with a certain level of quality and standardization in terms of spelling,
Genre conventions and other features (Andersen, 2012). Its large and regular text
production ensures for a systematical compilation which results in the increase
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of the size of the corpus whenever this is needed, not only in English or Spanish,
but in any other language in which newspapers are published.
– Variability in communicative purpose and textual conventions: The three genres
are characterized by different communicative purposes and each has its own fea-
tures and generic conventions. They are, therefore, good candidate texts for the
corpus analysis and annotation tasks carried out in this dissertation.
In the following sections each of these particular genres is briefly characterized.
5.1 News Reports
Bell (1991:14) distinguishes two classes of news: hard news and soft news that include
feature articles and special-topic news. Hard news is “time-bound to immediacy, in
contrast to soft news which do not have such a temporal dependency.”
White (1997) also points out that hard news reports are extensively studied as a
Genre, taking into account that mass-media news reporting is “one of the most influ-
ential textual domains in contemporary society,” reflecting its “social and ideological
objectives” (1997:101). This author also distinguishes between two main types of news
reports: the event story and the issues report. The latter, as the object of the present
dissertation, is defined as “grounded in a communicative event – such as speeches, in-
terviews and press releases.” They are communication-based rather than event-based,
striving to remain neutral and objective while presenting a diversity of opinions, voices,
and perspectives of the event, incident, or issue under discussion. These must be impar-
tial and objective and this is reflected in its semantics and lexico-grammatical choices.
As explained elsewhere, both English and Spanish news reports share these features
and in both languages news reporters minimize interpersonal involvement in the con-
struction of the text, attributing citations to external sources (Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n,
2013c). It is these different strategies what, according to Thompson, attract readers
read news reports:
The main expectation that a reader brings to a newspaper report on current affairs
is that it will give a reasonably objective “true” picture of the event and of the





An editorial is defined by Sinclair (1995) as “an article in a newspaper that gives the
opinion of the editor or publisher on a topic or item of news” (in Ansary & Babaii,
2005). In other words as Roy defines it, it is “the voice of the newspaper. An edi-
torial seeks to encourage critical thinking, to mould opinion, and to promote action.”
(2011:109). The newspaper states its opinion and its policy on any number of affairs
in the editorial. It is normally written by the editor or by any staff member under
the editor’s instructions. Although these are not usually signed they enact some type
of ideology with the aim of furnishing the reader with background information about
the news of the day, interpreting or explaining current events through the newspapers
point of view. Even though editorials are a clear vehicle of opinion, Roy (2011:109)
advises to writers of editorials to avoid the first person just as in news stories. Despite
the distinction between objective news reports and editorial opinion they do not rep-
resent a simple dichotomy, but rather a spectrum on which texts can be located on the
basis of how much and what type of interpersonal features they exhibit (Lavid, Aru´s,
& Morato´n, 2013c).
5.3 Letters to the Editor
Letters to the editor (henceforth LE) have not received the same attention as other
journalistic genres by discourse analysts and genre researchers. This is due to the fact
that LEs form a difficult Genre due to its variation in styles, linguistic features and
purposes.
It is difficult to find a canonical definition for letters to the editor. Me´met (2005)
defines them as “reactions to publications” and Pounds (2010) extends this definition:
In opinion letters to the paper the writers take position by expressing their views
on current events and states of affairs and by appealing for action. In so doing they
also reveal their feelings towards such events and provide their evaluation of the
people and circumstances involved (...) undermining or aligning with the positive
aspects of the critized situation.
(Pounds, 2010:50)
Studies on the topic have mainly focused on the argumentative structure of letters
in English (see Ghadessy, 1983), and on the argumentative and the specific attitudinal
meanings associated with the various components of such structure in two languages
(see Pounds, 2010; Me´met, 2005; Bronia, 2005; Va´zquez y del A´rbol, 2005). Recent
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work carried out by the author of this dissertation and Professor Julia Lavid tries to
fill a gap in this area, by analyzing the relationship between intersubjective positioning
and thematization in English and Spanish in this Genre (see Lavid et al., 2013c; Lavid
& Morato´n, 2014).
In the following section I will provide a brief overview of previous work related to
the relationship between Theme and Genre.
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The Relationship between Theme and Genre
As mentioned in the Background chapter , the phenomenon of Theme and its funda-
mental role in the construction of messages and texts has attracted the attention of
many scholars within the Systemic-Functional approach, but also within other related
functional approaches. Therefore, it is not surprising that, given its fundamental role
for textual organization, a considerable number of studies have touched upon or devel-
oped in depth the connections and correlations between thematic patterning (including
thematic selection and progression) and textual variation in terms of Registers, Genres
and Text types.
As Vande Kopple (1991:331) suggests, to focus on the study of textual, interper-
sonal, and ideational Themes, their position and progression “might help in the distinc-
tion of Genres.” In SFL among the first scholars who tried to establish an association
between a text’s method of development –the theme types selected- and its thematic
progression, on the one hand, and the Genre to which the text belongs, on the other,
was Fries (1983, 1994, 1995a,b), who set four different hypotheses (1995a:7):
1. Different patterns of thematic progression correlate with different genres. i.e.,
patterns of thematic progression do not occur randomly but are sensitive to genre.
2. The experiential content of Themes correlates with what is perceived to be the
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method of development of a text or text segment.
3. The experiential content of Themes correlates with different genres.
4. The experiential content of Themes of a text correlates with different generic
elements of structure within a text.
While Fries did not empirically test these hypotheses himself, different scholars have
investigated one or several of these in different contexts. Thus, for example, Gill Francis
-drawing upon essential groundwork by scholars such as Fries (1983), Jordan (1985) and
Martin et al. (1984) - explored how three newspaper genres can be distinguished from
each other in terms of the information typically contained in the Themes of their com-
ponent clauses and in their thematic progression patterns (Francis, 1989). Her analysis
showed interesting coincidences between the theme types selected and the genres she
studied, but her hypothesis was not tested since she did not perform any statistical
test to prove that her results were not random. Nor could she identify characteristic
thematic progression patterns associated with the newspaper genres studied.
Other scholars have also tried to establish a link between both a texts’s method
of development, its thematic progression and its genre: the two volumes by Ghadessy
(1983, 1995), and his own article on thematic organization as a criterion for estab-
lishing English text types (1997), are good exemplars of these first attempts, but the
descriptive comparisons provided focus on similarities and differences among different
Registers/Genres in a general sense, without performing statistical tests that would
prove that the differences are significant.
The empirical studies by Julia Lavid advanced significantly in this area by: a) ex-
amining the relationship between text types, characterized by specific discourse strate-
gies, and the phenomenon of thematization in English (Lavid, 2000a); b) extending the
analysis to other languages (Lavid, 2000b), and c) proving the existence of statistically-
significant correlations between those strategies and the semantic types of Theme se-
lected to signal them (Lavid, 2000a,b, 1998). More recent work by this author and
colleagues focusing on the signaling role of thematic choices in newspaper genres has
extended the scope and the empirical validity of those previous studies (see Lavid, Aru´s,
& Morato´n, 2012) and contributed significantly to a fruitful research line on the role of
interpersonal and textual features in the thematic organization of texts, represented by
studies such as the one by McCabe & Heilman (2007), McCabe (1999) or Eiler (1986),
among others.
Other studies have focused on how Thematic Progression (TP) can help in the
identification of different genres. For example, Taylor carried out a computer-assisted
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study of eighteen high school textbooks, finding an interesting correlation between the
selection of propositions as Themes in history books and conditions in science texts.
He also noted the value of the data obtained in the analysis of thematic organization.
Lore´s (2004) analyzed the thematic progression and method of thematic development of
research articles, identifying two characteristic patterns. Khany and Nejad also focused
on research articles and identified characteristic thematic patterns within the rhetorical
moves, pointing out that “the rhetorical moves deal with the larger segments of texts
and the rhetorical knowledge renders a uniform orientation to the segments” (2010:50).
For these authors, Theme contributes significantly to the organization of discourse
but to a smaller extent than the generic moves. Therefore, they claim, “it seems
important to see how these structural categories interact in the research articles and,
more specifically, how thematic elements function within the generic moves.” (Khany
& Nejad, 2010:50).
Recent work by the author of this dissertation and colleagues has contributed sig-
nificantly to this research line by revealing interesting correlations between the generic
moves of news reports, editorials and letters to the editor, on the one hand, and the TP
patterns found in those genres, both in English and in Spanish (Morato´n et al., 2012;
Morato´n & Lavid, 2013). The studies suggested that the occurrence of certain TP
patterns in each generic move is not random, but is a useful textual strategy to signal
the transitions between those moves. This issue will be taken up further in chapter 19.
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State-of-the-art Issues in Corpus Annotation
In this section I will outline a number of state-of-the art issues in the task of corpus
annotation both from an empirical and a computational perspective. I will first begin
with general definitions and will later proceed to describe the main challenges under-
lying manual and automatic corpus annotation as background to the empirical work
presented in this dissertation.
7.1 Definitions
Within the field of Corpus Linguistics, corpus annotation was first defined by Geoffrey
Leech as “the practice of adding interpretative, linguistic information to an electronic
corpus of spoken and/or written language data” (1997).
Currently the corpus object of annotations is understood by McEnery, Xiao, and
Tono as:
(...) the prototypical corpus is a machine-readable collection of language used in
authentic settings/contexts: one that is intended to be representative for a partic-
ular language, variety, or register (in the sense of reflecting all the possible parts of
the intended language/variety/register), and that is intended to be balanced such
that the sizes of the parts of the corpus correspond to the proportion these parts
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make up in the language/variety/register.
(2013:264)
This corpus is where linguistic annotations are carried out, that is “(. . . ) any sort
of annotation which one might like to add to linguistically derived data. This might
mean adding free-format notes to specific points or spans in the data, or it might mean
applying systematic codes, which can then be analyzed statistically” (Carletta et al.,
2002).
Leech advocates for ‘best practice’ in the process of corpus annotation by proposing
seven annotation maxims:
1. The annotations should be removable, so the raw corpus can be shown.
2. The annotated corpus should allow the maximum flexibility to be manipulated
by the user, that is, if it has more than one layer of annotation these should be
able to extract these annotations one by one.
3. Guidelines should be available to the end user providing full details of the anno-
tation scheme used by the annotators.
4. It should be made clear how and by whom the annotation was carried out, either
if it has been automatically or manually annotated.
5. The end user should be made aware that the corpus annotation is not infalli-
ble, the corpus is a tool not exert of possible mistakes and always prone to be
improved.
6. Annotation schemes should be based on agreed theory principles.
7. Annotation schemes are not a standard as such, these emerge through consensus.
Similarly, other well-known corpus linguists advocated for corpus annotation as
an activity that gives ‘added value’ to a corpus in terms of reusability, stability and
reproducibility (McEnery et al., 2006). These terms will be separately treated in more
detail due to its importance in the following subsection.
In the NLP camp, researchers defined corpus annotation as “the process of enriching
a corpus by adding linguistic and other information, inserted by humans or machines
(or a combination of them) in service of a theoretical or practical goal” (Hovy & Lavid,
2010:13). Accordingly, corpus annotation can be done manually (by humans), auto-
matically (by computer programmes) or by a combination of both.
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Manual annotation is a fundamental process for the creation of technical devices
with human language processing capabilities, which “would not have been possible
today without the legions of researchers that manually analyzed human language for
centuries” and is “still the principal tool to improve our understanding of language”
(Eckart de Castilho, 2014:12). Traditionally, manual analysis was done with pen and pa-
per, but today it is increasingly being supported by software (e.g. annotation editors).
In the field of NLP, moreover, manual annotation has become a highly-controlled pro-
cess, subject to scientific and rigorous methodologies that will ensure the consistency
and reliability of the annotation process since the main concern is obtaining ‘high-
quality’ and processable data on which computer algorithms can be trained for optimal
performance.
Automatic annotation is carried out “when huge bodies of text need to be analyzed
or when language processing capabilities are to be integrated into devices” (Eckart de
Castilho, 2014:15). Automatic annotation requires a sufficiently large body of manually
analyzed data, the design of machine learning algorithms, and the evaluation of their
results against the manually created gold standard. Therefore, in order for automatic
analysis to be successful and achieve optimal performance, a manually-created ‘gold-
standard’ is necessary to ensure the quality of the annotations.
In the following sections I will focus first on the main challenges which have emerged
and are still subject to debate in manual corpus annotation and will proceed with
some state-of-the art issues in automatic annotation and its integration with manual
annotation.
7.2 Challenges in Manual Corpus Annotation
Given the necessity of ‘high-quality’ data for further processing in the NLP community,
researchers in this field have developed rigorous scientific methodologies to ensure the
reliability and the consistency of the manual annotation process.
The standard methodology in NLP when annotating a corpus consists of two prin-
cipal stages: first, to have humans manually annotate texts (the ‘training corpus’) with
the desired tags; second, to train computer algorithms or to apply rules on the cor-
pus to perform the same job. As explained by (Hovy & Lavid, 2010:16), the manual
annotation process for NLP consists of the following steps:
1. Identifying and preparing a selection of the representative texts as starting ma-
terial for the ‘training corpus’ (sometimes called ‘training suite’).
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2. Instantiating a given linguistic theory or linguistic concept, to specify the set of
tags to use, their conditions of applicability, etc. This step includes beginning to
write the annotator instructions (often called the Codebook or Manual).
3. Annotating some fragment of the training corpus, in order to determine the fea-
sibility both of the instantiation and the annotator Manual.
4. Measuring the results (comparing the annotators’ decisions) and deciding which
measures are appropriate, and how they should be applied.
5. Determining what level of agreement is to be considered satisfactory (too lit-
tle agreement means too little consistency in the annotation to enable machine
learning algorithms to be trained successfully). If the agreement is not (yet)
satisfactory, the process repeats from step 2, with appropriate changes to the
theory, its instantiation, the Manual, and the annotator instructions. Otherwise,
the process continues to step 6.
6. Annotating a large portion of the corpus, possibly over several months or years,
with many intermediate checks, improvements, etc.
7. When sufficient material has been annotated, training the automated NLP ma-
chine learning technology on a portion of the training corpus and measuring its
performance on the remainder (i.e., comparing its results when applied to the re-
maining text, often called the ‘held-out data’, to the decisions of the annotators).
8. If agreement is satisfactory, the technology can be applied to additional, unanno-
tated, material of the same type, thereby assisting future analysis. If agreement
is not satisfactory, the process repeats, possibly from step 2, or possibly from step
6 if more training data is required (see Hovy & Lavid, 2010:16).
These steps are graphically represented in figure 7.1, the generic annotation pipeline:
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Figure 7.1 The generic annotation pipeline (after Hovy & Lavid, 2010)
Although all these steps are relevant for the work presented in this dissertation, in
the following subsections I will focus on two main issues in manual corpus annotation
–annotation procedure and reliability and evaluation measures- since these pose inter-
esting challenges for one of the main aims of this dissertation, namely, the empirical
validation of aspects of Theme through corpus annotation.
7.3 Manual Annotation Procedures
In this section I will refer to a number of fundamental issues in manual annotation,
including: the annotation roles, the annotation process and the annotation tools.
7.3.1 Roles
The main roles in the manual annotation include:
Annotators perform manual annotation based on annotation guidelines. This task
is slow and error-prone, depending on the complexity of the guidelines. The annotators
should have domain skills to be able to interpret the guidelines correctly, and this makes
overall corpus production very expensive. The less-specialized annotators allow for a
reduction in expenses. Therefore, the better the interface, and the better the guidelines,
the better development of the project.
Editors or curators. To curate is “to collect the best examples and or eliminate
errors” (Petrillo & Baycroft, 2010). In some cases the role of curator is indistinguishable
from that of the editor. The curator is responsible for measuring the Inter-Annotator
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Agreement (IAA), annotation adjudication, gold-standard production, annotator train-
ing, and make expert choices in disagreement between annotators (Bontcheva et al.,
2010). In projects where an annotation can be “right” or “wrong” the curator produces
a gold standard annotation with the correct choices. They have close relationship to
the guidelines: either having written them, or as a result of the work they do to improve
their accuracy.
Explorer. According to Eckart de Castilho (2014) the explorer makes a preliminary
exploration of the corpus data in order to generate a new hypothesis or corroborate
an existing one. This exploration takes place before the annotation process begins and
the guidelines are created. In some cases, after the exploration of the corpus, he/she
undertakes the role of guideline author.
Other authors as Dipper et al. (2004) also contemplate the role of a language
engineer who may explore the data from a statistical point of view with the aim of
exploiting the results of the annotation process.
7.3.2 Process
The process of manual annotation and the roles that support it is depicted by Eckart de
Castilho (2014) in the following figure:
Figure 7.2 Basic annotation process (in Eckart de Castilho, 2014)
As the figure above shows, the process involves five different stages: bootstrapping,
exploration, writing of annotation guidelines, annotation, and curation. This process,
although defined in a linear way is normally iterative at some stages. As the arrows in
the diagram show the means by which the hypothesis will be formulated, the process
may have to be reviewed and adapted more than once. The exploration process may
be necessary to revisit once the guidelines are written, in order to ensure the clarity
and legibility of the instructions.
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Once the annotation as such begins, the guidelines may not be clear enough for
the annotator to use them, and a further composition will be needed. The process
will undergo this stage again once more when the curator enters the cycle, in case the
results of the Inter-Annotator Agreement reveal that the quality of the process is not
reliable enough.
There is a brief explanation of the actions that take place in each stage of the
annotation development.
Bootstrapping is not purely a stage of manual analysis by itself, but rather it is
thought to be the preparation of the corpus for manual annotation. It is usually an
automatic process; that is, the plain corpus is pre-annotated automatically, and then a
parser, tagger, or gazetteer is applied to prepare the corpus for a higher level of manual
annotation. Or as it is the case of the present study to be annotated according to a
rule- based system.
Exploration phase consists on the inspection of the corpus by the explorer who
will pose a hypothesis and gather relevant examples to include in the process of writing
the guidelines.
Annotation takes place once the guidelines have been written. As defined in
section 7.1, linguistic annotation is “any sort of annotation which one might like to add
to linguistically derived data.” The annotation process may start by a single researcher
who sets the ground for the annotation tasks by a larger group at the same time that
the explorer examines the corpus and prepares for the formulation of the hypothesis,
both together help in the process of writing the guidelines.
Curation phase unifies the annotations under the expert choices made by the
curator. In this stage the curator, either manually or automatically, decides which of
two or more not co-occurrent annotations is correct. In this stage the Inter-Annotation
Agreement is made the guidelines may be revisited and reformulated to achieve an
improved annotation quality.
7.3.3 Annotation Tools
The selection of a software to support linguistic annotations is another key feature in
this study.
The need for a tool that includes the ability to design and program, as well as a flex-
ible display and interface, is not an easy task. The recent interest in more sophisticated
corpus processing mean that both linguists and computer scientists are demanding more
complex processing pipelines for their analysis tasks (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2009).
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Another relevant feature to take into account when selecting the annotating tool
is, as Carletta et al. (2002) rightly suggests, that it must use a well-understood, doc-
umented data format, or if it uses proprietary formats, that these can be converted
to general available formats in order to share these data with others and to inspect
the coded data. Of course, there is the possibility to create ad-hoc tools but these
are time consuming impeding the scientific progress. This raises the issue of integrat-
ing/harmonizing different types of annotation that have possibly been produced by
different tools.
In the following paragraph I review some of the most complete annotations tools
that serve the needs of this study. Here, a deeper look will be taken at GATE Tool.
GATE General Architecture for Text Engineering
is an infrastructure for developing and deploying software components that
process human language. It is nearly 15 years old and is in active use for all
types of computational task involving human language. GATE excels at text
analysis of all shapes and sizes.
(Cunningham et al., 2011)
GATE has a twofold advantage. For expert programmers it provides a software
architecture for processing data, and for non-expert programmers it provides an
easy to use Integrated Development Environment (IDE), focused on information
extraction and allowing for different pipeline combinations of the available re-
sources as well as introducing your own implementations. Tag spans are identified
by clicking and sweeping and may contain both simple values and attribute-value
pairs for fine-grained information. They are stored using character offsets from
the start of the file (Carletta et al., 2002).
The outstanding characteristics of GATE can be summarized in the following
points:
1. JAPE language (Java Annotation Patterns Engine), provides a domain-
specific language for rule-based analysis tasks. JAVA can be used in the
right-hand side of JAPE rules, making the language much more powerful
(Eckart de Castilho, 2014). Ultimately this allows to create ad-hoc APIs to
be adapted to your particular needs, as it is the case in the present study.
2. GATE presents integrated resources known as CREOLE (a Collection of
REusable Objects for Language Engineering). These resources, available
within GATE or downloadable from public repositories can be conveniently
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assembled and exported as Java Archive (.JAR), and a XML configuration
file. This allows for the sharing and reuse of the created resources in other
applications. The available resources to be combined within GATE can be
classified in:
Language Resources (LRs): refers to lexicons, corpus, and onthologies
Processing Resources (PRs): algorithm-based like parsers or generators
Visual Resources (VRs): elements that affect the graphic interface
3. A built-in annotation editor allows manual text correction and annotation.
It can correct automated annotated texts and inspect the results of other
annotations. Eventually it makes changes to the original text, something
that in most processing frameworks is not possible.
4. ANNIC (ANNotation In Context) sub-system allows searching a corpus us-
ing JAPE patterns. This querying engine allows for maximum exploitation
of annotated data with statistical analysis.
UIMA Unstructured Information Management Architecture
It is an open framework designed to integrate language analysis developed at IBM
Research location encouraging the reuse of components.
The motivation driving the development of UIMA was the integration of language
analysis developed at different IBM Research locations into a common framework
and to encourage the reuse of components.
UIMA is a platform-independent XML-based descriptors for analysis workflows
and analysis components that are predominantly used in the framework to fa-
cilitate the deployment and interoperability of UIMA workflows. Plug-ins are
provided for the Eclipse development environment. It was designed to support
the interaction of both expert and non-expert programmers so that both linguistic
and computing work can be supported by the platform (Ferrucci & Lally, 2004).
U-Compare
is an integrated text mining/natural language processing system based on the
UIMA Framework. It provides an easy-to-use interface with no installation
needed. Available components are included in the U-Compare single-click-to-
launch package, ready to use by just drag-and-drop in the online interface. Ex-
ternal tools can also be added to the workflow. It provides corpus readers and
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writers with syntactic and semantic and annotation tools as well as statistical
tools for data exploitation (Kano et al., 2009).
7.4 Evaluation Measures
According to Hovy and Lavid: “The underlying premise of (manual) corpus annotation
is that if people cannot agree enough, then either the theory is wrong (or badly stated
or instantiated), or the annotation process itself is flawed. In any case, training of
computer algorithms is impossible on inconsistent input” (Hovy & Lavid, 2010:23). As
explained by (Lavid, 2011:208): “. . . this methodology is also used in the field of content
analysis, where observers/analysts are supposed to interpret textual, visual or audible
materials”. Thus, scholars such as Hayes and Krippendorff state the following:
When relying on human observers, researchers must worry about the quality of the
data—specifically, their reliability. Are the data being made and subsequently used
in analyses and decision making the result of irreproducible human idiosyncrasies
or do they reflect properties of the phenomena (units of analysis) of interest on
which others could agree as well? The answer to this question can affirm or deny
the usability of one’s data, and respectable scholarly journals typically require
quantitative evidence for the reliability of the data underlying published research.
(Hayes & Krippendorff 2007:77, quoted in Lavid 2011)
According to Krippendorff, reproducibility is the strongest and most feasible kind of
reliability to test among other possible kinds, such as stability and accuracy (Krippen-
dorff, 2004). Reproducible data are those obtained within a tolerable margin of error
when using a coding instrument by different observers on the same set of phenom-
ena (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). Reliability is measured by the agreement observed
among independent observers. “The more observers agree on the data they generate,
and the larger the sample of units they describe, the more comfortable we can be that
their data are exchangeable with data provided by other sets of observers (c.f. Hayes
et al., 2005), reproducible, and trustworthy” (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007:77). Trans-
ferring this method to the field of Corpus Linguistics, states Lavid, “the coding instru-
ment are the annotation scheme and guidelines, and researchers use agreement mea-
sures to test stability (intra-annotator agreement) and reproducibility (inter-annotator
agreement)” (2011:209).
The most frequent measures used in the NLP community for inter-annotator agree-
ment are simple agreement, Scott’s pi, various forms of Kappa (Cohen et al., 1960),
Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2004), and Metric agr (Wiebe et al., 2005).
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Percent Agreement or Observed Agreement measures the percentage of
cases that two (or more) annotators agree over all the decisions they have both
made. It is the percentage of annotations on which two coders agree when an-
notating the same sample independently It is easy to understand and quick to
determine (Artstein & Poesio, 2008). This measurement has two main drawbacks:
– The problem of agreeing by chance is not corrected and it becomes more
severe when there are few classification categories in the coding scheme.
Agreement becomes more difficult to achieve as the number of available
categories increases (Sullivan, 2014).
– It does not correct for the distribution of items among categories: “we expect
a higher percentage agreement when one category is much more common
than the other” (Artstein & Poesio, 2008).
Scott’s pi solves the issue of chance agreement present in Percentage Agreement
but it can only be applied to nominal or categorized data annotated by two coders.
This measurement was further improved by Fleiss who adopted a calculation to
be applied to any number of raters in a nominal dataset. But it still assumes that
coders have evenly distributed their type of annotations, if not, the results may
be biased (Sullivan, 2014).
Cohen’s Kappa was based on Scott’s approach to nominal data, but includes a
different approach to chance agreement. It is one of the most used measurements
to date but it has some drawbacks as it cannot handle missing data, unequal
sample sized or different informational types (Sullivan, 2014). Carletta explains
that when the value of K is 1, it means that there is a perfect agreement; but
when this is not the case, the interpretation of the result is critical (1996:252).
This is explained in detail by Viera & Garrett (2005) who define this measurement
as:
The calculation is based on the difference between how much agreement is
actually present (“observed” agreement) compared to how much agreement
would be expected to be present by chance alone (“expected” agreement).
(2005:361)
These authors also illustrate their explanation with table 13.1:
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Carletta’s proposals were enormously influential and K has become the standard
for measuring agreement in NLP for a wide variety of annotation tasks. Although
some time has passed and this measurement has received some criticisms, it is
still one of the most reliable ways of analyzing inter-annotator agreement.
Krippendorff’s Alpha improves the other measures by allowing a larger num-
ber of raters and additional data types but it is also more complex in its usage
(Sullivan, 2014). Krippendorff (2004) defines it as “Krippendorff’s alpha as the
standard reliability measure. It is general in that it can be used regardless of
the number of observers, levels of measurement, sample sizes, and presence or
absence of missing data”.
Metric agr This is defined in Wiebe et al. (2005) as follows: “agr is a directional
measure of agreement that measures what proportion of A was also marked by
b.” It is useful when the aim is to delimit boundaries or segments of texts where
coders could be selecting different expressions in the identification process.
In addition to this multiplicity of measures, the annotation manager has to de-
termine the tolerances, i.e., when is the agreement good enough? Some projects use
“the 90% agreement rule” basing it on the observation that if humans can agree on
something at N%, systems will achieve (N-10)%; others consider 80% realistic for word
senses. But, as Hovy and Lavid explain, “for many complex problems, 90% agreement
is simply unreachable”. And they continue:
the intended use of the annotated corpus is probably the single most important
guideline(. . . ). If the goal is to train machine learning systems, then there should
be enough annotated data, at high enough agreement, to enable the systems to be
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trained to do their job effectively. If the goal is to identify all relevant phenomena,
test the theory instantiation, and hence validate the underlying theory, then per-
haps it doesn’t matter what the agreement level is, as long as poor agreements are
seriously investigated.
(Hovy & Lavid, 2010)
7.4.1 Inter-annotation Agreement
Since the last decade of the last century, big efforts have been made to put semantics
and discourse analysis at the same level of other areas of Computational Linguistics
in terms of empirical research, to achieve this goal reliable hand-coded data is needed.
Inter-annotator or coder agreement has become almost the standard procedure to test
the accuracy of manual annotations. These data could then be used either to support
an empirical claim or to develop and test a computational model. (Artstein & Poesio,
2008)
On a common basis the most reliable annotated corpora is obtained through blind
double annotation followed by adjudication of disagreements. This means that the
reliability is inferred for a large-scale annotation by measuring the agreement on a
small subset of the data which is the one annotated by more than one coder.
However, there are other authors as Dligach et al. (2010) that claim that the most
efficient and reliable corpora is obtained through more single handed coded annotations,
as the title of their article suggests Annotate more accurately or to annotate more they
defend the idea that reliability coding relies on the extension of the annotated data not
so much on the number of coders that made the annotations. This study aligns with the
classical view of double hand coded annotation as Beigman Klebanov & Beigman (2009)
define, that raises the problem of how to test the reliability of this coded annotations.
To begin with, it has to be considered what kind of data will be annotated, there are
two possibilities:
– data in which items are labeled with categories that is, categories are assigned to
units (Artstein & Poesio, 2008)
– data in which the coding is as subjective as delimiting boundaries or segment
values (Carletta, 1996)
If these coders produce similar results it can be inferred that they have internalized
a similar understanding of the annotation guidelines, and it can be expected that they
would perform consistently in future annotations:
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Reliability is thus a prerequisite for demonstrating the validity of the coding
scheme—that is, to show that the coding scheme captures the “truth” of the phe-
nomenon being studied, in case this matters: If the annotators are not consistent
then either some of them are wrong or else the annotation scheme is inappropriate
for the data.
(Artstein & Poesio, 2008:557)
Nonetheless, as Artstein & Poesio (2008) also highlight good agreement cannot
ensure validity, it could be the case that both coders are wrong. In these cases the
figure of the expert annotator appears, Carletta (1996) discusses the different options
to consider in relation to naive versus expert annotators. As she explains, in total
agreement with Klippendorff, the far reaching distinction between the annotations made
by experience or naive coders does not make the real point in the discussion, what is
more dealing with subjective coding such as the annotation of the second type of data
mentioned above, the key question relies in how well the guidelines instruct the coders
to perform their annotations.
7.4.2 Relation Between Agreement and Reliability
The concepts of agreement and reliability have been used interchangeably in different
applications, but they must be distinguished from one another.
Tinsley & Brown (2000) define inter-rater agreement as “the extent to which the
different judges tend to assign exactly the same rating to each object (...) when judg-
ments are made on a numerical scale, inter rater agreement means that the judges
assigned exactly the same values when rating the same person” (2000:98).
On the other hand, inter-rater reliability “provides an indication of the extent to
which the variance in the ratings is attributable to differences among the objects rated”
(2000:98). It quantifies the relationship between two coders over the evaluation of
multiple subjects.
“To be clear, agreement is what we measure; reliability is what we wish to infer from
it. In content analysis, reproducibility is arguably the most important interpretation
of reliability” (Krippendorff, 2004:215).
The quantitative relationship between agreement and reliability is analogous to
the relationship between accuracy and precision in a numerical dataset. Each metric
provides a different viewpoint of the same story (Sullivan, 2014).
But this agreement coefficient can only become an index of reliability when in
Krippendorff (2004:215) words it fulfills:
1. Preconditions for measuring reliability:
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– work with reliable data (defined under Krippendorff’s four recommendations
below) achieved through double-blinded annotation of the same sample
– coders should be available, use the same instructions, work independently,
and annotate identical units of analysis
2. Identifiable units of analysis through descriptions generated by a coding proce-
dure, nomatter who performs the coding. That is the importance of the guidelines
to reproduce the experiment. Reproducibility is about data making, not about
coders. A coefficient for assessing the reliability of data must treat coders as
interchangeable and count observable coder idiosyncrasies as disagreement.
3. An index of the degree of reliability must have at least two designated values: one
to know when reliability is perfect, and the other to know when the conclusions
drawn from imperfect data are valid by mere chance.
7.4.3 Guidelines and Data Reliability
Bayerl & Paul (2011) highlight the relevance of the work by Artstein & Poesio (2008)
in which they point out that the “main reason for the analysis of annotation quality is
to obtain a measure of the trustworthiness of annotations” (Bayerl & Paul, 2011:700).
Therefore, it is only possible to rely on the conclusions drawn from the annotated data
knowing whether the annotations are consistent and reproducible.
This degree of certainty depends on degree to which agreement is attained by the
annotators in the coding process. The overall development of the study is influenced
by several factors that may affect the coding process, from slips of the coders’ atten-
tion, misinterpretations of coding instructions, personal biases, or genuinely disparate
interpretations of material.
Krippendorff (2004) recommends four steps for establishing data reliability, in order
to reproduce the coding process with different coders and under different circumstances
(given that the alteration of the conditions do not affect the results):
1. The coding of the sample data has to be generated by coders “widely available,
follow explicit and communicable instruction and work independently of each
other” (2004). The sample data has to be representative with enough duplication
or overlapping examples for coders to be interchangeable.
2. The way in which dat agreement is measured has to account for variables in the
experiments: number of coders, type of data, size of the sample, missing data,
. . . etc.
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3. The criteria for the quality of data may depend on the type of study carried out.
Making sure that the interpretation of the boundaries chosen can be similarly
interpreted.
4. Relevant differences should be tested.
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Automatic Annotation and its Requirements
This study combines automatic, semi-automatic, rule-based and, manual annotation.
As mentioned in chapter 7.1, manual annotation is increasingly supported by com-
putational tools but has been traditionally done on paper. In order to ensure that its
results are consistent and reliable agreement studies are carried out in the NLP com-
munity, as was explained in chapter 7.4 above. If agreement among the annotators is
high, it is an indication that the annotation scheme and guidelines are clear and can
be used to produce quality annotations. If, on the contrary, there is a low level of
agreement between annotators, it is necessary to review the annotation scheme and the
guidelines and to investigate the cases of poor agreement (Eckart de Castilho, 2014;
Hovy & Lavid, 2010).
Semi-automatic annotation relies on software to facilitate the task of manually
adding the labels as described in the guidelines. This helps to avoid mistakes which can
be frequent in handwritten annotations. The annotated documents are thus processable
not only by humans but also by automated agents. Additional layers of annotation can
be added either manually or automatically.
Automatic annotation can be partial or fully automatic. When partial, some
labels are left for human coders to annotate due to unsolved ambiguities or because
the system does not know how to solve them. In the second situation, all tags are
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automatically coded without any manual intervention.
The kinds of automatic annotations have been traditionally called “annotation lev-
els” but more recently they have been coined as “annotation layers”.
Traditionally EAGLES (1996) identified three layers of annotation:
1. Morphosyntactic annotations:
• Lemma tagging (specially valuable for morphologically rich languages)
(Leech, 1997).
• Part-of-speech tagging, one of the most extended types of linguistic anno-
tation and one of the most accurate. However, if a mistake is made in this
layer of annotation the rest of the subsequent annotations are compromised.
It is also referred to as POS tagging or grammatical tagging. It consists of
the annotation of the grammatical class (e.g., noun, verb, etc.) of each word
or token in a text, along with their morphological attributes (Pareja-Lora,
2012).
2. Syntactic annotations:
Once morphosyntactic units (or categories) in a text have been coded, syntactic
annotations add information about these relationships between them (Pareja-
Lora, 2012). These syntactic relationships can take different forms, as phrase
structure grammar, dependency grammar, systemic functional grammar, etc. . .
(McEnery & Wilson, 2001). Contrary to morphosyntactic annotations, the re-
sources to perform syntactic annotation or parsing do not reach the levels of
correctness and accuracy of POS tagging, as the syntactic linguistic features of
each language play a relevant role in its performance (see Lavid & Morato´n,
2013b).
3. Semantic annotations:
This type refers to components whose character is principally task-oriented or
algorithmic, such as lemmatizers, generators, translators, parsers and speech rec-
ognizers.
Pareja-Lora (2012) mentions two main types:
• Semantic role labelling: it consists of identifying and annotating the
predicate-argument structure of clauses and sentences revealing the syntax-
semantic look of texts (2012:42).
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• Annotation of word senses:
– Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD): refers to “the association of con-
tent words in a text with their corresponding senses in an electronic
dictionary or in other computational linguistic resources” , here words
are tagged with a sense (meaning) label (2012:42).
– Word Domain Disambiguation (WDD): associates the above mentioned
tag, not to meaning but at domain level, reducing ambiguities identify-
ing polysemy.
– Named Entities: are defined as words or sequences of words that are
‘unique identifiers’ of entities, time or quantities, and are annotated by
means of Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) pro-
cesses.
Regarding the format of the annotation it may vary form binary annotations to
annotations based on open standards. There are initiatives such as the The Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI) and the Encoding Standard for XML (XCES), whose goal
is the definition of standards for the structural and linguistic representation of textual
documents. The approach most widely accepted is the use of XML based formats for
the representation of all associated information in a document: metadata, structure
and linguistic annotations. These annotations may be embedded, that is, next to the
element coded; or standoff, placed in a different location than the coded elements.
In this study I have opted to use a single platform that embeds all annotation layers,
supporting semi-automatic annotation in XML based format, to ensure reproducibility
(more in chapter 21)
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C. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION OF






This chapter focuses on one of the aims of the current dissertation, namely, to provide
an empirical validation of the model of Theme as developed by Lavid et al. in SFGS
through corpus annotation. As advanced in the Introduction, this aim is clearly an
important methodological innovation with respect to current linguistic practices where
many linguistic hypotheses remain untested. The idea, as proposed by Lavid, is to
use the results of manual corpus annotation “as a mechanism to test hypotheses about
linguistic phenomena empirically” (Lavid et al., 2013b). But how can this be achieved?
Hovy and Lavid propose that, at least, two aspects of theories can be tested through
manual corpus annotation: theory formation and theory redefinition. In addition, these
authors claim, “corpus annotation makes it possible to enrich theories with quantitative
information” (Hovy & Lavid, 2010). As Artstein & Poesio (2008) point out agreement
studies are a prerequisite for the validity of the annotation guidelines, if different coders
agree which items are labeled with certain categories this means that they have the same
understanding of the guidelines and that these are therefore reliable.
In the present study, before performing the manual annotation on the whole corpus
(chapter 18.1), it was considered useful to carry out a set of agreement studies in order
to refine the definitions of the categories given, and decide which of them to include
in the core and the extended tag-sets of the annotation schemata. The results of the
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agreement annotation make more reliable both the larger annotation of a corpus, and
the definition of rules to automatically annotate these categories, as well as, for next
annotators to come, to count on more accurate definitions on the categories needing less
refine work than with a mere manual annotation of a smaller number of texts (Dligach
et al., 2010).
In the following sections I will describe the methodological steps which have been
taken to use corpus annotation for the validation of a number of aspects of the model
of Theme proposed in SFGS. The steps follow standard practice in corpus annotation
in the field of NLP and have been presented in previous work by the author of this
dissertation and colleagues (see Aru´s et al., 2012). They are explained in detail in the
following sections and summarised below:
1. Selecting the corpus. This step involves the compilation of those texts to create
what is known as the ‘training corpus’ on which the annotations will be hand-
coded both by human experts and by trained annotators.
2. Delimiting the category(es) to be annotated and its/their features.
3. Designing the annotation scheme and guidelines. This involves instantiating all
or part of the features of the selected theoretical model and developing a core and
an extended tag-set to be used in the process of annotating the training corpus.
4. Performing annotation experiments on the training corpus, in order to determine
the feasibility and consistency both of the instantiation and the annotator manual.
5. Measuring the results of the annotations by comparing the degree of agreement
between the annotators’ decisions. This step also involves deciding which mea-
sures are appropriate, how they should be applied, and determining the level of




Selecting the Training Corpus
In this study two training corpora were compiled, which were named A and B for
convenience:
Training corpus A: This corpus was used for Agreement Studies 1 and 2 and its
tasks 1 and 2. It consisted of a total of 6 texts evenly divided into English and Spanish
(number of clause complexes 143 in the English dataset, and 79 in the Spanish one).
The type of experiment carried out in this training corpus involved the identification
of spans of text in the unit of analysis. Therefore the training corpus is composed of
a random selection of complete texts. They belonged to two groups of texts collected
from published sources between 2008 and 2013.
Table 10.1 Training Corpus A





10. Selecting the Training Corpus
Training corpus B: This corpus was used for Agreement Study 2 (tasks 3, 4 and
5) and consisted on a compilation of clauses especially selected for the annotation of
these tasks. These tasks implied the labeling of subtypes of main categories. For this
reason only occurrences of the main categories were selected and given to the coders.
The reason for this is to avoid the coders go through examples that did not meet the
criteria to be annotated. Selecting clauses of the main category ensure that the coders
were exposed to the evaluated problem: the distinction of different subtypes of a main
category. The clauses were selected from the same corpus as Training corpus A. They
are distributed as follows:
Table 10.2 Training Corpus B












Delimiting the Categories to be Annotated and
their Features
In this chapter, I summarize the most relevant theoretical notions used for the anno-
tation of the thematic categories to be annotated in the larger corpus and validated in
this Part (see Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2012; Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n, 2012; Lavid,
Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2013a,c; Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n, 2013). As explained in Hovy &
Lavid (2010:19):
...instantiating the theory encounters the problem that no theory is ever complete,
and few if any are developed to an equal degree for all variants of the phenomena
they address. Since theories tend to focus on some phenomena over others, uncer-
tainty arises about exactly which categories to define as tags for annotation, how
to define them exactly, and what to do with the residue not covered by the theory.
As said above, the analysis draws upon the model of Theme proposed in SFGS
(Lavid et al., 2010d). The clausal features selected for analysis capture the three main
types of meaning represented by the category of Theme in the linguistic literature:
experiential, interpersonal and textual. In this model the phenomenon of Theme is
divided between the Inner Thematic Field and Outer Thematic Field. The former
includes the Thematic Head and any possible, but not necessary, PreHeads. The Outer
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Thematic Field, which is not an obligatory segment, includes Textual and Interpersonal
thematic elements preceding the Inner Thematic Field.
In the following sections I will provide an outlne of the model of Theme presented
in SFGS and the features selected for annotation.
11.1 Outer Thematic Field
The Outer Thematic Field (OTF) is defined in Lavid et al. (2010d:302) as the elements
that surround and complete the Inner Thematic Field (ITF) consisting of the following
types:
Textual Themes: Textual markers which help creating the logical connections in the
text
Interpersonal Themes: Express the attitude and evaluation of the speaker with re-
spect to his/her message
Absolute Thematic constructions: Constructions not integrated in the main pred-
ication usually separated by a comma or a pause
11.1.1 Textual Theme
Textual Themes are those elements in clause-initial position which are instrumental
in the creation of the logical connections in the texts. In Halliday & Matthiessen
(2004:373) they refer to parataxis as the “relation between two like elements of equal
status, one initiating and the other continuing” and hypotaxis as the “the relation
between a dependent element and its dominant, the element on which it is dependent”.
These paratatic and hypotactic relationships are reflected in the following labels:
Linkers as paratactic nexus
(1) [TT-Link: However,] Hilco faces competition from other suitors for the UK business
and the structure of any deal is likely to be complex, partly because HMV has many
loss-making stores that a new owner is likely to jettison.
(Report: Hilco UK emerges among favourites to give HMV a spin.
Sentence 7)
(2) [TT-Link: No obstante,] Lagarde sen˜alo´ que “queda mucho por hacer”, sobre todo
en la reduccio´n de las “barreras a la competitividad” y en la puesta en pra´ctica de
los planes de privatizacio´n.
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[However, Lagarde signalled ”all there is left to be done”, especially in the reduction
of the barriers to competitiveness and start practising privatization plans].
(Report: La ‘Troika’ concedera´ a Grecia seis meses en los que no le
reclamara´ ma´s medidas. Sentence 9)
Binders as hypotactic nexus
(3) [TT-Bind: But] we in Britain should tread carefully.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it with
great care. Sentence 22)
(4) [TT-Bind: Pero] no esta´ claro que PP y PSOE tengan las ideas muy claras sobre la
estructura y funciones de los organismos independientes.
[But it is not clear that PP and PSOE have very clear ideas on the structure and
functions on the independent agencies] (Editorial: Europa vigila. Sentence 11)
Correlatives (not only . . . but; either . . . or)
(5) [TT-COR: Not only] didn’t he call [TT-Cor: but] also forgot completely about us
These labels will be used in the classification of textual elements in manual anno-
tation. In this phase these categories will be tested in the intra-annotator agreement
experiments as described in Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (2013b).
Other authors as Caffarel et al. (2004) define Textual themes as “(sic)..it does con-
nect each message to the previous text and in doing so makes the text cohesive”. Thus
these authors include in textual themes Conjunctions and Continuatives. Continuatives
are oral expressions like Ummm, yeah that we have not considered in this study, as the
texts we are using do not reflect oral language.
According to Bosque & Demonte (2000) in their Grama´tica Descriptiva del Castel-
lano [Descriptive Grammar of Spanish]:
La hipotaxis predomina en los registros ma´s elaborados, la parataxis, en los ma´s
coloquiales
[Hypotaxis is found in more elaborated registers whereas parataxis is more common
of colloquial registers]
The results obtained in the annotation carried out in the present study confirm this
statement, news reports present a very low number of hypotactic relationships whereas
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editorials and letters to the editor record a higher presence of these type of textual
themes, as can be seen and explained in chapter 18.5.1.
11.1.2 Interpersonal Theme
Interpersonal Themes (IT) are defined by Lavid et al. (2010d:302) as the elements
preceding the Thematic Head and expressing the attitude and the evaluation of the
speaker with respect to his/her message.
For example:
(6) [IT: Doubtless,] movement is difficult in rural areas after heavy snowfall; but is it
really necessary for transport and schools in towns and cities to be so badly disrupted
by what is a natural seasonal occurrence, albeit one experienced less regularly today
than in the past? (Editorial: This winter’s tale. Sentence 8)
(7) [IT: Realmente,] este hecho supone un sacrificio que no le gusta a nadie, pero que
han de aceptar buena parte de los trabajadores del pa´ıs para poder mantener el
empleo, en una Catalunya en la que hay ma´s de 700.000 parados.
[Actually, this fact is a sacrifice that does not like anyone, but should have to be
accepted by most part of the workers to maintain their jobs, in Catalunya where
there are more than 700.000 unemployed.]
(Editorial: Grave error en Nissan. Sentence 3)
As Matthiessen (1995:41) points out “Interpersonal Themes indicate to the reader
that the ideational configurations that follow are to be taken from the writer’s angle”.
Considering this point of view here is the definition of the three first IT labels used in
the study:
Vocatives This is any item, typically (but not necessarily) a personal name, being
used to address. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:81)
(8) [IT-Voc: Tom! ] This is a nice surprise
(9) [IT-Voc: Sir ] could you follow me, please?
Comment adjuncts Express the speaker or writer’s judgement or his/her attitude to
the content of the message. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:81)
(10) [IT-Com: Doubtless,] movement is difficult in rural areas after heavy snow-
fall; but is it really necessary for transport and schools in towns and cities
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to be so badly disrupted by what is a natural seasonal occurrence, albeit one
experienced less regularly today than in the past?
(Editorial: This winter’s tale. Sentence 8)
(11) [IT-Com: Realmente,] este hecho supone un sacrificio que no le gusta a
nadie, pero que han de aceptar buena parte de los trabajadores del pa´ıs para
poder mantener el empleo, en una Catalunya en la que hay ma´s de 700.000
parados.
[Actually, this fact is a sacrifice that does not like anyone, but should have to
be accepted by most part of the workers to maintain their jobs, in Catalunya
where there are more than 700.000 unemployed.]
(Editorial: Grave error en Nissan. Sentence 3)
Modal adjuncts In Halliday’s words (2004:145): “What the modality system does is
to construe the region of uncertainty that lies between ‘yes’ and ‘no’ ”.
(12) [IT-Mod: Perhaps] this was because the statement in which the agency
justified its action will have made even less comfortable reading for the shadow
chancellor than his opposite number.
(Editorial: Osborne needs to budget for economic growth. Sentence 2)
(13) Pero [IT-Mod: quiza´] beneficie al otro independentismo, el de Esquerra, que
goza de una imagen ma´s limpia.
[But maybe this benefits the other independentism, the one of Esquerra, which
has a clearer look.] (Editorial: Escuchas y fallos. Sentence 13)
This idea led to consider that other constructions that announce that what is coming
next is seen under the point of view of the author, should be included as part of these
Interpersonal Themes. To decide which expressions have to be included I have followed
what Hyland proposes in Stance and Engagement: a model of interaction in academic
discourse (2005). In this article, Hyland studies the interactions between readers and
writers in research articles. He defines a categorization of Interpersonal expressions
depending on whether they respond to the writer’s intention to present him/herself
and connect to others (Engagement) or to the way writers present themselves and
convey their judgements and opinions (Stance).
Engagement In Hyland’s words “writers acknowledge and connect to others, recog-
nizing the presence of their readers, pulling them along with their argument,
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focusing their attention, acknowledging their uncertainties, including them as
discourse participants, and guiding them to interpretations.” (2005:176)
(14) [IT-Eng: It is clear that] many problems would arise if the legislation as
now tabled were to be implemented.
(Letter to the Editor: Settle this Plebgate stand-off now. Sentence 7)
(15) [IT-Eng: Creo desde mi modesta opinio´n que] es compatible aplicar
medidas dirigidas a reducir el de´ficit pu´blico como ya se esta´ haciendo, eso s´ı
con un calendario ma´s flexible para cumplirlo, con pol´ıticas de crecimiento.
[I think, from my humble opinion, that it is possible to apply measures to
reduce public deficit, as it is in fact been done, but of course with more
flexible schedules and accompanied by growing policies.]
(Letter to the Editor: Otras pol´ıticas s´ı son posibles. Sentence 9)
Stance Hyland’s definition “This can be seen as an attitudinal dimension and includes
features which refer to the ways writers present themselves and convey their
judgements, opinions, and commitments. It is the ways that writers intrude to
stamp their personal authority onto their arguments or step back and disguise
their involvement.” (2005:176)
(16) [IT-Sta: We thought that] consumers were entitled to assume that meat –
and indeed all food – was subject to random spot checks to confirm that it
was what it said it was.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 6)
(17) [IT-Sta: Esperemos] que el presidente del Gobierno ofrezca hoy alguna pista
en este sentido durante el debate sobre el estado de la nacio´n.
[Let’s hope that the Prime Minister gives some hint today in the debate on
the state of the nation.] (Editorial: Exportamos bien. Sentence 12)
11.2 Inner Thematic Field
The Inner Thematic field consists of elements selected from the experiential structure of




11.2 Inner Thematic Field
Thematic Head
11.2.1 PreHead
The PreHead is the non-nuclear part of the Inner Thematic Field, and although not
really optional, is not always present. This element is any circumstantial and/or finite
element preceding the Thematic Head which do not exhaust the thematic potential of
the clause. In Spanish it can also be realized as the lexical part of the process or middle
markers.
11.2.1.1 Circumstantial elements
The Circumstantial elements can be encoded as simple Circumstance (PH-
Circumstance), realized by Adverbial or Prepositional Groups, but also as (PH-CCL),
when realized by a dependent clause; or as a Finite (PH-Fin) in the form of auxiliaries
preceding the verbal form in questions or imperatives, since these are the main choices
as specified in Lavid, Aru´s, Carretero, Morato´n, & Zamorano (2014).
(18) [PH-Circ: Last year,] Barclays raised funds from the China Development Bank
(CDB) and Singapore’s Temasek.
(Report: Barclays rejects government funding, secures £5.8bn from
Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Sentence 12)
(19) [PH-Circ: En el u´ltimo mes,] el yen se ha apreciado el 13% frente al do´lar y el 27%
frente al euro, lo que ha propiciado fuertes descensos en la bolsa de Tokio y ca´ıdas
en los beneficios de las empresas. El ı´ndice Nikkei de la Bolsa de Tokio bajaba, a
45 minutos para el cierre, un 6,23%, situa´ndose a 7.172,89 puntos.
[Last month the yen has increased its value in a 13% in respect to the dollar and
27% in relation to the euro, this provoked Tokyo stock exchange to decrease and a
downfall in the benefits of several companies.]
(Report: El G7 reafirma su intere´s en que el sistema financiero sea
“fuerte y estable”. Sentence 6)
(20) [PH-CCL: In a conference call with investors,] Mr Liddell said Microsoft will
“tailor our business to whatever the economy brings.”
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 14)
(21) [PH-CCL: Ayer, tras la derrota pol´ıtica sufrida en una Asamblea madrilen˜a
donde el PP goza de co´moda mayor´ıa absoluta -tan co´moda y relajante
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que algunos de sus diputados usan tabletas y tele´fonos mo´viles para dis-
traerse con juegos en l´ınea durante las sesiones-,] los me´dicos decidieron
desconvocar la huelga y seguir su lucha en los tribunales, persiguiendo irregulari-
dades.
[Yesterday after the political defeat suffered in a Madrid Assembly where PP rules in
majority - in such a relaxing and comfortable situation many of their members use
tablets or mobile phones with games during parliamentary sessions - doctors decided
to call off the strike and continue with their fight in court, pursuing irregularities.]
(Editorial: La sanidad pu´blica. Sentence 11)
(22) [PH-Finite: Will] those same civil servants be entrusted with the task a second
time? (Letter to the Editor: Why Lord Heseltine was right in calling the
Civil Service amateurish Sentence 11)
(23) [PH-Finite: Funcionara´n] bajo la misma entidad legal pero sera´n gestionados difer-
entemente.
[They will work under the same legal entity but will be managed differently.]
(Report: Catalunya Banc y NCG sufrira´n pe´rdidas de hasta 20.000
millones en 2012 Sentence 15)
Circumstantial elements in thematic position may perform a variety of functions:
“Temporal or Location Circumstantials often function as scene-setting frameworks”
(Downing, 1991:127). According to this idea and the definitions given in Downing
& Locke (2006:155) further detailed analysis (in PreHead analysis section 18.1) has
been carried out identifying whether these PreHeads expressed Time, Place, Evidence,
Contingency, Manner...
11.2.1.2 Lexical part of the process
Being Spanish a pro-drop language, it is common to find a verb as the first element
of the clause, when the verb is in thematic position, as in these two examples (24)
and (25), PreHead has to be present, as the non-inflectional part of the verb, therefore
although not an obligatory element PreHead is not always really an optional element:
when the verb is in thematic position, as in these two examples, the PreHead has to
be present. When this happens the grammatical information of the verb functions as
Head. This is explained in Lavid et al. (2010d:300) in the section devoted to Thematic
Head where:
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An implicit Thematic Head is encoded through verbal prefixes or suffixes, depend-
ing on the function of the Head in the interpersonal structure of the clause. If
the implicit Thematic Head functions as Subject, the realization is a verbal suffix
indicating the person and number of the participant.
Particularizing this in the PreHead the definition given in the guidelines for the
Inter-annotator agreement tasks is that PreHeads may be realized as the “Lexical part
of the process” (see chapter 12)
(24) [PH: Agrav]-a la conducta de los acusados hacie´ndola merecedora de penas de
prisio´n: tres an˜os para el principal acusado, el general de Sanidad Vicente Navarro,
y an˜o y medio para el comandante y el capita´n me´dicos Jose´ Ramo´n Ramı´rez y
Miguel A´ngel Sanz.
[This aggravates the conduct of the defendants making it worthy of sentences prison,
three years for the main accused, General Health Vicente Navarro, year and a half
to the commander and captain physician Jose Ramon Ramirez and Miguel Angel
Sanz.] (Editorial: Yak-42: justicia a medias. Sentence 4)
(25) [PH: E]-s el primer recorte trimestral en el consumo desde el u´ltimo trimestre de
1991 y el mayor desde la primavera de 1980.
[It is the first quarterly cut in consumption from the last quarter of 1991 and the
highest since the spring of 1980.]
(Report: La crisis financiera lleva a Estados Unidos al borde de la
recesio´n. Sentence 10)
In example (24) the identification of the lexical part of the verb is straight forward
as we are dealing with a regular verb of the first conjugation. But in example (25) this
identification does not come so easily as this is an irregular verb. The identification
of the lexical part of the verb as E- and the grammatical part as -s is a convention
adopted to facilitate the annotation and identification of these elements in irregular
verbs.
11.2.1.3 Middle markers
In Spanish PreHead may also include other elements such as the se marker, when
functioning as pseudo-reflexive and pronominal or passive.
Pseudo-reflexives, or ‘romance’ reflexives do not qualify for Thematic Head because
it is not a participant (Lavid et al., 2010d:114-118). The part that identifies the PreHead
is the pseudo-reflexive plus the lexical part of the verb:
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(26) [PH: Se llam]-a Agust´ın.
[His name is Agust´ın]
Pronominal or passive se can be considered as part of the verb but as it is not a
participant it functions as a PreHead:
(27) [PH Se trat]-a del segundo informe independiente del FMI sobre el proceso de
reformas de la banca espan˜ola despue´s de que se aprobara el rescate de la misma en
julio del an˜o pasado.
[This is the second independent IMF report on the process of reforms on Spanish
banks after the bailout was approved in July last year.]
(Report: Lagarde pide al BCE y a los Gobiernos que no se relajen
para evitar una reca´ıda. Sentence 22)
11.2.2 Thematic Head
The Thematic Head is defined as the ‘first element with a function in the experien-
tial configuration of the clause which is more central to the unfolding of the text by
allowing the tracking of the discourse participants’ (Lavid et al., 2010d:299). In the
following subsections I will present the contexts where Thematic Heads can occur and
the different subtypes and realizations which have been considered for the annotation
tasks.
11.2.2.1 Thematic Head in Declarative Clauses
According to Downing (2006:181) a declarative clause is the basic clause type, with
Subject-Finite ordering, being Finite realized by any modal or tensed verb.
In English declarative clauses the Thematic Head usually conflates with the Subject
or with the Complement of the main clause in preverbal position (Lavid, Aru´s, &
Morato´n, 2012:9), as in the following examples below:
(28) [H: The pound] took a fresh beating yesterday as the prediction of a German
economic resurgence triggered a sterling sell-off and experts said the currency was
at risk of a “large-scale devaluation”
(Report: Pound takes another hit on German resurgence. Sentence 1)
(29) [H: Warnings that the American economy is already in the grip of a new
recession, and fears that this will prove long and deep,] were reinforced after
official figures showed that it contracted at an annual rate of 0.3 per cent in the past
quarter. (Report: US economy officially on brink of recession. Sentence 2)
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In the Spanish clause, the Thematic Head may be explicit (30) encoded through in-
dependent lexical and grammatical forms, such as Nominal Groups or nominal clauses.
Or implicit, depending on factors such as the informational status of its referent its
definiteness, etc.... An implicit Thematic Head is encoded through verbal prefixes (see
middle markers 11.2.2.1) or suffixes (31), depending on the function of the Head in the
interpersonal structure of the clause. If the implicit Thematic Head functions as Sub-
ject, the realisation is a verbal suffix (the part that carries the grammatical information
of the verb) indicating the person and number of the participant.
(30) [H: Los abogados de Morgan Lewis] afirman que no hubo conductas reprobables
ma´s alla´ del ”error personal” que el propio Strauss-Kahn, de 59 an˜os, ha reconocido:
no presiono´ a la mujer para obtener sexo ni intervino en su decisio´n de cambiar de
trabajo ni favorecio´ una compensacio´n mayor de la usual cuando abandono´ el FMI
en agosto.
[Morgan Lewis attorneys assembled there was reprehensible behavior beyond the
“personal error” that Strauss-Kahn himself, 59 years, has recognized: he did not
pressed the woman for sex or intervened in their decision to change work or favoured
a greater compensation than usual when leaving the IMF in August.]
(Report: Una noche sin consecuencias para Strauss-Kahn. Sentence 7)
(31) Viaj-[H: o´] tambie´n a Estambul y a Jerusale´n.
[He also travelled to Istambul and Jerusalem.]
(Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 33)
Regarding middle markers as Thematic Head, the following realizations can be
found in Spanish:
– Participants functioning as direct (me, te, nos, os, lo, la, los, las), as in example
(32), or indirect objects (le, les, se), in the mood structure of the clause.
(32) [H: La] alimentaban la difusio´n de numerosos casos de abusos sexuales cometi-
dos por eclesia´sticos durante decenios, y un creciente clamor popular que
exig´ıa el fin de estas conductas y de su encubrimiento.
[It was fed by the spread of numerous cases of sexual abuse by priests for
decades, and a growing public outcry demanding the end of these behaviors
and their concealment.]
(Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 11)
– Reflexives (me, te, se, nos, os, se), which can be direct or indirect objects.
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(33) [H: Me] dirijo a usted para mostrarle mi indignacio´n por una entrevista que se
publico´ el domingo 8 de febrero en la seccio´n de Cultura al cantaor flamenco
Manuel Agujetas.
[I am writing to show my outrage at an interview, published Sunday February
8 at the Culture section, to the flamenco singer Manuel Agujetas.]
(Letters to the Editor: el arte no entiende de razas ni de sexos.
Sentence 1)
– Impersonal se, when the se marker functions as a Participant in the clause. It is
used in cases where there is no agent, or when the agent is not an essential part
of the message. As in:
(34) [H: Se] augura un 2013 cargado de protestas y movilizaciones sociales
por la defensa de los derechos fundamentales y la dignidad de las per-
sonas.
[It is predicted to be a 2013 full of protests and social movements in
defense of the fundamental rights and dignity of people.]
(Editorials: Indignacio´n social. Sentence 2)
11.2.2.2 Thematic Equatives
Besides these typical Thematic Heads, there are also other more marked realizations
such as thematic equatives defined by Halliday & Matthiessen (2004:69) as:
A thematic equative (which is usually called a ‘pseudo-cleft sentence’ in formal
grammar) is an identifying clause which has a thematic nominalization in it. Its
function is to express the Theme-Rheme structure in such a way as to allow for
the Theme to consist of any subset of the elements of the clause.
As explained in (Lavid et al., 2010c:345) this form identifies the Theme with the
Rheme or in other words as Go´mez-Gonza´lez (2001:107) puts it these constructions are
said to highlight “cognitive prominence exclusively identifying a participant, circum-
stance, attribute or process”
This pseudo-cleft construction in English is accomplished in Spanish through the
use of the subordinate form Lo que, as in the following examples:
(35) [H: What Britain needs] is a robust and unambiguous tax system that requires
corporations to pay their share, without the need for negotiations with HMRC, or
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moral urgings from politicians, or gestures of largesse by pressurised managements.
(Editorial: Blame the tax loopholes. Sentence 9)
(36) [H: Lo que requiere una investigacio´n y la correspondiente depuracio´n de respons-
abilidades] es la colaboracio´n que la empresa del expistolero presta a la lucha contra
el crimen con acceso a datos confidenciales.
[What needs an investigation and the corresponding purification of responsibilities
is the collaboration that the company of the ex-gunman’s pays to the fight against
crime granting them access to confidential data.]
(Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 4)
11.2.2.3 Predicated Themes
In contraposition to Thematic Equatives, Predicated Themes do not try to identify
Theme with Rheme but to give a special relevance to the Theme being this one exclusive
at this point of the sentence (Go´mez-Gonza´lez, 2001:107).
In Spanish, this structure is only possible in declarative sentences. It is impersonal,
and therefore with a subjectless set plus the identifier (the identified, ‘it’ in English,
is implicit) but it may also begin with the relative pronouns: que, quien, cual, como,
cuando, donde, el/la/los/las cual(es)/que, etc. (Taboada, 1995:64)
The following two sentences exemplify these uses in English and Spanish:
(37) [H: It is Mr Paterson, above all, who] has questions to answer.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 27)
(38) [H: Porque fue tambie´n la prensa la que] hace 20 an˜os abrio´ los ojos a la polic´ıa
dando con el paradero de Hell´ın en Paraguay, donde se hab´ıa refugiado tras huir de
la ca´rcel.
[Because it was the press who 20 years ago opened the eyes of the police giving the
whereabouts of Hellin in Paraguay, where he had taken refuge after fleeing from
jail.] (Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 8)
11.2.2.4 Existential Clauses
In existential clauses, the Thematic Head is there, the only case in which the Thematic
Head is not an experiential participant, as in the following example:
(39) [H: There] was a hint of arrogance in Mr Cameron’s offer that could well have
smacked, to those on the receiving end, of colonial-style condescension.
(Editorial: David Cameron’s mixed signals on terrorism. Sentence 16)
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As McCabe does in her analysis (1999) here the identification of the existential
there in English will be done in Spanish through the use of hay. As some authors point
out hay “seems to occupy a subject-like position in the grammatical structure of the
sentence, and the indefinite noun functions as an object”
(40) [H: Hay] sen˜ales de un positivo cambio de tendencia.
[There are signals of a positive change of tendency.]
(Editorial: Italia y el cambio de tendencia. Sentence 27)
11.2.2.5 Interrogative Clauses
In interrogative clauses, according to Downing (2006:182), the Finite verb precedes the
Subject remaining the rest of the sentence the same.
Regarding the selection of the Thematic Head in this type of clauses it is important
to take into account the type of question: Wh- questions or Yes/No questions.
Wh-interrogatives In this type of questions the speaker is looking to fulfill this
wh- part, the rest is already given information (Downing & Locke, 2006:185),
thus the Thematic Head will be the wh- particle in English and the interrogative
pronoun (cu-words (Bosque & Demonte, 2000)) in Spanish, as in the examples:
(41) But [H: how] are insurers to know who all the safe drivers are?
(Letters to the Editor: Women’s premiums. Sentence 2)
(42) [H: ¿Quie´n] lo supera?
[Who could overpass it?]
(Letters to the Editor: ¿Co´mo esta´n ustedeees? Sentence 9)
Yes/no questions: in this type of questions it is the polarity that is at stake,
that is, the speaker only wants a confirmation or denial of the content (Downing
& Locke, 2006:185). The Thematic Head in this type of clauses will be fulfilled
with the operator. Let’s see the following examples:
(43) [H: May] I add to Christopher Pratt’s list of dangerous cycling habits (Letters,
November 13) those cyclists who ride along the pavement and then veer across
zebra crossings as if they had right of way?
(Letters to the Editor: Correct etiquette for cyclists crossing
the road. Sentence 1)
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In Spanish polarity questions are signaled through intonation, orthographically
marked by the open question mark ‘?’ (McCabe, 1999). In these cases the
Thematic Head will be selected as if it were a declarative clause, in the example
below the grammatical part of the verb.
(44) ¿Podr- [H: -a´n] seguir durmiendo los responsables del robo mayu´sculo de
tantos miles de millones, cuando sabiendo que con tan solo 2.500 millones
podr´ıan haber sido felices tantas familias?
[Could the responsibles for the egregious theft of so many billions be able to
sleep, knowing that with only 2.500 million could have made happy so many
families?] (Letters to the Editor: La loter´ıa y la salida de la crisis.
Sentence 3)
11.2.2.6 Directive Clauses
Directives are used to express a command, in this study it will be limited to the ones
used with an imperative verb, that in English takes the form of infinitive without to
and in Spanish the conjugation proper of the imperative tense. In English the particle
Let will also be considered.
(45) [H: Let] justice be done.
(Letters to the Editor: If doctors and nurses can be struck off, why
are managers immune? Sentence 5)
(46) [H: ¡Mantengan] el Instituto de Cardiolog´ıa!
[Keep open the cardiology institute!]
(Letters to the Editor: Un cierre incomprensible. Sentence 9)
11.2.2.7 Exclamative Clauses
Exclamative clauses typically have the Subject-Finite ordering of declarative clauses,
in some cases with a fronted wh- element (Downing & Locke, 2006:191), in some others
only the appropriate intonation will make it. In Spanish the fronted element are the
cu- words (que´, cua´l, co´mo, cua´nto) that weight or intensify something that affects
the speaker (Bosque & Demonte, 2000). Although unlikely to be found in our corpus,
except in letters to the editor, the Thematic Head will be fulfilled with the grammatical
part of the verb or with the wh- particle.
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11.2.2.8 Reporting Clauses
Reporting clauses are composed of the reporting signal and a quote containing the
communicated message (Garc´ıa Riaza, 2012). This type of clauses are specially relevant
in news reports where the reader expects a reliable picture of the account added to the
evidence provided (Thompson, 1994). This evidence is given through the direct or
indirect quotation of relevant or authorised voices on the topic. For the present study
it is important to highlight the treatment of direct quotations in thematic position.
The structure of a reporting clause in thematic position exhausts the thematic role by
itself if followed by a verbal phrase, in this case it acts as PreHead. When after the
quotation there is the subject of the sentence, then it occupies the position of Head as
in the following examples in English and Spanish:
(47) [PH: “We, like most companies, saw a slowdown at the tail end of the quarter in
particular,”] [H: Chief Financial Officer Chris Liddell] said.
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 12)
(48) [H: “Estamos preocupados por la reciente excesiva volatilidad en el tipo de cambio
del yen y sus posibles implicaciones adversas para la estabilidad econo´mica y fi-
nanciera”], indican los ministros de Finanzas y gobernadores de los bancos centrales
del G7.
[“We are concerned about the recent excessive volatility in the exchange rate of the
yen and its possible adverse implications for economic and financial stability”, say
the finance ministers and central bank governors of the G7.]
(Report: El G7 reafirma su intere´s en que el sistema financiero sea
“fuerte y estable”. Sentence 5)
11.2.2.9 Semantic Realization of Thematic Head
In the same fashion as it was done in Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (2010b, 2013b) an
analysis on the experiential role of Thematic Heads within the transitivity structure
of the clause was performed according to the definition of these roles given by Halli-
day & Matthiessen (2004:Ch.5). The analysis recorded whether the Thematic Heads
functioned as Actor, Goal, Beneficiary, Range, Senser, Phenomenon, Sayer, Verbiage,
Receiver, Token, Value, Carrier, Attribute, There, Process and None.
The following figure of the cover of An Introduction to Functional Grammar (1994)
shows the Grammar of experience the classification of the experiential roles proposed
by M.A.K. Halliday.
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6/9/2014 Michael Halliday - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Halliday 3/8
The grammar of experience: the cover of An Introduction to
Functional Grammar, 2nd ed. (1994), by M.A.K. Halliday,
showing the types of process as they have evolved in English
grammar[14]
evolving as it is brought to bear on solving problems of a research or practical nature’.[15] Halliday
contrasts theoretical categories with descriptive categories, defined as "categories set up in the description
of particular languages".[15] His descriptive work has been focused on English and Chinese.
Halliday rejects explicitly the claims about language associated with the generative tradition. Language, he
argues, "cannot be equated with 'the set of all grammatical sentences', whether that set is conceived of as
finite or infinite".[17] He rejects the use of formal logic in linguistic theories as "irrelevant to the
understanding of language" and the use of such approaches as "disastrous for linguistics".[18] On
Chomsky specifically, he writes that "imaginary problems were created by the whole series of dichotomies
that Chomsky introduced, or took over unproblematized: not only syntax/semantics but also grammar/lexis,
language/thought, competence/performance. Once these dichotomies had been set up, the problem arose of
locating and maintaining the boundaries between them."[18]
Studies of grammar
Fundamental categories
Halliday's first major work on the subject of
grammar was "Categories of the theory of
grammar", published in the journal Word in
1961.[19] In this paper, he argued for four
"fundamental categories" for the theory of
grammar: unit, structure, class, and system.
These categories, he argued, are "of the
highest order of abstraction", but he defended
them as those necessary to "make possible a
coherent account of what grammar is and of
its place in language"[20] In articulating the
category unit, Halliday proposed the notion of
a rank scale. The units of grammar formed a
"hierarchy", a scale from "largest" to
"smallest" which he proposed as: "sentence",
"clause", "group/phrase", "word" and
"morpheme".[21] Halliday defined structure
as "likeness between events in successivity"
and as "an arrangement of elements ordered in places'.[22] Halliday rejects a view of structure as "strings of
classes, such as nominal group + verbalgroup + nominal group", among which there is just a kind of
mechanical solidarity" describing it instead as "configurations of functions, where the solidarity is
organic".[23]
Grammar as systemic
Halliday's early paper shows that the notion of "system" has been part of his theory from its origins.
Halliday explains this preoccupation in the following way: "It seemed to me that explanations of linguistic
phenomena needed to be sought in relationships among systems rather than among structures – in what I
once called "deep paradigms" – since these were essentially where speakers made their choices".[24]
Halliday's "systemic grammar" is a semiotic account of grammar, because of this orientation to choice.
Figure 11.1 The grammar of experience
As Halliday points out this third line of construing meaning after the textual Theme
and Rheme, also contemplated in this study, and Mode and Residue, takes care of the
experiential line of orga ization. This experience construal in texts depicts another
feature in the genre of a text, thus verbal clauses play an important role in newspapers
as Halliday points out Halliday & Matthiessen (2004:174), and shown in this study on
the analysis section devoted to experiential roles in news reports (18.2.3.4).
In what follows, I will provide some examples of Thematic Heads functioning as the
different experiential roles mentione above (e.g. Actor, Goal, etc..) depending on the
transitivity patterns encountered in the corpus. The process types and its participants
analyzed in this thesis are defined a cording t Halliday & Matthiessen (2004:179-197),
these roles are illustrated by means of examples found in the corpus.
Material process construes an outer experience, a change in the flow of events.
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:179) The main participants are Actor and Goal.
– Actor is “the one that does the deed” in Halliday’s words. The following
two examples in English and Spanish exemplify its use:
(49) Last March, Tuareg tribesmen and members of al-Qaeda in the
Islamic Maghreb seized control of the northern part of the country.
(Editorial: France moves in. Sentence 6)
(50) Adema´s de las ele´ctricas, Morales ha nacionalizado una quincena de
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empresas de hidrocarburos, cementos y minas, entre otras, desde que
llego´ al poder en el 2006.
[Besides electric companies, Morales has nationalized around fifteen oil,
cement and mining companies, among others, since he came to power
in 2006.] (Editorial: Las expropiaciones de Evo Morales. Sentence 5)
– Goal is the one that ‘suffers’ or ‘undergoes’ the process. As in:
(51) At the end of the year, controls on migration from Bulgaria and
Romania will be relaxed.
(Editorial: Heads in the sand over Eastern immigration.
Sentence 6)
(52) La trinchera dome´stica ya la hab´ıa zanjado la esposa del ex ministro
france´s, Anne Sinclair: “Fue cosa de una noche, nos queremos como el
primer d´ıa”.
[The domestic trench had already being settled by the wife of the former
French minister, Anne Sinclair: “It was a one night thing, we love each
other as the first day”.]
(Report: Una noche sin consecuencias para Strauss-Kahn.
Sentence 4)
Mental process construes the inner experience. The change takes place in our
own counciousness. The main participants are Senser and Phenomenon (Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2004:197-210).
– Senser is the human participant, the one that ‘feels’, ‘thinks’, ‘wants’ or
‘perceives’
(53) I believe the blame lies with the Home Office, and more specifically with
stubborn ministers and arrogant officials.
(Letters to the Editor: How PCC electors were kept in the
dark. Sentence 6)
(54) Rajoy tampoco sab´ıa lo que hac´ıan muchos dirigentes a los que apoyaba,
no conoc´ıa el caso Gu¨rtel ni las innumerables acciones judiciales en curso
sobre la financiacio´n ilegal del PP.
[Rajoy did not know what many of his colleagues in the party were doing,
he did not know about the Gu¨rtel case nor about the innumerable on
going trials about the illegal financing of the party.]
(Letters to the Editor: Rajoy dice la verdad. Sentence 3)
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– Phenomenon is what is ‘felt’, ‘thought’, ‘wanted’ or perceived’.
(55) In the business world, the construction of an opulent new head-
quarters is often seen as a warning sign that an organization has lost
its soul. (Editorial: We all pay the cost of the BBC’s failures.
Sentence 20)
(56) El expediente espan˜ol sigue preocupando en Europa, pese a las notas
positivas en la previsio´n macroecono´mica, y la situacio´n pol´ıtica interna
se ha visto su´bitamente agravada por una sucesio´n de revelaciones pe-
riod´ısticas sobre una supuesta contabilidad paralela del partido gober-
nante en Espan˜a.
[The Spanish case is still of great concern in Europe, despite the positive
notes on macroeconomic forecasting, the internal political situation has
suddenly worsened by a series of media revelations about an alleged
parallel accounting of the Spanish ruling party.]
(Editorial: Cita en Berl´ın. Sentence 5)
Relational process serves to characterize and identify. The characterization is
done through the attributive relational process (“a is a kind of b”) where the main
participants are Carrier and Attribute and the indentifiying relational process (“a
equals b”) participants are Token and Value (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:210-
248).
– Carrier is the entity to which an Attribute is ascribed to. As in the following
examples:
(57) Microsoft’s guidance for the current quarter was marginally lower
than Wall Street was expecting.
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector.
Sentence 10)
(58) En cierta medida el indicador es viejo, porque no refleja el fuerte
deterioro registrado en octubre, y podr´ıa quedarse corto, ya que los
analistas hablan ya de una ca´ıda de tres puntos en el cuarto trimestre.
[Up to a certain extent this marker is old, it does not reflect the strong
decline registered in October, and could fall short, as analysts are al-
ready talking about a drop of three points in the fourth quarter.]
(Report: La crisis financiera lleva a Estados Unidos al borde
de la recesio´n. Sentence 27)
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– Attribute is what is being ascribed to the Carrier. The following examples
clarify this idea:
(59) With today’s investment, over 35 per cent of Barclays is now
owned by foreign investors.
(Report: Barclays rejects government funding, secures
£5.8bn from Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Sentence 13)
(60) Inevitables son, por tanto, las sospechas, que retrotraen a una de las
etapas ma´s oscuras de la historia pol´ıtica reciente; ma´xime cuando llueve
sobre mojado.
[Inevitable are therefore the suspicions that traced back to one of the
darkest stages of the recent political history; especially when it rains it
pours.] (Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 7)
– Token is the ‘operative form’ it’s main difference is that this identifying verb
has no passive form (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:231).
(61) Algeria was only the latest manifestation of an arc of instability from
Yemen in the east to Mauritania in the west.
(Report: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must
meet it with great care. Sentence 14)
(62) Y el cerrado apoyo de Rajoy so´lo significa, por su parte, que el
Partido Popular ha renunciado a exig´ırsela.
[And the close support from Rajoy just means that the Popular Party
has waived demand it.] (Editorial: Camps y Torquemada. Sentence 11)
– Value is the identified elemente if Token is the identifier (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2004:230). Of this type there are no occurrences in the En-
glish Corpus.
(63) Especialmente elevada fue la nueva contratacio´n en los servicios
pu´blicos, la educacio´n y la sanidad con 105.000 puestos de trabajo
(+1,1%), as´ı como en las empresas privadas de servicios con 55.000 em-
pleos (+1,0%) y en el a´rea de la informacio´n y comunicacio´n con 44.000
personas (+3,5%).
[Especially high was the new recruitment in public services, education
and health with 105,000 jobs (+1.1 %) as well as private utilities with
55,000 jobs (+1.0 %) and in the area of information and communication
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with 44,000 people (+3.5 %).]
(Report: Alemania alcanza nuevo re´cord histo´rico de empleo
en el u´ltimo trimestre 2012. Sentence 6)
Behavioural processes are the outer manifestations of inner workings (Halliday
& Matthiessen, 2004:171) typically of physiological or psychological nature as
breath, cough, smile.... It’s main participant is the human Behaver. As it could
be expected the analysis of this corpus did not retrieve any of these Behavioural
processes.
Verbal process relationships enacted in the form of language. The main par-
ticipants are Sayer and Verbiage (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:197)
– Sayer is the entity that emits the message
(64) Shakour Shaalan, the fund’s executive director, said 1MF staff, and
notably female staff, ”are not at all happy” with Mr Strauss-Kahn,
whose amorous adventures in France have earned him the epithet le
grand seducteur.
(Report: Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the head of the IMF,
escapes dismissal over affair. Sentence 4)
(65) Los abogados de Morgan Lewis afirman que no hubo conductas
reprobables ma´s alla´ del ”error personal” que el propio Strauss-Kahn,
de 59 an˜os, ha reconocido: no presiono´ a la mujer para obtener sexo ni
intervino en su decisio´n de cambiar de trabajo ni favorecio´ una compen-
sacio´n mayor de la usual cuando abandono´ el FMI en agosto.
[Morgan Lewis attorneys assert that there was no objectionable behav-
ior beyond the “personal error” that Strauss-Kahn, 59, himself has ac-
knowledged: he did not pressure the women to get sex or intervened
in their decision to change jobs or favored greater compensation than
usual when he left the IMF in August.]
(Report: Una noche sin consecuencias para Strauss-Kahn.
Sentence 7)
– Verbiage corresponds to what is being said.
(66) “We are concerned about the recent excessive volatility in the
exchange rate of the yen and its possible adverse implications
for economic and financial stability,” said the G7 statement, adding
that all members “shared interest in a strong and stable international
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financial system” and would “co-operate as appropriate.”
(Report: G7 ‘preparing to drive down the yen’. Sentence
10)
(67) “Debemos estar a su lado”, agrego´.
[“We have to be next to him”, he added.]
(Report: Hollande reconoce que Francia crecera´ menos de
lo previsto en 2013. Sentence 11)
Existential process concerned with existence, they represent that something
exists or happens simply recognized to ’be’. The main participant is Existent there
which only serves to indicate the feature of existence and prepares the addressee
for something that is to be introduced (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:256). These
existential clauses have also been treated in the present study in section 11.2.2.4.
Refer to examples (39) and (40).
Process is typical of Spanish declarative sentences and rarely used in English
sentences but for imperatives or yes/no questions. In the extended tag-set, process
is referred to as “a whole process, whether material, mental, verbal, relational or
existential” (chapter 12 and appendix C.11) (Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2013a:214).
(68) Fund candidates to explain their policies, and hold the voting in May when
many families have a walk out after tea to vote – instead of looking out of the
window, deciding it’s too cold, and staying in to watch the football instead.
(Letters to the Editor: A disappointing day for democracy.
Sentence 7)
(69) Tien-e ma´s de 75 millones de clientes en Europa, EEUU, Canada´, Lati-
noame´rica, Asia y Australia, de los que 1,7 millones habitan en Espan˜a, con
depo´sitos de 13.800 millones de euros, informa EFE.
[It has more than 75 million customers in Europe, USA, Canada, Latin Amer-
ica, Asia and Australia, of which 1.7 million live in Spain, with deposits of
13,800 million euros, reports EFE.]
(Report: “Holanda inyectara´ 10.000 millones en el grupo
ING”. Sentence 12)
11.2.2.10 Syntactic Realization
Regarding Syntactic realizations of Head and PreHead two positions have been taken
on this particular feature:
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The first one, in the process of manual annotation, a manual analysis of the internal
complexity of the different realizations of the Thematic Head and the PreHead has been
carried out. A detailed study on the results can be found in the section corresponding
to each genre and language (chapter 18.1), from the more complex clauses or noun
phrases to the proper noun or pronoun.
The second one deals with automatic annotation, in these cases the syntactic analy-
sis has been performed automatically through trained automatic annotators as Stanford
for English (see section 24.1).
In the intra-annotator agreement tasks the annotators were not asked to perform
syntactic analysis as this was not main object of the study.
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Designing the Annotation Scheme and Guidelines
The next step in this study was to design the annotation scheme and guidelines which
would allow us to test the consistency of the categories selected from the model of
Theme proposed in SFGS. An annotation scheme is, according to Leech “the document
describing and explaining the scheme of analysis employed for the annotations” (Leech,
1997:6). This involves instantiating all or part of the features of the selected theoret-
ical model and developing a core and an extended tag-set to be used in the process
of annotating the training corpus. The process is a complex one which requires step-
wise refinements and modifications during the whole annotation process. The main
challenges identified in the creation of the annotation schema were, (a) the identifica-
tion and definition of the thematic categories to include as part of the core annotation
scheme; and (b) the creation of an extended annotation scheme that would help an-
notators overcome the difficulties posed by the shortcomings of the core annotation
scheme.
The theoretical basis for the design of a preliminary annotation scheme, including
both coarse and more fine-grained annotations is based on the theory developed by
Lavid et al. (2010d). The coarse-grained annotations are specified in a core tag-set
and the more fine-grained ones in an extended tag-set, one for English and another for
Spanish.
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The core tag-set included two guidelines one for the annotation of the Thematic
Field, and the other for the annotation of the types of Theme.
The extended tag-set contained the more fine-grained categories: types of Textual
Themes, Interpersonal Themes, PreHeads and the semantic realizations of the Thematic
Head1. The definition given for Thematic Field in English is the following and it is
accompanied by several examples:
Initiating clause span of varying length up to and including the first nuclear constituent
in main clause, or one of the following:
- Predicated Theme construction
- “There” in Existential clauses.
In Spanish the definition reads as follows:
Clause initial material which goes from the beinning of the clause complex up to and
including the first nuclear experiential constituent in the main clause. The FNC can be
realized by either lexical or morphological means.
The second guideline in the core tag-set includes the definition of six tags, (Lavid,
Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2010a) (see also figures C.3 and C.4 in the appendixes) reflecting
the range of possible thematic elements which can occur as part of the Thematic Field
in English and Spanish declarative clauses. Table 12.1 shows the English tag-set and
table 12.2 its correspondent for Spanish (for a full reference see appendix C.1).
Table 12.1 Core tag-set for Theme types in English
Annotation Layer Thematic Field Description
Unit Main Clause
Core Annotation Scheme
(TH) Thematic Head First nuclear constituent (Partici-
pant or Process, not Circumstan-
tial) in main clause, or ‘There’ in
Existential clauses
(PH) PreHead Any Circumstantial element and/or
Finite element preceding the The-
matic Head
1Both the Core and Extended tag-sets were published by the author of this thesis and colleagues in
Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (2010a, 2013a); Lavid, Aru´s, Carretero, Morato´n, & Zamorano (2014); Aru´s,
Lavid, & Morato´n (2013)
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Tags
(TT) Textual Theme Elements which are instrumental in
the creation of the logical connec-
tions in the text, such as linkers,
binders and other textual markers
(IT) Interpersonal Theme Elements which express the atti-
tude and the evaluation of the
speaker with respect to his/her
message, such as Vocatives and
Modal Adjuncts, including mood
and comment adjuncts
(There) There Theme This is a type of construction which
occurs in existential clauses. It is
realized by the ‘There’ element
(PT) Predicated Theme This construction is also known
as “it-cleft” and consists of an
‘it+be+relative clause’
The core tag-set for Theme types in Spanish:
Table 12.2 Core tag-set for Theme types in Spanish
Annotation Layer Thematic Field Description
Unit Main Clause
Core Annotation Scheme
(TH) Thematic Head First nuclear element (not circum-
stantial) in main clause, realised
by either lexical or morphological
means
(PH) PreHead Elements preceding the Thematic
Head, including: Circumstantials,
pronominal ‘se’, lexical part of Ver-
bal Group.
Tags
(TT) Textual Theme Elements which are instrumental in
the creation of the logical connec-
tions in the text, such as linkers,
binders and other textual markers
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(IT) Interpersonal Theme Elements which express the atti-
tude and the evaluation of the
speaker with respect to his/her
message
(There) There Theme This is a type of construction which
occurs in existential clauses. it is
realized by ‘Hay’ element
(PT) Predicated Theme This construction consists on two
parts: an initial thematic segment
consisting of the copular verb fol-
lowed by the element in Focus; and
a rhematic segment realized by a
relative-like clause
On the basis of these core tag-sets, a number of annotation experiments were per-
formed to test the feasibility of the proposed annotation schemes. Given the intrinsic
complexity of tagging semantic categories – as opposed, for instance, to POS (Part-Of-
Speech) tagging, the core annotation schemes for Theme were not expected to be final.
The annotation experiments were conceived as a probe to find out what was lacking in
the core schemes with a view to the design of the extended schemes.
The extended tag-set include more fine-grained subtypes of some of the tags con-
tained in the core tag-set, namely the types of Thematic Head experiential roles (table
12.3), types of PreHead (table 12.4), Textual Themes (table 12.5) and Interpersonal
Themes (table 12.6).
The following table gives a general idea of the elements contained in the Thematic
Head (TH) Experiential roles (for the sake of space both tag-sets, English and Spanish
are provided in the same table). More details on experiential roles are given in chapter
11.2.2.9. (Also see figures C.11 and C.12 in appendix):
Table 12.3 Experiential role types in English and Spanish
Experiential Roles Definition
Actor The participant doing the deed in a material processes
Goal The participant impacted by a doing in a material process
Beneficiary The participant benefiting (positively or negatively) from the
doing in a material process
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Range The participant that construes the domain over which the pro-
cess takes places, or construes the process itself, either in general
or in specific terms
Senser The participant sensing in a mental process
Phenomenon The participant being sensed in a mental process,
Sayer The participant saying, telling, stating, informing, asking,
threatening, suggesting and so on in a verbal process
Verbiage The content of saying in a verbal clause, when expressed as a
nominal group
Receiver The addressee of a speech interaction in a verbal process
Token The participant representing the expression, symbol, form,
name, function, position or actor in an identifying relational
process. Identifying relational processes are reversible and the
Token tends to appear in the first position with respect to the
Value. The Token is also the participant that tends to go first
in possessive and circumstantial identifying relational processes
Value The participant representing the content, symbolized thing,
meaning, referent, filler, holder of position or role in an iden-
tifying relational process. Identifying relational processes are
reversible and the Value appears in initial position when the
process is reversed. The Value is also the participant that goes
first in possessive and circumstantial identifying relational pro-
cesses when these are reversed
Carrier The participant to which an Attribute is assigned in an attribu-
tive relational process, whether intensive, possessive or circum-
stantial. These relational processes are not easily reversed
Attribute What is assigned to the Carrier in an attributive relational pro-
cess, whether intensive, possessive or circumstantial. As attribu-
tive processes are not easily reversed, Attributes are not found
in thematic position except in exclamations
There / Hay The starting element in an existential process. It is not a par-
ticipant
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The types of PreHead are shown in the following table 12.4. Both English and
Spanish definition are provided in the same table, but the coders were given separated
definitions with according examples. These tag-set can be consulted in appendix figure
C.9 for English and C.9 for Spanish:
Table 12.4 Types of PreHead in English and Spanish
Types of PreHead Definition
PH-Circ Realized by adverbial or prepositional groups
PH-CCL Realized by adverbial or prepositional groups
PH-Finite Realized by a finite subordinate clause
The types of Textual Themes are presented in the next table 12.5. Both English
and Spanish definition are provided in the same table, but the coders were given sepa-
rated definitions with according examples. These tag-set can be consulted in appendix
(figures C.5 and C.6):
Table 12.5 Types of Textual Theme in English and Spanish
Types of Textual Theme Definition
TT-Link Linkers that realize the function of paratatic nexus
TT-Bind Binders that realize the function of hypotactic nexus
TT-Cor Correlatives that distribute in the form not only ...but either
The types of Interpersonal Themes are presented in the next table 12.6. Both
English and Spanish definition are provided in the same table, but the coders were
given separated definitions with according examples. These tag-set can be consulted in
appendix (figures C.7 and C.8):








IT-Sta Stance, the writer acknowledge and connect to others, recogniz-
ing the presence of the readier and guiding them to interpreta-
tions
IT-Eng Engagement, the way writers stamp their personal opinion onto
their arguments
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Annotation experiments (also called agreement studies) were performed on the training
corpora in order to determine the consistency of the annotation schemes. In this study,
the process consisted of two rounds in which the annotators worked individually and
agreement results were measured (see chapter 13.3.1).
In the first round coders were asked to identify thematic spans, and in the second,
to label specific thematic types. Afterwards results were discussed and a consensus was
reached with respect to the spans realizing the thematic markables.
The annotation procedure was the following: two annotators (or coders), #1 and
#2, were asked to analyze the thematic features of six texts individually, both having
studied the model of theme in SFGS (see chapter 11) in depth and internalized the
definitions for the core and the extended tag-set contained in the annotation scheme
and guidelines (defined above in 12). The annotators were given coding sheets with
instructions, each corresponding to a different type of task. In each agreement study
there were different tasks: in Agreement Study 1 the two tasks focused on the identifi-
cation of thematic spans; in Agreement Study 2 the five tasks focused on the labeling
of the agreed thematic spans. These are included in appendix C.2.
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13.1 Agreement Study 1: Identification of Thematic
Spans
For this agreement study, two tasks were designed which focused on the identification
of thematic spans.
The first task was aimed at the identification of the whole set of potential
thematic markables. This was carried out by asking the two coders to identify
the Thematic Field of each clause complex in each text. The annotation sheets
given to the coders can be found in appendix C.2. The coding sheet provided to
the coders contained a brief explanation on the aim of the task, then an embedded
document with the guidelines related to the exercise, and a list of the texts where
the annotation is to be carried out, with a link for an easier access. The texts
are prepared to be annotated in an excel file. The units of analysis are placed on
the left column and the right column is left for the coder to select and copy the
identified span.
The second task focused on the identification of spans realizing only specific
thematic types from the Thematic Field. Here the two coders were asked to iden-
tify in each clause complex the spans realizing Thematic Head (TH), PreHead
(PH), Interpersonal Theme (IT), Textual Theme (TT), Predicated Theme (PT)
and There Theme (There) (see chapter 12 and figures C.3 and C.4 in the ap-
pendix). For the annotation of each of these categories a separated sheet is given
to the coders, for, in one unit of analysis, more that one category may appear in
one unit of analysis.
13.2 Agreement Study 2: Labeling of Thematic Spans
Agreement Study 2 consisted of five tasks focused on the labeling of markables.
The first task focused on the labeling of the thematic markables agreed in the
previous study. For this task the agreed thematic spans were highlighted in the coding
sheet so that coders could carry out the classification task on the marked span selecting
from a drop down list the appropriate label. There are also some ‘red herrings’ in this
task, that is, some of the highlighted items did not correspond to any of the thematic
elements of the core tag-set. These spans should be classified as ‘None’ with the aim of
checking the coders’ knowledge on the different items. As in Agreement Study 1 Task
1, this sheet contains the same structure: one introductory sheet, the embedded file
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with the guidelines and the linked texts to annotate (see appendix C.2 for the full set
of annotations). The difference lies in that in the left column the unit of analysis have
a selected span of text underlined and in the right column a drop down list shows the
possible options the selected text may take.
The second task is the labeling of the Thematic Heads as one of the possible
subtypes specified in the extended tag-set, i.e, as Actor, Goal, Beneficiary, Senser, Phe-
nomenon, Sayer, Verbiage, Token, Value, Carrier, Attribute, Process, ‘There’ element
or None. This task is organized as the previous one, with a short definition of the aim
of the task, embedded guidelines (chapter 12) and a link to each of the text to annotate.
As in the previous task a span is underlined and a drop down list shows the possible
options to annotate (see appendix C.18 and C.19, for the full set of annotations).
The third task is the labeling of the types of Textual Themes as specified in
the guidelines provided, the options available are linkers, binder or correlative Textual
Themes (see C.5 and C.6 for the tag-sets and C.20, C.21 for the annotation templates
in the appendixes).
The fourth task consists on the labeling of the types of Interpersonal Themes.
The guidelines embedded in the instruction sheet shown the five types of possible labels
to code: vocatives, comment and modal adjuncts, stance and engagement (chapter 12
and figures C.8, C.7 and C.22, C.23 in the appendixes).
The fifth task consists on the labeling of types of PreHead Themes: Circumstance,
complex clauses and finite clauses. The full set of the annotation tasks is in appendixes
C.9 and C.9, C.24 and C.25.
13.3 Measuring the Annotation Results
This step of the manual annotation process is essential for evaluating the results of
the annotation process, and in the NLP community it is fundamental for the success
of an annotation project (Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n, 2013a). It involves deciding which
measures are appropriate for inter-annotator and intra-annotator agreement, how they
should be applied, and determining the level of agreement which will be considered sat-
isfactory. In the Linguistics community, these measures have not been applied widely,
but recent research on corpus annotation of different linguistic categories indicates that
it is being progressively adopted in corpus linguistic projects with a focus on empirical
issues (see Lavid, 2014; Boye, 2014; Glynn & Krawczak, 2014; Lavid & Morato´n, 2014;
Pe´rez Blanco, 2014; Pe´rez Veneros & Elorza, 2014; Zamorano-Mansilla & Carretero,
2014).
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As explained by Lavid (2014), in the field of NLP too little agreement means too
little consistency in the annotation to enable machine learning algorithms to be trained
successfully. But in the field of Corpus Linguistics and other Systemic-Functional
Lingusitics too little agreement on certain linguistic features will give the analyst the
possiblity to investigate those cases to redefine the theoretical categories that were
initially hypothesized (theory redefinition), and to propose new categories that were
not proposed in the original theory (theory formation).
The agreement measures used in this thesis were the following:
For those tasks consisting of the identification of thematic spans the Agreement
Metric (AGR) was used. As defined in chapter 7.4 Agreement Metric (AGR) “agr is a
directional measure of agreement that measures what proportion of A was also marked
by b” (Wiebe et al., 2005). The presentation of the data and results are developed in
detail in section 13.3.1.
For those tasks involving classification, Kappa was used. The K value ranges from
0 (the agreement is no other than the expected by chance) to 1 (there is total agree-
ment), as shown in table 13.1 below, where different values are given the appropriate
interpretation.









The results of this second type of measurements are thoroughly explained in section
13.3.1 below.
13.3.1 Annotation Results for Agreement Study 1
Agreement study 1 consisted of two tasks, as explained above 12. The results for each
of these two tasks are presented below, with a separation between the English and the
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Spanish results.
13.3.1.1 Task 1: Identification of the Thematic Field
In this task, annotators had to identify the whole Thematic Field span in each of the
143 clause complexes of the English dataset and 79 for the Spanish one. The number
of segments annotated by the two coders in each text is the same: both annotated
the same number of sentences (143 in English and 79 in Spanish) without leaving any
element blank. The agreement in this case is the same for both coders as they, obviously,
differ in the same codifications.
English For the English data, the results are graphically presented in table 13.2
below:
Table 13.2 Inter-annotator agreement: Thematic Field
span in English
Recall Precision Avg.
Coder 1 Coder 2 agr(1||2) agr(1||2) Avg.
Annotations Annotations 0.97 0.97
Average 0.97
Agreement between annotator (1) and annotator (2) was very high on average
(0.97).
Spanish With respect to the Spanish dataset, agreement was high on average in the
first task (0.71), i.e. the identification of the whole Thematic Field in each clause span.
Disagreement mainly occurred when confronted with a complex Verbal group which
included an auxiliary and a lexical part. Here annotators hesitated about including the
lexical part or not within the Thematic Field.
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Table 13.3 Inter-annotator agreement: Thematic Field
span in Spanish
Recall Precision Avg.
Coder 1 Coder 2 agr(1||2) agr(1||2) Avg.
Annotations Annotations 0.74 0.74
Average 0.74
13.3.1.2 Task 2: Identification of Thematic Elements
English In the second task the annotators were asked to identify the spans realizing
thematic categories of the core tag-set in our annotation scheme. The results for each
of the thematic categories are collectively presented in table 13.4:
Table 13.4 Inter-annotator agreement: Spans
expressing TH, PH, IT, TT, PT, There in
English
TH PH IT TT PT There
Average 0.9384 0.787 0.375 0.965 0.98 1
As illustrated above, agreement was high in the identification of the span expressing
the Thematic Head (0.9384) and Textual Theme (0.965), but lower – although still
substantial – in the identification of PreHead (0.787). By contrast, agreement was only
fair (0.375) in the identification of Interpersonal Theme. As shown in (1) the main
reason for the lower agreement in the identification of the Interpersonal Theme was the
labeling (rather than a spanning problem), by one of the annotators, of some Textual
Themes as Interpersonal Themes.
(1)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
For example, although the United Nations Mission in Sudan IT TT
For example, if 20% of the world’s electricity were to be generated IT TT
Regarding the identification of the extent of text identified as Predicated Theme, both
selected the appropriate occurrence but not the correct extension. The first coder
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included in the span until ...oil price, whereas the second coder left it in ..Aramco,,
being the correct Predicated Theme span: It is Saudi Aramco, that.
(2)
Coder Clause Complex
Coder1 It is Saudi Aramco that has been responsible for the weakening oil price,
pushing more oil on the market since the energy summit in Jedda.
Coder2 It is Saudi Aramco, that has been responsible for the weakening oil
price, pushing more oil on the market since the energy summit in Jedda.
Spanish With respect to the Spanish dataset, agreement was high on average in iden-
tification of Thematic Head (0.91) in each clause span. Disagreement mainly occurred
when confronted with a complex Verbal group which included an auxiliary and a lexi-
cal part. Here annotators hesitated about including the lexical part or not within the
Thematic Head or the PreHead, that is the most affected by this decision taking (0.89).
Identifying Textual Theme (0.97) and Interpersonal Theme (0.94) also yielded almost
perfect results. The same happened with Predicated Theme (0.98) and Hay (0.98).
Table 13.5 Inter-annotator agreement:
Spans expressing TH, PH, IT,
TT, PT and Hay in Spanish
TH PH IT TT PT Hay
Average 0.91 0.89 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.98
The few disagreements that occurred in the identification of the Thematic Head
were due to discrepancies between annotators as to what part of the verbal morphol-
ogy realized the Thematic Head, specially when the verb was irregular. For example,
when confronted with the form ‘es’ (3rd person singular of the Present tense ‘to be’ in
Spanish), annotators found it difficult to decide which would be the Head.
Examples (3) and (4) below illustrate more problems of this kind. In all cases one
coder selects a span that comprises both Head and PreHead (no cabe, en ello sigue,)
whereas the other differentiates and separates the lexical and the grammatical part of
the verb (no cab-e, en ello sigu-e,) .
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(3)
Coder Clause Complex
Coder1 No cab -e, pues, hablar de un delito continuado.
Coder2 No cabe, pues, hablar de un delito continuado.
(4)
Coder Clause Complex
Coder1 En ello sigu -e estos d´ıas el FMI, al que el presidente del Gobierno.
Coder2 En ello sigue estos d´ıas el FMI, al que el presidente del Gobierno.
Also some disagreements occurred in the identification of the Interpersonal Theme
where one annotator coded them as PreHead. For example, one coder considered
Quiza´s [perhaps] as an interpersonal element whereas the other annotator has coded it
as PreHead.
(5)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
Quiza´s, para curarse en salud, el tribunal se cuida de delimitar (. . . ) IT PH
Predicated Themes where correctly identified but the span selected between both
coders was different, the first one chose up to tal and the other one did not include this
particle in the extent elected.
(6)
Coder Clause Complex
Coder1 No ha habido tal, aunque tampoco ha solicitado medidas cautelares, lo
que habr´ıa indicado reforzamiento de los indicios contra el reo.
Coder2 No ha habido tal, aunque tampoco ha solicitado medidas cautelares, lo
que habr´ıa indicado reforzamiento de los indicios contra el reo.
13.3.2 Annotation Results for Agreement Study 2
The Second Agreement Study focused on the labeling of thematic markables which had
been agreed on in the previous tasks. The results of the annotation experiments of the
five different tasks are presented below:
13.3.2.1 Task 1: Thematic Elements
As explained above, in this task 1 coders had to select the type of Thematic Element
highlighted in the dataset. The types were: PreHead (PH), Thematic Head (TH),
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Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT) or None (None).
English In English both coders labelled 143 clause complexes. As contingency table
13.6 shows the agreement distribution in the identification of PreHeads is almost per-
fect, as both Coders marked 18 cases as this type of element and only in 1 case coder
1 marked an occurrence as Thematic Head where coder 2 did it as PreHead. In the
case of Thematic Head there is also a great deal of agreement: both coders marked as
Head 85 occurrences and disagreed in 6 cases where coder 1 label 5 as None and in 1 as
PreHead. In the case of Textual Themes both coders agreed on 19 cases but in one of
them coder 1 identified it as Interpersonal Theme meanwhile coder 1 did not labelled
any occurrence as such. Finally, there were 14 cases where both coders chose None.
They disagreed when coder 2 chose 5 cases as Thematic Head when coder 1 did it as
None.
Table 13.6 Inter-annotator agreement: Labelling
thematic spans
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
PH TH TT IT None Total
Coder 1 PH 18 0 0 0 0 18
TH 1 85 0 0 5 91
TT 0 0 19 1 0 20
None 0 0 0 0 14 14
Total 19 85 19 1 19 143
Table 13.6 shows that the main disagreements occurred in labeling Thematic Heads;
the confusions came with red herrings marked as None as exemplified below:
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(7)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
Then came the addition of draft animals and gradual supplementation
of animal prime movers(. . . )
TH None
A fundamental break with this millennia-long pattern came only with
widespread (. . . )
TH None
“The managing director has expressed his regrets. I don’t think that
we can ask him to do more at this time,” said , Mr Shaalan. ”We will
continue to work with him.”(. . . )
TH None
As illustrated in table 13.7 the overall Kappa value is quite high – at 0.915 –
indicating almost perfect agreement1.
Table 13.7 Kappa agreement measures







Kappa agr. Measure 0.915 0.031 17.355 0.000
# of valid cases 143
Spanish When looking at the Spanish dataset -where annotators labelled 79 cases
each- the types of Thematic Head and None are the most controversial labels. In
the identification of Head coders agreed on 54 cases and did not in 4. Disagreement
occurred when one of the coders marked 1 PreHead and 2 None where the other pointed
to 1 None. Both coders agreed on 6 cases in the None category and they disagreed in
3 cases in the Thematic Head category. As to Textual Themes, both coders agreed on
8 cases and disagreement happened only once: one coder marked it as Textual Theme
whereas the other one chose Interpersonal instead.
1Symmetric measures: (a) Not assuming the null hypothesis; (b) Using the asymptotic standard
error assuming the null hypothesis; Approx. T.: approximate t-test value; Asymptotic Standard Error
(ASE): calculated in the same way as the standard errors (standard deviation of each parameter);
Approx. Sig: Approximate Significance: the p-value (the smallest critical value alpha for which we
would reject the null hypothesis based on these data).
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(8)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
No ha habido tal, aunque tampoco ha solicitado medidas cautelares, lo
que habr´ıa indicado reforzamiento (. . . )
TH None
Un ”serio error de juicio”, algo ”lamentable”, pero sin sombra de acoso,
favoritismo o abuso de autoridad (. . . )
TH None
Pese a ello, los letrados recomiendan que se establezcan mayores exi-
gencias para su director gerente (. . . )
TT IT
Table 13.8 Inter-annotator agreement: Labelling
thematic spans
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
PH TH TT IT None Total
Coder 1 PH 5 0 0 0 0 5
TH 1 54 0 0 2 57
TT 0 0 8 1 0 9
None 0 1 0 0 6 7
Total 6 55 9 1 8 79
The kappa value observed is at the range of almost perfect agreement at 0.839 :
Table 13.9 Kappa agreement measures







Kappa agr. Measure 0.839 0.061 11.579 0.000
# of valid cases 79
13.3.2.2 Task 2: Classification of Experiential Roles
The second task focused on the labeling of the Thematic Head experiential roles in
clause complexes. Annotators had to choose the tags from the extended tag-set for
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Thematic Head types, corresponding to different experiential roles conflating with The-
matic Heads, (see appendixes C.1 and C.2 for the annotation templates). Numbers 1
to 15 correspond to:
1 Actor 4 Range 7 Sayer 10 Token 13 Attribute
2 Goal 5 Senser 8 Verbiage 11 Value 14 There
3 Beneficiary 6 Phenomenon 9 Receiver 12 Carrier 15 None
English In the English dataset, both coders selected the same labels for annotation
and did not Beneficiary, Range nor Verbiage. The coder selections are shown in table
13.10 below:
Table 13.10 Inter-annotator agreement: Labelling of experiential elements in English
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
1 2 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Total
Coder 1 1 39 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 47
2 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
5 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 7
6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
7 2 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
10 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 1 0 0 0 10
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 6
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 24
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 6
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11
Total 42 13 7 1 10 1 14 5 27 6 6 11 143
Total agreement occurred when selecting Goal (label 2), Phenomenon (label 7),
Value (label 11), Carrier (label 12), Attribute (label 13), There (label 14) and the red-
herring None (label 15). There were only a few cases of disagreement worth mentioning
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in this task: one in the selection of Actor (label 1) where coder 1 considers 2 as Sayer
and 1 as Token and coder 2 has chosen 1 Goal, 1 Senser, 1 Sayer, 4 Range and 1 Carrier.
But they agreed on the types in 39 cases. Another conflicting label is that of Verbiage
(label 8), where coders chose disagreed between Actor and Carrier and Actor, Senser
and Value. Carrier (label 12) also caused disagreements: both coders agreed on 24
cases and did not when coder 2 marked 1 as Token, 1 as Receiver, and another one as
Actor. Examples illustrate these choices below:
(9)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
President Barack Obama has promised an energy revolution in the
world’s largest economy (. . . )
Actor Sayer
China, a close ally of the government in Khartoum, is now carefully
weighing its oil interests and its strategic concerns in the South.
Actor Senser
If the government in Khartoum persists (. . . ) for the South in January
2011, a return to full-scale civil war, with calamitous consequences for
the peoples of Sudan and the entire region, is a real possibility.
Token Carrier
The Kappa value is rather high – 0.875 –, as shown in table 13.11, and agreement is,
therefore, considered to be substantial.
Table 13.11 Kappa agreement measures in Experiential roles in English







Kappa agr. Measure 0.875 0.031 26.282 0.000
# of valid cases 143
Disagreement occurred in 15 cases, probably due to the inherent difficulty in dis-
ambiguating experiential roles conflating with Thematic Heads. The highest number
of disagreements often reflected different interpretation of process types for non-clear-
cut cases, which automatically involved the assignation of different participant roles.
The dividing line between material and metaphorical relational processes proved to
be particularly problematic. Within relational processes, the differentiation between
attributive and identifying, as well as the directionality of identifying processes, were
also important sources of disagreement, as illustrated by example (10) below:
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(10)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
President Barack Obama has promised an energy revolution in the
world’s largest economy (. . . )
Actor Sayer
China, a close ally of the government in Khartoum, is now carefully
weighing its oil interests and its strategic concerns in the South.
Actor Senser
If the government in Khartoum persists (. . . ) for the South in January
2011, a return to full-scale civil war, with calamitous consequences for
the peoples of Sudan and the entire region, is a real possibility.
Token Carrier
Spanish When looking at the Spanish dataset, where both coders annotated 79 cases,
it can be observed that disagreement in this task was very high, as shown in table 13.12
below:
Table 13.12 Inter-annotator agreement: Labelling of experiential
elements in Spanish
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 15 Total
Coder 1 1 20 4 0 0 2 1 12 0 4 0 0 43
2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 5
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 8
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15
Total 21 5 1 2 2 2 13 1 7 10 15 79
In case of Actors (label 1) both coders agreed in 20 cases but the number of dis-
agreement is quite high with coder 1, choosing 12 Sayer where coder 2 chose Actor.
Also coder 1 chose 2 Senser and Range in 4 cases, where coder 2 chose 1 Phenomenon.
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Token (label 10) and Value (label 12) were also mixed between both coders: in 6
cases both chose Value but of these, 4 were considered Token by coder 2 and 2 by coder
1. These are relational process where there is not a clear cut distinction among them.
(11)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
Brown ha rechazado adelantar unas elecciones, como le pide la oposicio´n
conservadora, que presumiblemente perder´ıa por goleada.
Actor Sayer
En cualquier caso, los ingresos de Microsoft alcanzaron en los seis
primeros meses de su ejercicio fiscal 30.129 millones de do´lares, un in-
cremento del 29 por ciento respecto al mismo per´ıodo de 2006, cuando
facturo´ 23.353 millones de do´lares.
Actor Token
En el caso del general Navarro, y a expensas de posibles recursos, la
pena de tres an˜os supone su ingreso en prisio´n.
Token Carrier
This disagreement is reflected in the Kappa value at 0.475, which is considered only
moderate (see table 13.13 below).
Table 13.13 Kappa agreement measures in Experiential roles in Spanish







Kappa agr. Measure 0.475 0.062 10.108 0.000
# of valid cases 79
13.3.2.3 Task 3: Classification of types of Textual Themes
In this task coders had to classify the marked span according to the labels given. In task
3 the labels corresponded to the types of Textual Themes: Linkers, Binder, Correlatives
or None.
English When looking at the English dataset, it can be observed that the disagree-
ments mainly occur with the subtype Binder: although coders agree in 30 cases, there
is a great disagreement where coder 1 labels 5 Linkers coder 2 labels them as Binders.
The same can be observed in Linkers where there are 11 cases in which they both agree
but 5 are considered Binders by coder 2 and 1 None by coder 1.
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(12)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
And if there is, why did no one look at it? Linker None
But Russian oil output is already falling because of weak investment,
as is Mexican production.
Binder None
Yet on Saturday David Cameron offered Franc¸ois Hollande two C-17
transport planes to help French forces counter an Islamist rebellion.
Binder Linker
Table 13.14 Interannotator agreement in types of Textual
Themes in English
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
Linker Binder Cor None Total
Coder 1 Linker 11 0 0 1 12
Binder 5 30 0 1 36
Cor 0 0 1 0 1
None 0 1 0 0 1
Total 16 31 1 2 50
In spite of these discrepancies the agreement is still substantial as the following
table 13.15 shows: a Kappa value of 0.664
Table 13.15 Kappa agreement measures in types of Textual Themes in English







Kappa agr. Measure 0.664 0.103 5.612 0.000
# of valid cases 50
Spanish When looking at the Spanish dataset, agreement is total in all cases except
in Binders where both coders agree in 17 cases but both label 1 case each as None.
This is illustrated in table 13.16 below:
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Table 13.16 Interannotator agreement in types of Textual
Themes in Spanish
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
Linker Binder Cor None Total
Coder 1 Linker 27 0 0 0 27
Binder 0 17 0 1 18
Cor 0 0 3 0 3
None 0 1 0 0 1
Total 27 18 3 1 49
The results of the Kappa test, show in table 13.17, reflect this almost total agreement
at 0.927
Table 13.17 Kappa Agreement Measures in Types of Textual Themes in Spanish







Kappa agr. Measure 0.927 0.049 7.994 0.000
# of valid cases 49
13.3.2.4 Task 4: Classification of types of Interpersonal Themes
The fourth task of the Agreement Study 2 focuses on the labeling of the types of
Interpersonal Themes. The coders had to choose among: Stance, Engagement, Modal,
Comment and None. A detailed definition of each category was provided in chapter
11.1.2 above. The dataset is included in appendixes C.1 and C.2 .
English In the English data, both coders annotated 39 cases, leaving each one blank.
Table 13.18 graphically displays the results of the annotations, which clearly show a
high degree of mismatch between the codings.
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Table 13.18 Interannotator agreement in types of Interpersonal Themes in English
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
Stance Eng Modal Comment None Total
Coder 1 Stance 10 0 0 1 1 12
Engagement 9 2 1 0 0 12
Modal 0 0 3 0 0 3
Comment 3 0 0 7 0 10
None 2 0 0 0 0 2
Total 24 2 4 8 1 39
As shown in the table, both coders agreed on 10 cases. Where coder 1 chose Stance
coder 2 also selected 9 Engagement, 3 Comment and 2 None. On the other hand, coder
2 choose 1 Comment and 1 None. Engagement was coded by both annotators only in
2 occasions. In 9 clause complexes coder 2 selected Stance and 1 Modal where coder
1 chose Engagement. Regarding Modals both agree in 3 cases and only in 1 occasion
coder 2 marked as Engagement an occurrence considered by coder 1 as Modals. With
respect to the category Comment both coders agree in 7 cases and disagree in 4 cases,
distributed in 3 for coder 2 and 1 for coder 1, both marked as Stance. Finally None
has not achieved any level of agreement, coder 1 has selected 2 where coder 2 marked
Stance and coder 2 has 1 element as None where coder 1 has Stance.
The categories of Stance and Engagement are the ones that posed more problems
to the coders.
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(13)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
It is therefore understandable that the Obama administration is worried
about the possibility of a referendum on the UK’s continued member-
ship of the 27-nation group.
Sta Eng
For goodness sake let’s have elections combined – if you go out to elect
a councillor or MP you may as well pick a police commissioner too.
Sta Eng
It is worth remembering too that Americans as a whole did not want
a Republican House.
Sta Eng
True, the GOP has retained control of the House of Representatives, but
largely thanks to its diligent gerrymandering of Congressional districts;
in the overall House vote, the Democrats won half a million more.
Sta Com
Let us hope that, for once, lessons really have been learnt by officialdom. Sta None
This is reflected in the Kappa value obtained (table 13.19) that, contrary to other
tasks, is only at 0.405 considered a Fair level of agreement.
Table 13.19 Kappa agreement measures in Interpersonal Themes in English







Kappa agr. Measure 0.405 0.100 5.109 0.000
# of valid cases 39
Spanish Both coders did 49 annotations, leaving blank one each. In Spanish the
situation found in the accomplishment of this task is similar to the English one where
the disagreement is quite relevant.
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Table 13.20 Interannotator agreement in types of Interpersonal Themes in Spanish
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
Stance Engagement Modal Comment None Total
Coder 1 Stance 14 1 2 1 0 18
Engagement 16 6 0 1 0 23
Modal 0 0 4 0 0 4
Comment 3 0 0 7 0 10
None 0 0 0 1 0 1
Total 30 7 7 4 1 49
Stance has been selected by both coders in 14 clause complexes, but coder 1 has
chosen 16 times Engagement where coder 2 annotated Stance as well as 3 times Com-
ment. On the other hand coder 2 has 1 Engagement, 2 Modal and 1 Comment where
coder 1 marked Stance. In the case of Engagement the cases of disagreement are very
salient. They both agreed on 6 cases and disagreed on 16 that coder 2 marked and
Stance and 1 as Comment. Coder 1 only marked 1 case as Stance. Regarding Modal
they agree on 4 clause complexes, in 2 cases coder 1 marked Stance where coder 2 did
Modal. In Comments the agreement is of 7 cases, in 3 of them coder 1 selected Stance,
Comment and None.
As in English the most controversial types are Engagement and Stance.
(14)
Clause Complex Coder1 Coder2
Se puede afirmar que el dinero facilitado, se gasta en viajes, comidas y
otros fastos.
Sta Eng
Se hace obvio que los docentes siguen siendo ignorados a pesar de los
acuerdos alcanzados durante las I Jornadas de Secundaria.
Sta Eng
Pero es dif´ıcil admitir que indagar sobre la existencia y naturaleza de la
misio´n que parece haber condicionado la conducta del principal acusado
sea tarea ajena al tribunal, bien directamente, bien por deduccio´n de
testimonio.
Sta Eng
Y, desde luego, deben presentarse una vez bien estudiadas y con la
viabilidad de su aplicacio´n asegurada.
Com Eng
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This disagreement is reflected in the kappa value (table 13.21) at 0.291 which is
considered a Fair agreement.
Table 13.21 Kappa agreement measures in Interpersonal Themes in Spanish







Kappa agr. Measure 0.291 0.094 3.766 0.000
# of valid cases 49
13.3.2.5 Task 5: Classification of types of PreHeads
This task deals with the classification of PreHeads into three main types: Circ, CCL,
Finite and None. (See chapter 11.2.1 for a complete description of each type and
appendixes C.1 and C.2 for the dataset)
English Both coders annotated 49 cases, leaving one case each blank. Circumstan-
tials account for 23 agreements. Only in one case coder 1 marked one instance as None
where coder 2 did it as Circ. The result of the annotations is displayed on table 13.24
below:
Table 13.22 Interannotator agreement in types of
PreHead Themes in English
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
Circ CCL Finite None Total
Coder 1 Circ 23 0 0 0 23
CCL 0 22 0 1 23
Finite 0 0 2 0 2
None 1 0 0 0 1
Total 24 22 2 1 49
This almost perfect agreement is reflected in the kappa measure at 0.927 as illus-
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trated on table 13.25 below:
Table 13.23 Kappa agreement measures in PreHead Themes in English







Kappa agr. Measure 0.927 0.049 7.629 0.000
# of valid cases 49
Spanish Both coders annotated 49 cases, leaving one blank. In Spanish the rate of
agreement here is also very high. As shown in table 13.24 coders agreed on labeling
Circ in 17 cases, and there was only 1 disagreement that was coded as Finite by coder
2. Both coders agree in 8 cases when labeling CCL, and again only in 1 case coder 2
selected Finite. Finally, coders agreed when coding Finite (in 22 cases) and disagree in
the commented above by coder 2. Neither coder 1 nor coder 2 selected any case under
the category None.
Table 13.24 Interannotator agreement in types of
PreHead Themes in Spanish
Contingency table Coder 1 * Coder 2
Coder 2
Circ CCL Finite Total
Coder 1 Circ 17 0 1 18
CCL 0 8 1 9
Finite 0 0 22 22
Total 17 8 24 49
These almost perfect agreement in reflected on the Kappa value at 0.934.
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Table 13.25 Kappa agreement measures in PreHead Themes in Spanish







Kappa agr. Measure 0.934 0.045 8.849 0.000
# of valid cases 49
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The two agreement studies performed on the training corpora revealed interesting as-
pects of the annotation process of the selected thematic features of the Theme model
of SFGS. The identification tasks in Agreement Study 1 proved to be more difficult
than the labeling tasks in Agreement Study 2. On the main, the tasks were more chal-
lenging for the Spanish data than for the English data, probably due to the complex
morphology of the Spanish verbal group.
In task 1 of Agreement Study 1 a reliable result was achieved in both languages
(AGR 0.97 and 0.74), but agreement was lower in Spanish than in English. One possible
explanation for this is the more complex morphology of the Spanish verbal group which
makes it more difficult for coders to delimitate the correspondent span of the Thematic
field.
In task 2 a high level of agreement was achieved in the selection of the spans cor-
responding to Thematic Head, PreHead, Interpersonal Theme, Textual Theme, Pred-
icated Theme and ‘There’ Theme. Agreement on identifying the Thematic Head in
English is at 0.93 and in Spanish at 0.91, although there is a slight difference in the
values reflecting a better agreement in English. The category of PreHead shows a bet-
ter agreement in Spanish 0.89 than in English 0.78. The identification of Interpersonal
Themes shows higher agreement in Spanish (0.94) than in English (0.37), and Textual
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Themes are similarly identified by both coders in both languages (English 0.96 and
Spanish 0.97). Almost perfect agreement was achieved in the identification of Predi-
cated Themes and ‘There’ Theme in both languages. These results are shown in table
14.1 below:
Table 14.1 Results of Ag Study 1 -
English and Spanish
Agreement Study 1
Task 1 English 0.97
Spanish 0.74
Task 2 TH PH IT TT PT There
English 0.93 0.78 0.37 0.96 0.98 1
Spanish 0.91 0.89 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.98
In Agreement Study 2, coders had to perform five classification tasks consisting of
labeling specific thematic spans that had been agreed upon in Agreement study 1.
In task 1, the coders had to select the type of Thematic element highlighted in the
dataset. The Kappa value obtained is of 0.915 for English and 0.839 for Spanish, which
indicates almost perfect agreement between coders.
In task 2 -labeling of experiential roles realizing Thematic Head- the kappa value
obtained in English was of 0.875 and 0.475 for Spanish. The moderate level of agreement
presented by the Spanish coding is due to discrepancies presented by the coders in the
identification of relational processes where Token and Value types were mistaken.
In task 3 -annotation of subtypes of Textual Themes- the Kappa values obtained
were of 0.664 in English and 0.927 Spanish, with a lower agreement in English than
in Spanish. In this case the problem lied in the selection by one of the coders of one
category where the other marked it as None or as the opposite one. This may point
to the need for further refinement and clarification of the definitions in the annotation
guidelines.
In task 4, coders had to label different subtypes of Interpersonal Theme. In this
task both languages present a very low Kappa values (0.405 in English and 0.291 in
Spanish), which can be considered as moderate and fair, respectively, according to
Viera & Garrett (2005). The subjectivity and novelty of some of the categories (Stance
and Engagement) points to the need for refinement, clarification and even redefinition
before they can be reliably used for automatic annotation purposes.
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In task 5, the annotation result reveal a high level of agreement in the selection of
the types of PreHead, with Kappa values of 0.927 in for English and 0.934 for Spanish.
These results are summarize in table 14.2:




Task 1 0.915 0.839
Task 2 0.875 0.475
Task 3 0.664 0.927
Task 4 0.405 0.291
Task 5 0.927 0.934
These results indicate that the annotation schemes designed for the thematic cate-
gories of the model of Theme in SFGS are reliable and can, therefore, be consistently
used for the annotation of a larger corpus of bilingual texts.
From the theoretical and methodological point of view, the results also indicate
that the categories of the model of Theme of SFGS instantiated in this empirical study
are reproducible in the majority of the cases. Those cases where poor disagreement
occurred between annotators indicate that:
a) the definitions probably need more clarity and accuracy (theory redefinition).
This is the case of Spanish experiential roles, namely Value and Token and some of the
subtypes of Interpersonal Theme (Stance and Engagement). It could also be considered
the redefinition, in a lesser extent, of the Textual Theme types in English (Binder and
Linker).
b) the annotators cannot handle certain categories, probably because the theoret-
ical coverage falls short (theory formation). This is clearly the case of Interpersonal
Stance and Engagement, both categories were problematic in both languages. This
may indicate that the category itself is ambiguous and cannot be properly identified
by the coders. The difficulties lied in the distinction among these two elements, one
solution may well be to merge these two categories into a single category, and review
the option to split them in the future with better specifications in the guidelines if a
possibility to disambiguate these elements is found.
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In this 4th Part, I will focus on the manual annotation of a larger corpus with the
thematic tags which were validated through the agreement studies described in part
C. This is one of the aims of the current dissertation and a preliminary step for the
development of automatic annotation which will be explained in Part 5.
In addition, and in order to complete the thematic characterization of the three
newspaper genres selected for this study, I will also report on the manual annotation
of Thematic Progression (TP) patterns within the generic moves that organize these
three genres.
Excel was selected as annotation tool for the Part dedicated to the Empirical Val-
idation of the Model of Theme and for the present one Annotating a Larger Corpus.
In Empirical validation the coders were provided the annotation sheets in this format
and the Annotation of the Larger Corpus is carried out also in Excel. The selection of
this tool allowed two purposes: the manual annotation of all levels of analysis and the
accuracy of quantitative data account Rasinger (2008). In the last part of this study
the use of a different support to automatically annotate the same data will give the
opportunity to compare both methodologies, the more traditional one using Excel and
the computational one using GATE.
For this task I have followed the empirical evidence provided by Dligach et al.,
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according to which, the greatest value for an annotation project lies in single annotating
more data when there unlimited supply of unlabeled data and limited funding. In fact,
although these authors recognize that “there may, however, be other considerations that
still argue in favor of double annotation” their main thesis is that, instead of double
annotating and adjudicating –the common accepted wisdom in annotation projects-,
“it is often better to single annotate more data because it is a more cost-effective way
to achieve a higher performance” (Dligach et al., 2010).
In the following chpaters I will focus on the features of the larger corpus to be
annotated, the thematic features –both at clausal and discourse levels- which were




The larger corpus used in this study is a bilingual comparable English-Spanish corpus
consisting of a total of two hundred and twenty texts (sixty news reports, sixty editorials
and one hundred letters to the editor) evenly divided into English and Spanish. The
bilingual sample collected is outlined in table 16.1.
Table 16.1 Bilingual corpus
Bilingual Corpus Texts Clauses Words
Reports 60 708 21717
Editorials 60 1112 28192
Letters to the Editor 100 731 17392
Total 220 2551 67301
All texts were collected from three well-known British and Spanish newspapers be-
tween 2009 and 2013 using an opportunistic sampling technique, i.e. the texts chosen
were “readily available” (see Hausser, 2001:291) and online. The English texts were
extracted from three online newspapers: Times online (http://www.timesonline.co.
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uk), The Independent (http://www.independent.co.uk/) and The Telegraph (http:
//www.telegraph.co.uk/). The Spanish texts were gathered from the online ver-
sions of the following national newspapers: El Pa´ıs (http://elpais.com/), El Mundo
(http://www.elmundo.es/) and La Vanguardia (http://www.lavanguardia.com/).
The collected sample is an extension of version of a previous one used by the author of
this work and colleagues in the context of the CONTRANOT and MULTINOT projects
Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (see 2009b, 2010a, 2011, 2012); Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n (see
2012); Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (see 2013a,c); Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n (see 2013);
Morato´n & Lavid (see 2012) and in my own Master Thesis (Morato´n, 2009)1.
1The annotated corpus is included in appendix D and it is also available as text archives (txt
format) which can be uploaded onto the GATE annotation platform (available in CD format)
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Annotating Thematic Features at Clause Level
The unit of analysis used for the annotation of thematic features in this study is the
complex clause. The decision to use this unit of analysis responds to theoretical and
practical reasons, as suggested by Taboada & Zabala (2008). My theoretical inspiration
was Halliday and Webster’s definition of the scope of a clause complex: “..in a written
text one can go by the orthography: a clause complex is equated with a written sentence
(which is the written surrogate of the clause complex to start with)” (Halliday &
Webster, 2009:76).
The practical reasons are the consistency across coders and the applicability to dif-
ferent languages (Taboada & Zabala, 2008). Coders need to clearly recognize the units
of analysis and these units have to be comparable in English and Spanish. Another
third practical reason is the need to be computationally replicable. Automatic seg-
mentation of clause complexes is called segmentation and is commonly performed by
Sentence Splitters which “ do not work perfectly but achieve a reasonable accuracy”
(Halliday & Webster, 2009:115) .
The last advantage for this selection is that the identification of these units of anal-
ysis allows to count them and analyze their distribution providing “handles on things
that would otherwise be obscure” (Chafe, 1994:58). Therefore all clause complexes
occurring in the texts of the bilingual sample were numbered and inserted in tables
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for the analysis of the types of thematic elements and semantic and syntactic features.
The clause complexes are separated as units of analysis using Microsoft Word (2011,
v14.3.2) for Mac (OSX 10.6.8) through search with regular expressions; and reviewed
in order to avoid mistakes. Then, the texts segmented into clause complexes are copied
into an Excel file (2011, v14.3.2) as the figure below shows. Each full sentence occupies
a cell in the template, next to it there is a space reserved for the analysis of the distinct
features of the study.
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF, escapes dismissal over affair
Cl # Thematic Field Text





Stance Engagement Stance Engagement Gral. Stance Engagement Gral. Detail
1
Dominique	  Strauss-­‐Kam,	  









Dominique Strauss-Kam, the French head of the International Monetary 
Fund, escaped dismissal for a one-night stand with a subordinate today, but was 
denounced by board members for a "serious error of judgment."
2 The	  fund's	  managing	  
director
NP
Det	  Noun	  Adj	  
Noun
Goal
The fund's managing director was allowed to remain in his post after an 
investigation cleared him of accusations of harassment, favouritism and abuse of 
power over his affair with Piroska Nagy, a Hungarian economist.
3 But his	  reputation NP Det	  Noun Carrier
But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the 1M F board, which 
said the relationship "was regrettable and reflected a serious error of judgment on 
the part of the managing director."







Shakour Shaalan, the fund's executive director, said 1M F staff, and notably 
female staff, "are not at all happy" with Mr Strauss-Kahn, whose amorous 
adventures in France have earned him the epithet Ie grand seducteur.
5
“The	  managing	  director	  has	  
expressed	  his	  regrets.	  I	  
don't	  think	  that	  we	  can	  ask	  
him	  to	  do	  more	  at	  this	  
time,"	  said
Clause Verbiage
“The managing director has expressed his regrets. I don't think that we can 
ask him to do more at this time," said Mr Shaalan. "We will continue to work 
with him."
6 Mr	  Strauss-­‐Kahm,	  59, NP+App Proper	  Noun+	  
Noun
Sayer
Mr Strauss-Kahm, 59, said in a statement: "I very much regret the incident and 
I accept responsibility for it."
7 The	  investigation NP Det	  Noun Goal
The investigation was launched when Mario Blejer, a senior Argentine 
economist, said Mrs Nagy, his wife, had been seduced at the Davos international 
forum.
8 A	  US	  law	  firm NP Det	  Adj	  Noun	  
Noun
Receiver
A US law firm was asked to probe accusations that Mrs Nagy, who left the IMF 
in August, had been forced out by Mr Strauss-Kahn, possibly with an exorbitant 
pay-off.





Sayer Morgan, Lewis & Bockius said there was no evidence to support the claims.
10 The	  decision NP Det	  Noun Goal
The decision was greeted with relief in France, where Mr Strauss-Kahn is seen 
as a key figure in President Sarkozy's drive to remodel and regulate capitalism in 
the wake of the financial crisis.
11 French	  commentators NP Adj	  Noun Sayer
French commentators hailed the role played by Anne Sinclair, Mr Strauss-
Kahn's wife, a former television presenter, who wrote in her blog: "Everyone 
knows that these are things which occur in the life of all couples. This one night 
adventure is now behind us. We love each other as much as we did on the first 
day.”
Figure 17.1 Screenshot of the manual annotation sheet
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Results of the Thematic Annotation
18.1 Introduction
This section describes the result of the manual annotation of the Thematic field and
its elements in each genre of study.
For the sake of clarity the results are organized in four sections. The first three
sections are devoted to each genre, giving a detailed account of its most relevant the-
matic features, first in English, then in Spanish and finally from a language contrastive
perspective. Then, the fourth section offers an account of the results from a contrastive
point of view, this time the comparison is carried out between genres.
18.2 News Reports
In White (1998:243) words news reports are “grounded in communicative events such as
speeches, interviews and press releases”, which “act primarily to represent, not activity
sequences, but the points of view of various external sources”
Table 18.1 shows the corpus of news reports in English and Spanish. The first
column lists the number of texts per language, the second column presents the total
number of complex clauses in each corpus, the third column presents the average num-
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ber of clauses per text, the column entitled Words provides information on the number
of words in each corpus, and the finally the last column presents the average number
of words per clause in each language.
Table 18.1 Corpus of news reports in English and Spanish.
NR Texts Clauses Cl/text Words W/cl
English 30 349 11.63 9767 27.98
Spanish 30 359 11.96 11950 23.28
Total 60 708 - 21717 -
18.2.1 English News Reports
The total number of clauses is 349 and 3.15% are rhematic clauses with no thematic con-
struction. The rest of the complex clauses (96.85%) are declarative thematic complex
clauses. Although our analysis will focus on the thematic clause complexes, attention
will be paid to the appearance of these rhematic clauses in the texts where relevant.
The first step consists in the identification of the thematic field in each clause. Then,
in this thematic field I will analyze the thematic elements.
The percentage of each type of Theme is calculated considering the total amount
of thematic clause complexes and not the total number of clauses in the corpus. For
example, the percentage of PreHeads in English news reports is counted on the number
of thematic clause complexes in the corpus, which is 338.
The results of the annotation of thematic elements in English news reports are
shown in the following table:
Table 18.2 Thematic elements in English news reports
English Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
6.21% 0.30% 16.57% 100%
The thematic elements are divided into those occurring in the Inner thematic field
and those occurring in the Outer thematic field. The Outer thematic field includes two
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types of thematic elements: Textual Themes (TT) and Interpersonal Themes (IT). The
Inner thematic field comprises PreHeads (PH) and Heads (H).
Textual Themes appear only in a 6.21% of clause complexes. Interpersonal themes
are almost inexistent (0.30%). In the Inner thematic field PreHead accounts for 16.57%.
As dealing with thematic clauses all of them have Head (100%). This means that 76.92%
of the clause complexes in the English news reports corpus are realized by Heads not
accompanied by any of the other possible optional elements that can appear in the
Thematic Field. This points to a likely simple thematic construction of Themes in
English news reports. In the following sections these data are analyzed in detail.
18.2.1.1 Textual Themes in English News Reports
Textual Themes are those elements which were defined as instrumental in the creation
of the logical connections in the text. The proportion found in this corpus is relatively
low (6.21%), probably due to the fact that news reports are short in length textual
connections rely on paragraphing. The average length of clause complexes per text is
of 11.73 cl/text, with such a short text extension the need to use Textual elements as
connectors is very limited.
The types of Textual elements are analyzed according to the types explained in the
Methodlogy section 11.1.1. The following table shows the elements found in English
news reports corpus:
Table 18.3 Types of TT in
English news reports




Binders are described by Halliday as the “binding of elements of unequal status” and
Linkers as “the linking of elements of equal status” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:384).
In spite of the factual nature of this genre, one should expect to find more connective
devices than adversative or contrastive connectors but the data shows that there is
a statistically significant difference (P<0.0001)1 between the occurrences of these two
1The calculation of the statistical significance has been carried out using Chi-square calculation.
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types of Textual Themes, with the use of Binders being more frequent (90.84%) than
the use of Linkers 9.52%. Even though this fact may be influenced by the mentioned
short length of the texts, the only connectors needed are the ones that convey the
adversative sense whereas the sense of addition is achieved by the yuxtaposition of
elements. Another fact that strengthens this idea is that the amount of these elements
in the text is very scarce.
These Binders are primarily realized by the adversative connectors However 38.10%
and But 23.81% and the contrastive connector Although 14.29%. Some examples are
provided below:
(1) However, the Saudis will be listening to the grinding cogs of the slowing Asian
industrial juggernaut with mounting concern.
(Report: Stop ministers seeing official stats early – MPs. Sentence 14)
(2) However, Hilco faces competition from other suitors for the UK business and the
structure of any deal is likely to be complex, partly because HMV has many loss-
making stores that a new owner is likely to jettison.
(Report: Hilco UK emerges among favourites to give HMV a spin. Sentence 7)
(3) But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the 1M F board, which said
the relationship ‘was regrettable and reflected a serious error of judgment on the part
of the managing director.”
(Report: Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price. Sentence 8)
(4) Although the Bank of Japan has remained tight-lipped on the question of currency
intervention, Shoichi Nakagawa, Japan’s Finance Minister, said today that he saw
“excessive volatility” in the yen’s exchange rate and that he was he “watching with
great interest.” (Report: G7 ’preparing to drive down the yen’. Sentence 8)
On the other hand, Linkers are realized by the copulative and addition connectors
And 4.76% and In addition 4.76%:
(5) And this month Mr Dilnot warned politicians to avoid mixing up debt with the
deficit after the Prime Minister claimed, erroneously, in a party political broadcast
that the Coalition was “paying down Britain’s debts”.
(Report: Stop ministers seeing official stats early - MPs. Sentence 14)





(Report: Barclays rejects government funding, secures £5.8bn from
Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Sentence 8)
18.2.1.2 Interpersonal Themes in English News Reports
Interpersonal themes are those elements that express the attitude and the evaluation
of the speaker with respect to his or her message. This type of Themes is very scarce
in News reports, where evaluation and attitude are infrequent. As shown on table 18.2,
there is only one element (0.30%) in the entire news reports English corpus with this
characteristic.
(7) It is not appropriate that, ministers should have lengthy prior access to certain
statistics but other interested parties do not, it says.
(Report: Stop ministers seeing official stats early – MPs. Sentence 3)
18.2.1.3 PreHead in English News Reports
The element PreHead is a non-nuclear part of the Inner Thematic Field, an optional
element realized by any circumstantial and/or finite element preceding the Thematic
Head which do not exhaust the thematic potential of the clause.
In English news reports only 16.57% of occurrences are PreHeads. As shows table
18.2. The types of PreHeads are annotated according to the labels described in chapter
11:
PH-Circ adverbial groups or prepositional phrases.
PH-CCL circumstantial clauses.
PH-Finite finite verbal forms.
Table 18.24 accounts for the distribution of the types of PreHeads found in English
news reports, calculated on the total number of PreHeads found.
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There is no occurrence of PH-Finite forms in this type of texts, which indicates
that there are only declarative sentences, in English finite forms in first position are
found in imperative or questions but not in declarative sentences. The distribution
of PH-CCL and PH-Circ occurrences is quite even. PH-CCL is 42.86% and PH-Circ
57.14%. What is worth noticing is that of the 42.86% PH-CCL elements an amount of
45.83% are direct quotations. This is a characteristic typical of these type of texts, as
White (1997) says, it is what news reports do: “(. . . ) presenting a diversity of opinions,
voices, and perspectives of the event (. . . )”
Another interesting analysis that provides valuable information on PreHeads is the










According to the analysis shown in table above, the most common realization is
that of Time 33.93% followed by Quotes (19.64%) that present different voices relevant
to the issue and Place circumstantials 14.29%).
“Circumstantial elements in thematic position may perform a variety of functions,
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depending on their semantic nature. Temporal or Location Circumstantials often
function as scene-setting frameworks” (Downing, 1991:127)
For White (1998:143) news reports are “grounded in communicative events such as
speeches, interviews and press releases”, which “act primarily to represent, not activity
sequences, but the points of view of various external sources”. And that is why direct
quotations are regularly found (see table 18.5). Both analysis reveal that in the English
news reports the circumstantials of Time are realized mainly by Prepositional Phrases
47.37% and Adverbial Phrases 10.53%. Below are some examples of Time realized by
Prepositional Phrases :
(8) In December, Mr Dilnot rebuked the Coalition for claiming that health spending
had increased in real terms since 2010.
(Report: Stop ministers seeing official stats early - MPs. Sentence 12)
(9) On Friday, Hilco was locked in talks with Deloitte which are expected to continue
this week. (Report: Hilco UK emerges among favourites to give HMV a spin.
Sentence 5)
Other examples of Time expressions are realized by Adverbial Phrases :
(10) Meanwhile, wages have remained stagnant.
(Report: Lower income earners being squeezed hardest. Sentence 9)
(11) Now, the council proposes to sell off a cluster of houses for just £1 to residents -
on the condition they will be brought up to a decent standard.
(Report: Pound land: Derelict houses in Liverpool to
be sold for just £1. Sentence 4)
The “diversity of opinions and voices” mentioned by White (1997) are represented
by the use of direct quotations of people relevant to the issue on the piece of news. In
this annotation the use of Quotes in PreHead position reveals that it is very likely to
find the author of the quote functioning as Head, as shown in the examples (12) and
(13):
(12) “We, like most companies, saw a slowdown at the tail end of the quarter
in particular,” Chief Financial Officer Chris Liddell said.
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 12)
(13) “This is a healthy company,” he said.
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(Report: Dutch Government to inject e10bn of fresh
capital into ING savings bank. Sentence 10)
The third most frequent type of PreHead is that of Place, another resource of
news reports to set the information the text is conveying. White (1998) says that
News Stories present independent satellites in their body to contextualize the events
in a spatial context. The most frequent syntactic realization of this circumstance are
Prepositional Phrases 87.50%, as in the following example:
(14) In a conference call with investors, Mr Liddell said Microsoft will “tailor our
business to whatever the economy brings.”
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 14)
18.2.1.4 Thematic Head in English News Reports
Thematic Head is defined as ‘first element with a function in the experiential configu-
ration of the clause which is more central to the unfolding of the text by allowing the
tracking of the discourse participants’ (Lavid et al., 2010d:299). All thematic sentences
have Head whereas rhematic sentences, do not have Theme, nor Thematic Head. The
total number of Thematic Sentences in news reports English Corpus is of 338, which
accounts for the total number of elements on which the analysis has been carried out.
In this section a detailed analysis into the Thematic Head is carried out, focusing on
its semantic and syntactic realizations. Only by looking at these specific features it is
possible to obtain relevant information about this thematic element. Since this element
is common to all Thematic Complex clauses in the corpus, a quantitative analysis based
only on its frequency would not lead to a deep understanding of it.
Syntactic Realizations of Thematic Head in English News Reports
According to Bell (1991) “hard news distinctiveness lies in its exclusion of first
person presentation, citations of sources and numbers with a precision and syntactic
complexity”. As this study shows, the realization of Heads is done by Noun Phrases,
more specifically by Proper Nouns and Determiners plus Nouns, as examples (15), (10)
and (17), (18) show.
As shown in table 18.6 below, Noun Phrases appear more frequently as Syntac-
tic realizations of Head (67.46%) than Noun Phrases plus Apposition (23.96%). In
fact, there is a statistically-significant difference between the use of these two elements
(P<0.0001). The fact that 77.21% of all clause complexes in the corpus are realized
by Heads as a single Thematic Element, and the statistically-significant relevance in
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the prevalence of Noun Phrases over more complex syntactic formations confirms what
was mentioned in the introduction of this section: the simple thematic construction of
the Thematic field in English news reports clause complexes.
Quotations as Thematic Heads are also present in the text (1.78%) but they are
relegated in favour of Noun Phrases, more specifically of Noun Phrases realized mainly
by Proper Nouns (27.19%), that is, what is said is given less relevance than who says
it. This will be further developed in section 18.2.1.4 where I deal specifically with the
semantic realization of Heads:










If looking in detail at Noun Phrases, it is interesting to note the prevalence of
Proper Nouns 27.19% and Determiner plus Nouns 22.81% as the preferred realization
over the rest of the options found. The nature of the texts requires the identification of
the entity about which the information is going to be given, and the use of these two
strategies clearly identifies the discourse participant in a simple and clear way. Below
ara some examples of the use of Noun Phrases realized by Proper Nouns:
(15) Mr Bos said the deal was structured to ensure a state exit as soon as “this financial
hurricane” receded. (Report: Dutch Government to inject e10bn of fresh
capital into ING savings bank. Sentence 9)
(16) Barclays is seeking to raise up to a further £1.5 billion from existing and other
investors The move boosted Barclays’ share price by 7.1 per cent to 220p in early
trading. (Report: Barclays rejects government funding, secures
£5.8bn from Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Sentence 4)
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Examples of Noun Phrases realized by Determiner plus Noun:
(17) The investigation was launched when Mario Blejer, a senior Argentine economist,
said Mrs Nagy, his wife, had been seduced at the Davos international forum.
(Report: Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF,
escapes dismissal over affair. Sentence 7)
(18) The move follows ING’s revelation after trading on Friday that it expected a e500
million net loss in the third quarter.
(Report: Dutch Government to inject e10bn of fresh
capital into ING savings bank. Sentence 13)
Another frequent realization of Thematic Heads is through Noun Phrases followed
by Appositions (23.96%). These provide more elaborated material or extended informa-
tion and its frequency can be explained by the clear need in News Articles to identify
and provide additional information on the discourse participants. These formations
are evenly distributed between Noun Phrases followed by Prepositional Phrases (Np +
PP) 38.27% i.e. (19), (20) and Proper Nouns followed by Noun Phrases 25.93% i.e.(21),
(22). These Appositions give further details on the issue at stake, as in the following
examples:
(19) Revenue for the quarterly period rose 9 per cent to $15.06 billion.
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 3)
(20) Anxieties over the global outlook were stoked after the latest snapshot of
economic sentiment in the euro-zone showed confidence among businesses and con-
sumers at its lowest since 1993.
(Report: US economy officially on brink of recession. Sentence 12)
(21) Toan Tran, an analyst at Morningstar, said:“If you are a Microsoft investor
you should be happy that Microsoft thinks they will weather the storm relatively
well.”
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 7)
(22) Taro Aso, the Japanese Prime Minister, said: “A harsh storm seen only once
in 100 years is raging. Under such circumstances, I am certain that what is most
important is to remove uncertainties from the lives of people.”
(Report: US economy officially on brink of recession. Sentence 18)
Not as relevant, but interestingly enough, the third element found in the realization
of Noun Phrases followed by Appositions (Np+App) involve the use of Proper Nouns
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accompanied by different formations 22.22%, reinforcing again the idea of giving more
information on the who, in Swales words (1990)
(23) Mr Cameron, whose delegation includes representatives of more than 100
companies, added that the issue of whether bribes were paid to win a contract was
a question for India and Westland’s owner, the Italian company Finmeccanica.
(Report: Cameron backs Agusta Westland despite
Indian bribery scandal. Sentence 3)
(24) Council Liberal Democrat group leader Cllr Richard Kemp, who has
previously called into question the council’s decision to get involved with
private firms in the delivery of social housing, said he hoped the scheme
would succeed, adding: “I think this is a good idea, provided there’s a solid basis
for it.” (Report: Pound land: Derelict houses in Liverpool to be
sold for just £1. Sentence 13)
Semantic Realizations of Thematic Heads in English News Reports
News reports should strive to remain objective and should use neutral language
while presenting a diversity of opinions, voices, and perspectives of the event, incident,
or issue under discussion (White, 1998). These opinions, voices and perspectives are
accomplished through the use of Sayers as the preferred experiential role of English
news reports 34.32% as shown in the examples below:
(25) The bank announced this morning that it will raise up to £2 billion pounds
from Qatar Qatar Investment Authority (QIA), an existing shareholder, and its
associated holdings and £300 million from Challenger, an investment vehicle of a
member of Qatar’s royal family.
(Report: Barclays rejects government funding, secures
£5.8bn from Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Sentence 2)
(26) Mr Tilmant said the bank had the trust of its customers and had not seen a large
outflow of funds. (Report: Dutch Government to inject e10bn of fresh
captial into ING savings bank. Sentence 11)
Actor is the second role most frequently used 28.99%. These choices express the
account of actions that the discourse participants carries out.
(27) The Government will buy e10 billion of subordinated bonds in ING using a
e20 billion fund set aside for fighting the current crisis.
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(Report: Dutch Government to inject e10bn of fresh
captial into ING savings bank. Sentence 3)
(28) Dominique Strauss-Kham, the French head of the International Mone-
tary Fund, escaped dismissal for a onenight stand with a subordinate today, but
was denounced by board members for a “serious error of judgment.”
(Report: Dominique StraussKahn, head of the IMF,
escapes dismissal over affair. Sentence 1)
It is important to highlight the role of Verbiages in this type of texts. Although this
genre presents opinions and voices on a certain issue, the number of verbiages is not
very relevant 4.14% in Head position. Verbiages are mainly found in PreHead position
19.64%, as it was pointed out in section 18.2.1.3. This means that the Head position
prefers, with a statistically significant difference (P<0.0001), to convey the person who
speaks (Sayer) rather that the message spoken (Verbiage). In fact, syntactic analysis
revealed that Proper Nouns were found in a 27.19% of simple realizations and were
involved in 48.15% of complex realizations.
18.2.1.5 Rheme in English News Reports
Due to the nature of this type of texts, there are not many Rhematic expressions (see
18.2.1); only 3.15% of the total number of clause complexes in the news reports English
corpus. Although this amount of non-thematic clauses is not relevant it is interesting
to highlight that all of them are Quotations, as in the following examples:
(29) “We are currently working on plans to grow our retail business, our SME
business, we are building a team for large corporates in the UK which
we didn’t have before.”
(Report: Santander eyes a double bank buy with £2bn tag. Sentence 6)
(30) “Worsening consumer finances are likely to further rein in spending on
the high street and to complete this circle latest survey data showed that
retail sector workers were the most downbeat about their job security
and workplace activity in February.”
(Report: Lower income earners being squeezed hardest. Sentence 7)
18.2.2 Spanish News Reports
The total number of complex clauses found in the Spanish news report corpus is of
359 clauses. Of this amount 1.39% are rhematic clauses with no thematic construction.
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The rest are declarative complex clauses (98.61%). Although my analysis focuses on the
thematic clause complexes, attention will be paid to the appearance of these rhematic
clauses in the texts if relevant.
Table 18.7 shows the distribution of Thematic elements in the Spanish news reports.
As can be seen, the number of Interpersonal themes is almost non-existent, with only
one occurrence in the whole corpus. Cohesive devices in the form of Textual themes
are 14.69% and the number of PreHeads accounts for 34.75%. According to this data,
realizations of Heads with no accompaniment of Outer thematic elements or PreHeads,
is of 50.28%.
Table 18.7 Thematic elements in Spanish news reports
Spanish Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
14.69% 0.28% 34.75% 100%
18.2.2.1 Textual Themes in Spanish News Reports
Textual themes are the cohesive markers that give logical connection to the text. The
amount of these elements is not very high in Spanish news reports (14.69%). The low
frequency of these elements is due, on the one hand, to the nature of the texts, and on
the other, to their extent. The mean use of clause complexes per text in the Spanish
news report is of 11.96 clauses per text. Table 18.8 shows the preference of Spanish
news reports for different types of Textual Themes:
Table 18.8 Types of TT in Spanish
News Reports
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As it could be expected for this genre, there is a statistically-significant preference
(P=0.0033) for Linkers type of Textual Theme 63.46%, these Linkers which display the
information in a lineal fashion, showing an exposition of facts and opinions. The use
of Binders is very scarce with 34.62% of Textual elements. The preferred realizations
of Linkers are addition linkers: Adema´s 27.27% and Asimismo 15.15%.
(31) Adema´s, el director gerente del organismo, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, ha prometido
una “importante ayuda financiera” para Hungr´ıa con el objetivo de estabilizar la
economı´a de este pa´ıs centroeuropeo.
[In addition, the managing director of the agency, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, has
promised a “major financial aid” for Hungary in order to stabilize the economy of
this Central European country.] (Report: El FMI anuncia ayudas financieras para
Ucrania y Hungr´ıa. Sentence 2)
(32) Asimismo, las ventas al por menor registraron una subida del 15,2% en diciembre,
en contraste con el 14,9% de noviembre, lo que supuso un repunte final del 14,3%
en 2012, aun as´ı 2,8 puntos porcentuales por debajo de 2011, relato´ la citada fuente.
[Also, retail sales recorded an increase of 15.2% in December in contrast to 14.9%
in November, which was a rise of 14.3% in 2012, even 2.8 percentage points below
than in to 2011, said the same source.]
(Report: La economı´a china crece un 7,8% en 2012, su
menor subida en 13 an˜os. Sentence 9)
Binders (34.62%) are realized in the same amount by the adversative connectors
Pero (22.22%) and No obstante (22.22%):
(33) Pero este paro´n es importante si se tiene en cuenta que Estados Unidos crec´ıa a un
ritmo anual del 2,8% en el segundo trimestre.
[But this break is important if you consider that U.S. is growing at a annual rate of
2.8% in the second quarter.]
(Report: La crisis financiera lleva a Estados Unidos al borde de la
recession. Sentence 6)
(34) No obstante, se encuentra por encima del 7,5% de crecimiento fijado por el re´gimen
comunista durante la Asamblea Popular de marzo del pasado an˜o, por lo que los
analistas creen que allana el camino para que se reponga durante este an˜o.
[However, it is above 7.5% of growth fixed by the communist regimen during the
communist People’s Congress in March last year, so the analysts believe that paves
the way to be reset during this year.]
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(Report: La economı´a china crece un 7,8% en 2012, su
menor subida en 13 an˜os. Sentence 3)
18.2.2.2 Interpersonal Themes in Spanish News Reports
As table 18.7 shows only one element was found in the data, accounting for only 0.28%
of the total number of clause complexes in the corpus. The reason for this small amount
of Interpersonal elements is due to the objective nature of these texts. This is shown
in example (35):
(35) Al menos no lo hacen de manera limpia.
[At least they do not do it in a clear way.]
(Report: Inspectores sin fronteras. Sentence 8)
18.2.2.3 PreHeads in Spanish News Reports
The number of PreHeads in the Spanish news reports is of 34.75%. It is important to
point out that Spanish allows for the use of verbs in first position in declarative clauses
which. As explained in section 11.2.1, in the thematic analysis followed in this study,
the lexical part of the verb is considered PreHead and its grammatical part Head. The
following table shows the types of PreHead selected in the Spanish news reports:






The number of PreHeads realized by adverbial groups or prepositional phrases (PH-
Circ) is 73.17%, and shows a statistically-significant difference (P<0.0001) between
the number of PreHeads realized by circumstantial clauses (PH-CCL 9.76%). This
difference points to simple syntactic realizations of these elements, indicating a clear and
direct language typical of news reports whose purpose is to inform. The second most
preferred selection is of Verbs (17.07%). Due to the language specific characteristic, the
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number of Finite elements in PreHead position is very relevant even though all clause
complexes are declaratives.
Looking in detail at the specific functions realized by PH-Circ, it is observed that
the nature of this genre determines the need of a temporal location of facts (31.71%)
expressed almost uniquely through the use of simple syntactic realizations of Preposi-
tional Phrases (73.53%):
(36) En el segundo trimestre fiscal la empresa ha logrado adema´s una facturacio´n
re´cord por las ventas del Windows Vista y el Office 2007 y ha elevado sus previ-
siones para el conjunto del ejercicio fiscal ignorando las previsiones de una ca´ıda del
consumo en EE UU y Europa, sus principales mercados.
[In the second fiscal quarter, the company has also achieved a billing record for sales
of Windows Vista and Office 2007 and has raised its forecast for the entire fiscal year
ignoring forecasts a fall of consumption in the U.S. and Europe, its key markets.]
(Report: Los resultados de Microsoft brillan gracias al
Windows Vista. Sentence 4)
(37) En los u´ltimos doce meses, Unnim ha realizado dotaciones por importe de 474,2
millones, cinco veces ma´s que en 2011, para sanear su cartera inmobiliaria, cubrir el
deterioro de activos financieros y por los costes de reestructuracio´n laborales, entre
otros apartados.
[In the last twelve months, Unnim made provisions amounting to 474.2 million, five
times more than in 2011, to clean up his property portfolio, cover impairment of
financial assets and restructuring costs of labour, between other things.]
(Report: Las pe´rdidas de Unnim Banc casi se duplican en 2012.
Sentence 4)
The second type of PreHead is the Circumstantial expression of Evidence defined
as the element that relates to the source of information in verbal processes and is
expressed by as x says, or according to x (Downing & Locke, 2006:158). In Spanish there
are corresponding structures “Para. . . ”, “Segu´n. . . ”. This element acquires special
relevance in this genre as a means to convey relevant information on the topic treated.
(38) Para la OPEP, los precios del petro´leo han sufrido un “drama´tico derrumbe sin
precedente en velocidad y magnitud”, por lo que se encuentra “preocupada”, ya
que los niveles actuales podr´ıan “poner muchos proyectos en peligro de suspensio´n
o retraso”, lo que generar´ıa “cortes en el suministro”.
[For OPEC, oil prices have suffered a “dramatic collapse without precedent in
speed and magnitude”, so it is “concerned” because current levels could “put many
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projects in jeopardy of suspension or delay ”, which may generate “power cuts.”]
(Report: El recorte de produccio´n de la OPEP hunde el petro´leo.
Sentence 4)
(39) Segu´n informaciones del diario griego “Kathimerini”, el objetivo de esta
moratoria es dar a Grecia un respiro para poder llevar a la pra´ctica las reformas
fiscales y estructurales ya comprometidas.
[According to the Greek newspaper “Kathimerini”, the aim of this moratorium is
to give Greece a breathe to be able to implement the fiscal and structural reforms
already committed.] (Report: La ‘Troika’ concedera´ a Grecia seis meses en
los que no le reclamara´ ma´s medidas. Sentence 2)
The second type of PreHeads most frequently used are Verbs 17.07%. This factor
is relevant from a linguistic point of view because Spanish allows for the use of verbs in
first position in declarative clauses without an independent realization of the subject.
It is also important to note that it is only the lexical part of the verb that is present
in this Thematic element, leaving the grammatical part of the verb where the subject
resides in the Head (see Lavid et al., 2010d) as explained in section 11.2.2.
The number of Verbs in first position as in example (40) is of 17.07%. But there is
also a number of combined elements realized by Circumstantial Elements followed by
Verbs 13.85% as in example (42) where the verb follows a circumstantial element (in
bold letters).
(40) Insistio´ en que hay que acabar con la incertidumbre para crear confianza en los
mercados y en que los gobiernos deben aprobar programas a medio plazo para que
las cuentas pu´blicas este´n saneadas, pero no subrayo´ la urgencia o la inmediatez de
los recortes como en el pasado.
[She insisted on the need to end the uncertainty to build confidence in the markets
and that governments should adopt medium-term programs to clean public accounts,
but she did not stress the urgency or immediacy of cuts as in the past.]
(Report: Lagarde pide al BCE y a los Gobiernos que no
se relajen para evitar una reca´ıda. Sentence 6)
(41) Adema´s, incide en que este ajuste se esta´ llevando a cabo con un ‘fuerte aumento”
de los costes de financiacio´n, derivados en parte de las tensiones financieras.
[In addition, he insists that this adjustments that are being carried out involve a
’sharp increase’ in financing costs, derived in part from financial stress.]
(Report: La Caixa anticipa una ’gradual recuperacio´n’
de la situacio´n econo´mica. Sentence 7)
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(42) A este respecto, informo´ de que la nueva previsio´n de crecimiento se establecera´
a finales del mes de marzo por parte del Alto Consejo de las Finanzas Pu´blicas y
determinara´ lo que tendra´ que hacer Francia en materia presupuestaria en 2014,
segu´n las recetas de la Comisio´n Europea.
[In this regard, he reported that the new growth forecast will be established in
late March by the High Council of the Public Finance and determine what France
will have to make in terms of budget in 2014, according to the prescriptions of the
European Commission.] (Report: Hollande reconoce que Francia crecera´ menos
de lo previsto en 2013. Sentence 3)
What is interesting to note is not only the position of these elements as such but
also the lexical information they convey: verbs in first position, not preceded by any
circumstantial element express a communicative aim (afirmar, incidir, sen˜alar, insi-
stir, advertir, justificar, alabar, an˜adir, mencionar, recalcar) in in a 71.42% of the
cases, in detriment of verbs expressing action (28.57%) like aplicar, funcionar, destruir,
encontrar, etc. . . . Also in the compound formation where verbs are accompanied by
Circumstantial elements, as in example (43), there is a majority of these communicative
verbs (47.05%), such as advertir, recalcar, indicar, recomendar, etc. . .
(43) En concreto, subraya que el a´mbito donde se han realizado ma´s progresos ha sido
el exterior, ya que los pa´ıses de la periferia lograron reducir su de´ficit por cuenta
corriente al 1,7%, gracias en parte a una mejora de la competitividad de precios y
sin que los pa´ıses del centro hayan impulsado pol´ıticas expansivas de su demanda
interna.
[In particular, stresses that the more area where more progresses have been made
is in the outside, as the countries of the periphery reduced their account current
deficit on 1.7%, thanks in part to an improved price competitiveness and without
center countries expansionary policies have boosted its internal demand.]
(Report: La Caixa anticipa una ’gradual recuperacio´n’
de la situacio´n econo´mica. Sentence 4)
18.2.2.4 Head in Spanish News Reports
The number of thematic clauses in the Spanish news reports is of a 98.61% of the total
amount of clause complexes in the corpus. All of them, as it could be expected for this
type of text are declarative sentences.
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Syntactic Realizations of Thematic Head in Spanish News Reports












The selection of simple syntactic structures over complex formations is statistically-
significant (P<0.0001). Noun Phrases are used 50.85% whereas Noun Phrases plus
Appositions appear 28.25%. This choice of simple forms reinforces the idea of simplicity
and clearness of news reports. Noun Phrases patently identify the discourse participant
as they are realized by Proper Nouns (36.67%) and Determiner plus Nouns (35.00%)
as shown in the following examples.
Examples of Proper Nouns in Spanish news reports:
(44) La OPEP explica que el 17 de diciembre celebrara´ en Argelia una reunio´n extraor-
dinaria en la que se revisara´ la decisio´n adoptada hoy.
[OPEC explains that on December 17 an extraordinary meeting in Algeria will be
held in which the decision taken today will be reviewed.]
(Report: El recorte de produccio´n de la OPEP hunde el petro´leo.
Sentence 7)
(45) Japo´n anuncia mayor control en la venta de acciones.
[Japan announces more control over the share sales.]
(Report: El G7 reafirma su intere´s en que el sistema financiero sea
“fuerte y estable”. Sentence 4)
Examples of Determiner plus Nouns in Spanish news reports:
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(46) La entidad emitira´ 3.000 millones de libras (3.822 millones de euros) en opciones
sobre acciones, destinadas a esos inversores a´rabes, y otros 4.300 millones de libras
(5.479 millones) en t´ıtulos convertibles de forma obligatoria.
[The bank will issue 3,000 billion pounds (3.822 million euros) in options on actions
aimed at those Arab investors, and 4,300 million pounds (5.479 million) in compul-
sory convertible securities.]
(Report: “Barclays recibe 9.200 millones de fondos soberanos para
evitar acudir al fondo de Brown”. Sentence 2)
(47) La operacio´n esta´ valorada en 135 millones de euros y reportara´ a la entidad
plusval´ıas cercanas a los 133 millones de euros.
[The operation is valued at 135 million euros and will report to the entity gains of
close to 133 million euros.]
(Report: Banco Popular gana 133 millones con la venta de su negocio
de recobro. Sentence 2)
Noun Phrases plus Appositions (28.25%) help adding extra information to the issue
in question as in examples (48) and (49). The main realization of these elements are of
the form Noun Phrase plus Prepositional Phrases in a 59.00% of cases.
(48) De hecho, la delegacio´n del PP en el Parlamento Europeo ha registrado
sendas preguntas en la Euroca´mara dirigidas a la Comisio´n y al Consejo de la
UE, con el fin de que estas dos instituciones valoren si “se pueden mantener” los
programas de cooperacio´n al desarrollo con Bolivia as´ı como el acuerdo preferencial
en materia de aduanas si La Paz prosigue con sus “ataques” a empresas europeas.
[In fact, the delegation of the European Parliament PP registered questions ad-
dressed to the Commission and the Council of EU, in order to assess whether these
two institutions can maintain development cooperation programs with Bolivia as
well as the preferential agreement in customs matters if La Paz continues with “its
attacks” to European companies.]
(Report: Bolivia promete a Espan˜a llegar a una “solucio´n satisfactoria”
para indemnizar a las empresas expropiadas. Sentence 8)
(49) La prima de riesgo de la tercera economı´a de la zona euro se ha disparado
ma´s de 40 puntos en la apertura de este martes, hasta los 335 puntos ba´sicos,
mientras la espan˜ola ha llegado a tocar los 412 puntos, un vertiginoso ascenso desde
los 361 puntos del cierre del lunes.
[The risk premium of the third largest economy in the eurozone has soared more
than 40 points at the opening on Tuesday, up 335 basic points, while the Spanish
one has reached 412 points, a dizzying ascent from the 361 points of late Monday.]
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(Report: La prima de riesgo espan˜ola se dispara a 400 puntos por los
resultados en Italia. Sentence 2)
Verbs are the third preferred realization of Thematic Heads with a 13.56% of oc-
currences. In Thematic Heads the relevant part of the verb to be taken into account is
the grammatical form of the verb where tense and person are concealed (for more on
this, see section 18.2.3.4).
Semantic Realizations of Thematic Head in Spanish News Reports
The results on the annotating Experiential roles in Spanish news reports show
that there is a clear tendency towards the selection of Actors (statistically significant
difference P<0.0001) oppositely to Sayer as the second most frequently experiential
role used. Actors appear in 36.16% of cases (for the definitions of these elements see
chapter 11.2.2.9). The use of this element reveals the aim of a mere account of facts,
as shown in the examples below:
(50) Los precios del crudo han ca´ıdo ma´s del 50% desde el re´cord de 147 do´lares
registrado en julio.
[Oil prices have fallen over 50% from the record of 147 dollars in July.]
(Report: El recorte de produccio´n de la OPEP hunde el petro´leo.
Sentence 11)
(51) Microsoft ha logrado esquivar la desaceleracio´n del consumo que ha lastrado
las economı´as de EE UU y Europa desde el pasado verano gracias a las ventas del
Vista.
[Microsoft has managed to avoid the slowdown in consumption that has hindered
the economies of the U.S. and Europe since last summer thanks to the sales of
Vista.] (Report: Los resultados de Microsoft brillan gracias al Windows
Vista. Sentence 1)
Sayers have also a relevant presence as realizations of Experiential role (20.90%).
They serve as a mean to quote direct sources for the sake of maintaining the objectivity
of this type of text:
(52) Los abogados de Morgan Lewis afirman que no hubo conductas reprobables
ma´s alla´ del “error personal” que el propio Strauss-Kahn, de 59 an˜os, ha reconocido:
no presiono´ a la mujer para obtener sexo ni intervino en su decisio´n de cambiar de
trabajo ni favorecio´ una compensacio´n mayor de la usual cuando abandono´ el FMI
en agosto.
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[Morgan Lewis attorneys assembled there was reprehensible behavior beyond the
“personal error” that Strauss-Kahn himself, 59 years, has recognized: he did not
pressed the woman for sex or intervened in their decision to change work or favoured
a greater compensation than usual when leaving the IMF in August.]
(Report: Una noche sin consecuencias para StraussKahn. Sentence 7)
(53) La OPEP explica que el 17 de diciembre celebrara´ en Argelia una reunio´n ex-
traordinaria en la que se revisara´ la decisio´n adoptada hoy.
[OPEC explains that on December 17 an extraordinary meeting in Algeria will be
held in which the decision taken today will be reviewed.]
(Report: El recorte de produccio´n de la OPEP hunde el petro´leo.
Sentence 7)
18.2.2.5 Rheme in Spanish News Reports
As it has been pointed out before, the presence of Rhemes in this type of texts is
not very frequent; in fact, in this corpus there are only 5 occurrences of these rhematic
clauses. The appearances found are mostly Noun Phrases that seem to behave as titles,
but due to the scarce number of these elements, it is too risky to state something of
the kind. Here are some examples:
(54) Retroactividad
[Retroactivity]
(Report: El Eurogrupo aprobara´ hoy 1.865 millones de euros para la



















(Report: Lagarde pide al BCE y a los Gobiernos que no se relajen
para evitar una reca´ıda. Sentence 17)
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18.2.3 Contrastive Analysis of News Reports in English vs. Spanish
This section presents the results of the analysis of news reports from a language con-
trastive perspective.
As it was shown in previous sections the total amount of complex clauses in English
corpus is of 349 and in Spanish of 354, in both corpora rhematic sentences are almost
nonexistent (3.15% in English and 1.39% in Spanish). As a common feature of these
type of texts, all clause complexes are declarative sentences.
The following figure 18.2 shows the types of thematic elements found in the thematic
field of English versus Spanish news reports. As it was pointed out in previous sections,
the percentages of the different thematic elements are calculated over the total amount
of the thematic clause complexes in each corpus. As such the number of Texutal Themes
found in thematic clauses in English news reports is of 6.21% and in Spanish of 14.96%.
In the same manner the number of Interpersonal Themes is of 0.30% in English and
0.28% in Spanish. PreHeads are found in 16.57% of English clauses and in 34.75% in
Spanish Corpus. Heads appear in all thematic clauses analyzed, as by definition all
Thematic Clauses have Head if not they are not Thematic Clauses.
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Figure 18.1 Thematic eleme ts in new reports (English vs. Spanish)
The following subsections will go in detail into each of these elements.
18.2.3.1 Textual Themes: English vs. Spanish in News Reports
Textual themes in News reports are not very frequent since the textual organization
relies in paragraphing rather than on the use of these elements. Even though the use
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of Textual Themes in English and Spanish present interesting differences in the line of
the findings in Morato´n (2009).
There is a statistical significant difference (P=0.0002) in the use of these elements
in English (6.21%) versus Spanish (14.69%), where Spanish uses more Textual devices
than English. This difference could be due to a disparity in the extension of the texts
but, the average extension of these types of text is 11.63 clauses per text in English
and 11.96 in Spanish, showing an irrelevant discrepancy in extension between them.
The following figure shows in blue the amount of Textual Themes in English (first row
in blue) and Spanish (second row in blue) the rest of the green column are the rest of
thematic clauses with no textual elements in the news reports Corpus.
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Figure 18.2 Textual Themes in news reports (English vs. Spanish)
The answer may rely in the choices of this type of cohesive devices among these two
languages:
As table 18.3 and 18.8 show in sections 18.2.1.1 and 18.8 for English and Spanish
respectively, English choice for Binders (90.48%) over Linkers was significantly relevant.
The same significative difference occurred in Spanish, but in this case the choice was for
Linkers (63.46%) over Binders. This disparity in choice leads to a statistically significant
difference (P<0.0001) in the selection of Binders between these two languages, even
though both select adversative connectors: the more formals However (38.10%) ie.
(58) and No obstante (22.22%) ie.(59) and the less formals But (523.81%) ie.(60) and
Pero (22.22%) ie. (61).
(58) However, Hilco faces competition from other suitors for the UK business and the
structure of any deal is likely to be complex, partly because HMV has many loss-
making stores that a new owner is likely to jettison.




(59) No obstante, Lagarde sen˜alo´ que “queda mucho por hacer”, sobre todo en la
reduccio´n de las “barreras a la competitividad” y en la puesta en pra´ctica de los
planes de privatizacio´n.
[However, Lagarde signalled “all there is left to be done”, especially in the reduction
of the “barriers to competitiveness” and the start carrying out privatization plans]
(Report: La ‘Troika’ concedera´ a Grecia seis meses en los que no le
reclamara´ ma´s medidas. Sentence 9)
(60) But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the IMF board, which said
the relationship “was regrettable and reflected a serious error of judgement on the
part of the managing director.”
(Report: Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price. Sentence 8)
(61) Pero esto no es un problema para la Fed, porque en octubre empezaron a moderarse.
[But this is not a problem for the Fed because in Octorber they begun to moderate.]
(Report:La crisis financiera lleva a Estados Unidos al borde de la
recession. Sentence 32)
The choice of Linkers in both languages also presents a significant difference
(P<0.0001). The formality in this type of connectors is mostly regarded in Spanish
selection of Adema´s (27.27%) and Asimismo (15.15%) i.e.: (64) and (65), while En-
glish uses the more formal In addition (4.76%) in the same amount as the less formal
And (4.76%) ie.:(62) and (63).
(62) In addition, Qatar Holding will receive £66 million for having helped arrange the
capital raising.
(Report: Barclays rejects government funding, secures £5.8bn from
Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Sentence 8)
(63) And this month Mr Dilnot warned politicians to avoid mixing up debt with the
deficit after the Prime Minister claimed, erroneously, in a party political broadcast
that the Coalition was “paying down Britain’s debts”.
(Report: Stop ministers seeing official stats early - MPs. Sentence 14)
(64) Adema´s, el Eurogrupo debera´ elegir man˜ana a su nuevo presidente, en sustitucio´n
del luxemburgue´s Jean-Claude Juncker, un puesto para el que solo se ha presentado
un candidato, el ministro de Finanzas holande´s, Jeroen Dijsselboem, y que, segu´n
fuentes diploma´ticas, tiene el camino bastante despejado.
[In addition, the Eurogroup should choose tomorrow its new president, in substitu-
tion of Luxembourg Jean-Claude Juncker, a post for which only one candidate has
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presented, Dutch Finance Minister, Jeroen Dijsselboem and, according to Diplo-
matic sources he has a fairly clear path.]
(Report: El Eurogrupo aprobara´ hoy 1.865 millones de euros para la
banca espan˜ola. Sentence 8)
(65) Asimismo, las ventas al por menor registraron una subida del 15,2% en diciembre,
en contraste con el 14,9% de noviembre, lo que supuso un repunte final del 14,3 %
en 2012, aun as´ı 2,8 puntos porcentuales por debajo de 2011, relato´ la citada fuente.
[Also, retail sales recorded an increase of 15.2% in December in contrast to 14.9% in
November, marking a final recovery of 14.3% in 2012 and still 2.8 percentage points
below 2011, said the aforementioned source.]
(Report: La economı´a china crece un 7,8% en 2012, su menor subida
en 13 an˜os. Sentence 9)
The differences in the use of Textual Themes in English and Spanish are very
interesting. On the one hand, there is a larger number of cohesive elements used in
Spanish than English not attributable to the extent of the texts. On the other hand,
the preference for the use of one type of textual cohesion in English (Binders) and the
opposite in Spanish (Linkers). Regarding these results, and to interpret these values
in context it has to be taken into account that the number of textual elements is far
more numerous in Spanish than in English. Considering this fact the use of Binders
in both languages is very small so the key fact is the difference in the use of Linkers
in Spanish far more than in English. In Spanish news reports there is a higher use of
Linking cohesive devices than in English. To say that this is common to all genres and
stating it as a language specific characteristic can only be confirmed after the analysis
of the other two genres.
18.2.3.2 Interpersonal Themes: English vs. Spanish in News Reports
Due to the nature of news reports and the need of the author to remain objective the use
of these elements in both languages is insignificant, having found only one occurrence
in each language as shown in sections 18.2.1.2 and 18.2.2.2.
18.2.3.3 PreHead: English vs. Spanish in News Reports
There is a relevant difference in the selection of PreHead by each language, in fact it
presents a statistically significant difference represented in a P value of less that 0.0001.
English use of PreHeads accounts for 16.57% and in Spanish of 34.75%. The use of
PreHeads is mainly devoted to the expression of circumstances, but it also includes the
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lexical part of the verb when its grammatical part functions as thematic head (Lavid
et al., 2010d). In English the presence of verbs in PreHead position occurs in directive
clauses or yes/no questions. On the contrary, Spanish allows for the use of verbs in
first position in declarative clauses. And this is a fact that will have to be taken into
consideration in the analysis of the data.
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Figure 18.3 PreHeads in news reports (English vs. Spanish)
PH-Circ, the circumstantialtials realized by adverbial groups and prepositional
phrases, present a significant difference between English and Spanish (P=0.0499). Ac-
cording to these data Spanish uses more syntactic simple structures (73.17%) to express
circumstances than English in news reports (57.14%). This idea seems to be reinforced
looking at the use of Circumstantial clauses (PH-CCL) by language, where English uses
a 42.86% of these constructions, Spanish does so only in a 9.76% (P<0.001). But in
this case it is worth noticing that, as it was said in section 18.2.1.3, the use of circum-
stantial clauses in English in this type of texts it is not only devoted to expressions of
circumstance but also to the use of quotation, and the amount of PH-CCL that work
as quotations is of 45.83% almost half of them. In Spanish, on the contrary, there is
only 0.81% quotes found in PreHead position. So let us look at the expression of cir-
cumstance as such, leaving aside the use of quotations in PreHead position, this topic
will be treated at the end of this section. Thus the amount of “pure” Circumstances
used in English and in Spanish is of 23.21% and 8.94% respectively.
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Figure 18.4 Types of PreHeads in news reports (English vs. Spanish)
Although the number of quotations has been separated from the expressions of
circumstance in each language the difference between the use of dependent clauses
functioning as circumstantial clauses is still significant (P=0.0182) between English
and Spanish. Now it can be said, having taken into account all particularities of the
data analyzed, that English uses a more complex way of expressing circumstance in
news reports than Spanish.
Bell (1991:155) states that the news story’s overturning of temporal sequence is one
of the most noteworthy differences with other newspaper genres. The importance of
immediateness and temporal location of events is key for news reports; accordingly,
both languages present time circumstancials as the most frequently used function of
PreHead (English 33.93% and Spanish 31.71%). Both languages opt for simple Preposi-
tional Phrase in its construction (English 47.37% and Spanish 73.53%) as the following
examples show:
(66) On Friday, Hilco was locked in talks with Deloitte which are expected to continue
this week. (Report: Hilco UK emerges among favourites to give HMV a spin.
Sentence 5)
(67) En los u´ltimos doce meses, Unnim ha realizado dotaciones por importe de 474,2
millones, cinco veces ma´s que en 2011, para sanear su cartera inmobiliaria, cubrir el
deterioro de activos financieros y por los costes de reestructuracio´n laborales, entre
otros apartados.
[In the last twelve months, Unnim made provisions amounting to 474.2 million, five
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times more than in 2011, to clean up his property portfolio, cover impairment of
financial assets and restructuring costs of labor between other charts.]
(Report: Las pe´rdidas de Unnim Banc casi se duplican en 2012.
Sentence 4)
It is in the use of verbs where one of the most relevant difference is found (P=0.0010).
This typological characteristic allows Spanish not to overtly mark the subject, encoding
it in the grammatical part of the verb, but this subject is not part of the PreHead, but
of the Thematic Head. The lexical part of the verb is the one that remains under this
thematic element. And as it was explained in section 18.2.2.3, 75.41% verbs functioning
as PreHeads in Spanish are of a communicative nature: Afirmar, incidir, sen˜alar, insi-
stir, advertir, justificar, alabar, an˜adir, mencionar, recalcar. . . . The use of these verbs
in first position may replace the function that Quotations do in English PreHeads. The
selection of quotations as PreHead is also significantly different (P=0.0010) between
both languages (English 19.64% and Spanish 0.81%). English uses these direct quota-
tions as a way to present “the points of view of various external sources” (White, 1998)
typical of news reports. Spanish seems to use a different device to achieve the same
goal: instead of quoting in PreHead position what it does is placing a communicative
verb to “advance” the quotation that will come in the rheme as in:
(68) En concreto, subraya que el a´mbito donde se han realizado ma´s progresos ha sido
el exterior, ya que los pa´ıses de la periferia lograron reducir su de´ficit por cuenta
corriente al 1,7%, gracias en parte a una mejora de la competitividad de precios y
sin que los pa´ıses del centro hayan impulsado pol´ıticas expansivas de su demanda
interna.
[In particular, he stresses that the more general area where progresses have been
made has been outside, as the countries of the periphery reduced their deficit on
account current 1.7%, thanks in part to improved price competitiveness and without
the core countries have driven expansionary demand policies internal.]
(Report: La Caixa anticipa una ’gradual recupercio´n’ de la situacio´n
econo´mica. Sentence 4)
(69) Asimismo, an˜adio´ que de aqu´ı a 2016 pondra´ en marcha un programa de ahorro de
gastos estimado en 650 millones de euros que afecta al sector informa´tico, inmobil-
iario y de inversiones, y sobre el que no preciso´ el impacto eventual que esos planes
podr´ıan tener sobre el empleo.
[He also added that by 2016 he would launch a savings program estimated at 650
million euros affecting informatic rates, real estate and investment, and on the
eventual need that those plans do not have impact on employment.]
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(Report: El banco france´s Cre´dit Agricole multiplica por cuatro sus
pe´rdidas. Sentence 7)
18.2.3.4 Heads: English vs. Spanish in News Reports
The number of thematic clauses in the English Corpus is of 96.84% and in the Spanish
news reports Corpus of a 98.61% of the total amount of clause complexes found in
news reports. All of them, as it could be expected for this type of text are declarative
sentences.
Syntactic Realizations
This section compares the syntactic preferences of the realizations of Head in English
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Figure 18.5 Syntactic realization of Head in news reports (English vs. Spanish)
Although both languages select Noun Phrases as their preferred syntactic struc-
ture of Heads, there is a significant difference between its use in English and Spanish
(P<0.0001). The main function of Noun Phrases in Heads in this genre is the identifi-
cation of the discourse participant, English does it exclusively through the use of Noun
Phrases (67.46%) (70) but this same purpose is done in Spanish by two different means
through Noun Phrases (50.85%) and the grammatical part of the verb (13.56%) func-
tioning as Head. Grammatical information of verbs appear in the 3rd person (13.56%)
in most cases in singular (71) and in a few cases in its plural form (72).
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(70) Wall Street is scared about how much the US recession will erode American cor-
porate profits over the next few years.
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 4)
(71) Tambie´n alab-o´ en particular a Portugal, que “ha hecho un trabajo muy bueno en
la reduccio´n del de´ficit” y ya ”ha conseguido dos tercios del camino”.
[(She) Also praised in particular Portugal, who “has done a very good job in reducing
the deficit” and it “has won two thirds of the way”.]
(Report: Lagarde pide al BCE y a los Gobiernos que no se relajen
para evitar una reca´ıda. Sentence 17)
(72) “Estamos preocupados por la reciente excesiva volatilidad en el tipo de cambio del
yen y sus posibles implicaciones adversas para la estabilidad econo´mica y financiera”,
indican los ministros de Finanzas y gobernadores de los bancos centrales del G7.
[“We are concerned about the recent excessive volatility in the exchange rate of the
yen and its possible adverse implications for economic and financial stability”, say
the finance ministers and central bank governors of the G7.]
(Report: El G7 reafirma su intere´s en que el sistema financiero sea
“fuerte y estable”. Sentence 5)
Taking a look at the detailed realizations of these Noun Phrases, the aim of identi-
fying the discourse participant is set clear in the use of Proper Nouns (English 27.19%
and Spanish 36.67%) and Determiner plus Nouns (English 22.81% and Spanish 35%).
REALIZATION OF NP IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH NEWS REPORTS
Realizations of NPEnglish Spanish
Proper Noun 27.19% 36.67%
Det Noun 22.81% 35.00%
Det noun Adj 0.00% 11.67%
Pronoun 14.47% 5.56%
Det Adj Noun 6.58% 0.00%
Adj Noun 4.39% 0.00%
Det Proper Noun 0.88% 2.22%
Other 14.91% 7.77%
TOTAL 100% 100%
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Figure 18.6 Syntactic realization of NP Head in news reports (English vs. Spanish)
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Due to the need of providing a high degree of truth and clarity, both languages use
Appositions (English 23.96% and Spanish 28.95%) in the search of a better identifica-
tion of the referent:
(73) The software giant, based in Seattle, Washington, made net profits of
4.37billionforthethreemonthstoSeptember30, comparedwiththe4.29 billion it re-
ported for the same period the year before.
(Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector. Sentence 2)
(74) De este modo, el Barclays, que tras la ampliacio´n estara´ controlado en ma´s
de un 30% por esos inversores del Golfo, rechaza de nuevo la ayuda ofrecida
por el Gobierno brita´nico para incrementar la liquidez de los bancos del pa´ıs.
[Thus, the Barclays, which after its enlargement will be controlled by more than 30
% by Gulf investors, again rejected the help offered by the British Government to
increase the liquidity of the country’s banks.]
(Report: Barclays recibe 9.200 millones de fondos soberanos para
evitar acudir al fondo de Brow. Sentence 4)
Semantic Realizations
This section studies from a contrastive point of view the experiential roles selected
by English and Spanish in Head position.
REALIZATION OF NP IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH NEWS REPORTS
Realizations of NPEnglish Spanish
Proper Noun 27.19% 36.67%
Det Noun 22.81% 35.00%
Det noun Adj 0.00% 11.67%
Pronoun 14.47% 5.56%
Det Adj Noun 6.58% 0.00%
Adj Noun 4.39% 0.00%
Det Proper Noun 0.88% 2.22%
Other 14.91% 7.77%
TOTAL 100% 100%
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Experiential Elements in Head in English vs Spanish News Reports
English
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Textual Themes in English vs Spanish EditorialsFigure 18.7 Types of semant c realizations in news reports (English vs. Spanish)
This figure 18.7 represents the preferred types of experiential roles in Head position
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in both languages. As Francis (1990) found in his study, news reports present higher
numbers of material and verbal processes and fewer relational ones. This is due to the
informative nature of the text. Thus in the present study it has been found that Actors
and Sayer are the preferred choices for both languages in news reports. The selection
of Actors in these two languages does not make a significant difference (English 28.99%
and Spanish 36.16%) although Spanish favours this role instead of the use of Sayers
which is the one preferred in English. This selection of the experiential role of Sayer as
Thematic Head in English (34.32%) is a language specific difference. Spanish conveys
this role in a different form using processes or quotes in rhematic position, (see section
18.2.2.4 above)
(75) Morgan, Lewis & Bockius said there was no evidence to support the claims.
(Report: Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF, escapes
dismissal over affair. Sentence 9)
(76) Los terroristas han utilizado este dinero para afianzar sus posiciones en la regio´n
y cometer ma´s atentados y secuestros.
[Therrorists used that money to ensure their positions in the region and commit
more attacks and kidnappings]. (Report: Terrorrismo en el Sahel. Sentence 4)
18.2.3.5 Rheme: English vs Spanish in News Reports
The use of Rhemes in the news reports corpus is very low due to the nature of these
texts, where the identification of the discourse participant is so relevant.
18.3 Thematic characterization of Editorials in English
and Spanish
Van Dijk (1989) defines editorials as:
“(...) intended and structured to express and convey the opinions of the newspaper
about recent news events. Since editorials are usually written about a single event
or issue per day, they implicitly signal that the newspaper attributes particular
social or political significance to such an event.”
Alonso (2007) defines their function in newspapers as to comment on recent events and
accomplish the readers’ agreement or to corroborate a pre-existing consensus through
a series of crafted textual strategies. The strategies Alonso mentions will be addresses
in the following sections.
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The following table 18.11 shows the corpus of editorials in English and Spanish on
which the study has taken place:
Table 18.11 Corpus of editorials in English and
Spanish.
Editorial Corpus Texts Clauses Words
English 30 587 13448
Spanish 30 525 14744
Total 60 1112 28192
18.3.1 English Editorials
The total number of complex clauses found in the English editorials corpus is of 587
clauses. Of this amount 3.24% are rhematic clauses with no thematic construction.
The rest of the complex clauses 97.76% are thematic complex clauses (3 directives, 5
questions and the rest declaratives). As in news reports I focus on Thematic clauses,
therefore all percentages referred to the types of Thematic clauses are calculated over
the total amount of these complex clauses. The following table shows the types of
Thematic elements found in the editorials English corpus.
Table 18.12 Thematic elements in English editorials
English Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
21.12% 11.27% 31.33% 100%
Thematic elements are divided into Inner thematic field and Outer thematic field.
The Outer thematic field includes two elements: Textual Themes (TT) and Interper-
sonal Themes (IT). The Inner thematic field comprises PreHeads (PH) and Head (H).
Textual Themes appear in a 21.12% clause complexes. Interpersonal themes are very
frequent with a 11.27% which indicates a presence of the author in the texts. In the
Inner thematic field PreHead accounts for 31.33%. As dealing with thematic clauses
all of them have Head (100%). This means that an amount of 36.27% of the clause
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complexes in English editorial corpus are realized by Heads as the only type of the-
matic element in the clause, what points to few simple thematic constructions of clause
complexes in English editorials. The following sections analyze this data in detail.
18.3.1.1 Textual Themes in English Editorials
Textual themes are the cohesive devices used in the text. In editorial corpus there are
21.12% of these elements (table 18.12). As outlined in table 18.13 the number of Binder
type of textual themes is of 66.67% whereas the number of Linkers is only of 33.33%
these selection shows a statistical significant difference (P<0.0001) in the preference for
Binders.
Table 18.13 Types of TT in
English Editorials




As explained in section 11.1.1 binders are “the binding of elements of unequal sta-
tus” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:384). The number of these type of elements in
editorials is quite high due to the large number of clauses per text (19.56). This is also
due, as MacCabe points out (2007), than binder are “to provide a link between propo-
sitions based on how the writer views the expectedness of the upcoming proposition in
light of the previous proposition”, that is another way in which the writer is present in
this type or texts, providing an evaluative or explanatory point of view on the previous
or upcoming proposition.
Binders are primarily realized by the adversative connector But 41.25% and Yet
16.25% followed by the conjunct If 10.00%.
The use of But introduces a counter argument in the unfolding of the events account,
as in:
(77) But what is staggering, and disappointing, is the Coalition’s failure to show moral
support. (Editorial: Our private schools deserve political praise. Sentence 11.)
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(78) But we in Britain should tread carefully.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it with
great care. Sentence 22)
The same happens with the use of yet, as in the following examples:
(79) Yet many of the economic difficulties he railed against are of Labour’s creation –
not least the country’s indebtedness and the red tape strangling the small businesses
he now holds in such high regard.
(Editorial: Ed Miliband hasn’t learnt any economic lessons. Sentence 6.)
(80) Yet according to Theresa May, the Home Secretary, this expression of Parliament’s
will is routinely being ignored by the courts.
(Editorial: Courts and Parliament must work together. Sentence 4.)
With the use of if the author introduces a hypothesis evaluating the facts presented
in the text.
(81) If Mr Miliband deems this worthy only of his sneers, he is making a serious mistake.
(Editorial: Britain is ready to rock the boat in the EU. Sentence 16.)
(82) If Mr Cameron is serious about confronting the threat posed by Islamist terrorists,
he should make sure our Armed Forces have the resources and manpower to deny
them the safe havens they crave.
(Editorial: Britain is ill-prepared for this deadly new world. Sentence 19)
The use of Linkers relies in And 25% and As 17.50%.
And adds more information in a continuative way to the text and As has a more
explicative sense, as examples (85) and (86) show:
(83) And yesterday Mark Simmonds, Foreign Office minister for Africa, spoke of pro-
viding training and support for the Malian army.
(Editorial: France moves in. Sentence 3)
(84) And it is interesting that supermarkets have had to take emergency action to pro-
vide their own assurances to their customers.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 24)
(85) As Con Coughlin pointed out on these pages yesterday, Britain has only eight of
these aircraft, and France none; America has roughly 200.
(Editorial: Britain is ill-prepared for this deadly new world. Sentence 15)
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(86) As we report today, ministers have been forced by this furore to abandon their plan
to opt out of new EU regulations requiring retailers to state exactly what parts of
an animal are in their mincemeat.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 16)
18.3.1.2 Interpersonal Themes in English Editorials
The use of Interpersonal themes in English editorial is of a 11.27% of clause complexes
(table 18.12). This element reflect the presence of the author in the text, revealing a
subjective point of view of the matter at stake.
The different devices used to express this subjectivity is performed through the
following means (see chapter 11.1.2):
Comment adjuncts Expresses the speaker or writer’s judgement or his/her attitude
to the content of the message. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:81)
Modal adjuncts In Halliday’s words (2004:145): “What the modality system does is
to construe the region of uncertainty that lies between ‘yes’ and ‘no’ ”.
Engagement In Hyland’s words is how “writers acknowledge and connect to others,
recognizing the presence of their readers...” (2005:176)
Stance Hyland’s (2005:176) definition “This can be seen as an attitudinal dimension
and includes features which refer to the ways writers present themselves and
convey their judgements, opinions, and commitments.”
The analysis revealed a statistical significant difference in the use of Engagement
(50%) over the rest of interpersonal types (P=0.019). As Hyland (2005) points out
through Engagement strategies:
“The writer acknowledge and connect to others, recognizing the presence
of the reader, focusing their attention, acknowledge their uncertainties and
guiding them to interpretations”
These Engagement strategies reinforce the point of view of the editorial making
opinions appear almost as facts rather than as mere points of view.
(87) Like it or not, the borders will open – yet alarmingly, there is little sign that
central or local government are taking the issue seriously.
(Editorial: Heads in the sand over Eastern immigration. Sentence 19)
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(88) So it is a shame we cannot say the same about our transport network or our
schools. (Editorial: This winters tale. Sentence 3)
Comment adjuncts are the second preferred choice of Interpersonal themes in Edi-
torials with a 26.56%. Following the same line than Engagement strategies, the author
states clearly his/her position on the subject, as in the following examples:
(89) Sadly, one suspects that if the banks were capable of being shamed out of this kind
of antisocial behaviour, it would have happened long ago.
(Editorial: Blame the tax loopholes. Sentence 5)
(90) Doubtless, movement is difficult in rural areas after heavy snowfall; but is it really
necessary for transport and schools in towns and cities to be so badly disrupted by
what is a natural seasonal occurrence, albeit one experienced less regularly today
than in the past? (Editorial: This winter’s tale. Sentence 8)
Stance elements are “The way writers stamp their personal opinion onto their ar-
guments” (Hyland, 2005). They appear in a 15.63%, this shows that the author does
not very often present her/himself directly as someone who is stating his/her personal
opinion onto their arguments. This may be due to the nature of the texts, the author
present the opinion of the editorial line they represent but not their personal view.
(91) In fact, it seems that the Republicans have already blinked in the most feared
immediate confrontation, over a renewal of the US federal debt ceiling, without
which the country might have defaulted.
(Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 18)
(92) We thought that consumers were entitled to assume that meat – and indeed all
food – was subject to random spot checks to confirm that it was what it said it was.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 6)
Modal Adjuncts, along with Stance elements are the least frequent type of Inter-
personal Themes used in the texts, with a presence of only 7.81% in English editorials.
(93) Perhaps this was because the statement in which the agency justified its action
will have made even less comfortable reading for the shadow chancellor than his
opposite number.
(Editorial: Osborne needs to budget for economic growth. Sentence 2)
(94) Instead, it was a long and eminently sensible list of goals, enumerated by a man




(Editorial: A President at the very height of his power. Sentence 3)
18.3.1.3 PreHead in English Editorials
PreHeads, as it was said in section 11.2.1, is a non-nuclear part of the Inner Thematic
Field, an optional element realized by any circumstantial and/or finite element preced-
ing the Thematic Head which do not exhaust the thematic potential of the clause.
In the English editorial Corpus there are a 31.33% of PreHeads. As shown in table
18.12.
Following the explanation given on section 11.2.1 the table below shows the the
number of Circumstantial elements realized by Adverbial or Prepositional Groups (PH-
Circ 55.06%), they present a statistically significant difference (P=0.0080) in relation
to the Circumstantial PreHeads realized by dependant clauses (PH-CCL) (40.45%) and
Finite elements (Ph-Finite 4.49%). This shows the use of simple structures to express
the circumstances that precede the Head.






The following examples illustrate the use of Ph-Circ in the texts:
(95) Today the lobby group MigrationWatch plucked from the air another dubious fig-
ure, saying there will be around 50,000 new arrivals every year once restrictions are
lifted. (Editorial: Stop all the demonising of new EU migrants. Sentence 3)
(96) In the business world, the construction of an opulent new headquarters is often
seen as a warning sign that an organisation has lost its soul.
(Editorial: We all pay the cost of the BBC’s failures. Sentence 20)
Complex syntactic structures are provided in PH-CCL examples:
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(97) As David Cameron spelt out in his Commons statement today, the complex
is far out in the desert, 18 hours by road from Algiers, and it had been overrun in
what appears to have been a large-scale and carefully planned operation by Mokhtar
Belmokhtar, an Algerian who may have ties to al-Qaeda.
(Editorial: David Cameron’s mixed signals on terrorism. Sentence 2)
(98) When America’s first black president took the oath of office on that frigid,
unforgettable 20 January 2009 in Washington, the mood was of exhilaration
– but amid the deepest economic slump in three-quarters of a century and two
unfinished wars, the prospects by any rational measure were sobering.
(Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 2)
The use of other types of clause complexes than Declaratives in editorials is reflected
in the use of Finite expressions in PreHead position 4.49% (3 directives and 5 questions).
Although the number of directives and questions are not relevant they do indicate the
use of less formal language in this type of text, where the writer is freer to express
his/her opinion as in the directive example below:
(99) Chalk up another victory for the PR departments of the global investment banks.
(Editorial: Blame the tax loopholes. Sentence 1)
These PreHeads express different functions. It is interesting to highlight that there
are two elements more frequently used, those expressing Time (33.71%) and Contin-
gency (30.90%), with a statistical significant difference (P=0.0028) over the rest of
circumstantial expressions such as Manner (16.85%) or Evidence (5.06%), among oth-
ers with less relevant presence in the texts.
Setting the action in a time frame:
(100) Over the next year or two, the eurozone countries will almost certainly forge a
closer relationship that will make a renegotiation of the UK’s position inevitable.
(Editorial: Our interests come first, not those of America. Sentence 12)
(101) While many of the new arrivals contributed to the economy, they also put
intolerable stresses on unprepared public services and stoked such resentment that
immigration became one of the most pressing (and most toxic) issues in politics.
(Editorial: Heads in the sand over Eastern immigration. Sentence 4)
Contingency is defined by Angela Downing (2006:156) as the element that “covers
such meanings as cause, purpose, reason, concession and behalf”. These devices are
expressed through syntactic complex structures (PH-CCL) as in:
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(102) And although Franc¸ois Hollande is open to charges of precipitousness,
he was right that there was no time to waste.
(Editorial: Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored. Sentence 14)
(103) Even if Lance Armstrong had come across as the most contrite of peni-
tents – which he did not – an interview with Oprah Winfrey on American TV
is not sufficient to allow the cyclist to draw a line under his disgrace and “move
on”.
(Editorial: A confession is not enough. Sentence 1)
18.3.1.4 Head in English Editorials
All thematic sentences have thematic Head whereas Rhematic sentences, which will be
seen in detail in the next section, do not have Theme, therefore, Thematic Head. In the
English editorial Corpus thematic clauses are a 97.76% of the total clause complexes
in the corpus. As explained in section 18.3.1.
The novelty in this corpus is the appearance of Thematic Equatives (0.88%)and
Predicated Themes (0.70%) (see chapter 11.2.2) more typical of informal languages.
Example of Thematic Equative:
(104) What Britain needs is a robust and unambiguous tax system that requires
corporations to pay their share, without the need for negotiations with HMRC, or
moral urgings from politicians, or gestures of largesse by pressurised managements.
(Editorial: Blame the tax loopholes. Sentence 9)
Example of Predicated Theme:
(105) It is Mr Paterson, above all, who has questions to answer.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 27)
Syntactic realizations
Heads are most frequently realized by Noun Phrases (62.85%) followed, with a sta-
tistical significance difference, by Noun Phrases plus Appositions (22.36%). Existential
There (5.11%) are the third most preferred syntactic form preferred by Heads, with
a statistical significant difference from Noun Phrases followed by Appositions. The
following table shows in detail the realizations of these Noun Phrases. The first thing
that can be noticed when looking at the table are the wide range of different varieties
of Noun Phrases realizations.
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More in detail the use of Noun Phrases are mainly realized by Pronouns (35.85%)
over the rest of used elements. This point to a frequent use of anaphora, as a references
to an already named entity, as in:
(106) Instead, he cited a British offer of technical and intelligence support, including
hostage negotiation and rescue teams, which – he said with transparent regret –
had been declined.
(Editorial: David Cameron’s mixed signals on terrorism. Sentence 13)
(107) They are generally young, and have more children, which is good news, given the
ageing population.
(Editorial: Stop all the demonising of new EU migrant. Sentence 23)
The use of Proper nouns (17.09%) is the second most preferred choice in realization
of Noun Phrases identifying the subject in the text.
(108) Sir David points out that some 40 per cent of all patients in the average general
hospital now have dementia.
(Editorial: A dilemma that wont go away. Sentence 4)
(109) For the same reason, David Cameron is right to have extended logistical and
other assistance to Paris.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet
it with great care. Sentence 4)
The third preferred structure is the one realized by Determiner plus Nouns (13.45%)
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(110) The result has been terrible suffering.
(Editorial: Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored.
Sentence 7)
(111) The crisis is also yet another reminder that Britain’s influence with allies, and
its own national security, require strong military capabilities of the sort that have
been drastically shrunk over the past two years.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it with
great care. Sentence 21)
Noun Phrases plus Appositions are, as shown in table 18.15, the second pre-
ferred realization of Heads. More in detail these Appositions are prepositional phrases
(50.39%) a syntactic form that adds more information on the Proper nouns or on the
Noun Phrase that identifies the subject of the text.
(112) Military involvement in foreign conflicts can never be undertaken lightly.
(Editorial: Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored.
Sentence 1)
(113) A rebel victory at the town of Konna opened the way to Mopti, Mali’s second
city, and thus to the whole of the south.
(Editorial: Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored.
Sentence 12)
It is interesting to note the appearance of Existential “there” as a device to present
facts as shared knowledge or commonly accepted facts (5.11%).
(114) There are many reasons to suppose they are right.
(Editorial: Stop all the demonising of new EU migrants. Sentence 12)
(115) There is also some evidence that those Libyan terrorists had been in contact with
al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), a group that forms part of the Islamist
coalition in Mali and that was singled out in the Prime Minister’s address to the
House of Commons on Friday.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it with
great care. Sentence 17)
Semantic realizations
The use of Carriers (32.39%) and Actors (31.69%) are the preferred choices of
semantic realizations of Head in English editorials over the rest of experiential roles.
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The difference of these two semantic roles (Actor and Carrier) with the rest of the roles
selected present a statistically significant difference.
The use of Carriers in relational processes seems to be a strategy to give an impres-
sion of objective presentation of information. This feeling of objectivity is reinforced
with the use of other devices in the Interpersonal Themes as Engagement or Comment
Adjuncts (see section 18.3.1.2).
Carriers are defined by Hallyday in SFG (2004:242) in relational processes as “(...)
typically some immobile physical feature, whereas the Actor of a ‘material’ clause of
motion is typically an animate being or a mobile entity”.
Here there are some examples:
(116) The official view, shared by successive governments, has long been that
the UK does not negotiate and does not give in to terrorists.
(Editorial: David Camerons mixed signals on terrorism. Sentence 10)
(117) But between now and mid-2014, Mr Obama is in a remarkably favourable posi-
tion. (Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 12)
Actors identify the one that accomplish the action. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004)
(118) Democrats won the popular Congressional vote by some half a million nationally,
but gerrymandering is a wonderful thing.
(Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 17)
(119) The International Criminal Court is investigating allegations of war crimes
including rapes and executions.
(Editorial: Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored. Sentence 9)
It seems that the main aim of these two roles is to present information or opinions
in form of actual information and facts. This idea conflates with the definition given
by Van Dijk (1989) and Alonso Belmonte (2007) on Editorials (see section 18.3)
18.3.1.5 Rheme in English Editorials
The number of rhematic sentences found in the editorial corpus is of only 19 (3.24%)
of the total number of complex clauses analyzed. These rhematic sentences correspond
to questions and answers to rhetorical questions posed in the previous sentences, as in:
(120) To make people responsible for their actions?




(Editorial: Governments should not own banks. Sentence 15.)
18.3.2 Spanish Editorials
The total number of complex clauses found in the Spanish editorials corpus is of 525
clauses. Of this amount 4.95% are rhematic clauses with no thematic construction. The
rest of the complex clauses 95.05% are thematic complex clauses. As in news reports
the focus will be on Thematic clauses, therefore all percentages referred to the types
of Thematic clauses are calculated on the total amount of these complex clauses. The
following table shows the types of Thematic elements found in the editorials Spanish
corpus.
Table 18.16 Thematic Elements in Spanish editorials
English Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
18.24% 7.62% 38.88% 100%
Thematic elements are divided into Inner thematic field and Outer thematic field.
The Outer thematic field includes two elements: Textual Themes (TT) and Interper-
sonal Themes (IT). The Inner thematic field comprises PreHeads (PH) and Head (H).
Textual Themes appear in a 18.24% clause complexes. Interpersonal themes are very
frequent with a 7.62% which indicates a presence of the author in the texts. In the
Inner thematic field PreHead accounts for 38.88% . As dealing with thematic clauses
all of them have Head (100%). This means that an amount of 35.27% of the clause
complexes in Spanish editorial corpus are realized by Heads on its own, what points
to few simple thematic constructions of clause complexes in English editorials. The
following sections analyze this data in detail.
18.3.2.1 Textual Themes in Spanish Editorials
The number of Textual themes in Spanish editorials is of 18.24% and are separated in
three different types, as the following table shows:
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Table 18.17 Types of TT in
Spanish editorials





There is a statistically significant difference between the use of Binders and Linkers
in Spanish editorials. Binders are used 69.23%, far more numerous than Linkers which
are used 28.57%. This may indicate the introduction of counter arguments in the
development of the text.
Binders use the adversative Pero [But] in 42.86% of cases, presenting a statistically
significant difference with the rest of the realizations found.
(122) Pero es dif´ıcil admitir que indagar sobre la existencia y naturaleza de la misio´n
que parece haber condicionado la conducta del principal acusado sea tarea ajena
al tribunal, bien directamente, bien por deduccio´n de testimonio.
[But it is difficult to admit that the investigation about the existence and nature
of the mission that seems to have influenced the conduct of the principal accused
is not a court task, either directly or by deduction of testimony.]
(Editorial: Yak-42: justicia a medias. Sentence 14)
(123) Pero no esta´ claro que PP y PSOE tengan las ideas muy claras sobre la estructura
y funciones de los organismos independientes.
[But it is not clear that PP and PSOE have very clear ideas about the structure
and functions of the independent bodies.]
(Editorial: Europa vigila. Sentence 11)
The use of Si [If] in a 17.46% introduces hypothesis on the part of the author that
question the account of facts of the article.
(124) Si hasta ahora los presidentes de Estados Unidos deb´ıan lidiar con el conflicto
palestino como principal y casi exclusivo escenario pol´ıtico de la regio´n, ahora el
cruce de l´ıneas de alta tensio´n es ma´s complejo debido a los errores de Bush y del
anterior primer ministro israel´ı, Olmert.
[If until now the U.S. president should deal with Palestinian conflict as main and
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almost exclusive political scenario of the region, now crossing high voltage lines is
more complex because of the mistakes of Bush and former israel Prime Minister
Olmert.] (Editorial: Proyectos divergentes. Sentence 3)
(125) Si hay informacio´n pol´ıtica significativa, ¿por que´ se oculta?
[If there is significant political information, why is it hidden?]
(Editorial: Escuchas y fallos. Sentence 10)
Linkers on the other hand are used in only 28.57% of cases, as shown in table 18.17.
The continuity in the account of the events is given by the use of Y [and] with a 69.23%:
(126) Y sigue tambie´n sin ofrecer una explicacio´n que reste verosimilitud a la de que
trajes y regalos pagaban un trato de favor en adjudicaciones.
[And he is still not offering an explanation to rest authenticity to the one about
costumes and gifts that paid preferential treatment in tender offers.]
(Editorial: Sigue imputado. Sentence 11)
(127) Y es que los casos de corrupcio´n no afectan so´lo a los partidos pol´ıticos.
[And cases of corruption do not only affect political parties.]
(Editorial: El listo´n de los imputados. Sentence 8)
18.3.2.2 Interpersonal Themes in Spanish Editorials
The use of Interpersonal themes in Spanish editorial is of a 7.62% of clause complexes
(Table 18.16). This element reflect the presence of the author in the text, revealing a
subjective point of view of the matter at stake.
The analysis of these elements (the different devices to express subjectivity are
explained in chapter 11.1.2) revealed the use of Engagement (68.42%) with a statistical
significant difference over the other types of Interpersonal Themes. This use points
to a strong perception of the reader from the author’s perspective who recognizes and
addresses to him/her the message making the reader a relevant participant in the
development of the argument exposed, as in:
(128) Se la conoce como ley de Acompan˜amiento para los Presupuestos del 2013 de la
Comunidad de Madrid, fue aprobada el jueves por el pleno de la Asamblea e incluye
elementos dispares, como la externalizacio´n de servicios sanitarios, la modificacio´n
de la ley del Juego para adecuarla a las exigencias de Eurovegas o la implantacio´n
del euro por receta.
[It is known as the Accompaniment Law for the 2013 budget Community of Madrid,
it was approved Thursday by the full Assembly and includes different elements such
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as outsourcing of health services, the modified Law Game to suit the requirements
of Eurovegas or the implantation one euro per prescription.]
(Editorial: La sanidad pu´blica. Sentence 1)
(129) Es hora de que, para lograr un mayor respeto de los derechos humanos en ese
territorio, el contingente de la ONU (Minurso) all´ı desplegado se encargue de su-
pervisar su aplicacio´n, como lo hacen otras muchas fuerzas de paz.
[It is time to achieve a greater respect for human rights in that territory, being the
UN contingent (MINURSO) deployed there responsible for monitoring its imple-
mentation, as do many other peacekeepers.]
(Editorial: Juicio militar en Rabat. Sentence 18)
In this aim of involving the reader in the text is helped by the use of comments,
chosen as the second most preferred type of interpersonal theme after the use of En-
gagement with a 15.79%.
(130) Realmente, este hecho supone un sacrificio que no le gusta a nadie, pero que han
de aceptar buena parte de los trabajadores del pa´ıs para poder mantener el empleo,
en una Catalunya en la que hay ma´s de 700.000 parados.
[Actually, this fact is a sacrifice that does not like anyone, but should have to be
accepted by most part of the workers to maintain their jobs, in Catalunya where
there are more than 700.000 unemployed.]
(Editorial: Grave error en Nissan. Sentence 3)
(131) En efecto, dicha norma contempla la cesio´n a operadores privados de la gestio´n
de seis hospitales y 27 centros de salud, que atienden a un total de 1,5 millones de
personas.
[In fact, this rule provides for the assignment to private operators of the manage-
ment of six hospitals and 27 health centers, serving a total of 1.5 million people.]
(Editorial: La sanidad pu´blica. Sentence 18)
18.3.2.3 PreHead in Spanish Editorials
The number of PreHead in Spanish editorial Corpus is of 38.88%, as it was pointed
out in chapter 11.2.1 serve as the expression of non-compulsory circumstances in the
Thematic Field.
The following table lists the types of PreHead found in the Corpus:
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Thus, the number of Circumstancial elements realized by Adverbial or Prepositional
Phrases (PH-Circ) is of 50.52%, they present a statistically significant difference in re-
lation to the more complex realizations of PH-CCL with only 30.41% of occurrences.
This indicates simple syntactic structures in the expression of the circumstances pro-
ceeding the Head. This expressions are referred (P<0.0001) to the location in time
of the event (31.96%) followed by expression of contingency (21.13%), these help the
author in the development of the story.
(132) Ayer mismo el l´ıder derechista israel´ı aseguraba que hab´ıa acordado en Washington
la necesidad de conversaciones de paz con Siria y con los palestinos.
[Yesterday the Israeli right-wing leader claimed that Washington had agreed in the
need for peace talks with Syria and the Palestinians.]
(Editorial: Proyectos divergentes. Sentence 11)
(133) Hoy, lo fa´cil ser´ıa decir que s´ı.
[Today, the easy thing would be to say yes.]
(Editorial: El listo´n de los imputados. Sentence 38)
18.3.2.4 Head in Spanish Editorials
All thematic sentences have thematic Head whereas Rhematic sentences, which will be
seen in detail in the next section, do not have Theme, therefore, Thematic Head. In the
English editorial Corpus thematic clauses are a 95.05% of the total clause complexes
in the corpus. As explained in section 18.3.2.
(134) Lo que requiere una investigacio´n y la correspondiente depuracio´n de
responsabilidades es la colaboracio´n que la empresa del expistolero presta a la
lucha contra el crimen con acceso a datos confidenciales.
[What needs an investigation and the corresponding purification of responsibilities
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is the collaboration that the company of the ex-gunman’s pays to the fight against
crime granting them access to confidential data.]
(Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 4)
(135) Porque fue tambie´n la prensa la que hace 20 an˜os abrio´ los ojos a la polic´ıa
dando con el paradero de Hell´ın en Paraguay, donde se hab´ıa refugiado tras huir
de la ca´rcel.
[Because it was the press who 20 years ago opened the eyes of the police giving the
whereabouts of Hellin in Paraguay, where he had taken refuge after fleeing from
jail.] (Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 8)
Syntactic realizations











The most frequent syntactic structure with a statistically significant difference over
the rest of the realizations is that of Noun Phrases (46.29%) To talk about Noun Phrases
is really broad, so to pin this information down, let’s see the detailed realizations of
these elements:
Both Determiners plus Nouns (35.50%) along with Proper Nouns (29.44%) are the
two most frequent realizations of Noun Phrases.
(136) Dichos comicios podr´ıan, por tanto, saldarse con una nueva victoria para las
huestes de los Hermanos Musulmanes.




(Editorial: Egipto, de la paradoja a la gobernabilidad. Sentence 20)
(137) Algunos analistas apuntan que este declive f´ısico se ha podido ver agravado por
las intrigas sucesorias vaticanas, que afloraron con el denominado caso Vatileaks,
que resultan habituales cuando el Pont´ıfice alcanza una edad avanzada, y son de
dif´ıcil gestio´n, incluso en plenas facultades.
[Some analysts suggest that this physical decline could have been aggravated by the
internal Vatican intrigues of succession, which prayed with the so-called Vatileaks
case that are usual when the Pontiff reaches an advanced age, and are of difficult
management, even in full power.]
(Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 8)
Examples of Proper Nouns:
(138) En total, Benedicto XVI habra´ permanecido en su puesto poco menos de ocho
an˜os.
[All in all, Benedict XVI would have remained in his post only eight years.]
(Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 5)
(139) Rajoy no viaja a Berl´ın en las mejores condiciones posibles, pese a las previsiones
de una ligera mejora de la economı´a espan˜ola durante el segundo semestre del 2013.
[Rajoy is not travelling to Berlin in his best, despite expectations of a slight im-
provement in the Spanish economy during the second half of 2013.]
(Editorial: Cita en Berl´ın. Sentence 4)
Acclarations on the identification of the subject are done by the use of Appositions
following Noun Phrases, these are most frequently realized by prepositional phrases
with a statistical significant difference over the rest (56.17%) of the elements.
(140) El tijeretazo al presupuesto de Van Rompuy se da principalmente a partidas
como infraestructuras de transportes (que puede afectar al corredor mediterra´neo),
energ´ıa y telecomunicaciones.
[The budget snip of Van Rompuy is principally given to transport infrastructures
(that may affect the mediterranean corridor) energy and telecommunications.]
(Editorial: Espan˜a gana con el presupuesto de la UE. Sentence 9)
(141) Excepto en dos casos, las condenas por “violencia sobre agentes del orden
con resultado de muerte” han resultado severas: 8 a cadena perpetua, 4 a 30
an˜os y 10 a penas de entre 20 y 25 an˜os.
[Except in two cases, convictions for violence against law enforcement resulting in
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death resulted severe: 8 to life imprisonment, 4 to 30 years and 10 to prison terms
of between 20 and 25.] (Editorial: Juicio militar en Rabat. Sentence 7)
Semantic realizations
The experiential role most frequently used with a statistically significant difference
over the rest is Actor (35.27%), the second most used is that of Carrier (26.25%). This
is due to the nature of the text that mingles the account of facts through Actor and
the presentation of opinions through the use of Carriers.
Examples of Actor:
(142) Pero muchos han cometido el error de considerar sus injustificables gastos
consentidos como un complemento salarial de libre disposicio´n.
[But many have made the mistake of considering their unjustifiable expenses con-
sented as a wage supplement of free disposal.]
(Editorial: Sonrojo en Westminster. Sentence 9)
(143) El re´gimen de Kim Jong-il tambie´n descarto´ entonces reincorporarse a las
interminables negociaciones a seis bandas para que abandone su programa be´lico
ato´mico, y que hasta ahora so´lo han conducido a una ristra de promesas incumpl-
idas.
[The regime of Kim Jong-il also rejected to rejoin the endless six-party talks to
abandon its warlike atomic program, and so far have only led to a string of broken
promises.] (Editorial: El reto de Pyongyang. Sentence 6)
Examples of Carriers:
(144) El PP tiene cada d´ıa ma´s dif´ıcil mantener esa actitud, contraria a lo establecido
en su propio co´digo de conducta y que supone aplicar dos criterios diferentes en
Madrid y en Valencia.
[The PP has increasing difficulties in maintaining their attitude, contrary to the
provisions contained in their own code of conduct, that involve applying two dif-
ferent criteria one in Madrid and the other in Valencia.]
(Editorial: Sigue imputado. Sentence 9)
(145) Gobierno y PP necesitan fortalecer la seriedad de sus actuaciones y no con-
tribuir ma´s a la creciente erosio´n de la confianza de los ciudadanos.
[The Government and PP need to strengthen the seriousness of their actions and
not to contribute more to the increasing erosion of the citizens confidence.]
(Editorial: Medidas improvisadas. Sentence 16)
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18.3.2.5 Rheme in Spanish Editorials
The number of rhematic clause in editorial corpus is very scarce, only a 4.95% of the
total number of complex clauses. The following examples correspond to Rhematic
expressions in Spanish, unlike in English these are declarative sentences.
(146) Ma´s que las de la oposicio´n, por cierto.
[More than the opposite party, by the way.]
(Editorial: Egipto, de la paradoja a la gobernabilidad. Sentence 19)
(147) Una perspectiva drama´tica para Italia y la Unio´n Europea.
[A dramatic perspective for Italy and the European Union.]
(Editorial: Berlusconi todav´ıa. Sentence 7)
18.3.3 Contrastive Analysis of Editorials in English vs. Spanish
This section presents the results of the analysis of editorials from a language contrastive
perspective.
As shown in previous sections (18.3.1 and 18.3.2) the total amount of complex
clauses in English corpus is of 97.76% (568) and in Spanish of 95.05% (499), in both
corpora rhematic sentences are almost nonexistent (3.24% in English and 4.95% in
Spanish). Not all clause complexes in this genre are declarative sentences.
Table 18.20 shows the types of thematic elements found in the thematic field of
English versus Spanish editorials. As it was pointed out in previous sections, the
percentages of the different thematic elements are calculated over the total amount of
the thematic clause complexes in each corpus.
Table 18.20 Thematic elements in English vs Spanish editorials
English vs. Spanish Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
English 21.12% 11.27% 31.33% 100%
Spanish 18.24% 7.62% 38.88% 100%
The following subsections will go in detail into each of these elements.
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18.3.3.1 Textual Themes: English vs. Spanish in Editorials
Textual Themes in editorials are found in English 21.12% whereas in Spanish there are
less occurrences 18.24% although this difference is not relevant.
REALIZATION OF NP IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH NEWS REPORTS
Realizations of NPEnglish Spanish
Proper Noun 27.19% 36.67%
Det Noun 22.81% 35.00%
Det noun Adj 0.00% 11.67%
Pronoun 14.47% 5.56%
Det Adj Noun 6.58% 0.00%
Adj Noun 4.39% 0.00%
Det Proper Noun 0.88% 2.22%
Other 14.91% 7.77%
TOTAL 100% 100%
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Figure 18.8 Textual Themes in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
As table 18.13 and 18.17 show in sections 18.3.1.1 and 18.17 for English and Spanish,
English choice for Binders (66.67%) over Linkers (33.33%) was significantly relevant.
The same significant difference occurred in Spanish for Binders (69.23%) over Linkers
(28.57%). These choices lead to a statistically significant difference (P<0.0001) in the
selection of Binders over Linkers or Correlatives. This common feature points to a genre
specific characteristic, shared by both languages. The use of Binders as introducers of
counter arguments by the author to the facts exposed in the text depict the spirit of




Textual Theme 21.12% 18.24%
Thematic Clause Complexes78.88% 81.76%
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  OF	  ENGLISH	  AND	  SPANISH	  BINDERS	  OF	  TEXTUAL	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  IN	  EDITORIALS
BINDER English SpanishBut/Pero 41.25% 42.86%Yet/Sin	  embargo 16.25% 3.17%If/Si 10.00% 17.46%When/Cuando 6.25% 1.59%
However/Aunque 5.00% 7.94%
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And/Y As So/Es decir In fact First In addition O Other
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Figure 18.9 Types of Textual Themes in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The use of But (41.25%) in English and Pero (42.86%) in Spanish is statistically
preferred to the rest of Binder elements in both languages.
 English Spanish
Textual Theme 21.12% 18.24%
Thematic Clause Complexes78.88% 81.76%
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Figure 18.10 Types of binders in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
Here are some examples:
(148) But we in Britain should tread carefully.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it
with great care. Sentence 22)
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(149) Pero no esta´ claro que PP y PSOE tengan las ideas muy claras sobre la estructura
y funciones de los organismos independientes.
[But it is not clear that PP and PSOE have very clear ideas on the structure and
functions on the independent agencies.] (Editorial: Europa vigila. Sentence 11)
The use of Yet (16.25%) is more common in English that its correspondent Sin
embargo (3.17%) in Spanish, although both pursue the same aim of counter argumen-
tation.
(150) Yet according to Theresa May, the Home Secretary, this expression of Parliament’s
will is routinely being ignored by the courts.
(Editorial: Courts and Parliament must work together. Sentence 4)
(151) Sin embargo, la Unio´n Europea deber´ıa haber tenido un papel mucho ma´s activo,
y no so´lo ahora, sino desde el estallido de las primaveras a´rabes, para garantizar que
las transiciones pol´ıticas en el norte de A´frica no facilitaran el auge del terrorismo.
[However, the European Union should have taken a much more active role, not only
now but since the outbreak of the Arab spring, to ensure that political transitions
in North Africa do not facilitate the rise of terrorism.]
(Editorial: Terrorismo en el Sahel. Sentence 15)
It is interesting to highlight the use of If (10%) and Si (17.46%) in both languages
as introduction of hypothetical statements by the author.
(152) If Mr Cameron is serious about confronting the threat posed by Islamist terrorists,
he should make sure our Armed Forces have the resources and manpower to deny
them the safe havens they crave.
(Editorial: Britain is ill-prepared for this deadly new world.
Sentence 19)
(153) Si hasta ahora los presidentes de Estados Unidos deb´ıan lidiar con el conflicto
palestino como principal y casi exclusivo escenario pol´ıtico de la regio´n, ahora el
cruce de l´ıneas de alta tensio´n es ma´s complejo debido a los errores de Bush y del
anterior primer ministro israel´ı, Olmert.
[If until now the U.S. president should deal with Palestinian conflict as main and
almost exclusive political scenario of the region, now crossing high voltage lines is
more complex because of the mistakes of Bush and former israel Prime Minister
Olmert.] (Editorial: Proyectos divergentes. Sentence 3)
Regarding Linkers although neither English nor Spanish use them widely it is inter-
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esting to observe the wide variety of elements used in English to perform this linking
action as and, as, so, in fact, first, in addition, and 15 other elements; whereas Spanish
relies on y, es decir, dicho de otro modo.
 English Spanish
Textual Theme 21.12% 18.24%
Thematic Clause Complexes78.88% 81.76%
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Figure 18.11 Types of linkers in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
Whereas English shows this wide variety of options in the use of Linkers Spanish
prefers fewer elements. In fact there is a statistically significant difference in the use of
y (69%) in Spanish and its correspondent and in English (25%).
(154) And yesterday Mark Simmonds, Foreign Office minister for Africa, spoke of pro-
viding training and support for the Malian army.
(Editorial: France moves in. Sentence 3)
(155) Y es que los casos de corrupcio´n no afectan so´lo a los partidos pol´ıticos.
[And cases of corruption do not only affect political parties.]
(Editorial: El listo´n de los imputados. Sentence 8)
18.3.3.2 Interpersonal Themes: English vs. Spanish in Editorials
The occurrences of these elements in both languages does not present relevant differ-
ences, as table 18.20 shows (English 11.27% and Spanish 7.62%):
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O 0.00% 15.38%Other 37.15% 7.79%Total 100% 100%
INTERPERSONAL	  THEMES	  IN	  ENGLISH	  VS	  SPANISH	  EDITORIALS
English Spanish
Interpersonal Themes IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH EDITORIALS11.27% 7.62%
Thematic Clause Complexes88.73% 92.38%
INTERPERSONAL TYPES THEMES IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH EDITORILAS
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PreHead Types in English vs Spanish Editorials
Figure 18.12 Interpersonal Them s in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The types of Interpersonal Themes analyzed: Comment and Modal adjuncts, Stance
and Engagement strategies are shown in the following chart.
O 0.00% 15.38%Other 37.15% 7.79%Total 100% 100%
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Figure 18.13 Types of Interpersonal Themes in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
Both languages present a preference for Engagement elements, this suggests a genre
specific characteristic of editorials common to both languages as expressions how “writ-
ers relate to their readers with respect to the positions advanced in the text” (Hyland,
2001), as shown in the following examples:
(156) Like it or not, the borders will open – yet alarmingly, there is little sign that
central or local government are taking the issue seriously.
(Editorial: Heads in the sand over Eastern immigration. Sentence 19)
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(157) Se la conoce como ley de Acompan˜amiento para los Presupuestos del 2013 de la
Comunidad de Madrid, fue aprobada el jueves por el pleno de la Asamblea e incluye
elementos dispares, como la externalizacio´n de servicios sanitarios, la modificacio´n
de la ley del Juego para adecuarla a las exigencias de Eurovegas o la implantacio´n
del euro por receta.
[It is known as the Accompaniment Law for the 2013 budget Community of Madrid,
it was approved Thursday by the full Assembly and includes different elements such
as outsourcing of health services, the modified Law Game to suit the requirements
of Eurovegas or the implantation one euro per prescription.]
(Editorial: La sanidad pu´blica. Sentence 1)
The second most preferred type of Interpersonal Theme is Comments, a fact that
reinforces the idea of the presence of the author in the text. English uses 26.56% and
Spanish 15.79%
(158) Doubtless, movement is difficult in rural areas after heavy snowfall; but is it really
necessary for transport and schools in towns and cities to be so badly disrupted by
what is a natural seasonal occurrence, albeit one experienced less regularly today
than in the past? (Editorial: This winter’s tale. Sentence 8)
(159) Realmente, este hecho supone un sacrificio que no le gusta a nadie, pero que han
de aceptar buena parte de los trabajadores del pa´ıs para poder mantener el empleo,
en una Catalunya en la que hay ma´s de 700.000 parados.
[Actually, this fact is a sacrifice that does not like anyone, but should have to be
accepted by most part of the workers to maintain their jobs, in Catalunya where
there are more than 700.000 unemployed.]
(Editorial: Grave error en Nissan. Sentence 3)
Contrary, the use of Stance defined by Hyland as “the ways writers present them-
selves and convey their judgements, opinions, and commitments.” is scarcely used
(2005:176). English does it in a 15.63% and Spanish 10.53%. This means that the
author does not present him/herself outright/downright/unequivocally to the reader
but the opinion he/she represents as an editorialist.
(160) We thought that consumers were entitled to assume that meat – and indeed all
food – was subject to random spot checks to confirm that it was what it said it
was. (Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 6)
(161) Esperemos que el presidente del Gobierno ofrezca hoy alguna pista en este sentido
durante el debate sobre el estado de la nacio´n.
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[Let’s hope that the Prime Minister gives some hint today in the debate on the
state of the nation.] (Editorial: Exportamos bien. Sentence 12)
As well as Stance, Modal adjuncts are reserved to very few situations. In English
7.81% and Spanish 5.26%
(162) Perhaps this was because the statement in which the agency justified its action
will have made even less comfortable reading for the shadow chancellor than his
opposite number.
(Editorial: Osborne needs to budget for economic growth. Sentence 2)
(163) Pero quiza´ beneficie al otro independentismo, el de Esquerra, que goza de una
imagen ma´s limpia.
[But maybe this benefits the other independentism, the one of Esquerra, which has
a clearer look.] (Editorial: Escuchas y fallos. Sentence 13)
18.3.3.3 PreHead: English vs. Spanish in Editorials
The use of PreHeads in English and Spanish editorials present a statistically significant
difference (P=0.0119) in number of elements found in both languages, being Spanish
where more elements of this kind are found.
O 0.00% 15.38%Other 37.15% 7.79%Total 100% 100%
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PreHead Types in English vs Spanish EditorialsFigure 18.14 PreHeads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The reason for this difference relies in a a language specific characteristic of Spanish
due to the possibility that this language presents of having the verb in first position
with no explicit mark of the subject. English is able to do so only in non-declarative
sentences, such as directives or questions. According to explained in section 11.2.1
PreHead is the lexical part of the verb leaving its grammatical information as Head.




(164) Agrava laconducta de los acusados hacie´ndola merecedora de penas de prisio´n:
tres an˜os para el principal acusado, el general de Sanidad Vicente Navarro, y an˜o
y medio para el comandante y el capita´n me´dicos Jose´ Ramo´n Ramı´rez y Miguel
A´ngel Sanz.
[This aggravates the conduct of the defendants making it worthy of sentences
prison, three years for the main accused, General Health Vicente Navarro, year
and a half to the commander and captain physician Jose Ramon Ramirez and
Miguel Angel Sanz.] (Editorial: El tribunal admite que la falsa identificacio´n fue
intencionada pero no dice los motivos. Sentence 4)
(165) Chalk up another victory for the PR departments of the global investment banks.
(Editorial: Blame the tax loopholes. Sentence 1)
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Figure 18.15 Types of PreHeads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The chart shows the different types of PreHeads found in the bilingual corpus. As
it has already been pointed out before, the significant difference between English and
Spanish relies in the realization of Finite PreHeads as a language specific characteristic
of Spanish (regardless of genre).
The use of the other two types of PreHeads, PH-Circ and PH-CCL are common to
both languages, with a statistical significant preference for PH-Circumstantials realized
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by Adverbials and Prepositional Phrases, as explained in section 11.2.1. English uses a
55.06% of these elements and Spanish of 50.52%. The following examples are Ph-Circ
realized by Adverbial (166) (167) and Prepositional phrases (168) (169).
(166) Today the lobby group MigrationWatch plucked from the air another dubious
figure, saying there will be around 50,000 new arrivals every year once restrictions
are lifted. (Editorial: Stop all the demonising of new EU migrants. Sentence 3)
(167) Ayer mismo el l´ıder derechista israel´ı aseguraba que hab´ıa acordado en Washing-
ton la necesidad de conversaciones de paz con Siria y con los palestinos.
[Yesterday the Israeli right-wing leader claimed that Washington had agreed in the
need for peace talks with Syria and the Palestinians.]
(Editorial: Proyectos divergentes. Sentence 11)
(168) By 2032, the over-75s are expected to comprise 22 per cent of the population, up
from 17 per cent now, so we need to act fast.
(Editorial: A dilemma that wont go away. Sentence 16)
(169) Con su decisio´n, Joseph Ratzinger puede que abra paso a un nuevo aggiorna-
mento cato´lico.
[With his decision, Joseph Ratzinger may open a way to a new Catholic aggiorna-
mento.] (Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 44)
The following chart shows the main functions that these PreHeads perform in terms
of Circumstance:
The setting of events in Time is the most frequently found in editorials. This genre
specific feature pretends to accomplish the reader’s agreement as main objective and to
do so on recent events (Alonso Belmonte, 2007). Both English (33.71%) and Spanish
(31.96%) use a similar amount of these time setting elements.
(170) But between now and mid-2014, Mr Obama is in a remarkably favourable
position. (Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 12)
(171) Hoy, lo fa´cil ser´ıa decir que s´ı.
[Today, the easy thing would be to say yes.]
(Editorial: El listo´n de los imputados. Sentence 38)
Once the time framework is depicted, the arguments become the second most rele-
vant device in use. Contingency is used in English in a 30.90% and Spanish 21.13% as
introducers of counter argumentation or hypothesis as in the following:
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TYPES OF CIRCUMSTANTIALS IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH NEWS REPORTS
PH	  Circumstance	  TypesEnglish SpanishTime 33.71% 31.96%Contingency 30.90% 21.13%Manner 16.85% 11.86%Evidence 5.06% 3.61%Verb 4.49% 18.56%Place 2.81% 7.73%Quote 2.81% 0.00%Matter 1.69% 0.00%Degree 1.12% 4.12%Accompaniment 0.00% 1.03%Role 0.56% 0.00%
TOTAL 100% 100%%
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THEMATIC	  HEAD
TYPES TE % PT % H %TOTAL %
ENGLISH 5 0.88%% 4 0.70%% 559 98.41%568 100%
SPANISH 1 0.20% 2 0.40% 496 99.39%49 100%
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   English SpanishNP 62.85% 46.29%Np+App 22.36% 32.46%There 5.11% 0.20%Clause 2.46% 1.40%Interrogative	  Pronoun2.11% 0.40%NP+NP 1.41% 2.40%PP 0.00% 1.60%NonFinite 1.23% 1.60%Verb 0.88% 13.03%NP+NP+App 0.53% 0.00%Other 1.05% 0.61%
TOTAL 100% 100%
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Figure 18.16 Functions of PreHeads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
(172) Even if Lance Armstrong had come across as the most contrite of peni-
tents – which he did not – an interview with Oprah Winfrey on American TV
is not sufficient to allow the cyclist to draw a line under his disgrace and “move
on”. (Editorial: A confession is not enough. Sentence 1)
(173) Por si faltaban pruebas sobre su peligrosidad, Tehera´n lanzo´ ayer mismo un
misil en pruebas con alcance de 2.000 kilo´metros.
[In case there was lack of evidence about its dangerousness, Teheran yesterday
launched a testing missile with a range of 2,000 km.]
(Editorial: La visita de Netanyahu a la Casa Blanca anticipa serias
discrepancias sobre Oriente Pro´ximo. Sentence 6)
18.3.3.4 Head: English vs. Spanish in Editorials
The number of thematic clauses in the English Corpus is of 97.76% and in the Spanish
editorial Corpus of a 95.05% of the total amount of clause complexes found in editorials.
Interesting features that can be found in Heads are the use of Thematic Equatives
and Predicated Themes, as defined in section 11.2.2, these formations are more typical
of oral environments.
Thematic Equatives are the answer to a presupposed question of the reader where
the prominence of the participant, attribute, circumstance or process taking part in
the referred message is cognitively highlighted (Go´mez-Gonza´lez, 2001) grouping more
tha one element int a single constituent (Cerban, 2008) advancing the Rhemes to the
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Theme.
Examples of Thematic Equative in English and Spanish:
(174) What Britain needs is a robust and unambiguous tax system that requires
corporations to pay their share, without the need for negotiations with HMRC, or
moral urgings from politicians, or gestures of largesse by pressurised managements.
(Editorial: Blame the tax loopholes. Sentence 9)
(175) Lo que requiere una investigacio´n y la correspondiente depuracio´n de
responsabilidades es la colaboracio´n que la empresa del expistolero presta a la
lucha contra el crimen con acceso a datos confidenciales.
[What needs an investigation and the corresponding purification of responsibilities
is the collaboration that the company of the ex-gunman’s pays to the fight against
crime granting them access to confidential data.]
(Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 4)
Predicated themes, on the other hand, in line with what was mentioned on section
11.2.2 and what Mart´ınez Lirola (2008) states about this syntactic structure “allows
the writer to be conscious that he/she is asserting or denying something in a firm way”.
The following examples show the use of Predicated Themes in English and Spanish:
(176) It is Mr Paterson, above all, who has questions to answer.
(Editorial: The market needs watching. Sentence 27)
(177) Porque fue tambie´n la prensa la que hace 20 an˜os abrio´ los ojos a la polic´ıa
dando con el paradero de Hell´ın en Paraguay, donde se hab´ıa refugiado tras huir
de la ca´rcel.
[Because it was the press who 20 years ago opened the eyes of the police giving the
whereabouts of Hellin in Paraguay, where he had taken refuge after fleeing from
jail.] (Editorial: El caso “Hell´ın”. Sentence 8)
Syntactic Realizations
This section studies the preferred syntactic realizations of Head in English and
Spanish editorials. Both languages use Noun Phrases as their preferred syntactic choice,
but there is a statistically significant difference between them: English 62.85% and
Spanish 46.29%. As the figures show this is not a genre specific distinction considering
that both languages select Noun Phrases as their most preferred choice. This difference
may be explained as a language specific characteristic, in this case of Spanish, this
language does not need to place a marked subject in front position before the verb
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whereas English is forced to do so in declarative clauses. Thus looking at the number of
verbs in head position (as explained in section 18.14 for English and 18.18 for Spanish) in
English there are only 0.88% occurrences meanwhile Spanish has 13.03%, what reveals
a statistical significant difference in the use of these structures between both languages.
TYPES OF CIRCUMSTANTIALS IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH NEWS REPORTS
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  Pronoun2.11% 0.40%NP+NP 1.41% 2.40%PP 0.00% 1.60%NonFinite 1.23% 1.60%Verb 0.88% 13.03%NP+NP+App 0.53% 0.00%Other 1.05% 0.61%
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Syntactic Realizations of Noun Phrase in Head in English vs Spanish Editorials
Figure 18.17 Syntactic realization of Heads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The realizations of Noun Phrases are Pronouns as the first option chosen for English
35.85% whereas Spanish selection is only 15.15%, as it was already mentioned, Spanish
can use Verbs in first position and avoid the specific mark of the subject, English cannot
do so, the need of an explicit mark for the subject leads to the use of a mark of any
kind, in this case of Pronouns, whereas Spanish relies in the grammatical information
of the verb to perform this action.
(178) They are generally young, and have more children, which is good news, given the
ageing population.
(Editorial: Stop all the demonising of new EU migrants. Sentence 23)
(179) Eso permitir´ıa a Monti exigir un papel dominante en la economı´a transalpina, a
la que en buena medida ha devuelto la credibilidad.
[That would allow Monti to demand a dominant role in the transalpine economy,
which largely has restored credibility.]
(Editorial: Berlusconi todav´ıa. Sentence 11)
Example in Spanish the use of verbs in first position:
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(180) Y, desde luego, [ellos] deben presentarse una vez bien estudiadas y con la
viabilidad de su aplicacio´n asegurada.
[And of course, [they] should introduce themselves once their applications have
been well studied and with their viability secured.]
(Editorial: Falta elaboracio´n pol´ıtica en las propuestas para salvar
los sectores del automo´vil e inmobiliario. Sentence 15)
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Syntactic Realizations of Noun Phrase in Head in English vs Spanish Editorials
Figure 18.18 Syntactic realization of NP Heads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The introduction of the participant is done through Proper Nouns or Noun Phrases
and throughout the text this participant is anaphorically referred, therefore the number
of Proper Nouns found in Head position is so scarce. In fact, the number of Proper
Nouns used are found with a statistically significant difference in both languages (En-
glish 17.09% Spanish 29.44%) with respect to the rest of the elements in this position
(except Pronouns treated above):
(181) For the same reason, David Cameron is right to have extended logistical and
other assistance to Paris.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it with
great care. Sentence 4)
(182) En total, Benedicto XVI habra´ permanecido en su puesto poco menos de ocho
an˜os.
[All in all, Benedict XVI would have remained in his post only eight years.]
(Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 5)
Another strategy found presenting a statistically significant difference between En-
glish and Spanish is the use of Determiners followed by Nouns. English adopts this
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strategy in 15.40% and Spanish in 35.50%. These are some examples:
(183) The crisis is also yet another reminder that Britain’s influence with allies, and
its own national security, require strong military capabilities of the sort that have
been drastically shrunk over the past two years.
(Editorial: As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we must meet it with
great care. Sentence 21)
(184) Dichos comicios podr´ıan, por tanto, saldarse con una nueva victoria para las
huestes de los Hermanos Musulmanes.
[These elections could therefore be paid off with another victory for forces of the
Muslim Brotherhood.]
(Editorial: Egipto, de la paradoja a la gobernabilidad. Sentence 20)
It is interesting to point out that whereas Spanish tends to these formations, English
compensates with the use of Nouns instead (English 7.00% and Spanish 0.00%). This
suggests a language specific characteristic and the explanation may rely on English
allowing in subject position bare plural Noun Phrases while Spanish and some other
Romance languages do not (Pe´rez-Leroux et al., 2004).
(185) Democrats won the popular Congressional vote by some half a million nationally,
but gerrymandering is a wonderful thing.
(Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 17)
In Spanish a determiner would be needed to express this idea: Los demo´cratas
[Democrats].
The second choice in both languages is Noun Phrases followed by Appositions, the
use of these elements also reveal a statistical significant difference between English
(22.36%) and Spanish (32.46%), that, as it was seen with Noun Phrases, cannot be
attributed to a genre specific feature but to a language specific characteristic. In this
case, there is no other strategy used in Spanish that justifies these differences; in fact
it seems that Spanish tends to have more complex realizations of Heads due to the use
of these more complex syntactic patterns.
Both select Prepositional Phrases as their preferred realization of Appositions, with
a similar distribution in both languages, in English there are 50.39% and in Spanish
56.17%.
Here there are some examples of Appositions in the form of Prepositional Phrases
in English and Spanish :
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(186) A rebel victory at the town of Konna opened the way to Mopti, Mali’s second
city, and thus to the whole of the south.
(Editorial: Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored.
Sentence 12)
(187) El tijeretazo al presupuesto de Van Rompuy se da principalmente a partidas
como infraestructuras de transportes (que puede afectar al corredor mediterra´neo),
energ´ıa y telecomunicaciones.
[The budget snip of Van Rompuy is principally given to transport infrastructures
(that may affect the mediterranean corridor) energy and telecommunications.]
(Editorial: Espan˜a gana con el presupuesto de la UE. Sentence 9)
After the realization of Appositions by Prepositional Phrases, Clauses are the sec-
ond most preferred choice in both languages. English has a 15.75% and Spanish 16.67%.
These resources are used as explanatory devices of the main item as the following ex-
amples show:
(188) The official view, shared by successive governments, has long been that the
UK does not negotiate and does not give in to terrorists.
(Editorial: David Cameron’s mixed signals on terrorism. Sentence 10)
(189) Las noticias que el diario conservador Daily Telegraph viene publicando
son motivo no so´lo para desguazar los actuales mecanismos de control -que ni
laboristas ni conservadores han tenido el menor intere´s en cambiar-, sino probable-
mente para iniciar por fin una reforma que acabe con los profundos anacronismos
del sistema democra´tico ma´s afianzado del mundo.
[The news that the conservative Daily Telegraph has published recently are a rea-
son not only to scrap the current control mechanisms - that nor Labour neither
Conservatives have had the slightest interest in change - but probably to initiate
a reform that will finally end with the deep anachronisms of the world’s oldest
democratic system.] (Editorial: Sonrojo en Westminster. Sentence 4)
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NP English SpanishPronoun 35.85% 15.15%Proper	  Noun 17.09% 29.44%Det	  Noun 15.40% 35.50%Noun 7.00% 0.00%Det	  Adj	  Noun 4.76% 2.16%Adj	  Noun 4.48% 0.00%Det	  Proper	  Noun 3.64% 0.43%Adj	  Adj	  Noun 1.40% 0.00%Pronoun	  Adj	  Noun 1.40% 0.00%Det	  Adj	  Noun	  Adj 0.00% 1.30%Det	  Noun	  Noun 0.84% 0.00%Det	  Noun	  Noun 0.84% 0.00%Det	  noun	  proper	  noun0.00% 0.87%Adj	  Noun	  Noun 0.56% 0.00%Det	  Noun	  Adj 0.56% 11.69%Det	  Noun	  Adj	  Adj 0.00% 0.43%Noun	  Adj 0.56% 0.00%Adj	  Noun	  Noun	  Noun	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Adj	  Prep	  Det	  Noun 0.28% 0.00%Adj	  Proper	  Noun 0.28% 0.00%Adj	  Proper	  Noun	  Adj	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Noun	  Adj	  Adj	  Noun	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Pronoun	  Det	  Noun 0.28% 0.00%Pronoun	  Prep	  Proper	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Pronoun	  Pronoun 0.28% 0.00%Other 3.36% 3.03%
TOTAL 100% 100%
SYNTACTIC REALIZATION OF NP+APP IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH EDITORIALS
NP+App English SpanishNp+PP 50.39% 56.17%NP+Clause 15.75% 16.67%Np+NonFinite 9.45% 8.64%Proper	  Noun+NP 7.87% 2.47%Np+Proper	  Noun 4.72% 6.17%Np+NP 3.15% 2.47%Proper	  Noun+NP 0.00% 2.47%NP+AdvbP 0.00% 1.23%Det	  noun+PP 0.00% 1.23%Det	  Adj	  Noun	  Noun	  Noun0.79% 0.00%Np+NonFinite	  Conj	  NonFinite0.79% 0.00%Np+Proper	  Noun	  Noun0.79% 0.00%Pronoun	  Adj+Adj 0.79% 0.00%Pronoun+PP 0.79% 0.00%Proper	  Noun+Proper	  Noun0.79% 0.00%Other 3.94% 2.47%
TOTAL 100% 100%
EXPERIENTIAL ROLES IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH EDITORIALS














































































































































































Experiential Elements in Head in English vs Spanish Editorials
Figure 18.19 Syntactic realization of NP+App Heads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
Semantic Realizations
Material processes are selected by both languages as their first choice, in detail
Actors are the 31.69% of English and 35.27% of Spanish experiential roles.
Some examples in of English and Spanish material processes are:
(190) Democrats won the popular Congressional vote by some half a million nationally,
but gerrymandering is a wonderful thing.
(Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 17)
(191) De hecho, Espan˜a tendra´ que aportar 3.300 millones de euros menos a la
caja comu´n, lo cual es favorable, como mostro´ la ca´ıda a 375 puntos de la prima
de riesgo. Espan˜a gana con el presupuesto de la UE 18
[In f ct , Spain will have to provide 3.300 million less to the common fund , which
is favourable , as shown by the drop to 375 points of the risk premium.]
(Editorial: Espan˜a gana con el presupuesto de la UE. Sentence 18)
Relational processes are the second preferred option realized by Carriers which are
32.30% in English and 26.25% of Spanish roles. Using this strategy allows, in my
opinion, to present opinion as facts.
(192) Yet today the mood is downbeat, the dreaded term “lame duck” is on every
lip. (Editorial: Obama must seize the chance to make history. Sentence 5)
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(193) El PP tiene cada d´ıa ma´s dif´ıcil mantener esa actitud, contraria a lo establecido
en su propio co´digo de conducta y que supone aplicar dos criterios diferentes en
Madrid y en Valencia.
[The PP is harder every day to maintain that attitude, contrary to the provisions of
its own code of conduct and that involves applying two different criteria in Madrid
and Valencia.] (Editorial: Sigue imputado. Sentence 9)
NP English SpanishPronoun 35.85% 15.15%Proper	  Noun 17.09% 29.44%Det	  Noun 15.40% 35.50%Noun 7.00% 0.00%Det	  Adj	  Noun 4.76% 2.16%Adj	  Noun 4.48% 0.00%Det	  Proper	  Noun 3.64% 0.43%Adj	  Adj	  Noun 1.40% 0.00%Pronoun	  Adj	  Noun 1.40% 0.00%Det	  Adj	  Noun	  Adj 0.00% 1.30%Det	  Noun	  Noun 0.84% 0.00%Det	  Noun	  Noun 0.84% 0.00%Det	  noun	  proper	  noun0.00% 0.87%Adj	  Noun	  Noun 0.56% 0.00%Det	  Noun	  Adj 0.56% 11.69%Det	  Noun	  Adj	  Adj 0.00% 0.43%Noun	  Adj 0.56% 0.00%Adj	  Noun	  Noun	  Noun	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Adj	  Prep	  Det	  Noun 0.28% 0.00%Adj	  Proper	  Noun 0.28% 0.00%Adj	  Proper	  Noun	  Adj	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Noun	  Adj	  Adj	  Noun	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Pronoun	  Det	  Noun 0.28% 0.00%Pronoun	  Prep	  Proper	  Noun0.28% 0.00%Pronoun	  Pronoun 0.28% 0.00%Other 3.36% 3.03%
TOTAL 100% 100%
SYNTACTIC REALIZATION OF NP+APP IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH EDITORIALS
NP+App English SpanishNp+PP 50.39% 56.17%NP+Clause 15.75% 16.67%Np+NonFinite 9.45% 8.64%Proper	  Noun+NP 7.87% 2.47%Np+Proper	  Noun 4.72% 6.17%Np+NP 3.15% 2.47%Proper	  Noun+NP 0.00% 2.47%NP+AdvbP 0.00% 1.23%Det	  noun+PP 0.00% 1.23%Det	  Adj	  Noun	  Noun	  Noun0.79% 0.00%Np+NonFinite	  Conj	  NonFinite0.79% 0.00%Np+Proper	  Noun	  Noun0.79% 0.00%Pronoun	  Adj+Adj 0.79% 0.00%Pronoun+PP 0.79% 0.00%Proper	  Noun+Proper	  Noun0.79% 0.00%Other 3.94% 2.47%
TOTAL 100% 100%
EXPERIENTIAL ROLES IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH EDITORIALS














































































































































































Experiential Elements in Head in English vs Spanish Editorials
Figure 18.20 Semantic realization of Heads in editorials (English vs. Spanish)
The main difference in the selection of English and Spanish experiential roles is the
use of processes in Spanish, as seen in sections 11.2.1.2, 18.3.2.3 this language specific
characteristic allows Spanish not to convey Subjects in first position. Thus the use of
processes are so frequent in Spanish 11.02%.
(194) Viajo´ tambie´n a Estambul y a Jerusale´n.
[He also travelled to Istambul and Jerusalem.]
(Editorial: El papado de Benedicto XVI. Sentence 33)
18.3.3.5 Rheme: English vs Spanish in Editorials
The number of rhematic sentences are similar in both languages, in English is 3.24%
and in Spanish 4.95%
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18.4 Thematic Characterization of Letters to the Editor
in English and Spanish
Broadly speaking Me´met (2005) defines letters to the editor as “reactions to publica-
tions” and Pounds (2010) pins down this definition adding interesting features worth
noticing, such as the author adding first-hand factual evidence or subjective personal
experience, expressing his/her own conviction/perception undermining or aligning with
the positive aspects of the critised situation. Bearing these characteristics in mind the
following pages analyze the LEs corpus.
Table 18.21 shows the corpus of letters to the editor in English and Spanish.
Table 18.21 Corpus of LEs in English and
Spanish
Letters to the Editor Texts Clauses Words
English 50 366 8228
Spanish 50 365 9164
Total 100 731 17392
18.4.1 English Letters to the Editor
The total number of complex clauses found in the English letters to the editor cor-
pus is of 366 clauses. Of this amount 1.64% are rhematic clauses with no thematic
construction. The rest of the complex clauses 98.36% are thematic complex clauses
(1.38% directives, 5.83% questions and the rest declaratives). As in news reports and
editorials I am going to focus on Thematic clauses, therefore all percentages referred
to the types of Thematic clauses are calculated over the total amount of these complex
clauses. The following table shows the types of Thematic elements found in letters to
the editor English corpus.
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Table 18.22 Thematic elements in English letters to the editor
English Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
13.33% 9.44% 25.83% 100%
Thematic elements are divided into Inner thematic field and Outer thematic field.
The Outer thematic field includes two elements: Textual Themes (TT) and Interper-
sonal Themes (IT). The Inner thematic field comprises PreHeads (PH) and Head (H).
Textual Themes appear in a 13.33% clause complexes. Interpersonal themes are very
frequent with a 9.44% which indicates a high presence of the author in the texts. In
the Inner thematic field PreHead accounts for 25.83% . As dealing with thematic
clauses all of them have Head (100%). This means that an amount of 51.4% of the
clause complexes in English letters to the editor corpus are realized by unaccompanied
Heads, what points to fewer simple thematic constructions of clause complexes than in
editorials and news reports. The following sections analyze this data in detail.
18.4.1.1 Textual Themes in English Letters to the Editor
The number of Textual Themes in English letters to the editor is of 13.33%. It is
important to highlight the short extension of this type of texts (average of 7.32 clause
complex per text); this is something that compromises the use of Textual Themes as
their cohesive function is less needed in such a short document.
Table 18.23 Types of TT in
English LEs





Although there is a limited number of textual elements in letters to the editor there
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is a statistically significant difference between the use of Binders and Linkers, this may
be due to the aim of the Letters, normally as complaint of some kind to a previously
identified topic. Linkers are used in 12.5% whereas Binders are used in 85.42%.
Regarding Binders the use of the adversative [But] in 29.27% of cases:
(195) But we should applaud Lord McAlpine for taking action to discourage thoughtless
and irresponsible tweeting.
(Letter to the Editor: Peer brings twitter to hell. Sentence 2)
When and if are used in 12.20% each of them, as in the examples:
(196) When I was at school and university I spent most holidays doing jobs like deliver-
ing milk, working on building and road construction sites and labouring in paper
mills. (Letter to the Editor: Free labour to stack shelve. Sentence 2)
(197) If any homosexual couple and their guests were willing to sit through that for
the 45 minutes or more of my average-length sermon, I suppose they would have
earned the right to the piece of paper that entitles them to the very few and steadily
diminishing privileges still conferred by the legal state of marriage in this country.
(Letter to the Editor: Gay wedding in church? Are you sure?.
Sentence 5)
The use of Linkers on the other hand is very varied, with an even distribution
(16.6% each) between: and, for, in addition, therefore, finally, in one example.
18.4.1.2 Interpersonal Themes in English Letters to the Editor
The use of Interpersonal themes in English letters to the editor is of a 9.44% in all
clause complexes (Table 18.22). This element reflects the presence of the author in the
text, revealing a subjective point of view of the matter at stake.
The analysis of these elements revealed that there is a clear tendendency for En-
gagement (52.94%) with a statistical significant difference over the other types of In-
terpersonal Themes: Stance 23.53%; Comment 14.71% and Modal 8.82%. (see section
11.1.2 for a definition of these types of Interpersonal themes)
This use points to a strong perception of the reader from the author’s perspective
who recognizes and addresses to him/her the message making the reader a relevant
participant in the development of the argument exposed, and part of his/her opinion
group, as in:
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(198) It is clear that many problems would arise if the legislation as now tabled were
to be implemented.
(Letter to the Editor: Settle this Plebgate stand-off now. Sentence 7)
(199) It is time for the Director of Public Prosecutions to draw a line under the affair,
by charging Mr Mitchell, based on what evidence is available, and co-charging any
officer who it is believed may have lied in the course of their duty.
(Letter to the Editor: Traditional institution of marriage is central
to the welfare of society. Sentence 6)
18.4.1.3 PreHead in English Letters to the Editor
The number of PreHeads found in this corpus is of 25.83% of the total number of
thematic complex clauses, as shown in table 18.22
The following table shows the number of types of PreHeads in the corpus according
to the definitions given in section 11.2.1






As seen there is no statistical preference for any of the three types analyzed. But it
is interesting to pay attention to the PH-Finite formations (11.96%) found in directives
such as:
(200) Imagine an airline claiming that an air disaster was caused by a faulty component
having been used by a rogue maintenance company.
(Letter to the Editor: Supermarkets must take blame for horse meat.
Sentence 4)
(201) Fund candidates to explain their policies, and hold the voting in May when many
families have a walk out after tea to vote – instead of looking out of the window,
deciding it’s too cold, and staying in to watch the football instead.
(Letter to the Editor: A disappointing day for democracy. Sentence 7)
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These expressions involve the reader in the situation, in fact (Hyland, 2005) refers to
the use of directives as a way to instruct the reader to perform an action or to see things
in a way determined by the writer, these actions want the reader to engage either in
textual, physical or cognitive acts, being the latter the ones found in the present corpus,
the reader is guided through a line of reasoning by the writer to persuade him/her of
their personal point of view.
There is no difference between the other two realizations PH-CCL (43.48%) and PH-
Circ (44.57%) this shows that the realizations of PreHeads tend to be evenly simple
Prepositional and Adverbial Phrases as well as Complex Clauses, as in:
(202) While privacy laws may have been compromised in the telephone call,
the act itself is a staple of popular radio anywhere in the Western media.
(Letter to the Editor: Bullies and victims in the hoax call row.
Sentence 4)
(203) Even if they can’t get guns, they can still mow people down with their vehicle,
as happened here earlier this year.
(Letter to the Editor:Limit access to guns but in wont end
massacres. Sentence 5)
PH-Circ:
(204) In 2007, George Osborne’s pledge to raise the inheritance tax threshold to £1
million was greeted by a seven-point rise in the polls for the Tories.
(Letter to the Editor: Tory U-turn on inheritance tax pledge puts
pressure on George Osborne. Sentence 1)
A 32.26% of these PH-CCL and PH-Circ are used to set the Time of the event to
which the letter is related to. At the same time 25.81% are used to express Contingency
which, in Downing (2006) words covers such meanings as cause, purpose, reason, con-
cession and behalf. This Contingency expresses a counter argument or a hypothetical
situation order or suggestion to be considered by the author and thought over by the
reader. This can be seen in the following example:
(205) Whatever people thought of the merits or otherwise of that election, the
majority wanted to vote but knew nothing about the candidates – a particularly
significant point when so many were concerned that the police should not become
politicised. (Letter to the Editor: How PCC electors were kept in the dark.
Sentence 4)
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18.4.1.4 Head in English Letters to the Editor
The total number of complex clauses in the Corpus is of 366, of them, only 1.64% are
rhematic sentences while the rest (98.36%) are thematic sentences. In these thematic
sentences there are a few occurrences of Thematic Equatives and Predicated Themes
with a 0.55% and 0.27% of presence respectively.
(206) What distinguishes mankind now from what we were then, for good or
ill, is science and technology.
(Letter to the Editor: Intellectual vacuum. Sentence 3)
(207) It is only when Gaza prospers that those Palestinians wanting to hit Israeli
targets will no longer be tolerated.
(Letter to the Editor: Prosperity and peace for Gaza. Sentence 6)
Syntactic Realizations
The analysis of the syntactic forms reveal that Noun Phrases (70.56%) are the
preferred strategy to express Heads in English letters to the editor and only a 15% of
Heads were realized by Noun Phrase followed by Apposition. This choice reflects the
intention of the author as simple and direct (Bronia, 2005:182), it is also influenced by
the shortage of space these texts are obliged to respect.
More in detail Noun Phrases are realized by Pronouns in a 51.57% of cases. Then
Determiner Noun (13.39%) formations and in third position Proper Nouns (9.54%),
these two of scarce use, for three main reasons: the main participant is identified either
in the title or in the first line of the LE; often this Letters refer to personal experiences or
opinions therefore the writer refers to him/herself using Personal Pronouns; and finally
the shortage of space favours the use of these anaphoric forms. Let’s see some examples
of Pronouns (208), Determiner Noun (209) and Proper Nouns (210) formations:
(208) I was a poll clerk at the police commissioner election in Nottinghamshire and
witnessed the low turnout; it meant a much easier day for me than some recent
elections, but it was a disappointing day for democracy.
(Letter to the Editor: A disappointing day for democracy. Sentence 1)
(209) This practice is termed “split-ticketing”, and it adds a further hurdle for unwary
passengers within an already labyrinthine fares system.
(Letter to the Editor: Baﬄing rail fares. Sentence 4)
(210) Richard Garner (News, 16 November) reports that Buckingham University
has recently shown that nearly 30 per cent of trainee teachers last year had not
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taken up teaching posts six months later, and that 52 per cent of teachers under
the age of 60 are not within the classroom.
(Letter to the Editor: Schools in need of discipline. Sentence 1)
In Noun Phrases followed by Appositions the Appositions are realized by Preposi-
tional Phrases in 44.44% cases, as in the following example:
(211) Cristina Odone’s views on doctors and weekend working (“Doctors should
get off the golf course and into the wards”, Comment, December 17) would have
brought a wry smile to the thousands of hospital consultants who, like me, spent
the weekend working in their local hospital as part of their on-call commitment.
(Letter to the Editor: Hospital consultants already carry our work
commitments at weekends. Sentence 1)
Semantic Realizations
Actors are the experiential roles most used 33.06% (examples (212) (213)), closely
followed by Carriers with a presence of 29.17% (example (214)), these choices coincide
with the nature of the text, where the importance of the argumentation of the author
is of key importance.
(212) These multinational companies come to Britain to enjoy the benefits of trad-
ing in a secure, politically stable environment, yet do their very best to weasel
out of making any realistic contribution to the upkeep of their host nation or the
education and welfare of its people.
(Letter to the Editor: Put Starbucks out of its misery. Sentence 3)
(213) But the National Rifle Association has hijacked the Second Amendment to
assert that every individual has the right to be armed with guns.
(Letter to the Editor: Changing American’s gun culture. Sentence 5)
(214) This country has no link with purple. (Letters, November 19).
(Letter to the Editor: No purple pride. Sentence 1)
18.4.1.5 Rheme in English Letters to the Editor
There are 1.64% rhematic expressions in the corpus, as the following examples show
the type of expressions are colloquial:
(215) Good starting point.
(Letter to the Editor: Changing American’s gun culture. Sentence 4)
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(216) No change, no chance.
(Letter to the Editor: After the EU speech and gay marriage, what
next for Cameron?. Sentence 3)
18.4.2 Spanish Letters to the Editor
The number of complex clauses in the Spanish letters to the editor Corpus is of 365,
being 92.88% thematic clauses and 7.12% rhematic clauses. As in previous genres the
focus is placed on thematic clauses and quick overview into the rhematic sentences will
be given.
The following table gives an account of the elementes found in the Inner Thematic
field and the Outer Thematic Field, as in the rest of the analysis, each element has
been contabilized over the total amount of thematic clause complexes. Thus, on the
one hand, Inner Thematic Field has 47.79% of PreHeads and 100% of Heads; on the
hand, the Outer Thematic Field accounts for Textual and Interpersonal elements where
Textual elements sum up to 15.93% of all Thematic clause complexes and Interpersonal
themes are 18.88%.
Table 18.25 Thematic elements in Spanish letters to the editor
English Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
15.93% 18.88% 47.79% 100%
18.4.2.1 Textual Themes in Spanish Letters to the Editor
The number of Textual themes in Spanish letters to the editor is of 15.93%. The nature
of this type of text, due to its extension, with an average number of 7.3 clauses per
texts, does not need big amounts of these cohesive elements.
The following table shows the result of the analysis carried out on Textual Themes
according to the types defined in section 11.1.1. Binders are the preferred choice in
this type of text with an amount of 64.81% over Linkers used 35.19%.
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Table 18.26 Types of TT in
Spanish Letters to
the Editor




The type of Binders selected are introducers of adversatives and contingent sen-
tences expressing counterarguments and hypothetical thesis on the part of the author,
like Pero (28.57%) or Si (34.29%). As the following examples show:
(217) Pero estar´ıa bien que a la vista de las u´ltimas noticias sobre supuestos pagos en ne-
gro a trabajadores de sus horas extras, evitando as´ı la correspondiente cotizacio´n
a la Seguridad Social, alguien preguntara al sen˜or Rosell si no ser´ıa ma´s conve-
niente que en lugar de dejar en casa a los funcionarios supuestamente ociosos los
pusie´ramos a vigilar a los empresarios supuestamente tramposos, para que cumplan
con sus obligaciones para con los trabajadores y para con el resto de la ciudadan´ıa.
[But it would be nice to in view the latest news about alleged payments to workers
on their overtime in black money, avoiding the corresponding quote Social Security,
someone will ask Mr. Rosell if it would not be better instead of leaving home idle
public workers, we set them to watch the supposedly cheater entrepreneurs to meet
their deeds to workers and to the rest of the citizenry.]
(Letter to the Editor: Vigilar a los empresarios. Sentence 2)
(218) Si tenemos en cuenta que British Airways estaba quebrada y lo estara´ au´n ma´s
gracias al desastre de su fondo de pensiones, y que por el contrario, hasta la fusio´n
con British, Iberia estaba sana y era rica, habra´ que preguntarse do´nde esta´ la
caja de Iberia, quie´n va a pagar las pensiones de los brita´nicos y do´nde esta´n los
chorizos, porque en Londres no habra´ chorizo, pero chorizos hay un monto´n.
[If we consider that British Airways was broken and will be even more thanks to
the disaster in its pension fund, and instead, until the merger with British, Iberia
was healthy and was rich, we must ask where is the box of Iberia, who will pay
the pensions of the British and where the “chorizos” are, because in London there
will not be “chorizos”, but there are plenty “chorizos”.]
(Letter to the Editor: Chorizos brita´nicos. Sentence 4)
In the case of Linkers, lesser in number than Binders, are used to add information
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in a linear manner with the use of Y [And] (42.10%), as in :
(219) Y me consta que los tra´mites para conseguirla no eran fa´ciles ni ra´pidos: avales,
no´minas, otras propiedades, etce´tera.
[And I know that the procedures to get it not easy nor fast: sureties, payroll, other
properties, etcetera.] (Letter to the Editor: Contra la amnesia. Sentence 7)
18.4.2.2 Interpersonal Themes in Spanish Letters to the Editor
The number of Interpersonal Themes found in the corpus of Spanish letters to the
editor is of 18.88%
Both Stance (39.06%) and Engagement (40.63%) elements are found, almost evenly,
as the two preferred choices in this position. In Hyland’s (2005:186) words Stance
“concerns writer-oriented features of interaction” and Engagement (2005:182) refers to
“the ways writers bring readers into the discourse to anticipate their possible objections
and engage them in appropriate ways”. That is, the presence of the writer in the text
is as relevant as the intention of the writer to involve the reader in the development
of his/her argument. Therefore, the writer establishes a one to one direct relationship
between him/her and the reader.
As the following examples of Stance show, the writer is overtly present in both
cases:
(220) Creo desde mi modesta opinio´n que es compatible aplicar medidas dirigidas
a reducir el de´ficit pu´blico como ya se esta´ haciendo, eso s´ı con un calendario ma´s
flexible para cumplirlo, con pol´ıticas de crecimiento.
[I think, from my humble opinion, that it is possible to apply measures to reduce
public deficit, as it is in fact been done, but of course with more flexible schedules
and accompanied by growing policies.]
(Letter to the Editor: Otras pol´ıticas s´ı son posibles. Sentence 9)
(221) Me alegra ver que todav´ıa hay personas con principios dentro del partido so-
cialista.
[I’m glad to see that there are still people with principles inside the Socialist Party.]
(Letter to the Editor: La conciencia por encima del cargo. Sentence 2)
These Engagement examples mark how the writer is absent from the sentence but
the statement is clear, this strategy engages the reader without any chance of counter-
argumentation:
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(222) Se sabe que los ingresos hospitalarios aumentan en torno a un 2% anual en los
casos de abandono de tratamiento.
[It is known that hospital admissions increase around 2% per year in cases of
treatment abandonment.] (Letter to the Editor: Euro por receta. Sentence 6)
(223) Es preciso bucear tambie´n otros fondos que no siempre se quieren analizar con el
rigor que merecen y que tienen mucho que ver con el relativismo y el individualismo
exacerbado.
[It should also be interesting to dive in other places that are not always analyzed
with the rigor they deserve and have much to do with relativism and exacerbated
individualism.] (Letter to the Editor: Invertir en ciencia. Sentence 4)
18.4.2.3 PreHead in Spanish Letters to the Editor
The number of PreHeads found in Spanish letters to the editor Corpus is 47.79%.
There is a preference for the use of PH-Circ realized by Prepositional and Adverbial
phrases (40.47%) and PH-Finite forms (39.51%) leaving far behind in occurrences PH-
CCL (19.75%). This reflects the use of simple and direct language, as in the next
example of a PH-Finite:
(224) Soy mu´sico, estudiante concretamente en un conservatorio de Madrid, llevo ma´s de
10 an˜os tocando la trompeta (un instrumento usado habitualmente en el jazz), soy
blanco, he tocado en una big band de jazz, tengo amigos mu´sicos blancos que tocan
jazz y conozco casos de mu´sicos no negros que tocan jazz estupendamente como
el trompetista Arturo Sandoval, al igual que conozco casos de mu´sicos negros que
tocan jazz y cla´sico de manera extraordinaria como el tambie´n trompetista Wynton
Marsallis.
[I’m a musician, a student in a Madrid conservatory, I have been more than 10-year
playing trumpet (an instrument commonly used in jazz), I am white, I played in
a jazz musicians big band, I have white friends who play jazz and know cases of
non-black musicians who play jazz brilliantly as trumpeter Arturo Sandoval, as
well as I know cases of black musicians that play jazz and classic jazz dramatically
as trumpeter Wynton Marsallis.]
(Letter to the Editor: El arte no entiende de razas ni de sexos.
Sentence 3)
(225) Construyen AVE minoritarios, aeropuertos sin pasajeros, falsifican empresas, mu-
chos ayuntamientos son nidos prevaricadores.
[They build AVE for minorities, airports without passengers, fake companies...
many municipalities are transgressors nests.]
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(Letter to the Editor:Deber´ıan sentir miedo. Sentence 7)
Another example of the use of simple and direct language in the use of PH-Circ:
(226) Recientemente, el presidente de la CEOE, Juan Rosell, manifestaba que dado
que “existe mucho empleo pu´blico que en este momento ni tiene competencias ni
trabajo por hacer sin nada que hacer gastando bol´ıgrafos y tele´fono, saldr´ıa ma´s
barato para el pa´ıs mantener a algunos funcionarios en sus casas cobrando subsidios
que en sus puestos de trabajo”.
[Recently, the president of the CEOE, Juan Rosell, stated that since “there is a big
a amount of public jobs that right now that has not competences or not workload
only spending in pens and phone, it would then be cheaper for the country to keep
some public workers at home collecting subsidies in their jobs.”]
(Letter to the Editor:Vigilar a los empresarios. Sentence 1)
(227) Ahora le toca a Rajoy y al resto de jefes de Estado y de Gobierno de los 11 pa´ıses
pronunciarse en este sentido.
[Now it’s up to Rajoy and other heads of state and government of the 11 countries
who pronounced themselves in that sense.]
(Letter to the Editor:Tasa Robin Hood. Sentence 8)
The functions realized by these PreHeads as Circumstantials express Time (24.69%,
see example (228)) and Contingency (24.69%, i.e.: (229)). They set the action in
it’s timeframe and introduce counterarguments or hypothetical thesis to the subjects
treated in LEs.
(228) Desde entonces, la frase ma´s escuchada era la de que alquilar era “tirar el dinero”.
[Since then, the most well known phrase was that rent was “a waste of money”.]
(Letter to the Editor:Contra la amnesia. Sentence 5)
(229) Si la crisis ya es un azote esta se multiplica por cada miembro de una familia.
[If the crisis is already a scourge, it is multiplied by each member of a family.]
(Letter to the Editor:Cuestio´n de sentido comu´n. Sentence 6)
18.4.2.4 Head in Spanish Letters to the Editor
The number of complex clauses in Spanish letters to the editor is of 365, of them 92.88%
are thematic clauses and 7.12% rhematic clauses.
A few or these Heads are realized by Thematic Equatives (0.88%, example (230))
and there are no occurrences of Predicated Themes.
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(230) Lo que los ciudadanos no saben, y ningu´n grupo pol´ıtico parece estar
interesado en contarlo, es que en la actualidad un funcionario puede ser disci-
plinado en un proceso que se lleva a cabo sin garant´ıas procesales y sin la presencia
de un abogado.
[What people do not know, and no political group seem to be interested in telling,
is that now an official may be disciplined in a process that is performed without
process and without the presence a lawyer.]
(Letter to the Editor: Medidas preventivas Sentence. 5)
Syntactic realizations
Syntactic realizations of Spanish Head in letters to the editor are performed by Noun












Noun Phrases are primarily realized by Pronouns in a 49.29% of cases and Deter-
miners plus Nouns in a 27.86%, reinforcing the idea of the use of simple and direct
language in LEs.
(231) Ellos defienden su “neutralidad”.
[They defend their neutrality.]
(Letter to the Editor: Las instituciones siguen copadas por los
varones. Sentence 6)
(232) Este gesto ha sido el mejor tributo que ha podido ofrecer a la defensa de la vida.
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[This gesture was the best tribute we could offer to the defense of life.]
(Letter to the Editor: La conciencia por encima del cargo. Sentence 4)
As it was explained in sections 11.2.1.2 and 11.2.2.1 the part of the verb that acts
as Head is the one that carries the grammatical information of the verb as it is shown
in the following examples:
(233) Quiza´ habr´ıa menos morosos si los culpables de la crisis dejaran de mirar tanto por
sus intereses y se preocuparan, aunque solo fuera un poco, por la clase trabajadora,
que no es que no quiera pagar, es que no puede.
[Maybe there will be less debtors if the culprits of the crisis stop looking at their
interests and worry, if only slightly, by working class, to see that it’s not that they
do not want to pay, is that they can not.]
(Letter to the Editor: Quie´nes son los morosos. Sentence 7)
(234) Al mismo tiempo, indica que hay indicios de la cooperacio´n del Gobierno vene-
zolano en la alianza de estos grupos de terroristas y narcoterroristas.
[At the same time, there are signs indicating that the Venezuelan government is
cooperating in the alliance of these terrorists groups and narco-terrorists.]
(Letter to the Editor: El santuario de ETA y las FARC. Sentence 2)
Semantic realizations
The most frequent experiential roles used are Processes (28.32%), Actor (23.30%)
and Carrier (17.99%).
The language specific characteristic of the use of processes in Spanish is exemplified
in:
(235) He observado que muchos de ellos llevan vestimenta de color negro o muy oscura,
lo cual hace que no destaquen contra el fondo negro del asfalto.
[I have noticed that many of them wear black clothing or of very dark colour, which
does not make them stand out against the black background of the asphalt.]
(Letter to the Editor: Ciclistas arrollados. Sentence 3)
(236) Imaginemos una situacio´n muy frecuente, el coche tiene el parabrisas ligeramente
polvoriento o sucio, la luz del sol viene de cara y, al dar en la suciedad del parabrisas,
provoca que el conductor no vea bien un ciclista que va de oscuro sobre el fondo
negro del asfalto o del verde oscuro de la vegetacio´n.
[Imagine a very common situation, the car has the windshield slightly dusty or
dirty, sunlight comes in the face and the dirt hit the windshield, causes the driver
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does not look good a cyclist going on dark background black asphalt or dark green
vegetation.] (Letter to the Editor: Ciclistas arrollados. Sentence 4)
Actors providing factual information appear as in:
(237) El PIB caera´ ma´s de lo previsto y el nu´mero de desempleados puede llegar a
superar los seis millones.
[GDP will fall more than expected and the number of unemployed may reach more
than six million.]
(Letter to the Editor: Otras pol´ıticas s´ı son posibles. Sentence 5)
(238) El pasado 30 de noviembre ASPEPC-SPS inicio´ en el Illustre Collegi de
Doctors i Llicenciats de Catalunya las I Jornadas de Secundaria sobre el fracaso
escolar.
[Last November 30 SPS ASPEPC started in the Illustre Collegi Doctors Catalunya
i Llicenciats the First Conference on Secondary school failure.]
(Letter to the Editor: Las causas del fracas escolar. Sentence 3)
And finally, the use of Carriers conflating with admonishing and belief expressions
conveyed by the authors:
(239) Gaza es la representacio´n de un odio perpetuo alimentado a lo largo de los siglos,
que solo llega a silenciarse al momento de tomar un respiro para, luego, seguir
adelante.
[Gaza is the representation of a perpetual hatred fed along centuries, silenced only
when to take a breath to, afterwards, go forward.]
(Letter to the Editor: La violencia en Gaza. Sentence 1)
(240) Guillermo Toledo, tan buen co´mico como incoherente intolerante, deb´ıa
tener la conciencia intranquila por no haberse manifestado en las u´ltimas horas.
[Guillermo Toledo, such a good comic as an incoherent intolerant, should have
uneasy conscience for not having manifested in the last hours.]
(Letter to the Editor: Willy Toledo y la muerte de Zapata. Sentence 1)
18.4.2.5 Rheme in Spanish Letters to the Editor
The number of rhematic sentence found Spanish letters to the editor are of 7.12% As
in English letters to the editor the cases found are colloquial or rhetorical responses to
the development of the argument, as in the following examples:
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(241) Y de lo ma´s importante, del incremento del riesgo de los pacientes.
[And of the most important, the increase in patients risk.]
(Letter to the Editor: Euro por receta. Sentence 8)
(242) No solo desde un punto de vista acade´mico, sino tambie´n desde un punto de vista
formativo.
[Not only form an academic point of view but also from the formative side.]
(Letter to the Editor: Por una educacio´n para los alumnos. Sentence 6)
18.4.3 Contrastive Analysis in Letters to the Editor English vs. Span-
ish
The following graph shows the number of thematic and rhematic clause complexes in
the corpus of letters to the editor in English and Spanish. As in the other two corpora
of news reports and editorials, the focus is on thematic clauses.
Table 18.28 Thematic elements in English vs
Spanish letters to the editor
L.E. Thematic Field
Outer Thematic Field Inner Thematic Field
Types TT IT PH H
English 13.33% 9.44% 25.83% 100%
Spanish 15.93% 18.88% 47.79% 100%
There is a statistically significant difference in the use of Interpersonal themes and
PreHeads among English and Spanish letters to the editor, being in both cases Spanish
the one that accounts for more occurrences of these elements.
18.4.3.1 Textual Themes: English vs. Spanish in Letters to the Editor
It is relevant to highlight the extension of this type of texts; this is something that
affects the use of textual themes. In English the average number of clause complexes
per text is of 7.32, and in Spanish of 7.3. Both cases point to short texts where the use
of cohesive elements is not very relevant.
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Figure 18.21 Textual Themes in letters to the editor(English vs. Spanish)
Of these Textual Themes the study of its types reveal that the use of Binders and
Linkers present a statistically significant difference between English and Spanish letters
to the editors being Binders more used in English (85.42%) than Spanish (64.81%) and
Linkers more used in Spanish (35.19%) than English (12.5%). (The percentages are
calculated over the total number of Textual Themes of each language)
Attribute 1.94% 0.80%Beneficiary 0.70% 1.00%Senser 5.99% 6.01%Phenomenon 1.06% 1.00%Existent 5.46% 1.00%Process 0.00% 11.02%
TOTAL 100% 100%
RHEMATIC AND THEMATIC SENTENCES IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THEMATIC CLAUSES RHEMATIC CLAUSES TOTAL CLAUSES
ENGLISH 360 98.36% 6 1.64% 366100%
SPANISH 339 92.88% 26 7.12% 365100%
THEAMTIC ELEMENTS IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THEMATIC FIELD
ENGLISH OUTER THEMATIC FIELD INNER THEMATIC FIELD
TYPES TT % IT % PH% H %
ENGLISH 48 13.33% 34 9.44% 9325.83%360 100%
SPANISH 54 15.93% 64 18.88% 16247.79%339 100%
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Yet/Sin embargo 4.88% 11.42%
But if 4.88% 0.00%
No obstante 0.00% 2.86%
Even if 4.88% 0.00%
Other 17.07% 17.14%
Total 100% 100%
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Types of Linkers in English vs Spanish Letters to the Editor
Figure 18.22 Types of Textual Themes in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
Although this limited number of textual elements in letters to the editor a statisti-
cally significant difference between the use of Binders (85.42% in English and 64.81%
in Spanish) and Linkers (12.5% in English and 35.19% in Spanish) is found in both
languages, being Binders more frequent than Linkers may be due to the aim of the Let-
ters, normally containing a complaint of some kind to a previously identified/referred
topic.
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The following chart shows a comparison of the type of Binders used in English and
Spanish:
Attribute 1.94% 0.80%Beneficiary 0.70% 1.00%Senser 5.99% 6.01%Phenomenon 1.06% 1.00%Existent 5.46% 1.00%Process 0.00% 11.02%
TOTAL 100% 100%
RHEMATIC AND THEMATIC SENTENCES IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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ENGLISH 360 98.36% 6 1.64% 366100%
SPANISH 339 92.88% 26 7.12% 365100%
THEAMTIC ELEMENTS IN ENGLISH VS SPANISH LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THEMATIC FIELD
ENGLISH OUTER THEMATIC FIELD INNER THEMATIC FIELD
TYPES TT % IT % PH% H %
ENGLISH 48 13.33% 34 9.44% 9325.83%360 100%
SPANISH 54 15.93% 64 18.88% 16247.79%339 100%
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Types of Linkers in English vs Spanish Letters to the Editor
Figure 18.23 Binders in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
Even though both languages select the use of Binders as their preferred Textual
Theme, there is a statistically significant difference between both languages, being
more abundant its use in English than in Spanish. The choices of the preferred Binder
elements are But (29.27%) in English and Si [If ] in Spanish (34.29%), being Pero [But]
the second preferred choice (28.57%). This contingent vision introduced in Spanish
by Si is performed in English through the use of a wide range of elements such as If
12.20%, While (7.32%), However (7.32%) and When (12.20%).
(243) But we should applaud Lord McAlpine for taking action to discourage thoughtless
and irresponsible tweeting.
(Letter to the Editor: Peer brings twitter to hell. Sentence 2)
(244) Pero estar´ıa bien que a la vista de las u´ltimas noticias sobre supuestos pagos en ne-
gro a trabajadores de sus horas extras, evitando as´ı la correspondiente cotizacio´n
a la Seguridad Social, alguien preguntara al sen˜or Rosell si no ser´ıa ma´s conve-
niente que en lugar de dejar en casa a los funcionarios supuestamente ociosos los
pusie´ramos a vigilar a los empresarios supuestamente tramposos, para que cumplan
con sus obligaciones para con los trabajadores y para con el resto de la ciudadan´ıa.
[But it would be nice to in view the latest news about alleged payments to workers
on their overtime in black money, avoiding the corresponding quote Social Security,
someone will ask Mr. Rosell if it would not be better instead of leaving home idle
public workers, we set them to watch the supposedly cheater entrepreneurs to meet
their deeds to workers and to the rest of the citizenry.]
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(Letter to the Editor:Vigilar a los empresarios. Sentence 2)
(245) Si hacemos un pequen˜o resumen de todo lo acontecido u´ltimamente, veremos que
aqu´ı de miedo, nada de nada, o no hay vin˜a o lo tienen todo atado y bien atado.
[If we make a small summary of everything that has happened lately, we see that
here there is no fear here, or there is no vineyard or he has all well buttoned up.]
(Letter to the Editor:Debar´ıan sentir miedo. Sentence 6)
(246) While the fungus that causes ash dieback may be windblown up to a point, the
greatest threat to our native broadleaves comes from lax quarantine rules in garden
centres and tree nurseries. (Letter to the Editor:Native ash tree hope. Sentence 1)
(247) If any homosexual couple and their guests were willing to sit through that for
the 45 minutes or more of my average-length sermon, I suppose they would have
earned the right to the piece of paper that entitles them to the very few and steadily
diminishing privileges still conferred by the legal state of marriage in this country.
(Letter to the Editor:Gay wedding in church? Are you sure?.
Sentence 5)
(248) However, most road users accept that these crossings are the safest way for a
cyclist to cross a busy road, and if dismounted cyclists cross with the care exercised
by most pedestrians, they are unlikely to bother anyone.
(Letter to the Editor:Correct etiquette for cyclists crossing the road.
Sentence 11)
The scarce use of Linkers in both languages is grouped in Spanish under Y [And]
(42.10%) whereas English uses and, in addition, therefore. . . (65.8%)
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Types of Linkers in English vs Spanish Letters to the Editor
Figure 18.24 Linkers in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
(249) Y me consta que los tra´mites para conseguirla no eran fa´ciles ni ra´pidos: avales,
no´minas, otras propiedades, etce´tera.
[And I know that the procedures to get it not easy nor fast: sureties, payroll, other
properties, etcetera.] (Letter to the Editor: Contra la amnesia. Sentence 7)
(250) And for me this all goes far beyond the tax-avoidance issue, with economic life now
seeming to have become a farcical game of monopoly, with the finance industry and
corporations calling the shots and with both Brussels and national governments
happily dancing to their tune.
(Letter to the Editor: Water companies call the shots. Sentence 10)
(251) Therefore, the problem, to which the Chief of the Defence Staff alludes, is not so
much the size of the Army but how, in an expeditionary age, other than in very
small packets, expeditionary forces can safely and speedily be transported to where
they are needed, and provided with adequate air and sea power support in-theatre.
(Letter to the Editor: Overburdened forces. Sentence 3)
18.4.3.2 Interpersonal: English vs. Spanish in Letters to the Editor
There are 9.44% occurrences of Interpersonal Themes in English and 18.88% in Span-
ish. There is a statistically significant difference between the number of Interpersonal
Themes used in Spanish and the number of these elements used in English.
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Figure 18.25 Interpersonal Themes in letters to t e editor (English vs. Spanish)
Regarding the types of Interpersonal themes used in English, as seen in section
18.4.1.2, there is a clear tendency towards the use of Engagement strategies with a
statistical significant difference over the rest of the categories: 52.94%; Stance 23.53%;
Comment 14.71% and Modal 8.82%.
Spanish types, on the contrary, share the weight of Interpersonal Themes types
evenly between Stance and Engagement (39.06% nd 40.63% respectively). Thus Span-
ish writers seem to show themselves in the text more than English writers do, who tend
to address the reader more rather than showing themselves in the texts.
And/ Y 16.60% 42.10%
O 0.00% 10.53%
For 16.60% 0.00%
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Figure 18.26 Types of Interpersonal Themes in LEs (English vs. Spanish)
English Engagement strategies:
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(252) It is clear that many problems would arise if the legislation as now tabled were
to be implemented.
(Letter to the Editor: Settle this Plebgate stand-off now. Sentence 7)
(253) It is time for the Director of Public Prosecutions to draw a line under the affair,
by charging Mr Mitchell, based on what evidence is available, and co-charging any
officer who it is believed may have lied in the course of their duty.
(Letter to the Editor: Traditional institution of marriage is central
to the welfare of society. Sentence 6)
Spanish Stance strategies:
(254) Creo desde mi modesta opinio´n que es compatible aplicar medidas dirigidas
a reducir el de´ficit pu´blico como ya se esta´ haciendo, eso s´ı con un calendario ma´s
flexible para cumplirlo, con pol´ıticas de crecimiento.
[I think, from my humble opinion, that it is possible to apply measures to reduce
public deficit, as it is in fact been done, but of course with more flexible schedules
and accompanied by growing policies.]
(Letter to the Editor: Otras pol´ıticas s´ı son posibles. Sentence 9)
(255) Me alegra ver que todav´ıa hay personas con principios dentro del partido so-
cialista.
[I’m glad to see that there are still people with principles inside the Socialist Party.]
(Letter to the Editor: La conciencia por encima del cargo. Sentence 2)
Biber and Finegan (1989) suggest as Pounds (2010) comments in her work Writer’s
argumentative attitude: A contrastive analysis of ‘Letters to the Editor’ in English
and Italian that English “stance” may be more often “integrated into text rather than
overtly marked”. This aligns with the results found in the present study along with the
idea pointed out in Pound’s work in relation to the Italian culture, that can be applied
here also to Spanish, and that is that writers argumentation retain more traces of oral
language being thus the speaker’s or writer’s presence more visible in the text.
18.4.3.3 PreHead: English vs. Spanish in Letters to the Editor
The number of PreHead used in the letters to the editor English Corpus is of 25.83%
and in Spanish 47.79%. The difference in the use of these elements is statistically
significant.
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Figure 18.27 PreHead in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
The distribution of PreHeads in the types analyzed are displayed in the following
graph, according to the labels explained in section 11.2.1.
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Figure 18.28 Types of PreHeads in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
In English there is no statistical preference for PH-CCL (43.48%) or PH-Circ
(44.57%) whereas Spanish shows a preference for PH-Circ (40.74%) and PH-Finite
(39.51%) PreHead types instead of PH-CCL (19.75%). This means that Spanish relies
on simple syntactic structures as Prepositional Phrases, Adverbial Phrases or Verbs
in PreHead position, while English uses more complex elements in the expression of
PreHeads, as in:
(256) Whatever people thought of the merits or otherwise of that election, the
majority wanted to vote but knew nothing about the candidates – a particularly
significant point when so many were concerned that the police should not become
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politicised. (Letter to the Editor: How PCC electors were kept in the dark.
Sentence 4)
(257) While privacy laws may have been compromised in the telephone call,
the act itself is a staple of popular radio anywhere in the Western media.
(Letter to the Editor: Bullies and victims in the hoax call row.
Sentence 4)
Contrasting with the simplicity of Spanish PH-Circ and PH-Finite in the following
examples:
(258) Desde entonces, la frase ma´s escuchada era la de que alquilar era “tirar el dinero”.
[Since then, the most well known phrase was that rent was “a waste of money”.]
(Letter to the Editor: Contra la amnesia. Sentence 5)
(259) Construyen AVE minoritarios, aeropuertos sin pasajeros, falsifican empresas, mu-
chos ayuntamientos son nidos prevaricadores.
[They build AVE for minorities, airports without passengers, fake companies...
many municipalities are transgressors nests.]
(Letter to the Editor: Deber´ıan sentir miedo. Sentence 7)
Most of these PH-CCL and PH-Circ are used to set the timeframe of the event
related or to express contingency which, the used to expresses counter argument or a
hypothetical situations to be considered and thought over by the reader.
18.4.3.4 Head: English vs. Spanish in Letters to the Editor
The corpus of English letters to the editor is of 366 complex clauses and 365 in Spanish.
Of these clause complexes 98.36% in Englisha are Thematic clauses and 92.88% in
Spanish. The number of Rhematic clauses in each corpus is of 1.64% in English and
7.12% in Spanish.
The use of Thematic Equatives and Predicated Themes are very few, Thematic
Equatives are used in 0.55% in English (261) and 0.88% in Spanish (262). Regarding
Predicated Themes there are 0.27% ocurrences in the English corpus (260) but not in
the Spanish one.
(260) It is only when Gaza prospers that those Palestinians wanting to hit Israeli
targets will no longer be tolerated.
(Letter to the Editor: Prosperity and peace for Gaza. Sentence 4)
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Thematic Equatives in English and Spanish:
(261) What distinguishes mankind now from what we were then,for good or
ill, is science and technology.
(Letter to the Editor: Intellectual vacuum. Sentence 3)
(262) Lo que los ciudadanos no saben, y ningu´n grupo pol´ıtico parece estar
interesado en contarlo, es que en la actualidad un funcionario puede ser disci-
plinado en un proceso que se lleva a cabo sin garant´ıas procesales y sin la presencia
de un abogado.
[What people do not know, and no political group seem to be interested in telling,
is that now an official may be disciplined in a process that is performed without
process and without the presence a lawyer.]
(Letter to the Editor: Medidas preventivas. Sentence 5)
Syntactic realization
The following chart shows the most frequent syntactic realization of Head in English
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Figure 18.29 Syntactic realisation of Heads in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
Both English and Spanish select as more frequent the usage of Noun Phases (En-
glish 70.56% and Spanish 41.67%) but they present a statistically significant difference
between them.
The second choice in Spanish is the use of Verbs with 33.33%, on the contrary
English uses Noun Phrases followed by Appositions 15.00%.
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Taking a look into these data the use of Verbs in Spanish is realized by the gram-
matical part of the verb, that is, person and tense.
The most frequently used tense is the Simple Present in the 3rd person of the
singular (42.30%):
As in:
(263) Nunca podra´ quedar tan en evidencia la falta de sentido comu´n como en este
caso.
[It could never be so apparent meaninglessness the lack of common sense as in this
case.] (Letter to the Editor: Un cierre incomprensible. Sentence 2)
The next preferred person is the 1st person singular (30.76%). In it, the author
reveals him/herself with a direct voice.
(264) Creo que por fin la mayor´ıa de los catalanes esta´ desenmascarando al independen-
tismo.
[I think at last most Catalans are unmasking the independence movement.]
(Letter to the Editor: El fracaso del independentismo. Sentence 2)
The last most relevant form of the verb selected in Spanish is the 3rd person plural
of Simple Present (15.38%):
(265) Recientemente han desfilado por los plato´s un ex director general de la Guardia
Civil y un ex alcalde de Marbella corruptos; un bailaor flamenco que atropello´
mortalmente a un peato´n y se dio a la fuga; incluso maltratadores, famosos o sin
serlo, que a los pocos d´ıas de ser entrevistados por morbosos presentadores han
seguido acosando a sus v´ıctimas.
[Recently there have paraded by the TV sets a former general director general of
the Guardia Civil and a former corrupt mayor of Marbella, a flamenco dancer who
ran mortally a pedestrian and fled the scene, even abusive, famous or not, that a
few days of being interviewed by morbid presenters have continued to harass their
victims.] (Letter to the Editor: Las televisiones siempre un paso por detra´s.
Sentence 2)
Let’s take a closer look at the Thematic Head realized by the part of the verb
carrying person and tense information of the verb in English, to do so, it is important
to take into account that when verbs appear in English functioning as Heads they do
not do it in Declarative sentences but in Directives, as in:
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(266) Fund candidates to explain their policies, and hold the voting in May when many
families have a walk out after tea to vote – instead of looking out of the window,
deciding it’s too cold, and staying in to watch the football instead.
(Letter to the Editor: A disappointing day for democracy. Sentence 7)
Or in Let constructions:
(267) Let us hope that, for once, lessons really have been learnt by officialdom.
(Letter to the Editor: How PCC electors were kept in the dark.
Sentence 7)
The type of sentences where the verb appears in first position in English is not a
Declarative clause, so its function does not correspond between one language and the
other, the function that Spanish performs with the verb in first position in Declarative
sentences is the one that English does with the use of Pronouns as Head, in fact the use
of Pronouns is of a 44.44% of the total number of Noun Phrases functioning as Heads.
Semantic realization
The following graph shows the Experiential roles used in English and Spanish letters
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Figure 18.30 Semantic realization of Heads in letters to the editor (English vs. Spanish)
As explained in the previous section, processes are used in Spanish
Processes:
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(268) Tell that to my parents as they huddled in the kitchen of their cramped council
flat in north London in the 1950s and 1960s.
(Letter to the Editor: BBC inspires all classes. Sentence 2)
(269) He observado que muchos de ellos llevan vestimenta de color negro o muy oscura,
lo cual hace que no destaquen contra el fondo negro del asfalto.
[I have noticed that many of them wear black clothing or of very dark colour, which
does not make them stand out against the black background of the asphalt.]
(Letter to the Editor: Ciclistas arrollados. Sentence 3)
Actors:
(270) These multinational companies come to Britain to enjoy the benefits of trad-
ing in a secure, politically stable environment, yet do their very best to weasel
out of making any realistic contribution to the upkeep of their host nation or the
education and welfare of its people.
(Letter to the Editor: Put Starbucks out of its misery. Sentence 3)
(271) El pasado 30 de noviembre ASPEPC-SPS inicio´ en el Illustre Collegi de
Doctors i Llicenciats de Catalunya las I Jornadas de Secundaria sobre el fracaso
escolar.
[Last November 30 SPS ASPEPC started in the Illustre Collegi Doctors Catalunya
i Llicenciats the First Conference on Secondary school failure.]
(Letter to the Editor: Las causas del fracas escolar. Sentence 3)
Carriers:
(272) This country has no link with purple. (Letters, November 19).
(Letter to the Editor: No purple pride. Sentence 1)
(273) Gaza es la representacio´n de un odio perpetuo alimentado a lo largo de los siglos,
que solo llega a silenciarse al momento de tomar un respiro para, luego, seguir
adelante.
[Gaza is the representation of a perpetual hatred, fed along centuries, silenced only
when to take a breath, to, afterwards, go forward.]
(Letter to the Editor: La violencia en Gaza. Sentence 1)
18.4.3.5 Rheme: English vs Spanish Letters to the Editor
Both English and Spanish letters to the editor have more occurrences of rheme than
the other types of texts, due to the more colloquial style developed in the Letters.
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Although Spanish accounts for more apparitions of rhematic expressions (7.12%)
than English (1.64%) there is no significant difference between them. Both types of
rhemes respond to the same instances of colloquialism and rhetoric responses in the
development or their arguments, as in can be seen in the following examples:
(274) No change, no chance.
(Letter to the Editor: After the EU speech and gay marriage, what
next for Cameron?. Sentence 3)
(275) No solo desde un punto de vista acade´mico, sino tambie´n desde un punto de vista
formativo.
[Not only form an academic point of view but also from the formative side.]
(Letter to the Editor: Por una educacio´n para los alumnos. Sentence 6)
18.5 Thematic Characterization from a Genre Perspec-
tive: news reports, editorials and Letters to the Ed-
itor
In this section the analysis focuses on news reports, editorial and letters to the editor
from a contrastive genre perspective. The section is organized following the same
structure as the previous ones treating each type of thematic element separately. For
the sake of clarity a further division according to language will be made.
The Corpus of study as described in chapter 16 is composed of three different genres:
news reports, editorials and letters to the editor in English and Spanish.
18.5.1 English and Spanish Textual Themes Across Genres
In English Textual Themes are displayed in the different genres as shown in the
following chart:
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Textual themes
English
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Textual Themes21 120 48
Non Textual Themes317 448 312
Total 338 568 360
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Textual Themes0.06213018 0.21126761 0.13333333
Non Textual Themes0.93786982 0.78873239 0.86666667
Total 338 568 360
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binders 90.48% 66.67% 85.42%
Linkers 9.52% 33.33% 12.50%
Correlatives 0.00% 0.00% 2.08%
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Textual Themes52 91 54
Non Textual Themes
354 499 339
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Textual Themes0.14689266 0.18236473 0.15929204
Non Textual Themes0.85310734 0.81763527 0.84070796
354 499 339
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binders 34.62% 69.23% 64.81%
Linkers 63.46% 28.57% 35.19%
Correlatives 0.00% 2.20% 0.00%
Spanish and mean length of text
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binders 34.62% 69.23% 64.81%
Linkers 63.46% 28.57% 35.19%
Correlatives 0.00% 2.20% 0.00%
Mean length 11.96 17.5 7.30
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Figure 18.31 Textual Themes across genres in English
As shown in the chart above the number of Textual Themes found in News reports
is of 6.21% of the total number of thematic clause complexes in the corpus, in editorials
this amount increases up to 21.13%, and letters to the editor present 13.33%. The data
show that there is a statistical significant difference (P<0.0001) in the distribution of
these elements among the three types of texts, this rejection of the null hypothesis
points to a relation between the use of these elements and the genre of the text in
which they are used. The amount of elements used in editorials is the biggest of the
three, the nature of these elements and the extension of the texts (average extension
of editorials is of 19.56 complex clauses per t xt, N ws eports 11.63 and letters to
the editor 7.32) makes the distribution of textual themes organized as the chart above
shows.
As McCabe & Heilman (2007) correctly comment in their study on Textual Themes,
Binders are not “innocent” regarding interpersonality, and, as they say, these elements
are not mere linkers of ideas but in them the writer inserts his/her opinion in the text,
performing a blending function of conjuncts and subjective markers.
The results depicted in the chart 18.32 reflect this view of editorials and letters to
the editor corresponding with a higher number of Textual Themes of the type Binders
used, whereas in news reports the occurrences of these elements is less.
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News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binder Linker Correlative
Types of Textual Themes across genres in English
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Types of Textual Themes across genres in Spanish
Figure 18.32 Types of Textual Themes across genres in English
In the two relevant ty es: Binders and Linkers the null hypothesis has been rejected
with a P value of less than 0.0001. The distribution of Binders in number in all genres
is always greater than Linkers increasing proportionally in relation to the extent of the
text, from news reports to letters to the editor. Again the fact that editorials are longer
than the rest of the texts seem to be a determinant factor for this numeric distribution
of elements and in terms of percentages and in relation to the use of both types of
Textual Themes, letters to the editor are the ones that use in a smaller amount of
text (7.32 clauses per text) a greater number of Textual elements, and what is more, of
Binders, this strategy allows the writer to introduce counter arguments and hypothesis.
Another factor that is relevant and worth mentioning is the high amount of Binders
in news reports, this fact does not seem to respond to a any sensible explanation in
relation to genre but could rely on a language characteristic, as it will be study in the
following lines.
In Spanish the distribution of Textual Themes among the three genres does not
present a statistical difference according to the results of the chi-square test. In fact
the percentages are almost evenly distributed among news reports (14.69%), editorials
(18.23%) and letters to the editor (15.92%). Although the number of Textual Themes
does not present a significant difference the distribution of its types does, as the P value
is less than 0.0001.
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Figure 18.33 Textual Themes across genres in Spanish
The use of Linkers in Spanish is necessary to the development of the text, in fact
its use is relevant in all three genres. Of the total number of Textual Themes used
in news reports 63.46% were Linkers, in editorials 28.57% and letters to the editor
account for 35.19%. There is always a relevant number of these elements to mark the
continuative flow of the text. This feeling is most relevant in news reports where a
63.46% of Textual Themes are dedicated to this matter, helping in the account of facts
in this genre. Editorials are, on the other hand, where less amount of Linkers are used
highlighting its nature in the preference shown for Binders. Letters to the editor is a
special case where the extension of the text is the least of the three (avg # of clauses
per text: letters to the editor 7.30, editorials 17.5 and news reports 11.69) and, as news
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Figure 18.34 Types of Textual Themes across genres in Spanish
Binders show also a statis ical differ nce among the t re genres. Editorials
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(69.23%) and letters to the editor (64.81%) prefer the use of these elements to news
reports (34.62%). These cohesive elements introduce the counter arguments represen-
tative of editorials and letters to the editor.
English and Spanish Textual Themes The following charts show a comparison
between the use of English and Spanish types of Textual Themes. The red dots indicate
the average length of each type of text in the aim of displaying the relation of the extent
of the texts with the proportional distribution of these types of Textual Themes.
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Figure 18.35 Mean length of English and Spanish texts and use of Textual Themes
The use of Linkers in Spanish is greater than in English in all cases, whereas English
seems to avoid the use of these elements, there is no substitution strategy for them just
the continuity of sentences as in example (276), the idea of evolution of the text is
taken for granted or is not signalled through any other visible mean. As many studies
have shown Vogel (2008), Shaw (2009), Tse & Hyland (2006), Hyland & Bondi (2006),
Charles et al. (2011), the use of Linkers by native English speakers is scarce.
The clearer example on this aspect is shown in news reports where the amount of
Linkers used in English is of 9.52% and in Spanish 63.46%.
(276) The decision was greeted with relief in France, where Mr Strauss-Kahn is seen
as a key figure in President Sarkozy’s drive to remodel and regulate capitalism in
the wake of the financial crisis.
French commentators hailed the role played by Anne Sinclair, Mr Strauss-Kahn’s
wife, a former television presenter, who wrote in her blog: “Everyone knows that
these are things which occur in the life of all couples. This one night adventure is
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now behind us. We love each other as much as we did on the first day.”
(Report: El FMI anuncia ayudas financieras para Ucrania y Hungr´ıa.
Sentences 10,11)
(277) Adema´s, el director gerente del organismo, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, ha
prometido una “importante ayuda financiera” para Hungr´ıa con el objetivo de
estabilizar la economı´a de este pa´ıs centroeuropeo.
[In addition, the managing director of the agency, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, has
promised a “major financial aid” for Hungary in order to stabilize the economy of
this Central European country.]
(Report: El FMI anuncia ayudas financieras para
Ucrania y Hungr´ıa. Sentence 2)
The strategies adopted by both languages in the use of these elements is quite
different. English tends to use Binders leaving aside the use of Linkers as the examples
above show, probably because they do not add any extra information but rather present
the continuative flow of information, meanwhile the introduction of Binders contrast
the previous information, therefore these elements do add something new about the
relationship among clauses.
18.5.2 English and Spanish Interpersonal Themes Across Genres
English does present an extremely significant difference in the use of Interpersonal
Themes across genres (P<0.0001).
Francis (1990) in his study also found a higher frequency of Interpersonal Themes in
editorials and Letters than in news reports, as the first two genres are more “personal
and evaluative, as well as more concerned with persuasion than information, therefore
it is likely to be more direct interaction between writer and reader”
English and mean length of text
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binders 90.48% 66.67% 85.42%
Linkers 9.52% 33.33% 12.50%
Correlatives 0.00% 0.00% 2.08%
Mean length 11.63 19.56 7.32
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English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.30% 26.56% 14.71%
Modal 0.00% 7.81% 8.82%
Stance 0.00% 15.63% 23.53%
Engagement 0.00% 50% 52.94%
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interpersonal Themes 0.28% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.72% 73.44% 85.29%
354 499 339
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.28% 15.79% 12.50%
Modal 0.00% 5.26% 7.81%
Stance 0.00% 10.53% 39.06%
Engagement 0.00% 68.42% 40.63%
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Figure 18.36 Interpersonal Themes across genres in English
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News reports, as it was seen on section 18.2.1.2, does present only one occurrence
of Interpersonal Theme whereas editorials and letters to the editor increase the use of
these numbers up to 14.71% in letters to the editor and 26.56% in editorials.
In relation to the types of Interpersonal Themes, the following chart presents their
distribution in the different genres:
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Figure 18.37 Types of Interpersonal Themes across genres in English
According to the definition given on section 11.1.2, Comments:
Express the speaker or writer’s judgement or his/her attitude to the content of the
message. (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004:81)
These elements present a significant relevant difference in its use through the three
genres, being more frequent in editorials than Letters to he Editor, this responds to the
nature of these texts as “...opinionated genres intended to persuade the reader” (Biber,
1988)
On the other hand, the use of Engagement Strategies in both editorials and letters
to the editor is evenly high (editorials 50.00% and letters to the editor 52.94%) with no
difference in its use among them. The same happens with the use of Stance (editorials
15.63% and letters to the editor 23.53%) and Modal (editorials 7.81% and letters to
the editor 8.82%).
Spanish does also present a significant difference in the use of Interpersonal
Themes across genres (P<0.0001).
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English and mean length of text
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binders 90.48% 66.67% 85.42%
Linkers 9.52% 33.33% 12.50%
Correlatives 0.00% 0.00% 2.08%
Mean length 11.63 19.56 7.32
Interpersonal themes
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interpersonal Themes0.29% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.70% 73.44% 85.29%
338 568 360
0.2958579882
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.30% 26.56% 14.71%
Modal 0.00% 7.81% 8.82%
Stance 0.00% 15.63% 23.53%
Engagement 0.00% 50% 52.94%
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interpersonal Themes 0.28% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.72% 73.44% 85.29%
354 499 339
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.28% 15.79% 12.50%
Modal 0.00% 5.26% 7.81%
Stance 0.00% 10.53% 39.06%
Engagement 0.00% 68.42% 40.63%
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Figure 18.38 Interpersonal Themes across genres in Spanish
News reports only have one occurrence of this type of Interpersonal elements. But
the use of Engagement (editorials 68.42% and letters to the editor 40.63% ) and Stance
(editorials 10.53% and letters to the editor 39.06%) present a extremely significant
difference and a very significant difference respectively, amongst the three genres. On
the other hand the use of Modals and Comments does not present a significant difference
in its distribution.
English and mean length of text
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Binders 90.48% 66.67% 85.42%
Linkers 9.52% 33.33% 12.50%
Correlatives 0.00% 0.00% 2.08%
Mean length 11.63 19.56 7.32
Interpersonal themes
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interpersonal Themes0.29% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.70% 73.44% 85.29%
338 568 360
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English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.30% 26.56% 14.71%
Modal 0.00% 7.81% 8.82%
Stance 0.00% 15.63% 23.53%
Engagement 0.00% 50% 52.94%
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interp rsonal Themes 0.28% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.72 73.44 85.29%
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Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.28% 15.79% 12.50%
Modal 0.00% 5.26% 7.81%
Stance 0.00% 10.53% 39.06%
Engagement 0.00% 68.42% 40.63%
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Figure 18.39 Types of Interpersonal Themes across genres in Spanish
Letters to the editor are characterized as carriers of Stance elements, described by
Hyland as “adopting a point of view in relation to both the issues discussed in the text
and to others who hold points of view on those issues.” This means that the author
shows off in the text clearly, presenting him/herself as the responsible for the opinions
in the text.
On the other hand, editorials as “the voice of the newspaper” are characterized
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by the use of Engagement strategies conveying opinions but not directly, in Hyland’s
words (2005:176):
This is an alignment dimension where writers acknowledge and connect to others,
recognizing the presence of their readers, pulling them along with their argument,
focusing their attention, acknowledging their uncertainties, including them as dis-
course participants, and guiding them to interpretations.
English vs. Spanish Spanish presents more variation in terms of statistical dif-
ferences in the distribution of the types of Interpersonal elements. In fact the variation
in English sticks to the use of Comments whereas Spanish shows distributional discrep-
ancies in Engagement and Stance strategies. Expressions of interpersonality are more
thematic in Spanish than in English, that means that English does not present in the
theme the marks of interpersonality as much as Spanish does.
18.5.3 English and Spanish PreHead Across Genres
English: There is a statistical significance difference in the use of PreHeads across
genres.
Interpersonal themes
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interpersonal Themes0.29% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.70% 73.44% 85.29%
338 568 360
0.2958579882
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.30% 26.56% 14.71%
Modal 0.00% 7.81% 8.82%
Stance 0.00% 15.63% 23.53%
Engagement 0.00% 50% 52.94%
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Interpersonal Themes 0.28% 26.56% 14.71%
Non Interpersonal Themes99.72% 73.44% 85.29%
354 499 339
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Comment 0.28% 15.79% 12.50%
Modal 0.00% 5.26% 7.81%
Stance 0.00% 10.53% 39.06%
Engagement 0.00% 68.42% 40.63%
PreHead
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PreHead 16.57% 31.33% 25.83%
Non PreHead Themes83.43% 68.67% 74.17%
338 568 360
100%
Englsih News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PH-Circ 57.14% 55.06% 44.57%
PH-CCL 42.86% 40.45% 43.48%
PH-Finite 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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Figure 18.40 PreHead across genres in English
As the figure above shows there is an increase in the use of PreHeads from the
formal writing of news reports (16.57%) to letters to the editor (25.83%) and editorials
(31.33%). Although there seems to be a direct relation between the subjectivity of the
genre with the use of these elements, the reason may be related to the need of these two
types of texts to set a frame to the story accounted giving more information to help
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the reader understanding the argumentation whereas in news reports these elements
are used to set time and place as pure informative elements.
In the following chart there is a detail of the types of PreHeads found:
100%
Englsih News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PH-Circ 57.14% 55.06% 44.57%
PH-CCL 42.86% 40.45% 43.48%
PH-Finite 0.00% 4.49% 11.96%
PreHead News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PreHead 34.75% 38.88% 25.83%
Non PreHead Themes 65.25% 61.12% 74.17%
Non Interpersonal Themes
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PH-Circ 73.17% 50.52% 40.74%
PH-CCL 9.76% 30.41% 19.75%
PH-Finite 17.07% 19.07% 39.51%
English
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Actor 28.99% 31.69% 33.06%
Sayer 34.32% 9.86% 5.56%
Carrier 13.61% 32.30% 29.17%
Senser 6.51% 5.99% 11.11%
Processes 0.00% 0.00% 1.67%
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Actor 36.16% 35.27% 23.30%
Sayer 20.90% 10.82% 5.31%
Carrier 36.16% 26.25% 9.73%
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Figure 18.41 Types of PreHead across genres in English
The difference relies mostly in the PH-Finite type of elements that in English are
represented by directive and imperative sentences rather than declaratives, these sen-
tences are more typical of non-formal language thus the use of them increases from its
scarce use in news reports (0%) then editorials (4.49%) and finally letters to the editor
(11.96%). This is a distinguishing factor among the three genres, something that does
not happen with the use of PH-Circ and PH-CCL. Its use is evenly distributed between
news reports (PH-Circ 57.14% and PH-CCL 42.86%) editorials (PH-Circ 55.06% and
PH-CCL 40.45%) and letters to the editor (PH-Circ 44.57% and PH-CCL 43.48%).
Spanish: presents more variation in the choices of these elements, with a statis-
tically significant difference between PreHeads among genres (fig. 18.42) as well as an
extremely statistical difference amidst the three types of PH: PH-Circ, PH-CCL and
PH-Finite (fig. 18.43)
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PreHead
English News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PreHead 0 4.49% 11.96%
Non PreHead Themes99.70% 95.51% 88.04%
338 568 360
Englsih News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PH-Circ 57.14% 55.06% 44.57%
PH-CCL 42.86% 40.45% 43.48%
PH-Finite 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
PreHead News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PreHead 34.75% 38.88% 25.83%
Non PreHead Themes 65.25% 61.12% 74.17%
Non Interpersonal Themes
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
PH-Circ 73.17% 50.52% 40.74%
PH-CCL 9.76% 30.41% 19.75%
PH-Finite 17.07% 19.07% 39.51%
English
News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Actor 28.99% 31.69% 33.06%
Sayer 34.32% 9.86% 5.56%
Carrier 13.61% 32.30% 29.17%
Senser 6.51% 5.99% 11.11%
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Figure 18.42 PreHead across genres in Spanish
PH-Circ set the frame of the text through the use of simple syntactic forms, as
mentioned in section 11.2.1, these forms present a statistically significant difference
among the three genres. news reports (73.17%) are the ones that use them more
frequently, setting Time and Place of the event, editorials follow them with an amount
of 50.52% and letters to the editor use up to 40.74% (see sections 18.2.2.3, these two
types of texts use PH-Circ for other purposes 18.3.2.3 and 18.4.2.3 for more details).
PH-CCLs reflect a higher syntactic complexity, its use increases in editorials
(30.41%) and in letters to the editor (19.75%) whereas in news reports there is not
much presence of these elements (9.76%). It is interesting to note that although the
length of letters to the editor is lower than editorials (letters to the editor 7.30 and
editorials 17.5) the use of PH-CCL in letters to the editor is in proportion very high
revealing syntactic density in this genre.
A special case that differs from English is the use of PH-Finite forms realized by
the lexical part of the verb, the use of imperatives and questions. These elements
present a statistically significant difference in their realisation across genres. The use
of these forms increases as the informality of the language used rises in relation to the
type of texts, thus: news reports (17.07%) editorials (19.07%) and letters to the editor
(39.51%)
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PreHead
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Figure 18.43 Types of PreHead across genres in Spanish
As the graph shows it can be said that the syntactic complexity of PreHeads in
Spanish is related to genre, realized by PH-CCL and PH-Finite, using more objective
language implies the use of less number of PreHeads and less complexity of the ones
used, at the same time PH-Circ decreases in the opposite direction: less used when the
language tends to be less formal.
English vs. Spanish: The contrast of English vs Spanish on the distribution
of these elements differ only in the different uses of PH-Finite, and this, as explained
above is a language specific characteristic.
The most relevant function that PreHead perform in both languages is the expres-
sion of Time in all genres and both languages, the idea of immediateness is present in
the three genres as Newspapers are related to the account of recent facts from different
perspectives, news reports take care of facts that have just happened (Clark, 1975),
editorials present the opinion of the Newspaper on recent news events (Van Dijk, 1989)
and letters to the editor express the reader’s opinion on hot topics (Va´zquez y del
A´rbol, 2005).
There is a contrast (P<0.0001) is in the use of Place and Contingency expressions in
both languages ranging, in the case of Place to a relevant use in news reports 14.29%
in English and 7.32% in Spanish to an almost non existent appearance in letters to
the editors (English 3.23% Spanish 0.62%) (in editorials they express Place 2.81% in
English and 7.73% in Spanish). This fails within the nature of this type of texts as
news reports give account of issues that have to be set in Place and Time.
Contingency on the contrary introduces counter arguments or hypothesis, more
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used in editorials (English 30.90% Spanish 21.13%) and letters to the editor (English
25.81% Spanish 16.67%) than in news reports (English 5.36% Spanish 8.94%). New
Reports for this same purpose use Quotations as the justification of their reasoning.
Evidence (English 10.71% Spanish 13.82%) and Quotations (English 19.64% Span-
ish 0.81%) appear only in a remarkable amount in news reports and are almost inexis-
tent in the other two genres. Through these strategies news reports approach reliable
sources to present objective and identifiable points of view (more occurrences are found
in English than in Spanish as explained on sections 18.2.1.3, 18.2.2.3 and 18.3).
18.5.4 English and Spanish Head Across Genres
As it was pointed out in several occasions along this presentation of results, all thematic
clauses analyzed have Head, therefore the focus will fall upon its syntactic and semantic
realizations.
Syntactic realizations
English presents a statistically significant difference in the distribution of the use
of Noun Phrases and Noun Phrases followed by Appositions across the three genres.
Noun Phrases are realized mainly by Pronouns, Proper Nouns and Determiner
plus Noun formations. These are found with a statistically significant distribution
among the three genres. As the following figure (18.44) shows the use of Pronouns
increases from news reports (14.47%), to editorials (35.48%) and letters to the editor
(51.57%) being this tendency contrary to what happens with Proper Nouns (news
reports 27.19%, editorials 17.19% and Lettters to the Editor 9.54%) and Determiner
plus Nouns formations (news reports 22.81%, editorials 15.40% and Lettters to the
Editor 13.39%). This seems to be related to the type of language used in the different
languages. The objectivity of news reports makes direct reference through the use of
Proper Nouns to the subject of the news. Editorials, being longer in extension use both
less Proper Nouns and more Pronouns to refer to an already mentioned entity. Finally,
letters to the editor use more Pronouns than the other two texts because they refer to
an already known person or fact, that has been been stated with a high probability in
the headline. This type of texts, as its extension is very short, does not introduce new
entities in the text, but refer all the time to the same known subject.
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DATA
% News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Pronouns 14.47% 35.84% 51.57%
Proper Nouns27.19% 17.19% 9.54%
Det-Nouns 22.81% 15.40% 13.39%
% News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Pronouns 5.56% 15.15% 49.29%
Proper Nouns36.67% 29.44% 8.57%
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Figure 18.44 NPs realization across genres in English
Noun Phrases followed by Appositions (Np-App) are widely used in editorials
(22.36%) and news reports (23.96%) being less common in letters to the editor (15.00%).
This seems to confirm the use of Nouns followed by Appositions as adders of informa-
tion to help in the identification of the subject. This can be done in longer texts, being
this strategy less necessary in shorter texts.
Spanish Noun Phrases, as in English, present a statistically significant difference
in its distribution among the three genres. Pronouns and Proper Nouns are found
in the three types of texts with a statistical significant difference, whereas the use
of Determiner plus oun f rmations are evenly distributed without relevant disparities
among genres (news reports 35.00%, editorials 35.50% and letters to the editor 27.86%).
As the graph shows the increase in the use of Pronouns from news reports to letters to
the editor is very significant. The same movement but on the opposite direction is the
one experienced by the use of Proper Nouns that decrease also significantly from its
use in news reports to letters to the editor. This behaviour is determined by the type
of genre. One thing that has to be taken into account is the use in Spanish of verbs
in first position, diminishing the use of Pronouns as a language specific characteristic,
this fact affects the three genres in the same extent.
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Figure 18.45 NPs realization across genres in Spanish
Noun Phrases followed by Appositions uses in Spanish are significantly different
distributed among genres: news reports use 28.25%, similar amount than editorials
with 32.46%, letters to the editor, on the other hand, use only 15.48%.
English and Spanish The use of Noun Phrases and its most common realiza-
tions: Pronouns, Proper Nouns and Determiner plus Nouns, present a similar distri-
bution in both genres, what points to a genre related difference in the use of these
elements.
Pronouns are more used in letters to the editor than in the other two genres, show-
ing a decrease from editorials to news reports. Proper Nouns experiment the same
behaviour but in the opposite sense than Pronouns being more numerous in news re-
ports than in letters to the editor. Determiner plus Nouns formation are the ones
that present in both languages less variation, in fact Spanish does not even present a
significant difference in the use of these elements in the three genres.
Finally Noun Phrases followed by Apposition also reveal the same pattern according
to each genre in both languages: news reports and editorials make a relevant use of
these elements whereas letters to the editor do not.
Semantic realizations
English presents a statistical difference in the use of Sayer, Carriers, Senser and
Processes among genres.
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PreHead
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Figure 18.46 Experiential roles across genres in English
The figure above (fig. 18.46) shows these data graphically.
The only experiential role that is found evenly in all three types of text is Actors.
Francis (1990) also noted a higher frequency of Sayers (people quoted or whose
words were reported on) in Theme position in News Reports. Sayers are the preferred
choice of news reports (34.32%), while editorials and letters to the editor use them only
in a 9.86% and 5.56% respectively. To explain these choices it is necessary to refer to
the definition of news reports as White (1998) puts it the striving for objectivity makes
it necessary to go to authoritative voices and present their opinion in direct quotations,
as in the examples:
Carriers are used to present opinions as facts, going away from the objectivity of
news reports (13.61%), they are more used in editorials (32.3%) and letters to the editor
(29.17%).
The use of Sensers is not vey high in any of the three types of texts but it is more
relevant in letters to the editor (11.11%) where the author gives an opinion of a person
or fact based on his/her feelings and beliefs. (New Reports and editorials only use
Senser in 6.51% and 5.99% respectively). As Sensers, Processes are found in letters to
the editor (1.67%) being in the other two types of texts inexistent. This experiential
role comes from non-declarative sentences in English, which more common in a less
formal writing as letters to the editor could be.
Spanish experiential roles analyzed are all distributed with a statistically significant
difference among the three genres.
The use of Actors among the three genres is almost as high as the use of Carriers
in news reports (36.16% and 36.16%) and in editorials (35.27% and 26.25%). The
difference in the use of these elements is found in letters to the editor where Actors are
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used in 23.30% and Carriers a 9.73%. There is not a clear cut in the use Carriers and
Actors among genres except for letters to the editor.
Spanish News Reports Editorials Letters to the Editor
Actor 36.16% 35.27% 23.30%
Sayer 20.90% 10.82% 5.31%
Carrier 36.16% 26.25% 9.73%
Senser 3.95% 6.01% 9.73%
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Figure 18.47 Experiential roles across genres in Spanish
The use of Sensers is not very numerous in any of the three genres, although an
increase can be noted from its scarce use in news reports (3.95%) to the most numerous
in letters to the editor 9.73%, going through a mid step with editorials using 6.01%.
Finally Processes as the other two genres have an increase in its use from the more
formal news reports with the lowest use of this element 10.73%, editorials 11.02% and
letters to the editor 28.32% where the number of Processes used is the highest.
It can be said that the use of experiential roles in Spanish show more relevant
differences in the use of both news reports and editorials in front of letters to the
editor.
English and Spanish. Experiential roles are elements that show a statistical
significant difference in almost all their types and both languages. In English the use
of Actors is the only element that remains constant in all three genres (news reports
28.99% editorials 31.69% letters to the editor 33.06%) whereas in Spanish they present a
statistically significant difference among genres (news reports 36.16%, editorials 35.27%
letters to the editor 23.30%).
Carriers in both languages present a statistical difference in its use, but English is
the one that uses this device in less objective type of texts, on the contrary Spanish
does not present a clear difference in its use among news reports and editorials.
Processes are influenced by the language specific peculiarity of Spanish (see section
11.2.1.2) but do present the same pattern both in English and Spanish being more
numerous in letters to the editor than in any of the other two genres. This is due
to the use of questions and directives in English in this type of texts, less objective
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than the language used in news reports where there are only declarative sentences.
In Spanish the findings present the same pattern but not because of sentences others
than declaratives but because of the use of verbs in first position as a more colloquial
strategy proper of editorials and letters to the editor.
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Annotating Thematic Progression Patterns
19.1 Corpus
The study on Thematic Progression patterns within Moves is carried out on a sample
corpus of fifty two texts evenly extracted from the three genres of study of the larger
corpus where the thematization has been analyzed (16). The texts are distributed as
follows: sixteen news reports (eight in English and eight in Spanish), sixteen editorials
(eight in English and eight in Spanish) and twenty letters to the editor (ten in English
and ten in Spanish) (part of the results of this study are presented in Morato´n & Lavid
(2013), Morato´n et al. (2012), Lavid et al. (2013c).
19.2 Models for the Study of Moves and Thematic Pro-
gression
This chapter reviews the theoretical basis under which the analysis of moves in the first
place and thematic progression in the second has been carried out.
The approach to the study of moves and thematic progression has taken into consid-
eration both aspects at the same time, considering that thematic progression patterns
map into moves. Therefore the study, first identifies moves as understood by the litera-
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ture in each genre, and once these moves are located in the texts, then is when the study
of thematic progression is developed, relating the idea of moves to its performance in
terms of thematic progression.
We have made previous studies on this topic in Lavid et al. (2011), Morato´n et al.
(2012) and Morato´n & Lavid (2013). Not many studies have been carried out in
this very same line but other authors have similarly studied rhetorical structures and
thematic progression pattern in Research Articles as Khany & Nejad (2010) or in oral
speech Taboada & Lavid (2003) or in second language learning as Gruber & Muntigl
(2005). Va´zquez y del A´rbol (2005) studies editorials and letters to the editor in
biomedical magazines.
In the following sections I give a brief account of the methodology and main theo-
retical models used for the analysis (results can be found in section 19.3)
19.2.1 Moves
For the identification of moves the concept applied is the one contained in Generic
Structure Potential (GPS from now on) coined by Halliday & Hasan (1989). The three
main tenants of the theory can be broadly summarised in the the following three ideas:
1. Halliday & Hasan (1989:5) take into consideration the “context of situation” as
“the total environment in which a text unfolds”, this context is understood as
the sum of field, tenor and mode, that is, the who, what is taking place and what
role the language plays. Collectively they constitute the “register” of the text.
(Halliday & Hasan, 1989:12)
The surface structure underlying texts, context, can be used for making predic-
tions about text structure and the sequence and order of elements in which they
are organized. This configuration consists of: field of discourse, tenor of discourse,
and mode of discourse, these elements can be thought of as defining variables.
Field: what is happening, refers to the social situation that is taking place.
Tenor: who is participating, refers to the status and roles of the partici-
pants.
Mode: the organization of the text, the communicative channel in which
the communicative event takes place.
2. The structure underlying texts can be used for making predictions about its deeps
and surface structure, thus every genre has a Generic Structure Potential (GSP),
consisting of obligatory, optional, and recursive elements, in Hasan words:
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(...) associated with each genre of text - i.e. type of discourse - is a generalized
structural formula, which permits an array of actual structures. Each complete
text must be a realization of a structure from such an array. The generic
membership of the text is determined by reference to the structural formula
to which the actual structure can be shown to belong. A text will be perceived
as incomplete if only a part of some recognizable actual structure is realized
in it; and the generic provenance of a text will remain undetermined, if the
part so realized is not even recognizable as belonging to some distinct actual
structure.
(Hasan, 1978:229)
3. The definition of Genre is given by obligatory elements and their sequence, the
function of optional elements may account for variation of the main type of text.
In the following sections I will give a detail account of the move structure for news
reports, editorials and letters to the editor.
19.2.1.1 News Reports
As White (1997) argues, news reports present an orbital structure in which there is a
core realized by the headline plus the lead and a posterior development of the event.
This simple structure is represented by the merge of the headline and lead (these
are separated in the present study to be comparable to the other genres where these
elements appear in separated stages) being the core information of the News followed
by a posterior development stage where the qualification, elaboration and explanation
of the first move takes place.
Bronia (2005) explains the so called ‘orbital’ structure as allowing the writer to
change the display of Move 2, adding or deleting details, without affecting the rest of
the coherence and functionality of the text
The structure presents a simple display as shown in the following table:
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Table 19.1 GSP news reports moves according to White (1997)
GSP News Report moves
Move 0 (H) Headline It is a summary of the lead. The head-
line in the vast majority of cases exactly
repeats part of the informational content
of the lead
Move 1 (PI) The Lead: Presenting the is-
sue
The core subject matter of the report
Move 2 (FI) Facts about the issue Does not introduce new information but
elaborates, contextualises or justifies the
lead
19.2.1.2 Editorials
As Fowler points out as cited by Bronia (2005) in his work is that in editorials what is
distinctive is “that they employ textual strategies which foreground the speech act of
offering values and beliefs”. This inner aim of editorials has its reflection on the moves
structure of the genre.
In the next table it is how Ansary & Babaii (2005) describe the GSP of editorials
result to a study carried out on 30 editorials of the Washington Times:
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Table 19.2 GSP editorial moves according to Ansary & Babaii (2005)
GSP Editorial moves
Move 0 (H) Headline Establishes the theme around which the
editorial is centred
Move 1 (BI) Providing background infor-
mation
Setting the scene to give background infor-
mation on the major issue addressed in the
text to later develop it
(AI) Addressing an issue This is the reason for the existence of the
editorial, this is the motivation for the ed-
itorial itself and the subsequent presenta-
tion of the debate
Move 2 (A) Argumentation This element refers to the process of argu-
mentation (A - 1 and A - 2) and the argu-
ments produced. It is in this part where
the editorial displays its full power of per-
suasion
(A -1) Developing of the argumen-
tation
Exposition of facts
(A -2) Closing the argumentation Evaluation
Move 3 (AP) Articulating a position This element specifies the newspaper posi-
tion in relation to the topic at stake, de-
scribing the angle form which it looked at
the discussed issue
Ansary & Babaii (2005) found that some of these elements appeared always in the
editorials studied being some others not always found. as such they defined compul-
sory and optional elements. Obligatory elements are: Headline, Addressing an Issue,
Argumentation, and Articulating a Position and optional elements Background Infor-
mation, Initiation of Argumentation and Closing the argumentation, these elements do
not always appear in this order but may vary in the scheme of apparition. A general
structure may well be the following:
(Hˆ[(BI).AI]ˆ{(IA)ˆA− 1ˆA− 2ˆ...(CA)}n)
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19.2.1.3 Letters to the Editor
In Ghadessy (1983) study of letters to the editor, where he analyzes 43 letters from
the Daily Mail, proposes the Situation, Problem, Solution and Evaluation structure.
According to it, and as Bronia (2005) puts it each of these elements do not correspond in
a one to one relationship to a paragraph identification, in fact, in one single paragraph
more than one move can be identified, indeed “it is not uncommon to find one-paragraph
letters including all the four categories” (2005:32).
Ghadessy (1983) explains that these elements do not have to follow a fixed linear
pattern of appearance but rather each of them can take any place, being interchangeable
in order, this is what he called the “loop” approach.
Based on Ghadessy, Bronia (2005:169) proposes the following Generic Structure
Potential of letters to the editor in the three parts structure depicted in the following
table.
Table 19.3 GSP letters to the editor moves according to Ghadessy (1995)
GSP Letters to the Editor moves
Move 0 (H) Headline Establishes the theme around which the
editorial is centred
Move 1 (I) Introducing the issue Settling the issue: refer to a published arti-
cle, pointing to the problem, stating one’s
position
Move 2 (A) Outlining the arguments Evaluates the causes and effects, proposes
causes of action or provides background in-
formation
Move 3 (C) Closing Restating one’s position, makes a pledge
an appeal for cooperation, etc...
19.2.2 Thematic Progression
For Thematic progression patterns the same theoretical tenants as the ones exposed in
Morato´n & Lavid (2013) will be followed. As Eggins (2004:324) defines it, the texts’
method of development is “how Thematic elements succeed each other” and those are
defined by Downing & Locke (2006:246) in four main types: linear, constant, derived
and split, as it is summarize in the following figure:
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“How	  ThemaRc	  elements	  succeed	  each	  other”	  (Eggins	  2004:	  324)	  	  
	  
ThemaJc	  progression	  
LINEAR	  PROGRESSION	   CONSTANT	  PROGRESSION	  
DERIVED	  PROGRESSION	   SPLIT	  THEME	  PROGRESSION	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme1	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme2	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme3	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Th	  -­‐>	  Rh	   Th-­‐>	  Rh	  
Th	  -­‐>	  Rh	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Theme	  -­‐>	  Rheme	  
Figure 19.1 Types of Thematic Progression patterns
1. Simple linear progression
Downing adapts form Danes the definition as “something introduced as new in-
formation in the Rheme of the first clause is taken up to be the Theme of the
second. The wording need not be identical.”
(1) El producto interior bruto (PIB) registro´ una contraccio´n del 0,1% en el tercer
trimestre del an˜o (equivalente a un ritmo anual de ca´ıda del 0,3%), el peor
dato desde la u´ltima crisis econo´mica, en 2001.
[Gross domestic product (GDP) shrank by 0.1% in the third quarter of the
year (equivalent to an annual rate of decrease of 0.3%), the worst figure since
the last economic crisis in 2001.]
(2) El motivo de este frenazo reside en la mayor ca´ıda del consumo -motor de la
primera economı´a del mundo- de los u´ltimos 28 an˜os y el pesado lastre de la
devaluacio´n de la vivienda, en medio de la peor crisis financiera desde la Gran
Depresio´n.
[The reason for this slowdown lies in the greater drop in consumption-engine
of the world’s leading economy of the last 28 years and the heavy burden of
the devaluation of house pricing, in the midst of the worst financial crisis since
the Great Depression.]
(Report: “La crisis financiera lleva a Estados Unidos al borde de la
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recesio´n.”)
2. Continuous progression (constant Theme)
The same Theme is maintained in the following clauses, creating a continuous
reference chain.
(3) For the full-year ending June 2009, Microsoft forecasts earnings per share to
range between $2.00 to $2.10 on revenue from $64.9 billion to $66.4 billion.
(4) Microsoft’s previous estimates called for earnings per share from $2.12 to $2.18
and revenue ranging from $67.3 billion to $68.1 billion.
(5) Microsoft’s guidance for the current quarter was marginally lower than Wall
Street was expecting.
(Report: “Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector.”)
3. Derived progression
In this third type, the different themes of a number of Theme–Rheme structures
are all relate to a ‘hypertheme’ or ‘global topic’. This type turned out to be one
of the most relevant patterns in the study.
(6) Sigue imputado
[Still impeachment]
(7) El presidente de la Generalitat valenciana, Francisco Camps, comparecio´ ayer
como imputado ante el Tribunal Superior de Justicia de la Comunidad Valen-
ciana, del que salio´, (...)
[The President of the Generalitat Valenciana, Francisco Camps, appeared yes-
terday under impeachment in the High Court of Justice of the Valencian Com-
munity, from where he came out (..)]
(8) El tribunal facilito´ una escueta nota en la que afirma que “el proceso sigue su
curso”.
[The court provided a brief note in which it was stated that ”the process is
ongoing.”] (Editorial: “Sigue Imputado.”)
4. Split progression
It is a mixture of Linear progression (type 1) and Continuous progression (type
2), this is explained in the following figure from Downing & Locke (2006:249):
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Figure 19.2 Split Theme
19.3 Analysis & Results of the Study of Moves and The-
matic Progression
This chapter presents the analysis and results of the study of the thematic progressions
patterns found within moves. The analytical model followed for the study is described in
sections 19.2.1 and 19.2.2, where a detailed account of the concept of Generic Structure
Potential given by Halliday & Hasan (1989) and its extension by Ansary & Babaii
(2005) are given, along with organizational charts with the GSP of news reports 19.1,
editorials 19.2 and letters to the editor 19.3. An explanation of Thematic Progression
given by Danes (1974), Eggins (2004) and Downing & Locke (2006) and followed in
this analysis are also given.
The chapter is organized as follows: a presentation of the Corpus of study, then
an individual analysis of each genre in terms of Thematic Progression patters within
Moves in English and Spanish and, finally, a comparison among the three genres under
study.
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19.3.1 News Reports
This section presents the analysis and results obtained in the study of Moves and the
Thematic Progression patterns that characterizes them. news reports Move structure,
as table 19.1 shows consists of three moves.
Move 0 Headline
Move 1 The lead: presenting the issue
Move 2 Facts about the issue
Move 0 corresponds to the headline, that in Bell’s (1991:20) words is ”an abstract of
the abstract”, that in Spanish tends to be longer and more explanatory that the English
one that are shorter and direct with a ”distinctive telegraphic syntax” (1991:160), as
the following examples show:
(9) Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price.
(10) Barclays recibe 9.200 millones de fondos soberanos para evitar acudir al fondo de
Brown.
[Barclays receives 9200 millions of state funds to avoid calling Browns’ funds.]
Move 1 for Bell (1991:20) “the lead paragraph is the journalists primary abstract
of a story” and it is devoted to the clarification of the previous headline, in most cases
in no more that 4 or 5 sentences, in this move there is often an exact repetition of what
it has already been stated in the headline adding more information to contextualize the
issue. In terms of the amount of complex clauses that perform this function are only
of 10.61% in English and 16.21% in Spanish of the total amount of clause complexes
that conform the texts. From a thematic point of view the transition from this Move
0 to Move 1 is done through a constant thematic pattern, this strategy reinforces the
idea of repeating the idea stated on the headline. Move 1 also revealed to be the move
where more information is added to the same topic, using predominantly this constant
progression in both languages English 75% and Spanish 45%.
(11) Move 0 Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up Price.
Move 1 Opec’s mettle will be tested next week when the cartel assembles in Vi-
enna at a hastily convened meeting to discuss the economic crisis and whether the
exporters’ club should take action to arrest the fall in the price of crude oil.
(News Report: Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up
Price.)
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(12) Move 0 Barclays recibe 9.200 millones de fondos soberanos para evitar acudir al
fondo de Brown.
[Barclays receives 9200 millions of state funds to avoid calling Browns’ funds.]
Move 1 El Barclays recurrira´ en su mayor parte a inversores del Golfo Pe´rsico para
llevar a cabo una ampliacio´n de capital de hasta 7.300 millones de libras (9.305
millones de euros), ha comunicado hoy el banco brita´nico al regulador de la Bolsa
de Londres.
[Barclays will use mostly Gulf investors to carry out a capital increase of up to 7.300
billion pounds (9.305 million euros), the British bank informed today the London
Stock Exchange bank regulator.]
La entidad emitira´ 3.000 millones de libras (3.822 millones de euros) en opciones
sobre acciones, destinadas a esos inversores a´rabes, (. . . )
[The company will issue 3.000 billion pounds (3.822 million euros) in stock options,
aimed at Arab investors (. . . )]
(News Report: Barclays recibe 9.200 millones de fondos soberanos
para evitar acudir al fondo de Brown.)
Move 2 presents the facts about the issue, this move gives the details on the piece of
news introduced by Move 0 and 1, in fact the extension of this move in both languages is
longer than any other move both in English (89.38%) and in Spanish (83.78%). In this
second move similar patterns are found in thematic progression in English and Spanish,
each new move is introduced by a derived theme that is developed by either constant
or linear themes. The number of English constant themes is 20.79% and linear themes
28.71%. In Spanish the amount of constant themes is of 21.51% and linear themes are
34.41%. Although Spanish shows a preference for the selection of linear themes instead
of constant themes it does not present a statistically significant difference.
Example (13) shows the behaviour of constant themes in English and example (14)
presents a linear pattern in Spanish news reports.
(13) For the full-year ending June 2009, Microsoft forecasts earnings per share to range
between 2.00to2.10 on revenue from 64.9billionto66.4 billion.
Microsoft’s previous estimates called for earnings per share from 2.12to2.18 and
revenue ranging from 67.3billionto68.1 billion.
Microsoft’s guidance for the current quarter was marginally lower than Wall Street
was expecting. (News Report: Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector.).
(14) El producto interior bruto (PIB) registro´ una contraccio´n del 0,1% en el tercer
trimestre del an˜o (equivalente a un ritmo anual de ca´ıda del 0,3%), el peor dato
desde la u´ltima crisis econo´mica, en 2001.
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[Gross domestic product (GDP) shrank by 0.1% in the third quarter of the year
(equivalent to an annual rate of dicrease of 0.3%), the worst figure since the last
economic crisis in 2001.]
El motivo de este frenazo reside en la mayor ca´ıda del consumo -motor de la primera
economı´a del mundo- de los u´ltimos 28 an˜os y el pesado lastre de la devaluacio´n de
la vivienda, en medio de la peor crisis financiera desde la Gran Depresio´n.
[The reason for this slowdown lies in the greater drop in consumption-engine of the
world’s leading economy of the last 28 years and the heavy burden of the devaluation
of house pricing, in the midst of the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression.]
(News Report: La crisis financiera lleva a Estados Unidos al borde de
la recesio´n.)
To sum up, the only difference that can be observed in English vs Spanish news
reports is the tendency in Move 2 for linear themes in Spanish instead of constant
themes that are the ones preferred in English.
19.3.2 Editorials
Editorials move structure is longer than news reports due to the nature of these texts
that account for a mean extension in terms of sentences per text of 19.56 for English
and 17.5 for Spanish. This genre accounts for four different main moves:
Move 0 Headline
Move 1 Addressing the issue
Move 2 Argumentation
Move 2.a (op) Providing background information of developing of the ar-
gument
Move 2.b (op) Evaluation or Closing argumentation
Move 3 Articulating a position
Move 0 corresponds to the headline, in this case of a very different nature than
news reports, this tends to be short and with a metaphorical sense that does not let
the reader grasp at first sight what the content of the article is about.
(15) A confession is not enough.
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(16) Sigue imputado.
[Still impeachment]
Move 1 develops and clarifies the topic of the editorial as the headline is not
often enough. This move is not very long although there is a striking difference in
its extension between English 5.40% and Spanish 16.51%. The thematic transition of
Move 0 to Move 1 is done through derived thematic progression, and this is something
found in all editorials and both languages, what makes sense regarding its explanatory
nature of the metaphorical headline, what is more in 50% of texts in English and 45%
of texts in Spanish the only constituent of this move is performed by this derived theme
on its own. The second most preferred pattern is the derived-linear pattern (English
30% Spanish 30%) that is an introduction of the issue to the reader and its posterior
development through the linear pattern.
(17) Move 0 A confession is not enough.
Move 1 Even if Lance Armstrong had come across as the most contrite of penitents
– which he did not – an interview with Oprah Winfrey on American TV is not
sufficient to allow the cyclist to draw a line under his disgrace and “move on”.
(Editorial: A confession is not enough.)
(18) Move 0 Sigue imputado.
[Still impeachment]
Move 1 El presidente de la Generalitat valenciana, Francisco Camps, comparecio´
ayer como imputado ante el Tribunal Superior de Justicia de la Comunidad Valen-
ciana, del que salio´, (...)
[The President of the Generalitat Valenciana, Francisco Camps, appeared yesterday
under impeachment in the High Court of Justice of the Valencian Community, from
where he came out (..)]
El tribunal facilito´ una escueta nota en la que afirma que “el proceso sigue su curso”.
[The court provided a brief note in which it was stated that “the process is ongoing”.]
(Editorial: Sigue imputado.)
Move 2 is the core of the editorial where the author outlines the arguments and
it also takes the longer extension of the text (English 51.26% and Spanish 58.71%).
This longer span of text allows even for the appearance of submoves as Ansary &
Babaii (2005) explain that corresponds to the developing of the argument, evaluation
or exposing facts and the closing of the argumentation.
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What the analysis revealed is that these sub-moves do not appear in a sequence
pattern but rather in a leap frogging fashion where there is an exposition submove
followed by an evaluative one and then back again to exposing some arguments and
evaluating them. This long moves starts with the use of a derived theme, again acting
as a starter and then a development that in English is done through the use of split
themes (16.08%) linear (20.28%) and constant progression patterns (16.78%). On the
other hand, Spanish uses the same starting point with a derived theme and develops
the argument mainly through the use of linear patterns (29.69%). The distribution of
these elements in submoves reveal that in the second move the number of submoves
found in English are 24 explanatory and 25 evaluative realized by 82 and 65 sentences
respectively. This points to a more extensive explanatory move in terms of senteces
(82) grouped into 24 submoves followed by a shorter (65 sentences) its evaluative parts
grouped into 25 submoves. This structure shows the complexity of this move which is
reinforced by the finding of elements of move 3. The following table exemplifies this
idea:
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Table 19.4 GSP example of editorial Move 2
GSP Editorial moves 2
Move 2.a Exposition of facts - Providing background information:
(1) David Cameron gave a succinct explanation in the House of Commons yesterday for his
determination to strike a new deal with the European Union.
(2) He warned that the most dangerous position this country could take in the light of
changes being forced by the eurozone sovereign debt crisis would be to stand back and say
we are going to do nothing about it.
(3) The Prime Minister said that Britain had to fight for the new deal it wants “so then we
can ask for the consent of the British people to settle this issue once and for all”.
Move 2.b Evaluation:
(4) This will be the broad thrust of the much-anticipated speech on Europe that he will
deliver in the Netherlands tomorrow.
(5) Mr Cameron hopes it will quell the growing restiveness in his own ranks over the issue,
though that is probably a forlorn hope.
(Back to) Move 2.a Exposition of facts - Providing background information:
(12) Yesterday, the Fresh Start group of more than 100 Tory MPs published a manifesto for
change, but not withdrawal.
(13) This vigorous debate includes those who advocate withdrawal and those, led by Michael
Heseltine and Kenneth Clarke, who caution against any serious attempt to challenge the
status quo.
Move 3 Articulating a position - Recommendation:
(16) If Mr Miliband deems this worthy only of his sneers, he is making a serious mistake.
(17) But his response is characteristic of the internationalist Left, who are quick to champion
every country’s point of view except their own.
(Back to) Move 2.b Evaluation:
(20) They do not want Britain to rock the boat.
(21) Sir Nigel Sheinwald, formerly our ambassador to both the EU and Washington, spoke
in the authentic voice of the Brussels elites yesterday when he warned that “a Britain on the
sidelines of Europe, even more out of Europe, would not be in the American interest and
would not be in the interest of other major European partners”.
(22) Such threats are par for the course, but are essentially empty.
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In Spanish these submoves are shorter than in English, probably due to the shorter
extension of the move itself. The explanatory submove (2.a) is realized by 29 clauses and
the evaluative submove (2.b) by 35. These sentences are grouped into 13 submoves each.
The structure shows the same leap frogging movement than in English but with a longer
extension of evaluative moves what suggests a more subjective treatment of editorials
in Spanish, whereas English seems to be more balanced between the explanatory side
and the evaluative one.
Move 3 articulates the position of the author after finishing with the exposition
and evaluation of facts. This move presents a significant difference in extension between
English (43.32%) and Spanish (24.77%). It is possible that the longer evaluative part
of Spanish Move 2 integrates the evaluative function that this Move 3 does in English.
The extension of this third move is much longer than moves 0 and 1 but shorter than
2. In the analysis of this move it is found that, as in move 2, there were elements
similar to the submoves described by Ansary & Babaii (2005), in this case they have
been called informational units, these units develop one idea. Each of these pieces start
with a derived theme, which in many cases is its only constituent (English 47.36% and
75% Spanish). The next preferred patterns are derived–linear in English (26.31%) and
derived-constant in Spanish (15%).
19.3.3 Letters to the Editor
In letters to the editor the analysis of the Thematic progression patterns are not as
straight forward as in the other two genres, this is due to the short extension of these
texts, that, as said in section 19.2.1.3 citing Bronia (2005:169) “in one single paragraph
more than one move can be identified”. The GSP proposed by Ghadessy:
Move 0 Headline
Move 1 Introducing the issue
Move 2 Outlining the arguments
Move 3 Closing
Regarding the mentioned extension, the mean length of these texts is of 7.32 clauses
per text in English letters to the editor and 7.30 clauses per text in Spanish. Despite
this fact, in the present analysis there were no move changes inside the same paragraph,
and the results confirm the structure proposed by Ghadessy (above). Almost all texts
in both languages respond to the structure of the four moves explained above. There
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is one single case in which the last move (Move 3 Closing) does not appear in the text,
which is not representative.
Headlines in Move 0, both in English and Spanish, are in mid way between the char-
acteristics of editorials and news reports headlines, that is, they are not as metaphorical
as editorials’ nor so self explanatory as news reports’, they introduce the topic of the
Letter giving the reader a hint on what it is going to be about.
(19) Schools in need of discipline.
(20) Euro por receta.
[Euro per prescription]
Move 0 as Lo´pez Maestre (1997:163) observes in her study on headlines, these of
letters to the editor “are mostly formed by independent nominal phrases and can be
said to have a nominal style defined by the absence of verbs”. In fact in the sample
selected for this study the use of verbs in the headlines if any, appear in its non finite
form: Dangerous ways to raise money, Baﬄing rail fares, Un cierre incomprensible [An
incomprehensible close], La violencia en Gaza [Violence in Gaza]
Move 1 introduces the issues, referring directly to the matter that will be given
the opinion upon. This move does take a mean of one to three sentences long, that is
21.57% of the clauses of the English texts and 18.09% of in the Spanish corpus. This
move takes a clear and explanatory style where the presentation of the matter at stakes
is plainly stated. The transition between Move 0 to Move 1 is done through a derived
theme in 80% of texts in English and in the same amount in Spanish:
(21) Move 0 Schools in need of discipline.
Move 1 Richard Garner (News, 16 November) reports that Buckingham University
has recently shown that nearly 30 per cent of trainee teachers last year had not
taken up teaching posts six months later, and that 52 per cent of teachers under the
age of 60 are not within the classroom. For Alan Smithers, one of the authors, to
argue that the Government’s Teaching Agency should withdraw funding for places
from teacher training providers who perform poorly in supplying recruits to the
profession is wholly inappropriate.
(Letter to the Editor: Schools in need of discipline.)
(22) Move 0 Euro por receta.
[Euro per prescription]
Move 1 El Gobierno de la Comunidad de Madrid sigue defendiendo la necesidad
de poner el copago de un euro por receta.
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[The Comunidad de Madrid Government continues to advocate the need to charge
an euro copayment per prescription.] (Letter to the Editor: Euro por receta.)
Within this move, and due to its short extension there are not long patterns reflected
but rather what it is seen is that in English Move 1 is realized by isolated sentences
in 90% of cases and of those 80% are realized by a derived theme. In Spanish only
50% of the moves are realized by isolated clause complexes, being 60% realized by
derived themes and 40% by Linear themes. This difference in the realization of Move
1 by isolated sentences in English and more than one in Spanish is considered to be
statistically significant. The elements realized by more that one sentence in Spanish
show the following distributional pattern: DDD, DD, DL, DLD, DD (being D derived,
and L linear Thematic Progression). This is not relevant enough as to establish an
alternative pattern rather that the consideration of derived as the preferred Thematic
progression pattern both for English and Spanish in Move 1.
Move 2 outlines the writer’s arguments in the main body of the text. English
devotes to this move 54.90% of the clause complexes and Spanish 58.51%.
Again the extension of the text determines the nature of this move in letters to the
editor being quite simple in comparison to the display of patterns variety of editorials
and news reports.
(23) Move 2 The biggest problem facing trainee teachers, and most teachers, is the poor
behaviour that teachers experience day in, day out.
(Letter to the Editor: Schools in need of discipline.)
(24) Move 2 Supongo que cuando se toman este tipo de medidas hay profesionales que
estudian todos los impactos que ello puede producir.
[I guess when such measures are taken is because there are professionals who study
all impacts this may cause.]
Pero en este caso considero, desde mi profesio´n de me´dico, que esta´n dejando fuera
aspectos tan importantes como no valorar que muchas personas, y muy preferente-
mente los parados, las personas de bajos salarios y los jubilados, puedan dejar de
comprar su medicacio´n en cuanto los s´ıntomas disminuyan; o peor au´n, desde el
primer momento.
[But in this case I think, from my medical profession, that they are leaving out rele-
vant aspects such as not taking into account that many people mostly unemployed,
those on low wages and retirees who can stop buying their medication as soon as
symptoms subside; or worse, from the first moment.]
(Letter to the Editor: Euro por receta.)
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19.3 Analysis & Results of the Study of Moves and Thematic Progression
In English the thematic types used are derived 60.17%, linear 21.43%, constant
10.71% and split 7.14%, choosing with a statistically significant difference the use of
derived rather that linear, constant or split themes.
In Spanish the thematic types used are derived 58.18%, constant 18.18%, linear
12.73% and split 10.91%, as in English, the preference are derived themes.
Regarding the distributional patterns present in both languages are the pattern
DD being this structure obvious since the amount of these elements found are far more
numerous than the other types. DL or LD in English are the second preferred pattern
but these are found in such scarce number that there is no relevance in its number
of appearances. Spanish on the other hand presents a wider variety of occurences,
being as in English DD the preferred one, the most common varieties point to the use
of constant themes rather that linear themes as English does, finding the following
patterns DC (four occassions), in three texts, being the more complex DLC.
Move 3 Closes the Letter with a recommendation or a final thought of the writer
wrapping up the Letter. This last move acts as a final conclusion to the previous
stated arguments. This move is parallel in extension to the first move (Move 1) closing
in circular structure the Letter. The amount of clauses devoted to this last move in
both languages is quite similar, of 23.53% in English and 23.40% in Spanish. This
short move is realized in 80% of cases by isolated sentences in English and 40% of
cases in Spanish. Spanish closing structures are longer than English but this difference
is not considered statistically significant. In English the realization of this move is
done through 66.67% of derived themes, 25% of constant themes and 8.33% of linear
themes. It is not a statistically significant difference, although it shows a tendency for
the realization of this move by derived themes. In the case of Spanish Closing move
is performed by derived themes in 90.9% and 9.1% by linear themes. In Spanish the
difference is statistically significant showing a clear preference for the use of this type
of thematic progression.
(25) Move 3 As a teacher, the depressing statistics do not surprise me.
(Letter to the Editor: Schools in need of discipline.)
(26) Move 3 Se sabe que los ingresos hospitalarios aumentan en torno a un 2% anual
en los casos de abandono de tratamiento.
[It is known that hospital admissions increased by around 2% annually for treatment
abandonment.]
¿Nadie es consciente de esto?.
[Is there anyone aware of this?]
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Y de lo ma´s importante, del incremento del riesgo de los pacientes.
[And of the most important thing, the increase risk of patients.]




The present part summarizes and discusses the results of the manual corpus annotation
in terms of thematic characterization (chapter 18) and moves and thematic progression
(chapter 19).
In chapter 11, I focussed in detail the model of thematization empirically validated
in the previous part of the study and applied to the analysis of the bilingual corpus
(described in section 16). The analysis and results (in chapter 18.1) are presented
from a language and a genre perspective. From the language point of view, each genre
is analyzed in Spanish and English and the results compared and commented. In the
second perspective, from a genre point of view, all thematic elements are compared
based on the type of texts to which they belong. The analysis yields interesting results
in the selection of the thematic elements both from a language and genre viewpoint.
From the generic point of view, the following results were obtained:
In News reports, although both languages present a direct and informative
style, they achieve these goals through different procedures. The use of Textual
elements is scarce in both languages, the little occurrences presented in English
are chosen to be of the type Binders whereas Spanish tends to use more Textual
elements of the type Linkers seeming to add in the concatenation of ideas. The
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position held by PreHeads are covered by the use of expressions of time following
what Bell (1991:155) highlights about the overturning of temporal sequences in
news reports, these expressions are build on adverbial groups and prepositional
phrases (PH-CCL ) in English. Spanish opts for simpler expressions (PH-Circ).
Another interesting feature of PreHeads is that is is revealed as the Spanish
preferred slot, being a pro-drop language, for the lexical part of the verb when it
appears in first position. In English this only occurs when the type of sentences
are questions or directives. The position of quotations in news reports is another
key difference among English and Spanish. English up fronts its apparitions to the
PreHeads whereas Spanish delays the apparition of quotations in the rheme that
can be traced by the use of a verb with a communicative meaning. The realization
of Heads are balanced between English and Spanish in the use of Noun Phrases
and Noun Phrases followed by Appositions, both elements more frequently used
in English where Spanish uses verbs, in this case, its grammatical information.
These verbs both in English and Spanish, in its semantic role, act, as Francis
(1990) pointed out as Actors and Sayers.
In editorials the distributional map of thematic elements changes drastically.
Due to the longer and explanatory nature of the texts, the use of Textual Themes
increases in both languages. There is also an increase in the use of Interpersonal
Themes that reveal the strong presence of the author in the text, in most cases
in the form of Engagement where the writer relates to the readers in respect to
his/her position in the text (Hyland, 2001). In PreHeads the forms are evenly
distributed preferring both languages the use of the more simple forms of PH-
Circ for the expression of Time and more complex (and less frequent) for the
expression of Contingency, introducing counterarguments or hypothesis. A lan-
guage characteristic of Spanish is the apparition of the lexical part of the verb in
this position. In Head position appears the use, although in not many occasions,
of Thematic Equatives and Predicated Themes, symbol again of the presence of
the writer who through these means “is conscious that (he/she) is asserting or
denying something in a firm way” (Mart´ınez Lirola, 2008). The realizations of
Noun Phrases are Pronouns as the first option chosen for English, instead of this
strategy Spanish uses Verbs in first position avoiding the explicit mark of the
subject, English cannot do so, the need of a subject mark leads to the use of,
in this case, Pronouns, whereas Spanish relies in the grammatical information of
the verb. Another language characteristic is the use in English of common nouns
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(noun not preceded by determiner) in subject position whereas Spanish does not
present any occurrence of this kind, this, as Pe´rez-Leroux et al. (2004) notes,
“. . . English allows in subject position bare plural Noun Phrases while Spanish
and some other Romance languages do not”. The semantic realizations belong to
Actors and Relational processes in this type of genre.
In Letters to the editor it is important to highlight the short extension of this
type of texts that will influence certain thematic choices. It happens with Tex-
tual Themes that reflect the nature of these texts in the use of Binders both in
English and Spanish, Linkers, although less used in both cases, are preferred by
Spanish rather than English. Interpersonal Themes are expected to appear more
due to the nature of the texts, and they do and also reveal a language specific
strategy to reveal the presence of the author in the text: English who selects
the use of Engagement approach to show the author in the texts, does so in less
number than Spanish who selects in a varied form both Stance and Engagement
forms in higher numbers than English. Does this mean that English authors do
now show themselves in the texts? Rather the explanation points to the reason
given by Pounds (2010) who says that English “stance” may be more often “inte-
grated into text rather than overtly marked”. In PreHead position the selection
of simple syntactic constructions in Spanish rather than English marks the ten-
dency of this language to express in this slot Time and Contingency through the
more complex formations of PH-CCL. In Head the apparition of Thematic Equa-
tives and Predicated Themes point to the more colloquial feature of this type
of texts. The preferred syntactic realization of Head is that of Noun Phrases in
both languages, although English presents a statistical significant difference in its
number, Spanish balances this selection with the use of verbs in first position. In
this type of texts, contrary to the other genres analyzed there are other types of
clauses than declaratives, therefore it can be also studied the use of verbal forms
in Head position in English directives and questions. The choice of experiential
elements is more varied appearing in relevant numbers: Actors, Carriers, Senser,
Sayers and Goal (and the special mention of processes in Spanish as a language
characteristic).
From the language-specific point of view, the thematic study yielded the following
results:
Textual Themes: the use of Linkers in Spanish is greater than in English in all
cases, the idea of evolution of the text is taken for granted and it is not signaled
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through any other visible mean. As many studies have shown Vogel (2008), Shaw
(2009), Tse & Hyland (2006), Hyland & Bondi (2006), Charles et al. (2011), the
use of Linkers by native English speakers is scarce. The use of Binders are used
to contrast the previous information, therefore these elements do add something
new about the relationship among clauses.
Interpersonal Themes: In his study Francis (1990) also found a higher fre-
quency of Interpersonal Themes in editorials and letters to the editor than in
news reports, as the first two genres are more “personal and evaluative, as well
as more concerned with persuasion than information, therefore it is likely to be
more direct interaction between writer and reader”. Comments in English present
a significant relevant difference in its use through the three genres, being more
frequent in editorials than Letters to he Editor, this responds to the nature of
these texts as “...opinionated genres intended to persuade the reader” (Biber,
1988). On the other hand, the use of Engagement Strategies in both editorials
and letters to the editor is evenly high (editorials 50.00% and letters to the editor
52.94%) with no difference in its use among them. The same happens with the
use of Stance (editorials 15.63% and letters to the editor 23.53%) and Modal
(editorials 7.81% and letters to the editor 8.82%).
Spanish news reports only have one occurrence of Interpersonal elements. But the
use of Engagement (editorials 68.42% and letters to the editor 40.63% ) and Stance
(editorials 10.53% and letters to the editor 39.06%) present a extremely significant
difference and a very significant difference respectively, amongst the three genres.
On the other hand the use of Modals and Comments does not present a significant
difference in its distribution. Letters to the editor are characterized as carriers
of Stance elements, described by Hyland as “adopting a point of view in relation
to both the issues discussed in the text and to others who hold points of view on
those issues.” This means that the author shows off in the text clearly, presenting
him/herself as the responsible for the opinions in the text.
On the other hand, editorials as “the voice of the newspaper” are characterized
by the use of Engagement strategies conveying opinions but not directly.
Spanish presents more variation in terms of statistical differences in the distribu-
tion of the types of Interpersonal elements. In fact the variation in English sticks
to the use of Comments whereas Spanish shows distributional discrepancies in
Engagement and Stance strategies. Expressions of interpersonality are more the-
matic in Spanish than in English, that means that English does not present in
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the theme the marks of interpersonality as much as Spanish does.
PreHead: the most relevant function that PreHead perform in both languages is
the expression of Time in all genres and both languages, the idea of immediateness
is present in the three genres as Newspapers are related to the account of recent
facts from different perspectives, news reports take care of facts that have just
happened (Clark, 1975), editorials present the opinion of the Newspaper on recent
news events (Van Dijk, 1989) and letters to the editor express the reader’s opinion
on hot topics (Va´zquez y del A´rbol, 2005).
There is a contrast (P<0.0001) is in the use of Place and Contingency expressions
in both languages ranging, in the case of Place to a relevant use in news reports
14.29% in English and 7.32% in Spanish to an almost non existent appearance in
letters to the editors (English 3.23% Spanish 0.62%) (in editorials they express
Place 2.81% in English and 7.73% in Spanish). This fails within the nature of
this type of texts as news reports give account of issues that have to be set in
Place and Time.
Contingency on the contrary introduces counter arguments or hypothesis, more
used in editorials (English 30.90% Spanish 21.13%) and letters to the editor
(English 25.81% Spanish 16.67%) than in news reports (English 5.36% Spanish
8.94%). New Reports for this same purpose use Quotations as the justification
of their reasoning.
Evidence (English 10.71% Spanish 13.82%) and Quotations (English 19.64%
Spanish 0.81%) appear only in a remarkable amount in news reports and are
almost inexistent in the other two genres. Through these strategies news reports
approach reliable sources to present objective and identifiable points of view (more
occurrences are found in English than in Spanish as explained on sections 18.2.1.3,
18.2.2.3 and 18.3).
Head: the use of Noun Phrases and its most common realizations: Pronouns,
Proper Nouns and Determiner plus Nouns, present a similar distribution in both
genres, what points to a genre related difference in the use of these elements.
Pronouns are more used in letters to the editor than in the other two genres,
showing a decrease from editorials to news reports. Proper Nouns experiment the
same behaviour but in the opposite sense than Pronouns being more numerous
in news reports than in letters to the editor. Determiner plus Nouns formation
are the ones that present in both languages less variation, in fact Spanish does
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not even present a significant difference in the use of these elements in the three
genres.
Finally Noun Phrases followed by Apposition also reveal the same pattern accord-
ing to each genre in both languages: news reports and editorials make a relevant
use of these elements whereas letters to the editor do not.
Experiential roles are elements that show a statistical significant difference in
almost all their types and both languages. In English the use of Actors is the
only element that remains constant in all three genres (news reports 28.99%
editorials 31.69% letters to the editor 33.06%) whereas in Spanish they present a
statistically significant difference among genres (news reports 36.16%, editorials
35.27% letters to the editor 23.30%).
Carriers in both languages present a statistical difference in its use, but English
is the one that uses this device in less objective type of texts, on the contrary
Spanish does not present a clear difference in its use among news reports and
editorials.
Processes are influenced by the language specific peculiarity of Spanish (see
section 11.2.1.2) but do present the same pattern in English and Spanish being
more numerous in letters to the editor than in any of the other two genres. This
is due to the use of questions and directives in English in this type of texts, less
objective than the language used in news reports where there are only declarative
sentences. In Spanish the findings present the same pattern but not because
of sentences others than declaratives but because of the use of verbs in first
position as a more colloquial strategy proper of editorials and letters to the editor.
Moves & Thematic progression
In chapter 19 the analysis of thematic progression patterns and moves (GSP) yields
the following results, summarized in the following figure:
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Table 20.1 Contrastive table of moves and thematic progression patterns
Moves News Reports Editorial Letter to the Editor
M. 0 Explicative headline Metaphorical headline Summarizing headline
M. 1 Presenting the issue Addressing the issue Introducing the issue
ThP Constant Derived Derived
M. 2 Facts about the issue Argumentation: eval, facts Outlining the arguments
ThP Hypertheme Constant Eng Hypertheme Derived Derived
Hypertheme Linear Spa
M. 3 Articulating a position Closing
ThP Hypertheme Derived Derived
The table above presents a summary of the study carried out on GSP and their
thematic progression patterns within them. It reveals that the organization of moves
(GSP) in both languages and genres is quite similar, finding in editorials the main dif-
ferences. Although both languages display a complicated organization of information in
submoves with an intermingling of evaluative submoves and expositions of facts, Move
2 in Spanish editorials acquires a special relevance taking from Move 3 part of its func-
tion and extension. The thematic progression patterns selected in English and Spanish
show a common preference for the Derived theme as a trigger of moves, submoves and
units of information. This finding gives an important clue for the identification of these
elements. In letters to the editor, due to their short extension moves are realized by
isolated clause complexes or they are so short in extension that is difficult to identify a
hypertheme and its posterior development takes the headline as constant hypertheme
that is developed according to each move in the letter itself.
In the other two genres, news reports and editorials present a difference among
English and Spanish in the development of these moves, being English prone to use
constant themes where Spanish uses linear thematic progression.
Regarding genres, editorials and letters to the editor use more derived themes
whereas news reports use constant or linear progression patterns. News reports and
letters to the editor stick to the theme introduced in the headline and add information
to it while editorials state related hyperthemes that are further evolved, evaluated or
opinionated. All these particular features lead us to reach a general conclusion: the use
of thematic progression patterns is relevant for the identification of moves and units of
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In this Part I will focus on the steps taken towards automating the annotation of the
thematic features which were manually annotated by the author of this dissertation,
as described in Part D above (Annotating a Larger Corpus). As can be inferred from
the reading of Part D, the manual annotation process is a lengthy and time-consuming
task that relies on human annotation to ensure that the created dataset is the ‘gold
standard’ and is of high-quality. Therefore, after this lengthy process I decided to in-
vestigate the possibility to automate it and compare the results obtained using each
method: human-coded or automatic annotation. The remainder of this Part is orga-
nized as follows: First, I will describe the tool used to annotate the English and the
Spanish datasets. This is the GATE annotation platform, whose interface is easily
accessible and it offers a wide range of available resources as well as the integration
of our own APIs containing rules for automatic annotation of thematic features. In
English the bootstrapping allowed for the creation of an automatic application (API)
for the annotation of Theme (chapter 24). A ‘translation’ process began where the
guidelines are transformed into JAPE rules. In Spanish, on the other hand, it was not
possible to develop a full automatic annotation process within GATE due to difficul-
ties in integrating existing processing resources into the platform, as it will be shown
below (see chapter 25). Finally, once the automatic annotation (for English) and the
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semi-automatic (for Spanish) were completed, a comparison of the results obtained was
carried out (chapters 26.1 and 26.2). Two main results are derived from this work: (i)
the reliable automation of the annotation process for thematic features in the English
dataset ; and (ii) the creation of a bilingual (English-Spanish) corpus of newspaper
texts from different genres, fully annotated with thematic features, and which can be




For the current investigation, I decided to use GATE Tool General Architecture for Text
Engineering, (Cunningham et al., 2011). This is a multipurpose tool that supports com-
puter scientists with the possibility of developing in JAPE annotation applications; and
a general graphical interface: GATE Developer that provides “a rich set of graphical in-
teractive tools for the creation, measurement and maintenance of software components
for processing human language” (Cunningham et al., 2011).
The reason for the selection of this tool can be summarized in the requirements
specified by Orasan (2003):
1. Easy to use with a minimum time required to learn how it works.
2. Friendly interface hiding unnecessary details, as XML tagging, from the anno-
tator.
3. Multitasking so the annotators do not need to learn how to use a new tool for
different tasks.
4. Multi language ensures consistency between annotators that can use a language-
independent tool.
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Some relevant concepts cited by GATE’s authors (Cunningham et al., 2011), are
essential for the understanding of the tool, such as annotation sets, that are groups of
annotations; or processing resources: plugins that create annotations on documents,
these plugins automatically annotate the document or corpus and can be arranged in
sequences, allowing for consecutive annotations of various types in different layers.
The following GATE components have been used throughout this process:
1. Processing Resources (PRs). Some of the PRs used for the annotation of the
corpus are provided by GATE. In the following lines I refer to the ones used in
this study. These are arranged in different layers: first the three layers for the pre-
processing or bootstrapping, namely: Morphosyntactic, syntactic and semantic
layer; and a fourth layer, called Functional Layer which is the one developed for
the automatic annotation of Thematic Features for the English corpus. This ap-
plication is developed in JAPE and added to GATE as a new layer of annotation,
that is, as another Processing Resource.
(a) Morphosyntactic Layer
The morphosyntactic layer makes use of ANNIE resources. ANNIE is A
Nearly-New IE system (Cunningham et al., 2011) its components are in-
cluded in GATE. Among them the following have been used:
• Tokenizer: ANNIE English and Spanish Tokeniser splits the text into
very simple tokens as numbers, punctuation and words of different types.
• Segmentation: ANNIE Sentence Splitter segments the text into sen-
tences, our units of analysis. This resource is the same for both lan-
guages
• Part of Speech Tagger: ANNIE PoS Tagger produces a part-of-speech
tag as an annotation on each word or symbol, this is used for English.
Spanish makes use of Tree Tagger, although not part of ANNIE re-
sources, it is also available in GATE.
(b) Syntactic Layer
This layer of annotation has only been used for English, since at the moment
when this study was carried out there were no reliable and available syntactic
parsers for Spanish1. English makes use of the Stanford Parser. The tag-set
used by Stanford in its annotations comes from the Penn Treebank project
(Mladova´ et al., 2008). For the description of the different types of sentences
1The use of Freeling or Meaning Cloud was not available as a downloadable PR for GATE
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it is necessary to identify them in the Penn Treebank tag-set, to be able to
construe rules appropriately.
(c) Semantic Layer
These annotations are not strictly needed for the identification of the The-
matic Field or its components but it will be of use in further exploitation of
the annotated corpus.
• Number annotation: Numbers Tagger is a Processing Resource provided
by ANNIE that annotates numbers.
• Date annotation: Date Tagger is a Processing Resource provided by
ANNIE that identifies and annotates dates.
(d) Functional layer
This final layer is a new Processing Resource that has been created in JAPE
(Java Annotation Patterns Engine) to annotate the Thematic Field and its
components. The prior condition needed for its proper functioning is that
the documents have been previously annotated with the morphosyntactic,
syntactic and semantic parsers, described above, and at token level.
2. ANNIC. The other component of GATE used in this study is ANNIC (ANNo-
tations In Context) (Cunningham et al., 2010) a tool for indexing and retrieving
information integrated within the data stores. This tool allows for querying and
studying the context where the annotations occur. The queries can be very com-
plex as its language is based on JAPE. Statistical analysis can be carried out over
the results obtained and these export to external files. This tool has been used
to extract data from the automatically annotated corpora to compare it with the
manual annotation.
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The corpus used for the automatic annotation was the same that was manually an-
notated and stored in Excel files, as described in Part D above. For the automation
task, the corpus was subdivided into three subcorpora, each corresponding to the three
genres analyzed in this study, as shown on table 23.1:
Table 23.1 Corpus for automatic annotation
Corpus English Texts Spanish Texts
Reports 30 30
Editorials 30 30
Letters to the Editor 50 50
Total 110 110
As to corpus metadata, Bird & Simons (2001) explain that linguistic resources
are increasingly expanding but the accessibility to these resources is not always easy
and web indexation to find these resources is not always sufficient. They propose and
encourage linguists to keep a proper documentation of their work in metadata.
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Metadata is said to be “data about data” and it serves for different purposes that
ranges from the proper storage and exploitation of the data to a posterior retrieval of
the annotated corpora, if accessible through the internet. The Open Language Archives
Community (OLAC) is probably the best system to organize information contained in
corpus metadata for inclusion in the OLAC search engine (Hughes, 2005). However, the
progress of my automatic annotated corpora still needs further development until it can
be included in OLAC. For that reason, corpus metadata in this study was organized by
creating a correlation between the corpus file names and a XML archive data storage,
as shown in figure 23.1 below:
The naming of the files will ensure the unique identification of each text under the
following structure:
Figure 23.1 Metadata file format
The names of the archives could have in 001 either NR (news reports), Ed (editori-
als) or LE (letters to the editor). In 002 the available languages Eng (English) or Spa
(Spanish) and in 003 the number of the text ranging from 1 to 50. The corresponding
file extension is added after the dot, depending on whether it is a preprocessed text
(.TXT) or a processed text in XML format.
Figure 23.2 Example of a file name
In order to preprocess the corpus in GATE, all texts were transformed from the
original file (normally HTML or XML as they are gathered from the Internet) to .TXT
(UTF-8) each in a separate file, and named with an ID, which identifies each text in an
Excel file that contains all metadata. The Excel file has the ID for the text in each row
and the following fields: Title, Genre, Newspaper, Language, Date and Author. An
example of the metadata page is shown in Figure 23.3 (the full metadata are presented
in appendix E):
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ID Title Genre Newspaper Language Date Author
NR_Eng_01 Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF, escapes dismissal over 
affair
News Report Times online English 2008 Adam Sage
NR_Eng_02 Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price News Report Times online English 2008 Carl Mortished
NR_Eng_03 Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector News Report Times online English 2008 Suzy Jagger and Mike Harvey
NR_Eng_04 Dutch Government to inject €10bn of fresh capital into ING savings 
bank
News Report Times online English 2008 Lilly Peel
NR_Eng_05 G7 'preparing to drive down the yen' News Report Times online English 2008 Leo Lewis
NR_Eng_06 Ukraine agrees terms of $16.5bn rescue by IMF News Report Times online English 2008 Lilly Peel
NR_Eng_07 Barclays rejects government funding, secures £5.8bn from Qatar and 
Abu Dhabi
News Report Times online English 2008 Grainne Gilmore
NR_Eng_08 US economy officially on brink of recession News Report Times online English 2008 Gary Duncan
NR_Eng_09 Narrow win for 'Merkel's Mac' in Lower Saxony News Report The Independent online English 2013 Tony Patterson
NR_Eng_10 Georgian protesters want President Saakashvili out News Report The Independent online English 2013 Reuters
NR_Eng_11 Top executive suppressed report damning Barclays News Report The Independent online English 2013 James Moore
NR_Eng_12 Think-tank calls for new strategy to fire up the economy News Report The Independent online English 2013 Ben Chu
NR_Eng_13 Santander eyes a double bank buy with £2bn tag News Report The Independent online English 2013 James Thompson
NR_Eng_14 Tesco opens fifth dotcom store News Report The Independent online English 2013 James Thompson
NR_Eng_15 UK firms to bid for Japan's nuclear clean-up News Report The Independent online English 2013 Mark Leftly
NR_Eng_16 Hilco UK emerges among favourites to give HMV a spin News Report The Independent online English 2013 James Thompson
NR_Eng_17 UK seems likely to lose EU battle over limits on bonuses News Report The Independent online English 2013 Nick Goodway
NR_Eng_18 Cameron backs AgustaWestland despite Indian bribery scandal News Report The Independent online English 2013 Tom Bawden
NR_Eng_19 Green hails LA Topshop while he eyes Dreams News Report The Independent online English 2013 BN
NR_Eng_20 Pound takes another hit on German resurgence News Report The Independent online English 2013 Russell Lynch
NR_Eng_21 Striking gold: Royal Mint moves back into Indian market News Report The Independent online English 2013 Russell Lynch
NR_Eng_22 Mario Draghi says talk of currency war 'excessive' News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Telegraph Staff and agencies
NR_Eng_23 Lower income earners being squeezed hardest News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Jessica Winch
NR_Eng_24 Pound land: Derelict houses in Liverpool to be sold for just £1 News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Telegrah Staff
NR_Eng_25 MPs call for tax avoiders to be 'named and shamed News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Richard Blackden
NR_Eng_26 A third of Britons fail to save News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Agencies
NR_Eng_27 Bovis and Persimmon post jump in profits News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Rachel Coopers and agencies
NR_Eng_28 City refuses to panic over the loss of UK's AAA credit rating News Report The Telegraph online English 2013 Russell Lynch
NR_Eng_29 Stop ministers seeing official stats early – MPs News Report The Independent online English 2013 Ben Chu
NR_Eng_30 Markets set for sterling sell-off after AAA setback for Britain News Report The Independent online English 2013 Ben Chu
Ed_Eng_01 David Cameron's mixed signals on terrorism Editorial The Independent online English 2013 Editorial
Ed_Eng_02 A dilemma that wont go away Editorial The Independent online English 2013 Editorial
Ed_Eng_03 Obama must seize the chance to make history Editorial The Independent online English 2013 Editorial
Ed_Eng_04 Stop all the demonising of new EU migrants Editorial The Independent online English 2013 Editorial
Ed_Eng_05 A confession is not enough Editorial The Independent online English 2013 Editorial
Ed_Eng_06 Mali's Islamists are too dangerous to be ignored Editorial The Independent online English 2013 Editorial
Figure 23.3 Metadata example
As shown in Figur 23.3, the first column contains t e unique ID for each text,
the second c lumn lists the title, the third one the g nre, the fourth column shows
the source of the tex , the fifth the language, the sixth t e date and the seventh the
autho . Thus, the list of the preprocessed texts in the archive looks like this (the full
preprocess corpus i available in appendix E):
Figure 23.4 Folder with preprocessed files
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Automatic Annotation of Theme in English
24.1 Corpus Preprocessing
The preprocessing or ‘bootstrapping’ of the English corpus with GATE consisted of the
following steps: segmentation, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, and parsing. This
means that certain categories will be automatically pre-annotated, these annotations
will be used as a basis for the annotation of Theme, a higher level annotation. Each of
these is pre-annotations are described in detail below.
1. Segmentation
In this process the string of characters which form what it is known as a ‘text’ is
segmented into sentences, the unit of analysis. The tool used for this process is the
‘Sentence Splitter’, which is domain-and-application-independent (Cunningham
et al., 2011). It works on a cascade of finite-state transducers that segments text
into sentences. It uses a list of abbreviations to distinguish full-stops of sentences
from other possible dots. The result is the following:
• the unit of analysis appears as ‘Sentence’
• the space in the sentence break as ‘Split’ annotation with two possible values
‘Internal’ for exclamations or question marks and ‘External’ for a newline
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The following figure shows the Split marks (highlighted in purple) that serve as
delimiters to identify sentences.
Figure 24.1 English Sentence splitting
2. Tokenization
In this process the text is split into simple tokens as words of different types,
numbers, symbols, punctuation and space tokens. Words are distinguished in
upper-case, lowercase and mix caps, and between end and start punctuation.
The tool used is called ‘Tokenizer´ (Cunningham et al., 2011). Image 24.2 shows
the identification of tokens in a text (highlighted in blue).
Figure 24.2 English Tokenizer
3. Part of Speech Tagging The ANNIE Part-of-Speech Tagger used is based on
the Brill tagger, it produces a part-of-speech tag as an annotation on each word
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or symbol. The following figure shows an example of some of the tags used in the
PosTagger1:
Figure 24.3 English PoS Tagging
4. Parsing
In this study the Stanford Parser Application (SPA) was chosen for the parsing
process. It is a probabilistic parsing system implemented in JAVA by Stanford
University’s Natural Language Processing Group, it is available for parsing Ara-
bic, Chinese, English, and German. Documents to be processed by the Parser
PR must be already segmented and tokenized.
The Stanford Parser annotates:
ConstituentAnnotations annotates syntactic constituents.
SyntaxTreeNode annotations compatible with the Syntax Tree Viewer.
DependencyAnnotations indicate the dependency relations in the sen-
tence.
DependencyFeatures dependencies are Token annotations to indicate
the dependency relations in the sentence.
1A full list of the tags used can be found at https://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitap7.html (Cun-
ningham et al., 2011).
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Other ready-made applications, as reliable as the SPA were first tried on the
bilingual corpus (e.g. LingPipe, ANNIE and OpenNLP), but they are oriented to
Information Extraction and Semantic Annotation whereas the aims of this study
are closer to syntax, and therefore the SP was preferred.
The following figure shows a display of the bootstrapping processed performed
in GATE with the SPA at the end of the processing pipeline. the different tools
mentioned above are listed as a pipeline in the right top window.
Figure 24.4 English bootstrapping pipeline
24.2 Rule Based Automatic Annotation of Theme in En-
glish
Once the preprocessing or bootstrapping was carried out, the high level annotation of
Theme takes place. For this step an ad hoc tool has been developed: an application
(API) that runs in GATE to automatically add new layers of annotation containing the
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studied features. The API was fully programmed in JAPE1 2 from scratch based on the
analysis and the work presented in Parts B and C of this dissertation. The definition
of JAPE rules to automate the annotation of the Thematic Field and its elements, was
a ‘translation´ of the annotation guidelines to a format which could be understood by
a programming language such as JAPE.
This proved to be a hard task since the “translation” procedure required a great
deal of clarification and explanation from the point of view of human annotators. In
the following, I will describe the rules created for the annotation of the features of the
Theme model which were empirically validated in Part C.
24.2.1 Rule for Thematic Field in English
The definition given in the guidelines is the following: “Initiating clause span of varying
length up to and including the first nuclear constituent in main clause.” (see appendix
C.1). This means that the main verb of the sentence has to be identified first and then
marked as a reference for the identification of the Thematic Field span.
The identification of the main verb is one of the factors that have to be carefully
pinned down according to the previous bootstrapping. The information that has to
be stated to the system is what is the main verb, previously identifying the types of
sentences annotated by the Stanford parser. The tag-set used by Stanford in its anno-
tations is the Penn Treebank project (Marcus et al., 1993), therefore for the description
of the different types of sentences it is necessary to identify them in the Penn Treebank
tag-set. The tags included in this tag-set are listed below for convenience:
S Simple declarative clause
SBAR Clause introduced by subordinating conjunction or 0
SBARQ Direct question introduced by wh-word or wh-phrase
SINV Declarative sentence with subject-aux inversion
Once the types of sentences are identified, the identification of the main verb is also
done on the basis of the tags for the Verb categories in the Penn Treebank tag-set, as
specified below:
1JAPE: Java Annotation Patterns Engine
2The actual writing of the JAPE rules has been carried out by Sara Lana Serrano, lecturer at the
Telematic Engineering and Electronics Department of the Escuela Te´cnica Superior de Ingenier´ıa y
Sistemas de Telecomunicacio´n (Universidad Polite´cnica de Madrid. Spain)
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VB Verb, base form
VBD Verb, past tense
VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
Figure 24.5 shows an example of the information provided by the Stanford Parser
in an annotated sentence:
Figure 24.5 English Stanford parsing example
An important issue that has to be considered is that the creation of a rule depends
on the accuracy of the previous preprocessing steps, i.e., segmentation, tokenization,
pos-tagging and parsing. On the basis of this preprocessing, the following rule for
thematic field identification was created:
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For Sentences of the type S and SINV: given a token of the type VP,
search for all VP in which this VP token may be found and annotate it
with the label TF CONTEXT VP when it is not part of a subordinate type
For Sentences of the type SBARQ and SBAR: Thematic Field are the group of
tokens from the beginning of the sentence until TF CONTEXT VP
The step by step command include:
Find the first TF CONTEXT VP (the one with the smallest offset)
Search TF SINV
If any mark until the first VP
If the att type of the verb is impersonal label including the first VP
found
...
All steps taken into the identification of the relevant elements for the annotation
have to be explicitly stated, as well as what to do if these elements are not found.
24.2.2 Rule for Textual Theme in English
The Textual Theme of the SFGS model is defined in the annotation guidelines as
follows: “Elements which are instrumental in the creation of the logical connections in
the texts, such as linkers, binders or correlatives.” (see appendix C.3). The features
which were considered when creating the rules for annotating Textual Theme in English
are the following:
It is not an obligatory element
It is possible to find only one or several consecutively found
It is contained in the Thematic Field
It is found at the beginning of the sentence
It can be preceded by an Interpersonal Theme
It is not part of a NP
It is not part of a IT Gazzetteer
These features have to be clearly stated and it is important to mark them as part
of the Thematic Field. Also, the elements which are candidates to be Textual Themes
are previously annotated in the Tokenizer as:
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EVIDENCES elements that can realized Textual Theme are marked as:
CC Conjunctions
LS List item marker (first, second...)
IN Preposition of conjunction
When these rules were first tested on the documents many elements were not
properly annotated. In order to improve the results, a Gazetter was introduced.
This“consists of a set of lists containing names of entities such as cities, organizations,
days of the week, etc. These lists are used to find occurrences of these names in text,
e.g. for the task of named entity recognition. (...) Gazetteers usually do not depend
on Tokens or on any other annotation and instead find matches based on the textual
content of the document” (Cunningham et al., 2011:chapter 13). Since the elements
prone to be Textual Themes are based on finite lists of elements (conjunctions, prepo-
sitions..) I decided to include a Gazetteer to solve possible mistakes in the annotation
of this elements.
In a subsequent step, a classification of the annotation rules was added to annotated
the subtypes of Textual Theme (Binders and Linkers). For this purpose the aid of the
Gazetteer helped in the distinction between linkers and binders. Also, since the list of
elements is limited, it is possible that some might be left out. To avoid this problem,
the type attribute is left blank but it is identified with the label ‘Textual Theme’.
24.2.3 Rule for Interpersonal Theme in English
The definition given in the guidelines for Interpersonal Themes and its subtypes is:
“These are elements which express the attitude and the evaluation of the speaker with
respect to his/her message. These include: Vocatives, comment adjuncts, modal ad-
juncts, engagement and stance expressions” (see appendix C.3)
Due to the complexity of this element and its subtypes, the transformation of the
rules was arranged in two different steps. The first step took care of the types vocatives,
comment adjuncts and modal adjuncts. The second dealt with the types engagement
and stance.
The features which were considered when creating the rules for annotating Inter-
personal Theme in English are the following:
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It is not an obligatory element, a sentence may not have any
There can be only one or more in sequence
It is contained in a Thematic Field
It is found at the beginning of the sentence
It can be preceded by a Textual Theme
It is not part of a text quote
It is not part of a NP
It is not part of a TT Gazetteer
In this phase the identification of the three first types of Interpersonal themes posed
difficulties, as the differentiation between Comment adjuncts and Modal adjuncts is
purely semantic. The decision was to unify or ‘neuter´ both subtypes into only one
(Comment and Modal into ComModal), having in this phase identified Vocatives and
ComModal types.
From the preprocessing of these elements, I used the following evidences:




A Gazetteer was also used for the disambiguation of overlapping occurrences of
Adverbs.
For the identification of the types Stance and Engagement, whose disambiguation
depends on semantic information, I decided to ‘neuter’ these two categories into a
unified one which I labelled StaEng. This follows the suggestion made by Hovy & Lavid
(2010), who propose to ‘neuter’ certain theoretical categories when low agreement is
found between annotators but still one would want to annotate them.
In a posterior classification the identification of the types Stance and Engagement
was addressed. As with Comment and Modal adjuncts the differences between Stance
and Engagement are also purely based on semantics, and what is more, the results
obtained through inter-annotator agreement were the lowest of the studied categories
13.3.2.4. Therefore the decision was to treat these elements as one single category:
ComModal.
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24.2.4 Rule for PreHead in English
The annotation guidelines based on the Theme model of SFGS defined the PreHead
as “any circumstantial and/or finite element preceding the Thematic Head” (see figure
C.3).
The features which were considered when creating the rules for annotating PreHead
are the following:
It is not an obligatory element, a sentence may not have any
There can be only one
It is contained in a Thematic Field
It is found at the beginning of the sentence
It can be preceded by a Textual Theme(s) and/or Interpersonal Theme(s)
The complexity of this element did not make it possible to take direct advantage of
the automatically annotated elements as such, but further work needed to be done on
them to benefit from the coded information. For this purpose a rule was created to iden-
tify adverbs and subordinate sentences that fulfill the requirements these components
require (as stated above). Two labels were added:
TF RB TOKEN adverbs
TF SUB SENTENCES subordinate sentences
This new layer of annotation helps in the identification of adverbs, annotated at
token level, and subordinate sentences, at parsing level, susceptible of being annotated
as PreHeads. For instance, the latter rule comprises elements such as those included
in the PH Gazetteer (the aim of the Gazetteer is to disambiguate as in Interpersonal
Themes), those labelled by the syntax tree node as ADVB or SBAR or PP, or are of
the type TIMEX (expressions of time).
24.2.5 Rule for Thematic Head in English
The guidelines account for Head as the “... first nuclear constituent (not circumstantial)
element in the clause, this can be a Participant or a Process. The types of Thematic
Head are There, Thematic Equative and Predicated Theme.” (see appendix C.3)
The main features used for the annotation of Thematic Head in English are the
following:
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It is an obligatory element, all sentences have to have one Thematic Head
There is only one Thematic Head per sentence
It is contained in the Thematic Field
Thematic Head and Thematic Field can be both realized by the same elements
The Thematic Head can never be larger than the Thematic Field
It is not part of a text quote
It is not part of a PreHead
It can appear preceded by an Interpersonal Theme(s) or/and Textual Theme(s) or/and PreHead
It is the subject in declarative sentences
It is the wh- element in wh- questions
It is the verb in questions
It is the verb in imperative sentences
As shown above, the features to be considered when annotating Head are far more
complex that the rest of the elements in the Thematic Field. This complexity is reflected
in the preprocessing steps which use both token level annotation and syntax level
annotations. For instance, in declarative clauses, the Subject can be Thematic Head
when:
Token NNP Proper Names
Token NN Common Nouns
SyntaxTreeNode NP Noun Phrases
SyntaxTreeNode NP + SBAR Noun Phrases + Appositions
In wh- questions:
Token WRB wh adverb
Token WP$ Wh pronoun what
In yes/no questions, the first set of verbs can be Head on its own and combined
with the second set of verbs:
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Token VBD Verb, past tense
Token VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
Token VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
Token VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
Token VBN Verb, past participle
Token VB Verb, base form
Token MD Modal auxiliary
Another particular feature of Head (that will be mirrored on the Thematic Field) is
the treatment of quoted text or reporting clauses (see chapter 11.2.2.8). Quotations are
considered Head when the next element is a verb (TF CONTEXT VP), but if followed
by the subject then they will be noted as PreHead.
24.2.5.1 Rule for There Theme in English
Existential clauses (see chapter 11.2.2.4) are identified with the Head There. That is,
when Head in declarative clauses is of this type, the type of Head is noted as There.
24.2.5.2 Rule for Predicated Theme in English
Predicated Theme (see chapter 11.2.2.3) presents a particular syntactic structure:
(1) [It is Mr Paterson, above all, who] has questions to answer
(2) [It is you who] is to blame
In this rule the normal annotation pattern has to be altered: the default annotation
of It as Thematic Head is not correct in this particular case. The complex structure has
to be identified, to do so the second part of the structure is considered as the beginning
of an SBAR (who has questions to answer and who is to blame). Thus, the structures
that match with It and SBAR are selected and the span between them labelled as
Predicated themes.
24.2.5.3 Rule for Thematic Equative in English
The third type of Head (see chapter 11.2.2.2) is enclosed inside another syntactically
difficult structure that is not straight forward identified by Stanford. The solution
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found to identify these elements is the following:
Transformation of a PreHead in Thematic Equative if:
SBAR category
Begins by what
The container Thematic Field does not have any other identified Head
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Semi-Automatic Annotation of Theme in Spanish
While for English, the GATE platform offered a wide range of tools for corpus pre-
processing, this was not the case for Spanish. The lack of availability of accurate pre-
processing tools has conditioned the development of automatic annotation of Theme
in this language. In the following sections, I will describe the steps taken towards this
goal.
25.1 Corpus Preprocessing in Spanish
The bootstrapping pipeline for Spanish was the following:
1. Segmentation
Sentence Splitter, as said in English Bootstrapping section 24.1, is domain and
application-independent (Cunningham et al., 2011). Therefore it was also used
for the segmentation into units of analysis in the Spanish corpus.
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Figure 25.1 Spanish Sentence splitting
2. Tokenizer
GATE Unicode Tokenizer splits the text into simple tokens as words of different
types, numbers, symbols, punctuation and space tokens. Words are distinguished
in uppercase, lowercase and mix caps, and between end and start punctuation.
(Cunningham et al., 2011)
Figure 25.2 Spanish Tokenizer
3. Part of Speech Tagger
The tool used for the tokenization of the text was the Tree Tagger. This plugin
is a language independent part-of-speech tagger that supports several languages,
among them Spanish. Being an external program, GATE calls it through its
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wrapper and adds gate tokens two new features: the postagger tag and the lemma
of the token (Cunningham et al., 2011). The installation and running in the
GATE pipeline was not a trivial task, causing a number of difficulties.
Figure 25.3 Spanish PoS Tagging
4. Stemmer
The stemmer plugin ‘Stemmer Snowball’, consists of a set of PRs for 11 European
languages. Each Token is annotated with a new feature ‘stem’, with the stem for
that word as its value. This feature is important for Spanish for the annotation of
the lexical and grammatical form of the verb as PreHead and Head in the Theme.
Figure 25.4 Spanish Stemmer
5. Parser
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At this point the pipeline for Spanish is incomplete since there is no available tool
that can be integrated into GATE and parse the Spanish texts in a similar way
to what the Stanford Parser does for English. The lack of this element has made
it impossible to develop the rules for automatic annotation.
Figure 25.5 below shows a screenshot of the preprocessing for Spanish texts with
the GATE Tool. The described tools are listed as a pipeline in the right top window.
Figure 25.5 Spanish bootstrapping pipeline
25.2 Semi-automatic Annotation of the Spanish Corpus
Since automatic parsing was not possible for the Spanish corpus, the annotation of the
Thematic features has been performed in a semi-automatic manner. The process was
carried out in two steps: first, annotating the scope of the Thematic Field, and second,
marking the elements of the Thematic Field, i.e.: Textual Theme, Interpersonal Theme,
PreHead and Head. For this purpose it was necessary to create as XML a schema to
define the tags to annotate.




Figure 25.6 Schema for Thematic Field annotation and its elements
Once this schema is loaded in GATE the process of annotation begins. The benefits
of using of this type of schemas is that it reduces the chances to misspell the name of
a label, thus avoiding further problems in the annotation process.
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Figure 25.7 Schema annotation process
One new label is added and the annotations of the Thematic Field are kept within
this new category of annotations. They can thus be exploited and indexed as any other
automatic category having the possibility to run statistical analysis on them (see 27).
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Comparing the Results of Hand-coded versus
Automatic Annotation
This section is dedicated to provide a quantitative and qualitative comparison of the
results obtained through manual (or hand-coded) annotation, as carried out in Part
D, and the results obtained through the automatic annotation for English and auto-
matic and semi-automatic annotation for Spanish carried out with the GATE platform,
as described above. The basis for comparison is the number of annotations obtained
through hand-coded methods versus the number of annotations obtained through au-
tomatic procedures. The procedure analyzes whether there are statistically-significant1
differences between these two types of annotations and study the qualitative relevance
of the annotations at thematic level.
26.1 Comparing the Results of Hand-coded versus Auto-
matic Annotation in English
In the following subsections I will present the results of comparing the manual with the
automated methods of annotation. I will deal first with the sentence splitting and will
1Chi-square test was used according to Butler (1985)
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later analyze the different thematic features studied in the English corpus.
26.1.1 Sentence Splitting in English
The comparative analysis examines whether there are statistically-significant differences
between the number of clause complexes split automatically versus those which were
manually segmented, as shown in table 26.1 below:




Letters to the Editor 366 393
Total 1302 1402
The distribution shows what seems to be a larger amount of clause complexes
automatically split in comparison with those manually segmented. However, when
the data was analyzed statistically, the differences were not found to be statistically-
significant (P<0.05). This means that the hand-coded elements selected in one corpus
as units of analysis (hand-coded) do not differ from the selection of these elements done
automatically.
26.1.2 Thematic Field in English
When comparing the number of sentences automatically annotated as thematic -and
thus containing a Thematic Field- and those annotated manually, the results did not
show any statistically-significant differences between both methods (P<0.05), as shown
on table 26.2:
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Letters to the Editor 357 325
Total 1254 1196
The following figures show two examples of Thematic Field automatically anno-
tated. The green box underlines the span of the ThematicField:
(1) As we live longer, the pressure on the health service mounts.
Thematic Field automatic annotation in GATE
(ED-Eng-02. Sentence Id 787)
(2) Hostility from the teaching unions to any proposal for school reform is normally an
indication that the plan has merit.
Thematic Field automatic annotation in GATE
(ED-Eng-11. Sentence Id 677)
It has to be pointed out that the accuracy of the annotations is quite high, the examples selected
are not simple Thematic fields but constitute complex occurrences of the field.
26.1.3 Textual Themes in English
The comparison of manual and automatic annotations of Textual Themes in the English dataset
is shown in the following table. The first line called Textual Theme in each type of text contains
the proportions of Textual Themes found on the total number clauses in the corpus. The types
Binder and Linkers are calculated on the number of Textual Themes.
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Table 26.3 Textual Themes in automatic vs manual annotation
Corpus Thematic Element Manual Automatic
Textual Theme 6.21% 7.12%
News Reports Binder 90.48% 63.64%
Linker 9.52% 36.36%
Textual Theme 21.12% 25.62%
Editorials Binder 66.67% 59.03%
Linker 33.33% 40.97%
Textual Theme 13.33% 16.18%
Letters to the Editor Binder 85.42% 74%
Linker 12.05% 26%
Correlative 2.08% -
The differences are not statistically-significant which means that the automatic method
achieves the same results as the manual one does. It also means that the JAPE rules created
for this automatic annotation are a useful procedure for automating the annotation process.
The same happens with the subtypes of Textual Themes, such as linkers and binders.
The following examples show the annotation of an occurrence of Binder and Linker in the
corpus:
(3) However, Hilco faces competition from other suitors for the UK business and
the structure of any deal is likely to be complex, partly because HMV has many
loss-making stores that a new owner is likely to jettison.
Textual Theme automatic annotation. Binder
(NR-Eng-16. Sentence Id 2720)
(4) And that means offering Iran more tempting incentives to scale back its enrichment
programme.
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Textual Theme automatic annotation. Linker
(ED-Eng-29. Sentence Id 813)
The examples are taken from ANNIC, the tool that indexes all annotations and allows the user
to query on them. It is through this means that these examples have been obtained, and as
it can be noted in the examples above, different layers can be retrieved, not only the queried
Textual Theme but also the Thematic Field annotations.
26.1.4 Interpersonal Themes in English
Interpersonal Theme is one of the most difficult categories to annotate. In fact, the validation
of the annotation categories 8 showed the lowest agreement (see chapter 13.3.2.4) among anno-
tators. This was reflected in the creation of the rules. The first step was to merge two categories
into one, as explained in section 24.2.3, the categories Comment and Modal considered as one
(ComMod), and Engagement and Stance noted as EngSta. The results are shown in the column
on the right account for these merged types.
Table 26.4 Clause complex automatic annotation of Interpersonal Themes
Corpus Thematic Element Manual Automatic
Interpersonal Theme 0.30% -
News Reports ComMod - -
EngSta - -
Interpersonal Theme 11.27% 6.05%
Editorials ComMod 34..37% 26.46%
EngSta 65.63% 73.53%
Interpersonal Theme 9.44% 5.23%
Letters to the Editor ComMod 23.53% 29.41%
EngSta 76.47% 70.59%
As shown above, the tendency of the annotated categories goes in the right direction, having
found more elements in EngSta than in ComMod. Despite this fact, the number of identified
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elements is scarce in relation to the manually annotated categories. Regarding the accuracy
of the annotations and taken into consideration the aforementioned difficulty in its proper
marking, it has to be highlighted the level of complexity achieved. Some examples of EngSta
(figures (5) and (6)) and ComMod (figures (7) and (8)) are shown below:
(5) It is not hard to imagine what the BBC itself would say about any other organization
that behaved in this manner, particularly one that had promised to be entirely open.
Interpersonal Theme automatic annotation. EngSta
(ED-Eng-28. Sentence Id 1365)
(6) It is worth remembering too that Americans as a whole did not want a Republican
House.
Interpersonal Theme automatic annotation. EngSta
(ED-Eng-02. Sentence Id 1371)
(7) Sadly, one suspects that if the banks were capable of being shamed out of this kind
of antisocial behaviour, it would have happened long ago.
Interpersonal Theme automatic annotation. ComMod
(ED-Eng-08. Sentence Id 736)
(8) Clearly, those words of reproach were either not intended to be taken that seriously,
or we just move on fast from such squabbles because, as this newspaper reveals, the
UK sold several million pounds worth of arms last year to a regime we castigated
only a few years ago.
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Interpersonal Theme automatic annotation. ComMod
(ED-Eng-21. Sentence Id 686)
Although the annotation does not respond to the recall expected regarding the number of
elements, it does so in terms of precision where the elements are annotated according to the
rule.
26.1.5 PreHead in English
The following table shows the results obtained in the annotation of PreHead. As in previous
sections the column Manual shows the results of the human-coded corpus and the column on the
right Automatic, the results obtained in the automatic annotation of the corpus. As the table
shows, there is no significant difference in the number of PreHeads found in news reports and
letters to the editor, while there is a significant difference between manual and automatically
annotated elements in editorials that will be explained below in detail.
Table 26.5 Clause complex automatic annotation of PreHeads
Corpus Thematic Element Manual Automatic
PreHead 16.57% 17.80%








Letters to the Editor Circumstantials 44.57% 70.10%
CCL 43.48% 29.80%
Finite 11.96% -
Figures (10) and (9) show the complete annotation of the clause complex, the annotation of
PreHead, Head and the span of the Thematic Field. The figure shows the complete annotation
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of the clause complex, the annotation of PreHead, Head and the span of the Thematic Field.
(9) For all the difficulties of intervention in Mali, the alternatives are worse.
PreHead automatic annotation. Circ
(ED-Eng-06. Sentence Id 1397)
(10) In 2004, Britain opened its borders to the new Eastern European members of the EU.
PreHead automatic annotation. Circ
(ED-Eng-14. Sentence Id 1033)
The following two examples (11) and (12) show the annotation of the type of PreHead CCL
realized by clause complexes. Again the figures are of the full annotation of the clause complex,
Textual Theme, PreHead and the Thematic Field span:
(11) When QIA took its first stake in Barclays in February, Mr Varley said: “The
participation of players such as these is one of the most positive manifestations of
globalisation. It’s highly positive that there are pools of money that can be put to
work in this way. That’s very different to the world of five or ten years ago.”
PreHead automatic annotation. CCL
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(NR-Eng-07. Sentence Id 1362)
In both examples there is a Textual Theme, above When and below Since, as shown it is
marked under the label Textual Theme and also included inside the span of PreHead. This has
been done as such for practical reasons and does not affect the account for Textual Themes. In
further analysis if PreHeads are to be studied in isolation, the use of Textual Themes can be
used for the identification of the message.
(12) Since it was revealed the deal had fallen through in November last year the boarded
up homes have remained empty.
PreHead automatic annotation. CCLc
(NR-Eng-24. Sentence Id 956)
Finally, the last example (13) shows the use of quotations as PreHeads, commonly used in
English news reports. The annotation is done as follows:
(13) ”We will continue to work with him.” Mr Strauss-Kam, 59, said in a statement.
PreHead automatic annotation. Quotations
(NR-Eng-01. Sentence Id 809)
The Quotation is marked as PreHead and Mr Strauss-kan, 59, as Head, and both elements
together as Thematic Field
As it was pointed out in the analysis of the table presented above (table 26.6) the number
of annotated elements in PreHead position present a statistically significant difference, being
always bigger the number of elements of this kind in the automatic part than in the manual
one. A closer look at the annotations revealed the following examples:
(14) Barclays also issued a trading update saying group profit in the first nine months
of this year was “slightly ahead” of the same level a year earlier.
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PreHead automatic annotation.
(NR-Eng-07. Sentence Id 1354)
(15) Plus Bulgarians and Romanians generally have a weaker command of English than
Poles.
PreHead automatic annotation.
(ED-Eng-04. Sentence Id 1384)
(16) France strongly supports the strict limits and Germany has moved towards
accepting them as a compromise.
PreHead automatic annotation.
(NR-Eng-17. Sentence Id 350)
(17) The study also showed the sharpest deterioration in families’ cash availability since
June last year, with 35pc of people reporting a decline.
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PreHead automatic annotation.
(NR-Eng-23. Sentence Id 985)
The elements also in example (14), generally in (15), strongly (16) and also in (17) are found
after the Head and automatically annotated as PreHeads. According to the definition given
in the guidelines these elements are correctly annotated even though they do not occupy the
expected position before the Head. In the manual annotation these elements are not annotated
as PreHeads, therefore the difference in the amount of elements found as PreHead come from
this disparity in the annotation (as mentioned above). This means that the definition provided
for PreHead should probably be refined and made more specific so that only the elements before
the Head are annotated as PreHeads.
26.1.6 Thematic Head in English
The last part of the rules deals with the identification of the Thematic Head, which includes
subtypes such as Thematic Equatives, Predicated Themes and There themes as special Heads.
Table 26.6 shows the distribution of each type in the corpus. Although there is some disparity
in the results there is no statistical difference between the manually and the automatically
annotated occurrences.
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Table 26.6 Clause complex automatic annotation of Heads
Corpus Thematic Element Manual Automatic
Head 96.85% 78.22%
New Reports Thematic Equatives - -
Predicated Themes - 0.32%
There 0.30% 0.32%
Head 95.23% 92.83%
Editorials Thematic Equatives 0.88% 0.89%
Predicated Themes 0.70% 1.60%
There 5.19% 4.63%
Head 97.54% 82.44%
Letters to the Editor Thematic Equatives 0.55% 0.31%
Predicated Themes 0.27% 2.15%
There 2.84% 1.54%
The following two examples (figures (18) and (19)) show the annotation of two sentences
with PreHead and Head. These element do not only show the annotation of Head but they
also overcome the problem of multiple theme annotation, something which was not solved in
previous attempts (c.f. Schwarz et al., 2008).
(18) Between the two inaugurations of Barack Obama, expectation and reality have
been turned on their head.
Head automatic annotation.
(ED-Eng-03. Sentence Id 1356)
(19) For all the difficulties of intervention in Mali, the alternatives are worse.
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Head automatic annotation.
(ED-Eng-06. Sentence Id 1397)
The following examples illustrate the annotation of special types of Head: Thematic Equa-
tive (example (20)), Existential clauses (there) (example (21)) and Predicated Theme (example
(22)). As explained in chapter 11.2.2 these elements have a different notation form and had to
be treated separately creating rules for their identification (see sections 24.2.5.3, 24.2.5.2 and
24.2.5.1):
(20) What distinguishes mankind now from what we were then, for good or ill, is science
and technology.
Head automatic annotation. Thematic Equative
(LE-Eng-30. Sentence Id 209)
(21) On the other hand, there was hardly any sport for two months, so maybe we are
not such wimps today after all.
Head automatic annotation. There
(ED-Eng-16. Sentence Id 556)
(22) It is only when Gaza prospers that those Palestinians wanting to hit Israeli targets
will no longer be tolerated.
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Head automatic annotation. Predicated Theme
(LE-Eng-08. Sentence Id 514)
26.2 Comparing the Reults of Hand-coded versus Semi-
automatic Annotation in Spanish
As with the English corpus, I will first present the results of comparing the manual vs the
semi-automatic annotation of the Spanish corpus, focusing first on the splitting of sentences
and secondly on the thematic features, annotated according to explained in chapter 25.
26.2.1 Sentence Splitting
Comparing the Results of Sentence Splitting in the Spanish Dataset
The first elements that can be compared in this distribution are the number of clause
complexes identified in English and Spanish. Table 26.1 shows the number of clause complexes
identified manually in the Spanish corpus in each genre and in the following column the number
of clause complexes automatically found in GATE (Sentence Splitter) in each genre.




Letters to the Editor 365 413
Total 1249 1332
As shown there are apparent differences but they are not statistically-significant.
26.2.2 Comparing Thematic Elements in Spanish
The following table shows the results of the manual versus the semi-automatic annotation of
the Spanish corpus. (M stands for the results obtained in the first manual annotation and
Semi for the results obtained with the schema annotation in GATE). No statistically-significant
differences were found (P>0.05).
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Table 26.8 Manual vs semi-automatic annotation in Spanish
Corpora M TT Semi TT M IT Semi IT MPH Semi PH M H Semi H
Reports 52 50 1 1 102 103 354 352
Editorials 91 102 38 39 158 169 499 531
Letters 55 52 64 62 98 103 336 338
Total 198 204 103 102 358 375 1189 1221
Both Textual and Interpersonal themes do not present a statistical significant difference.
In the case of PreHeads it must be pointed out that the figures in the table do not account
for the realization of Verbs, the reason for this is that the semi-automatic annotation of these
elements would need a special label to be able to annotate two different categories in the same
word. In order not to biased the results, the ones presented rely in the PreHeads without verbal
realization both in manual and semi-automatic annotation.
In conclusion, semi-automatic analysis results do not differ from the ones obtained through
pure manual annotation. What has been achieved is a reliable annotated corpus with thematic
features that, when resources are available, could be further annotated adding a new layer of
features (syntax and dependency) increasing its exploitation possibilities.
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The present Part has focused on the steps undertaken towards automating the annotation of
thematic features in the English and in the Spanish datasets. The final goal is to speed up
the annotation process -which is laborious and time consuming when done manually- and to be
able to annotate larger quantities of data in a more efficient way.
The computer platform chosen to carry out this process is GATE as presented in chapter
22 due to its easy of use, friendly interface, multitasking and multi language features (Orasan,
2003), along with the possibility to create your own processing resources to add to the pipeline
of study of your corpus.
Once the corpus is prepared in the appropriate format (see section 23), it is uploaded to
the platform and the bootstrapping is carried out. This process takes advantage of already
made processing resources to automatically annotate the first layers of knowledge needed for
the posterior automatization: in this case, the processing resources used were a tokenizer, a
part-of-speech tagger and a parser (Morato´n & Lavid, 2012).
The preprocessing or bootstrapping of the English and the Spanish dataset differ. The
quality of the bootstrapping process is key to develop the automatization processes, therefore
its annotations should be of the best possible quality. In English, once the bootstrapping has
been carried out (see section 24.1), the translation process of the linguistic rules previously
validated (Empirical Validation of the Thematization Model Part) starts, and a set of rules are
created (see section 24.2) and included in an API that add a new layer of annotation to the
preprocessed corpus. The resulting new annotated features are (chapter 26):
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Head: and its subtypes: Thematic Equatives, Predicated Themes and Existential clauses
PreHead: with Circ and CCL types
Interpersonal Themes: EngSta and ComMod types
Textual Themes: Linker and Binders
Thematic Field: the full span of Thematic Field
The comparison of these automatic results with the manually annotated corpus showed that the
number of automatically annotated items under each category does not present a statistically-
significant difference with the manually annotated one. The only category that presented
difficulties is Interpersonal Theme, something that may be expected as the intra-annotation
agreements measures on this feature presented the lowest rate (see chapter 13.3.2.4).
In the case of Spanish, the available resources to be implemented in GATE at the time
of the study did not include a part-of-speech tagger and a parser which can be easily loaded
into the GATE platform. In order to overcome this problem, semi-automatic annotation of the
corpus with thematic features was carried out and the results were compared to the manual
annotation carried out in chapter 18 (manual annotation). The lack of statistically-significant
differences between the number of features annotated according to both methods indicates that
the semi-automatic method can be used with confidence to annotate thematic features in the
Spanish corpus, although it would be highly desirable to count on reliable, open-code and easy-
to-use processing software for Spanish which can be easily integrated in the GATE platform,
as it is the case of the Stanford Parser for English.
The automatic annotation of both corpora allows for further and deeper study of the
annotated data. The computer supported format admits the use of the platform ANNIC
(ANNotations-In-Context) which is a “full-featured annotation indexing and retrieval system”
built on top of Apache Lucene – a high performance full-featured search engine implemented
in JAVE, which supports indexing, searching and querying of large document collections (Cun-
ningham et al., 2011). This makes possible the exploitation of the relation of the new thematic
layers of annotation in relation to any other annotated feature or to annotate.
For example: ThematicField.cat=="ThematicHead",Token.category=="VLfin" re-
trieves the number of Thematic Heads realized by verbs in finite form in the selected data
base. This information is accompanied by statistical accounts for the occurrences of this match
in context, in the datastore or in the database.
Figure 27.1 shows an example in which the query TFC-Head, SyntaxTreeNode.cat=="NP"
obtain the number of elements annotated as Head that are realized by NP:
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Figure 27.1 ANNIC English corpus screenshot
This tool expands the exploitation potential of the corpus to a wide range of possibilities,
ensuring its reusability to which more layers of annotations (manual or automatic) can be
added.
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As explained in the introductory chapter, the work reported in this dissertation has investigated
three main research questions related to more general aims framed in the fields of Corpus
Linguistics, Contrastive Functional Linguistics and Natural Language Processing.
The first research question was framed in the area of Corpus Linguistics and addressed the issue
of whether the theoretical phenomenon of thematization can be empirically tested through cor-
pus annotation. In order to answer this question a number of agreement studies were designed
to ascertain the reliability of certain thematic features extracted from Lavid et al.’s s model
of thematization (2010d:chapter 5). There were two types of agreement studies: the first one
focused on the identification of the Thematic Field and thematic elements, and the second one
focused on the labeling of thematic elements (chapter 13). These tasks were accompanied with
detailed guidelines including explanations of each assignment and theoretical descriptions to
guide the coder for the best quality annotations (chapter 12). The measurement of the results
was carried out according to the characteristics of the annotations: for agreement study 1,
where the coders had to select spans of text, AGR metrics was used; for agreement 2, focused
on labeling markables, Kappa was used, obtaining thus interpretable data from the different
type of annotations (chapter 13.3). The results showed that the level of agreement in the iden-
tification of the thematic span was significant in both languages and the annotations could be
considered reliable, although agreement levels were lower in Spanish. The fact that Spanish is
a pro-drop language affects the decisions of the coders in the selection of the thematic span.
The use of verbs as starting point in the sentence compel the coders to select the lexical and
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grammatical part of the verb as Thematic Field, but in many occasions they included only one
of them. Although this is addressed by the Theme model and in the guidelines, it represents
a problem for the coders. In the second task, the coders had to select the span belonging to
the following thematic elements: PreHead (PH), Thematic Head (TH), Textual Theme (TT),
Interpersonal Theme (IT), Predicated Theme (PT) and There/Hay-Theme. The results ob-
tained a high level of agreement in the coding task in both languages, except in the English
Interpersonal Theme, showing that the annotations were reliable. Most disagreements were due
to the selection of Textual Theme instead of Interpersonal Theme, and vice versa. Interestingly
enough, and contrary to expected, the choice of Head and PreHead in Spanish, did not pose
any problem for the coders in this second task.
The second agreement study consisted of the labeling of marked items from a given drop-
down list; the first task included thematic elements: PreHead (PH), Thematic Head (TH),
Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT) or None (None). The rest of the tasks ad-
dressed more fine grained categories, i.e, subtypes of thematic elements. The first task was
accomplished with high agreement in both languages. The second task dealing with the se-
lection of experiential elements, attained poorer results in Spanish, although still substantial
for the validation. The relational type presented problems for the coders in Spanish but not
in English. As such, a redefinition of this category in Spanish guidelines may be needed. The
third task included the annotation of Textual Theme types: binder, linker and correlative. In
English, the rate of agreement was slightly lower that in Spanish but it was not relevant. Task 4
was related to the types of Interpersonal Theme and both languages revealed a very low level of
agreement in this assignment. The reason for this measurement is the significant subjectivity of
this category. In fact, and according to the results obtained, this category can not be considered
as validated. In task 5 related with the subtypes of PreHead, a high level of agreement was
obtained between annotators.
All in all, it can be stated that, all thematic categories of Lavid et al.’s model of
thematization can be considered validated except for the types of Interpersonal Theme, both
in English and Spanish. That is, the categories of Thematic Field span, PreHead, Thematic
Head, Textual Theme, Interpersonal Theme, Predicated Theme and There/Hay, on the one
hand, and the subtypes of Thematic Head (experiential roles), subtypes of Textual Theme and
subtypes of PreHead obtained a significant level of agreement among annotators. This means
that the corresponding annotations schemes and guidelines which were based on Lavid et al.’s
model of Theme are reliable and stable.
The second research question was framed in the area of Contrastive Functional Linguistics and
focused on the investigation of language-specific thematic selection and progression patterns in
the three newspaper genres studied: news reports, editorials and letters to the editor. It also
focused on possible correlations between thematic patterns and generic moves in these three
newspaper genres. According to Leech “corpora are useful only if we can extract knowledge or
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information from them” (1997:4). Therefore, once the thematic categories were validated, they
were used for the annotation of a larger corpus. Due to the impossibility of annotating a larger
corpus by more than one annotator, I decided to follow Dligach et al. (2010) who claim that
the most efficient and reliable corpora is obtained through more single manual or handed-coded
annotations of an expanded corpus. The larger corpus consisted of a large collection of news
reports, editorials and letters to the editor, in English and Spanish, summing up to 220 texts,
and a total of 2551 clause complexes. The manual annotation of the thematic features of this
corpus was presented in chapter 18, including the moves and Thematic Progression patterns in
the three genres in chapter 19.
The results of this manual annotation yielded interesting thematic features of each of the
three newspaper genres studied in this thesis, which can be explained by the different commu-
nicative goals that each genre fulfills. Thus, news reports are defined as communicatively-based
rather than event-based (White, 1997) and strive to remain objective and use neutral language
while presenting a diversity of opinions, voices, and perspectives of the event, incident, or issue
under discussion. Similarly, Thompson (1994) explains that news reports should “give a rea-
sonably objective “true” picture of the event and of the evidence, reactions, and opinions of the
people involved.” These definitions are resembled in the thematic choices of news reports: they
are characterized by the use of quotations in PreHead position. English up fronts quotations
to PreHead whereas Spanish delays its occurrence to the Rheme, although these quotations
can be traced by a verb of communicative meaning. Also, a common feature shared by both
languages is the use of PreHead to “highlight about the overturning of temporal sequences”
(Bell, 1991), as a temporal setting, through more complex devices in English (PH-CCL), and
simpler expressions in Spanish (PH-Circ). Another interesting feature of PreHead in Spanish
news reports is that it is revealed as the preferred slot for the lexical part of the verb when it
appears in first position. In addition, the Thematic Head is realized by Noun Phrases and Noun
Phrases followed by Appositions, both elements more frequently used in English. In its place,
Spanish uses verbs, particularly its grammatical information. These verbs, both in English
and Spanish, act as actors and sayers, as Francis (1990) pointed out. The composition of the
Thematic Field in news reports is a clear reflection of the nature of these texts. The use of
elements of the Inner thematic field and the almost non-existent occurrences of elements of the
Outer thematic field is indicative of the genre of news reports.
Regarding Generic Structure Potential (GSP) and Thematic Progression patterns, as
explained in chapter 19, news reports are the only genre of the three analyzed that has three
moves instead of four. Its generic organization is simple. The results revealed that after the
explicative headline, the next move, in which the issue is presented, is characterized by the use
of constant theme, where the same Thematic Head is repeated and some extra information is
added to it. The development of the piece of news, in the last move, where the facts about the
issue are presented, is deployed by a Hypertheme followed by Constant Thematic progression
in English, and linear patterns in Spanish.
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Editorials are conceptualized as articles giving “the opinion of the editor or publisher on a topic
or item of news” (Sinclair (1995) in Ansary & Babaii, 2005). The distributional map of thematic
elements changes drastically in this genre in comparison to news reports. To begin with, and
due to the longer and explanatory nature of the texts, the use of Textual Themes increases
in both languages. It is worth noticing the contrast in the use of binders in English and in
Spanish. These elements are the preferred textual strategy for English in long and explanatory
texts, as it is the case; whereas Linkers are seldom used nor on editorials neither on other type
of texts. Spanish, on the other hand, follows this general pattern but accounts for a wider
use of Linkers in the three genres (see chapter 18.5). The occurrence of Interpersonal Themes
reveals the strong presence of the author in the text, in most cases in the form of Engagement
where the writer relates to the readers in respect to his or her position in the text (Hyland,
2001), “moulding opinion and encouraging critical thinking” (Roy, 2011). In PreHead position,
both languages prefer the use of simple forms of the type PH-Circ for expression of Time
and more complex (and less frequent) to express contingency, introducing counterarguments
or hypothesis. A characteristic feature of Spanish is the use of the lexical part of the verb in
this position. Thematic Heads reflect the presence of the writer in the text through the use of
Thematic Equatives and Predicated Themes. Head is realized by Noun Phrases, particularly
pronouns in English, as its most frequent strategy. Spanish uses Verbs in first position instead,
avoiding the explicit marking of the subject. English also uses common nouns, not preceded
by determiners whereas Spanish does not present any occurrence of this kind, as Pe´rez-Leroux
et al. (2004) notes: “(. . . ) English allows in subject position bare plural Noun Phrases while
Spanish and some other Romance languages do not.” The semantic realizations which typically
realize Thematic Heads in this genre are actors and relational processes that serve to present
facts to the reader. Also, the use of both Inner and Outer thematic fields reflex the complexity
of theme in these type of texts.
As to the relationship between Generic Structure Potential (GSP) and Thematic Progres-
sion patterns, editorials present a four move structure, as explained in chapter 19. After the
metaphorical headline, the next move is introduced by a derived theme that addresses the
issue. The argumentation of facts and its evaluation is organized by units of information: an
introductory Hypertheme and a set of derived themes attached to it. The same arrangement is
followed in the last move, where the articulation of a position on the part of the writer takes
place.
In letters to the editor “the writers take position by expressing their views on current events
and states of affairs and by appealing for action. In so doing they also reveal their feelings
towards such events and provide their evaluation of the people and circumstances involved”
(Pounds, 2010). The short extension of these texts limits the choice of certain elements in the
Thematic Field.
The selection of Textual Themes reflects the nature of the texts in the use of binders both
in English and Spanish. Linkers, as mentioned above, are preferred by Spanish rather than
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English.
As to Interpersonal Themes, English selects the use of Engagement to highlight the presence
of the author in the texts, but does so less frequently than Spanish. Spanish evenly prefers
Stance and Engagement. Does this mean that English authors do not appear in the texts?
Rather, the explanation points to the reason given by Pounds (2010), who says that English
“stance” may be more often “integrated into text rather than overtly marked.”
In PreHead position Spanish selects simple syntactic constructions and English more com-
plex formations to express time and contingency.
As in editorials, Thematic Heads are, in some cases, realized by Thematic Equatives and
Predicated Themes. The preferred syntactic realization of Head is that of Noun Phrases in both
languages, although English presents a statistical significant difference, Spanish balances this
selection with the use of verbs in first position. In this type of texts, contrary to other genres,
clauses are not only declaratives, but it is also possible to find verbal forms in Head position in
English directives and questions. The choice of experiential elements is more varied, appearing
in relevant numbers: actors, carriers, senser, sayers and goal, and the special mention of process
in Spanish as a feature of this language.
Regarding the Generic Structure Potential (GSP) and Thematic Progression patterns, as
explained in chapter 19, letters to the editor are characterized by a four move structure. The
headline summarizes the issue at stake. Although the text extension is very short, it allows for
an introduction of the issue, outlining the argumentation and closing. All of them are derived
themes, and in this particular case the short extension of the text does not allow to develop
more complex or elaborated patterns, being in most cases a single clause complex the only
component of the move.
The different composition of the thematic field varies according to the genre under study:
News reports present a simple structure achieved by the presence of the Inner thematic field,
consisting of a PreHead mainly used for temporal setting or quotations, simpler in English
and of a higher syntactic complexity in Spanish. Head acquires the form of Noun Phrase in
some cases followed by Appositions in English whereas Spanish uses verbs. These are repeated
through the text, as shown by the Constatn Thematic Progression patterns in English and the
linear one in Spanish.
Editorials increase the complexity of the Thematic Field making use of both outer and the
inner elements. Textual and Interpersonal Themes in the Outer Thematic Field account, in the
first case, for the use of hypotactic relations in the text; and, in the second, for the presence
of the author in the text. Inner thematic theme reports the use of PreHead as a time settler.
Head appears realized by pronouns, a substitution strategy for an already mentioned entity.
These strategies are reflected in the selection of Thematic Progression patterns, using units of
information introduced by a Hypertheme and developed by derived themes.
Letters to the editor make use of elements of both the Inner and Outer Thematic Fields.
The Interpersonal Theme presents a strong presence of the author in the text although less
relevant that the one showed in editorials. In the Inner thematic field, PreHead presents time
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settings and contingency circumstances. Head is occupied by verbs also in English as in this
type of texts there are declaratives and other types of clauses. Thematic structure patterns
find in the presentation of the issue at the beginning of the text, the only Hypertheme to
which adds information through derived themes.
The third research question was framed in the area of Natural Language Processing and focused
on the possibility of automating the manual annotation of thematic features in the bilingual
English-Spanish corpus, and on comparing the results obtained using each method: human-
coded or automatic annotation. The corpus selected was the same as the one manually anno-
tated and discussed in the previous part. The guidelines that were validated in the first part
of the study, and tested in the second part in manual annotation, took now a salient role, not
only helping in the writing of automatic rules, but also in the documentation of the study for
the benefit of future users of the corpus (Dipper et al., 2004).
The tool to support the process had to fulfill a number of minimum requirements: easy of
use, friendly interface, multitasking and multi language (Orasan, 2003). These features were key
for the study to be usable, reproducible, flexible and interactive. With all these points in mind,
the selection of the tool to annotate was GATE -General Architecture for Text Engineering-
(Cunningham et al., 2011).
Corpus data was prepared to be automatically treated (format, metadata (see chapter 23))
and uploaded to GATE, and submitted to a bootstrapping process, involving tokenization,
segmentation, part-of-speech tagging and parsing, as well as the identification of the units of
analysis, since these steps are all necessary for the definition of rules to automatically annotate
the corpus with thematic features. It is at this moment where the processes followed for
each language diverged, due to availability of the different language processing tools for each
language: while English had accessible tools to perform these tasks accurately (sentence splitter,
tagger, part-of-speech tagger and parser), similar tools were not available for Spanish, at the
time of writing this dissertation. For this reason, the automatization process differed for these
two languages: while in English a set of JAPE rules were created to automatically annotate
the Thematic Field span, Textual Theme, Interpersonal Theme, PreHead and Thematic Head,
as well as their subtypes, in Spanish the process was done semi-automatically. For English, the
“translation” of the set of guidelines to JAPE proved to be a hard work, involving the transfer
of much linguistic knowledge to the computer, that is a blank canvas. However, it was worth
it, since the API that run on the English pipeline proved to be able to automatically annotate
the same number of thematic features as the ones done manually, thus saving work in the long
run.
In the case of Spanish, the available resources to be implemented in GATE, at the time
of the study, did not allow to find a part-of-speech tagger and a parser that provided codings
accurate codings and could be easily integrated within the GATE environment. The solution
given to this situation was to perform a thematic semi-automatic annotation (with the aid of
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a schema in GATE platform) of the corpus where the results were compared to the manual
annotation carried out in chapter 18 (manual annotation) obtaining results that ensure that
the corpus was reliably annotated in the following categories: Thematic Head, PreHead,
Interpersonal Theme, Textual Theme and Thematic Field span. Both in the English and in
the Spanish case, the automatization procedure proved to be less time- consuming and equally
reliable as manual annotation.
To conclude, the current work has shed light into a number of interesting issues related to
the phenomenon of Theme in a contrastive perspective which might be useful in the fields of
Corpus Linguistics, Contrastive Functional Linguistics and Natural Language Processing.
From the Corpus Linguistics perspective, the use of corpus annotation has proved to be a
useful mechanism for the empirical validation of aspects of the thematization model proposed
by Lavid et al. (2010d) through the design of reliable annotation schemas which can be tested
through agreement studies. As those agreement studies showed, the annotation schemas de-
signed so far, including a core and an extended tag-set, proved to be reliable and stable for the
thematic types which can occur as part of the Thematic Field in English and Spanish declara-
tive clauses, although the definition for the the Interpersonal Theme tag needs to be refined or
reformulated in order to be considered as reliable for annotation purposes.
From the contrastive perspective, the current dissertation has provided a thorough char-
acterization of the thematic features of the three newspaper genres studied (news reports,
editorials and letters to the editor), both in terms of their thematic selection choices, but also
in terms of the Thematic Progression patterns which correlate with their generic structures.
The thematic characterization has been achieved through the manual annotation of a bilingual
comparable corpus of two-hundred and twenty texts with the core and the extended Theme
tag-sets previously validated in the agreement studies. From the NLP perspective, the current
dissertation has achieved two main goals: (i) the automation of the annotation process for
thematic features in the English dataset, and (ii) the creation of a bilingual (English-Spanish)
corpus of newspaper texts from different genres, fully annotated with thematic features, and
which can be used for a number of linguistic and NLP applications. The first goal proved to be
a difficult one, requiring the creation of JAVA rules which used linguistic knowledge extracted
from the previous preprocessing steps. This was possible and turned out to be cost-effective
for the English dataset, since preprocessing components were available and integrated in the
GATE platform for English. For Spanish it was not possible to fully automate the annotation
process due to the lack of availability of these preprocessing resources. However, I am confident
that when these resources are available, it will also be possible to develop similar JAVA rules
for Spanish which will allow the automatic annotation of Spanish data.
In the meantime, it is expected that the current work will be useful for the NLP community,
due to the need for corpora in different languages with discourse-level annotations as the ones
provided in this dissertation.
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Future work will be focused on extending the current work to other genres and registers
in both English and Spanish, whose thematic features may also contribute to their generic
characterization, as has been shown for the three newspaper genres studied in this dissertation.
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B.1 English Summary
The motivation for the work reported in this dissertation is rooted in two main research areas:
On the one hand, Systemic-Functional Linguistics and its application to language comparison
and corpus analysis; and Natural Language Processing (NLP), on the other. In Systemic-
Functional Linguistics, the phenomenon of thematization has been recognized as a fundamental
mechanism in the construction of messages and texts, and several scholars have pointed out
its discourse role as a signal through which writers guide their readers in the interpretation
of messages and in the characterization of texts (see Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Downing,
1991; Lotfipour-Saedi & Rezai-Tajani, 1996).
A productive line of research has focused on the relationship between thematic selec-
tion, registers, and genres (see Ghadessy, 1995), focusing almost exclusively on English texts.
More recently, several scholars with an interest in comparing English to other languages have
pointed out the potential of thematization for both clausal and discourse structuring (see Grze-
gorek, 1984; Hasselg˚ard, 2004; Hidalgo Downing, 2003; McCabe & Alonso Belmonte, 2001;
Hidalgo Downing, 2003; Lavid et al., 2013a).
The current dissertation relies specifically on the thematization model developed by Lavid,
Aru´s, & Zamorano-Mansilla (2010d) in Systemic Functional Grammar of Spanish: A Con-
trastive Study with English, and developed under the scope of the projects CONTRANOT1
1The CONTRANOT project was financed by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation
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and MULTINOT1, led by Professor Julia Lavid. It is also framed within the range of activi-
ties developed by the FUNCAP (Functional Linguistics English-Spanish and its Applications)
research group at Universidad Complutense to which I belong. This research group has pro-
duced fruitful results in the area of contrastive annotation, as illustrated by the work of Lavid,
Aru´s, & Morato´n (2012, 2010b, 2009a); Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n (2013, 2012); Morato´n (2009);
Morato´n, Aru´s, & Lavid (2012); Morato´n & Lavid (2012).
However, in spite of thematization for message and textual structure, to date there are no
linguistic studies that have undertook the task of validating its aspects in a contrastive manner,
either for linguistic or computational purposes. This study, therefore, seeks to fill a research
gap implementing a methodology based on contrastive corpus annotation, which will allows to
empirically validate thematization in English and Spanish.
This study attempts to advance knowledge in this area by focusing on three newspaper
genres-news reports, editorials and letters to the editor-in English and Spanish, whose thematic
features have seldom been studied contrastively before, as indicative of their generic character-
ization. It analyses in detail Thematic Field and its elements: Textual Theme, Interpersonal
Theme, PreHead and Head. It gives account of its organization in the text studying the the-
matic progression of the three genres in both languages.
In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), the phenomenon of thematization has
also attracted the attention of researchers working in Discourse Parsing and in Natural language
generation (NLG). In NLG, for example, thematization plays a fundamental role in micro
planning tasks see (see Hovy & Lavid, 2007; Duszak, 1994; Basile & Bos, 2011).
The following research questions have been investigated throughout the different sections
of the manuscript.
1. Can the theoretical phenomenon of thematization in English and Spanish be empirically
tested through corpus annotation?
2. Are there any language-specific thematic selection and progression patterns in the three
newspaper genres studied, i. e., news reports, editorials and letters to the editor? Are
there any correlations between thematic patterns and generic moves in these three news-
paper genres?
3. Is it possible to automate the manual annotation of thematic features in English and
Spanish and how can this be achieved? If possible, is the result obtained reliable?
The organization of the thesis resembles the methodology followed and is structured in three
main parts:
(MICINN) for the period 2009-2012.
1The MULTINOT project is currently under way and it is financed by the Spanish Ministry of
Economy and Competitiveness for the period 2013-2015.
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Empirical Validation of the Model of ‘Theme’
The empirical validation of the thematization model consists of the preparation of a sample
corpus on which agreement studies will be carried out. The aim of these studies is to achieve
a measure of agreement that renders the categories reliable and valid enough to be annotated
on a larger corpus. The first step after the selection of the sample corpus is to determine the
concepts that the coders are going to annotate. These are described in the guidelines that lead
the annotators in their tasks. The second step is to design the studies and the scope to cover,
as well as their ability to be statistically measured. Once these elements are ready, the work of
the two coders start.
The two agreement studies carried out for the validation of thematic categories revealed
interesting aspects of the annotation of thematic features. The first study, deals with the
identification of spans, one referred to identifying the Thematic Field and the other to delimit
its elements,. This task proved to be more difficult than the second task where the labeling of
already selected elements was requested. It was more difficult for Spanish that for English, due
to the complex morphology of the Spanish verbal group.
Agreement Study 1. In task 1 of this Agreement Study the annotators had to identify the
span corresponding to the Thematic Field, a reliable result in AGR agreement (0.97 and 0.74)
was achieved in both languages. The Spanish result is lower than the English, as mentioned
earlier, for the more complex morphology of the Spanish verbal group.
Task 2 also obtained a high level of agreement in the selection of the spans corresponding
to Thematic Head, PreHead, Interpersonal Theme, Textual Theme, Predicated Theme and
There/Hay Theme. Thematic Head in English is at 0.93 and Spanish at 0.91, although there
is a slight difference in the values reflecting a better agreement in English, both AGR results
shows the relevance of the result. PreHead shows a better agreement in Spanish (0.89) than in
English (0.78). Interpersonal Themes selection also presents a higher value in Spanish (0.94)
than in English (0.37). Textual Themes show an almost even value in both languages (English
0.96 and Spanish 0.97). Predicated Themes and There show almost a perfect agreement in the
selection of their spans.
Agreement Study 2 consisted of five tasks in which the coders had to label the spans
marked in the complex clauses according to the categories delivered in a drop down list.
In Task 1, the coders had to select the type of Thematic element highlighted in the dataset.
The Kappa value obtained was 0.915 for English and 0.839 for Spanish.
The second Task, in which the type of experiential roles of the Head were marked, the kappa
value obtained in English was 0.875 and for Spanish 0.475. The moderate level of agreement is
due to discrepancies presented by the coders in the identification of relational processes where
Token and Value types were mistaken.
Task 3 consisted in the annotation of types of Textual Themes. In this task, the Kappa
values obtained were 0.664 in English and 0.927 in Spanish, although both are relevant enough
as to consider this category validated there is a clear difference of lower agreement in English
than in Spanish. In this case the problem yields in the selection by one of the coders of one
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category where the other marked it differently. This may indicate the need for further definition
of these elements in the guidelines.
In Task 4, coders had to select the type of Interpersonal Theme. In this task both languages
present a very low Kappa measurement (0.405 in English and 0.291 in Spanish). Although these
values are considered “moderate” and “fair” respectively, according to Viera & Garrett (2005),
their reliability is compromised. The subjectivity of these concepts makes it advisable to be
especially cautious in their application. Regarding automatic annotation rules, it may not be
possible to use these types of Interpersonal Themes as they are defined in the guidelines.
Task, 5, revealed a high level of agreement in the selection of the types of PreHead where
the Kappa values were 0.927 in English and 0.934 in Spanish.
To sum up, the categories subject to the empirical validation process: Thematic Field and
its elements; in the light of the statistical results obtained these categories are considered to be
validated from the point of view of its identification in a clause complex (span selection of the
first agreement study) and also from the point of view of its further classification (labeling in
the second agreement study, except for the types of Interpersonal Theme).
Annotating a Larger Corpus
As Leech (1997) says “corpora are useful only if we can extract knowledge or information from
them.” Now that the categories have been validated, they can be applied to the annotation
of a larger corpus. Due to the impossibility of annotating a larger corpus by more than one
annotator, and according to Dligach et al. (2010) who claim that the most efficient and reliable
corpora is obtained through more single handed coded annotations of an expanded corpus; a
large corpus is collected. The corpus consists of 220 texts news reports, editorials, and letters to
the editor, both in English and Spanish, which make up to 2551 clause complexes for analysis.
After the analysis, the genres for study can be thematically characterized as follows:
News reports are defined by White (1997) as communicatively-based rather than event-
based, striving to remain neutral and objective while presenting a diversity of opinions, voices,
and perspectives of the event, incident, or issue under discussion. This picture may be completed
with what Thompson (1994) expects when turning to a newspaper report, that “(. . . ) it will
give a reasonably objective “true” picture of the event and of the evidence, reactions, and
opinions of the people involved.” These definitions are resembled in the thematic choices of
news reports.
The “diversity of opinions, voices. . . ” depicted in news reports are represented by the use
of quotations in PreHead position. English up fronts quotations to PreHead whereas Spanish
delays its apparition to the rheme, although these quotations can be traced by a verb of com-
municative meaning. A common feature shared by both languages is the use of PreHead to
“highlight about the overturning of temporal sequences” (Bell, 1991), that is, as a temporal
setting, using more complex devices in English (PH-CCL), and simpler expressions in Spanish
(PH-Circ). Another interesting feature of PreHead in Spanish is that it is revealed as the pre-




The realization of Head is accomplished by the use of Noun Phrases and Noun Phrases
followed by Appositions, both elements more frequently used in English. In its place, Spanish
uses verbs, particularly its grammatical information. These verbs both in English and Spanish,
in its semantic role, act, as Francis (1990) pointed out as actors and sayers.
The composition of the thematic field in news reports is a clear reflection of the nature
of these texts. The use of elements of the inner thematic field and the almost non existent
apparition of outer thematic components reveal a clear picture of this type of texts.
Regarding Generic Structure Potential (GSP) and thematic progression patterns, news
reports are the only genre of the analyzed that has three moves instead of four. It is, in its
structural organization, simple. The results revealed that after the explicative headline, the
next move, in which the issue is presented, is characterized by the use of constant theme.
That is, repeating the same Head and adding information to it. The development of the
piece of news in the last move, where the facts about the issue are presented, is deployed by
a hypertheme followed by constant thematic progression in English, and linear patterns in
Spanish.
Editorials considered as “an article in a newspaper that gives the opinion of the editor or
publisher on a topic or item of news” (Sinclair (1995) in Ansary & Babaii, 2005), “(. . . ) seeking
to encourage critical thinking, to mould opinion, and to promote action.” (Roy, 2011:109). The
distributional map of thematic elements change drastically.
Due to the longer and explanatory nature of the texts, the use of Textual Themes increases
in both languages. It is worth noticing the contrast in the use of Binders in English and in
Spanish. These elements are the preferred textual strategy for English in long and explanatory
texts; whereas Linkers are seldom used on Editorials or on other types of texts. Spanish, on
the other hand, follows this general pattern but accounts for a wider use of Linkers in the three
genres.
The apparition of Interpersonal Theme reveals the presence of the author in the text, in
most cases in the form of Engagement where the writer conveys his or her position in the
argument (Hyland, 2001), “moulding opinion and encouraging critical thinking” (Roy, 2011).
In PreHead position, both languages prefer the use of simple forms of the type PH-Circ for
expression of Time and more complex (and less frequent) to express Contingency, introducing
counterarguments or hypothesis. A language characteristic of Spanish is the use of the lexical
part of the verb in this position.
Head reflects the presence of the writer in the text through the use of Thematic Equatives
and Predicated Themes. Head is realized by Noun Phrases, particularly pronouns in English,
as its most frequent strategy. Spanish instead, uses Verbs in first position avoiding the explicit
mark of the subject. Another language characteristic in this position in English is the use of
common nouns, not preceded by determiner whereas Spanish does not present any occurrence
of this kind, this, as Pe´rez-Leroux et al. (2004) notes: “(. . . ) English allows in subject position
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bare plural Noun Phrases while Spanish and some other Romance languages do not.” The
semantic realizations belong to actors and relational processes in this type of genre, that serve
to present facts to the reader.
The composition of thematic field in editorials is a clear reflection of the nature of these
texts. The use of both inner and outer thematic field reflex the complexity of theme in these
type of texts.
Regarding the Generic Structure Potential (GSP) and thematic progression patterns,
editorials present a four move structure. After the metaphorical headline, the next move is
introduced by a derived theme that addresses the issue. The argumentation of facts and its
evaluation is organized by units of information that follow the same pattern of an introductory
hypertheme and a set of derived themes attached to it. The same arrangement is followed in
the last move, where the articulation of a position on the part of the writer takes place.
In letters to the editor “the writers take position by expressing their views on current
events and states of affairs and by appealing for action. In so doing they also reveal their
feelings towards such events and provide their evaluation of the people and circumstances
involved” Pounds (2010). The short extension of these texts compromise the choice of certain
elements in the thematic field.
The selection of Textual Themes reflect the nature of the texts in the use of binders both
in English and Spanish, linkers, as mentioned above, and although less used in both cases, are
preferred by Spanish rather than English.
Contrary to expected, Interpersonal Themes although present in the texts, were expected
in higher numbers. The subjectivity is exposed in the texts but it is revealed through language
specific strategies. English selects the use of Engagement to highlight the presence of the
author in the texts, but does so in less number than Spanish. Spanish evenly prefers Stance
and Engagement. Does this mean that English authors do now appear in the texts? Rather,
the explanation points to the reason given by Pounds (2010) who says that English “stance”
may be more often “integrated into text rather than overtly marked.”
In PreHead position Spanish selects simple syntactic constructions and English more com-
plex formations to express Time and Contingency.
As in editorials, Head is, in some cases, realized by Thematic Equatives and Predicated
Themes. The preferred syntactic realization of Head is that of NP in both languages, although
English presents a statistical significant difference, Spanish balances this selection with the use
of verbs in first position.
In this type of texts, contrary to other genres analyzed there are other types of clauses
than declaratives, therefore it can be also studied the use of verbal forms in Head position in
English directives and questions. The choice of experiential elements is more varied, appearing
in relevant numbers: actors, carriers, senser, sayers and goal (and the special mention of process
in Spanish as a language characteristic).
Regarding the Generic Structure Potential (GSP) and thematic progression patterns,
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letters to the editor are structures in four moves. The headline summarizes the issue at stake.
Although the text extension is very short, it allows for an introduction of the issue, outlining
the argumentation and closing. All of them are derived themes, in this particular case the
short extension of the text does not allow to develop more complex or elaborated patterns,
being in most cases a single clause complex the only component of the move.
Towards Automatic Theme Annotation
The last step of this process is devoted to the exploration of thematic annotation automatiza-
tion. The aim of this effort is to make available a reliable annotated corpus for further research,
and to try to achieve this goal through automatic annotation.
The corpus selected is the same as the manually annotated corpus and discussed above.
This allows for the comparison of the results of both manual and automatic annotation, and
to test its reliability. The guidelines that have been validated in the first part of the study,
and tested in the second part in manual annotation, now acquire a salient role, helping in the
writing of automatic rules, and in the documentation of the study for the benefit of future users
(Dipper et al., 2004).
The tool to support the process had to fulfill a number of minimum requirements: ease of
use, friendly interface, its ability to multitask and multilanguage (Orasan, 2003). These claims
are key to making the study usable, reproducible, flexible and interactive. It was important
that the tool be useful and accessible to all users, not only to skilled computer users (Eckart de
Castilho, 2014); reproducible and therefore reliable (Krippendorff, 2004); flexible, to allow
changes in the use of the tool components; and interactive enough to be used by others. With
all these points in mind, the selection of the annotation tool was GATE (General Architecture
for Text Engineering) (Cunningham et al., 2011).
Data was prepared to be automatically processed (format, metadata (see chapter 23)) and
uploaded to GATE. The preprocessing of texts consists of preparing the corpus prior to its
annotation. In this case, the final annotation is the thematic annotation, but before this task
takes place, relevant data has to be obtained from the corpus, and this is achieved through
bootstrapping. To be able to automatically annotate theme, it is mandatory to identify the
units of analysis, its tokens, part-of-speech tagging and parsing. The identification of these
data serve as the basis for the formulation of rules that inform the automatic annotation of the
corpus. At this moment, the processes for each language diverges, due to availability of these
annotation tools. English had tools available to perform these tasks accurately, but Spanish
tools were not at my disposal at the time of this study.
English bootstrapping annotate the basis on which the automatic rules are based, that is,
tokens and part of speech tagging. Here begun the “translation” of the guidelines to JAVA. Af-
ter this process the set of JAVA rules ordered in an API is run after the bootstrapping pipeline
(sentence splitter, tagger, part-of-speech tagger and parser) and thus annotate the span of the-
matic field, Textual Theme (binder and linkers), Interpersonal Theme (EngSta and ComMod),
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PreHead (Circ and CCL) and Head (Thematic Equatives, Predicated Themes and Existential
clauses). The “translation” of the set of guidelines to JAVA proved to be a hard work1 (see
chapter 24.2). The high stage annotation at discourse level implies a wide background linguistic
knowledge that has to be transferred to the computer, that is a blank canvas. This iterative
process resulted in an API that run on the English pipeline gave the following results when
compared to the manually annotated corpus: the number of automatically annotated items
under each category does not present a statistically significant difference in relation to the same
elements manually annotated. The only category that presented difficulties is Interpersonal
Theme, something that may be expected as the intra-annotation agreements measures on this
feature presented the lowest rate. This success overcomes previous drawbacks in the automatic
annotation of theme (see Schwarz et al., 2008).
In the case of Spanish the available resources to be implemented in GATE, at the time
of the study, did not allow to find a part-of-speech tagger and a parser that provided codings
accurate enough. The solution given to this situation is to perform a thematic semi-automatic
annotation of the corpus where the results are compared to the manual annotation carried out in
chapter 18 (manual annotation) obtaining results that ensure that the corpus has been reliably
annotated in the following thematic elements: Head, PreHead, Interpersonal Theme, Textual
Theme and Thematic Field. Thus delivering an authoritative thematic annotated corpus, as
one of the main objectives of the study.
The automatic annotation of both corpus allows for further and deeper study of the anno-
tated data. The computer-supported format allows the use of the ANNIC (ANNotations-In-
Context) platform which is a “full-featured annotation indexing and retrieval system” built on
top of Apache Lucene–a high performance search engine implemented in JAVA, which supports
indexing, searching, and querying of large document collections (Cunningham et al., 2011).
This makes it possible to understand the relationship of new thematic layers of annotation to
any other annotated feature.
The use of computer-supported devices and automatic annotation should be further
explored in linguistic studies. It is, in the light of the results of this work, reliable and
accessible, ensuring the replicability of the experiments and the availability for the research
community. This procedure is less time consuming than manual annotation and efficacy is not
compromised.
This study accomplishes the task of validating aspects of the thematization model proposed by
Lavid et al. (2010d) empirically by implementing a methodology based on contrastive corpus
annotation in English and Spanish. The bilingual newspaper corpus has been thematically
characterized relating its features to the different genres of study, namely, news reports, edi-
torials, and letters to the editor. The same corpus is automatically annotated with thematic




features at clausal and discourse levels, proving its reliability through the comparison of the
results obtained through manual and automatic annotation.
Future work may overcome the limitations found in the lack of availability of processing
resources for automatic annotation in Spanish, and enhance the developed guidelines. Future




B.2 Resumen en castellano
La estructuracio´n tema´tica en ingle´s y espan˜ol: anotacio´n con-
trastiva de un corpus bilingu¨e para aplicaciones lingu¨´ısticas y
computacionales
El trabajo presentado en esta tesis se entronca en dos a´reas principales de investigacio´n.
Por un lado, en el a´mbito de la Lingu¨´ıstica Siste´mico-Funcional, y concretamente en su aspecto
contrastivo y de ana´lisis de corpus; y por otro lado, en el de Procesamiento del Lenguaje Natural
(PLN). En Lingu¨´ıstica Siste´mico-Funcional el feno´meno de tematizacio´n se ha reconocido como
un mecanismo fundamental en la construccio´n de mensajes y textos, varios investigadores han
apuntado su papel discursivo como el modo a trave´s del que los autores gu´ıan a sus lectores en
la interpretacio´n de mensajes y caracterizacio´n de textos (ve´ase Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004;
Downing, 1991; Lotfipour-Saedi & Rezai-Tajani, 1996).
Una productiva l´ınea de investigacio´n se ha concentrado en la relacio´n que existe entre la
seleccio´n tema´tica y el ge´nero (Ghadessy, 1995) centrada sobre todo en un u´nico idioma, el
ingle´s. Ma´s recientement varios investigadores se han interesado en la comparacio´n del ingle´s
con otros idiomas, insistiendo en la idea de Tema como elemento clave en la estructuracio´n de
la frase y el discurso (Grzegorek, 1984; Hasselg˚ard, 2004; Hidalgo Downing, 2003; McCabe &
Alonso Belmonte, 2001; Hidalgo Downing, 2003; Lavid et al., 2013a).
Es en este punto en el que se situ´a este trabajo, apoya´ndose en el modelo de tematizacio´n
desarrollado por Lavid, Aru´s, & Zamorano-Mansilla (2010d) en Systemic Functional Grammar
of Spanish: A Contrastive Study with English y, bajo el amparo de los proyectos CONTRA-
NOT1 y MULTINOT2, liderados por la profesora Dra. Julia Lavid. El grupo de investigacio´n
FUNCAP (Functional Linguistics English-Spanish and its Applications) bajo su direccio´n, ha
contribuido prol´ıficamente a esta l´ınea de investigacio´n, con los siguientes trabajos, entre otros:
Lavid, Aru´s, & Morato´n (2012, 2010b, 2009a); Aru´s, Lavid, & Morato´n (2013, 2012); Morato´n
(2009); Morato´n, Aru´s, & Lavid (2012); Morato´n & Lavid (2012).
A pesar de la importancia del estudio de la tematizacio´n en la estructuracio´n del mensaje
y del texto, hasta ahora, no ha habido estudios que hayan llevado a cabo la tarea de validar
aspectos de este feno´meno desde un punto de vista contrastivo (ingle´s-castellano), relacionando
adema´s propo´sitos lingu¨´ısticos y computacionales. Este estudio pretende rellenar un hueco en
este a´rea, desarrollando una metodolog´ıa basada en la anotacio´n contrastiva de un corpus que
valide emp´ıricamente aspectos tema´ticos en castellano e ingle´s.
Se pretende adema´s incidir en el a´mbito del ge´nero period´ıstico, en concreto en: noticias,
editoriales y cartas al director, en ingle´s y castellano. La tesis aborda detalladamente el campo
tema´tico y sus elementos: Textual Theme, Interpersonal Theme, PreHead y Head. Tambie´n
1El proyecto CONTRANOT fue financiado por el Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovacio´n durante los
an˜os 2009-2012.
2El proyecto MULTINOT esta´ siendo financiado por el Ministerio de Economı´a y Competitividad
en el per´ıodo 2013-2015.
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estudia su organizacio´n en el texto de acuerdo a los patrones de progresio´n tema´tica en los tres
ge´neros y ambas lenguas.
En el campo del Procesamiento del Lenguaje Natural (PLN), el feno´meno de la temati-
zacio´n ha atra´ıdo la atencio´n de investigadores de las a´reas de Ana´lisis de discurso y Generacio´n
de Lenguaje Natural (GLN). En GLN, por ejemplo, la tematizacio´n juega un papel funda-
mental en las tareas de micro planning (Hovy & Lavid, 2007; Duszak, 1994; Basile & Bos, 2011).
El presente trabajo pretende responder a las siguientes preguntas de investigacio´n:
1. ¿Se puede comprobar emp´ıricamente el concepto teo´rico de tematizacio´n en ingle´s y
castellano a trave´s de la anotacio´n de corpus?
2. ¿Existe alguna seleccio´n en la eleccio´n tema´tica y su progresio´n que se pueda asociar a
los tres ge´neros estudiados (noticias, editoriales y cartas al director)?. ¿Existe alguna
relacio´n entre los patrones tema´ticos y los moves en alguno de los ge´neros estudiados?
3. ¿Se puede automatizar la anotacio´n de categor´ıas tema´ticas en ingle´s y castellano?, si
esto es as´ı, ¿de que´ modo?, ¿son los resultados obtenidos fiables?
La estructuracio´n de la tesis se asemeja a la metodolog´ıa escogida y se organiza en las
siguientes partes: una primera parte introductoria, un segunda dedicada al marco teo´rico en el
que se presentan las nociones utilizadas a lo largo del trabajo. La tercera, en la que se desarrolla
la validacio´n emp´ırica de las categor´ıas tema´ticas que luego sera´n anotadas en un corpus ma´s
extenso. Una cuarta parte que aborda la anotacio´n de rasgos tema´ticos y su progresio´n en el
corpus ma´s extenso. El quinto bloque esta´ dedicado a explorar la anotacio´n automa´tica de este
corpus mediante la creacio´n de una herramienta en JAVA a partir de las gu´ıas utilizadas en la
validacio´n emp´ırica; y, finalmente, la u´ltima parte recoje a las conclusiones.
A continuacio´n se resume el ana´lisis y los resultados ma´s destacables del estudio en las
partes de: validacio´n emp´ırica, anotacio´n del corpus extenso y anotacio´n automa´tica.
Validacio´n emp´ırica
La validacio´n emp´ırica del modelo de tematizacio´n consiste en la preparacio´n de una muestra
del corpus sobre la que se van a llevar a cabo los experimentos de acuerdo entre anotadores. El
propo´sito de estos estudios es el de obtener medidas de acuerdo entre los anotadores suficiente-
mente relevantes como para considerar las categor´ıas fiables y va´lidas para ser anotadas en un
corpus ma´s extenso.
El primer paso tras la seleccio´n de la muestra del corpus es definir las categor´ıas para
da´rselas a conocer a los anotadores. Estos conceptos se describira´n en las gu´ıas de anotacio´n
que servira´n de ayuda en la tarea de codificacio´n.
El segundo paso es el disen˜o de los experimentos y su a´mbito de aplicacio´n, as´ı como su
estructura para poder ser sometidos a medicio´n estad´ıstica.
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Una vez que este trabajo esta´ hecho comienza el de los dos anotadores.
Los dos experimentos de anotacio´n llevados a cabo para la validacio´n emp´ırica pusieron al
descubierto aspectos interesantes de las categor´ıas tema´ticas. El primer experimento, en el que
ten´ıa que identificarse el a´mbito de aplicacio´n del campo tema´tico (thematic field) y el de sus
elementos, resulto´ ser ma´s dif´ıcil que el segundo en el que una seccio´n de texto previamente
identificado ten´ıa que ser clasificado de acuerdo a una lista de opciones definidas. Tambie´n
resulto´ ma´s complicada en castellano que en ingle´s, debido a la complejidad morfolo´gica del
idioma.
En las siguientes l´ıneas detallamos los resultados de estos experimentos de anotacio´n:
El Experimento 1, en la primera tarea, en la que los anotadores ten´ıan que identificar el
a´mbito del campo tema´tico (thematic field), dio como resultado en la medicio´n de AGR 0.97
y 0.74 en ingle´s y castellano respectivamente, ambos considerados una medida de acuerdo sufi-
cientemente fiable, aunque en castellano son algo menores que en ingle´s debido a la complejidad
morfolo´gica de este idioma.
En la segunda tarea de este primer experimento se obtuvo un alto nivel de acuerdo entre
los anotadores en la seleccio´n del texto correspondiente a las categor´ıas de Thematic Head,
PreHead, Interpersonal Theme, Textual Theme, Predicated Theme y There/Hay Theme. The-
matic Head en ingle´s alcanza un nivel de acuerdo de 0.93 y en castellano de 0.91, a pesar de
esta pequen˜a diferencia entre ambos idiomas, los dos resultados son suficientemente relevantes.
En el PreHead el nivel de acuerdo es ma´s alto en castellano de 0.89, mientras que en ingle´s es
de 0.78. La seleccio´n de los Interpersonal Theme tambie´n muestra una tasa de acuerdo ma´s
alta en castellano (0.94) que en ingle´s (0.37). Los valores de Textual Theme son casi ide´nticos
en los dos idiomas ingle´s 0.96 y castellano 0.97. Tanto Predicated Themes como There/Hay
tienen un resultado de acuerdo casi total.
El Experimento 2 consistio´ en la realizacio´n de cinco tareas en las que los codificadores
ten´ıan que etiquetar una seleccio´n de texto previamente subrayado de acuerdo a las categor´ıas
disponibles en una lista desplegable.
En la primera tarea, los anotadores ten´ıan que elegir el elemento tema´tico al que corre-
spond´ıa la parte subrayada del texto. Se obtiene un resultado Kappa de 0.915 en ingle´s y 0.839
en castellano.
La segunda tarea consist´ıa en escoger el tipo de papel sema´ntico del Head (actor, sayer,
value, goal, etc. . . ) , los resultados muestran un desigual acuerdo entre ingle´s, con un valor de
Kappa de 0.875 y 0.475 en castellano. El nivel moderado del acuerdo obtenido en castellano es
debido a las discrepancias entre los anotadores a la hora de clasificar los procesos relacionales
en sus tipos de value y token que fueron sistema´ticamente confundidos.
La tercera tarea trataba de la anotacio´n del Textual Theme. En ella el valor de kappa fue
de 0.664 en ingle´s y 0.927 en castellano, a pesar de que ambos resultados muestran un nivel
de acuerdo lo suficientemente alto como para ser considerado relevante y la categor´ıa validada,
hay una clara diferencia entre los dos resultados. En este caso el problema se encuentra en que
uno de los anotadores eligio´ un elemento textual donde el otro escogio´ otra categor´ıa distinta.
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Este problema puede resolverse con una clarificacio´n de la definicio´n de estos elementos en las
gu´ıas de anotacio´n.
En la cuarta tarea los anotadores seleccionan el tipo de Interpersonal Theme. En esta tarea
ambos idiomas presentan una tasa de Kappa muy baja (0.405 en ingle´s y 0.291 en castellano)
y, a pesar de que Viera & Garrett (2005) lo consideran un valor de acuerdo moderado, para
los fines de este estudio su fiabilidad queda comprometida. La subjetividad de esta categor´ıa
recomienda que se sea especialmente precavido con respecto a ella. En cuanto a su reflejo
en las reglas de anotacio´n automa´tica, puede que no sea posible usar los tipos de elementos
interpersonales tal y como quedan definidos en la gu´ıas de anotacio´n.
Finalmente, la u´ltima tarea, nu´mero 5, revela un alto nivel de acuerdo en la seleccio´n de
los tipos de PreHead, siendo el valor de Kappa 0.927 en ingle´s y 0.934 en castellano.
En resumen, las categor´ıas sometidas al proceso de validacio´n emp´ırica: el campo tema´tico y
sus elementos, y, a la luz de los resultados estad´ısticos obtenidos se pueden considerar validadas
desde el punto de vista de su identificacio´n en una frase, (a´mbito de ocurrencia de los elementos
en el primer ejercicio) y tambie´n sus tipos dentro de una clasificacio´n ma´s fina (clasificacio´n en
el segundo experimento, excepto los tipos de elementos interpersonales)
Anotacio´n de un corpus ma´s extenso
En palabras de Leech (1997) “corpora are useful only if we can extract knowledge or information
from them” [Los corpus son u´tiles solo si se puede extraer conocimiento o informacio´n de ellos]
Debido a la imposibilidad de anotar el corpus por ma´s de una anotador, se toma la decisio´n,
siguiendo a Dligach et al. (2010), de que los corpus ma´s eficientes y fiables son aquellos anotados
por un u´nico anotador pero ma´s extensos. De este modo se compila un corpus de noticias,
editoriales y cartas al director, en ingle´s y en castellano, que suman un total de 220 textos, lo
que implica un total de 2551 frases analizadas.
Tras el ana´lisis, los ge´neros estudiados se pueden caracterizar tema´ticamente de la siguiente
manera:
Los art´ıculos, tal y como los define White (1997) esta´n basados en actos comunicativos, de
cara´cter objetivo, utilizando un lenguaje neutral en su presentacio´n de distintas opiniones, voces
y perspectivas del incidente o situacio´n que se este´ tratando. A esta definicio´n pueden an˜ad´ırsele
las palabras de Thompson (1994) sobre lo que e´l espera cuando se acerca a un perio´dico “(. . . )
it will give a reasonably objective true picture of the event and of the evidence, reactions, and
opinions of the people involved” [obtener una imagen razonablemente objetiva de un hecho o
situacio´n, as´ı como reacciones y opiniones de la gente involucrada]. Estas definiciones se reflejan
en la seleccio´n de los temas en los art´ıculos de noticias.
La diversidad de opiniones y voces... aparecen representadas a trave´s de las citas en los
PreHead. En ingle´s estas aparecen principalmente en el PreHead, mientras que en castellano
se retrasan hasta el rema, usando en verbos de tipo comunicativo que adelantan la presencia
de estos elementos. Una caracter´ıstica comu´n compartida por ambos idiomas es el uso de los
PreHead para “highlight about the overturning of temporal sequences” [resaltar aquello que
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tiene que ver con el desarrollo temporal de los eventos] (Bell, 1991), usando expresiones ma´s
complejas en ingle´s (PH-CCL), y ma´s sencillas en castellano (PH-Circ). Otra caracter´ıstica
interesante de los PreHead en castellano es que en e´l tiene lugar la parte le´xica de los verbos
que se aparecen en primera posicio´n de frase.
Head son realizados por sintagmas nominales de forma aislada y tambie´n por sintagmas
nominales seguidos de una aposicio´n, ambos elementos se usan con ma´s frecuencia en ingle´s que
en castellano. En su lugar el castellano usa verbos, particularmente su informacio´n gramatical.
Estos verbos, tanto en ingle´s como en castellano en su papel sema´ntico actu´a como dice Francis
(1990) como actors y sayers.
La composicio´n del campo tema´tico en los textos period´ısticos es un claro reflejo de la
naturaleza de los mismos. El uso de estos elementos en el inner thematic field y la casi inexistente
aparicio´n del outer thematic field revela un claro dibujo de este tipo de textos.
En cuanto a la Generic Structure Potential (GSP) y los patrones de progresio´n tema´tica,
los art´ıculos de noticias son el u´nico ge´nero de los tres analizados que esta´ organizado en
tres movimientos en vez de en cuatro. Es, en cuanto a su estructura, simple. Los resultados
muestran que tras un encabezado explicativo, el siguiente movimiento, en el que se presenta los
hechos, esta´ caracterizado por el uso de un tema constante, esto es, repite el mismo encabezado
an˜adiendo informacio´n sobre este en el rema. El desarrollo de la noticia esta´ formado por un
hipertema seguido de temas constantes en ingle´s y lineares en castellano.
Los editoriales son considerados como “an article in a newspaper that gives the opinion
of the editor or publisher on a topic or item of news” (Sinclair (1995) in Ansary & Babaii,
2005) [el art´ıculo del perio´dico en el que se da la opinio´n del editor sobre un tema noticioso]
“(. . . ) seeking to encourage critical thinking, to mould opinion, and to promote action.” (Roy,
2011:109) [con la intencio´n de animar el pensamiento cr´ıtico, modular opinio´n o promover la
accio´n.] La distribucio´n de los elementos tema´ticos cambia radicalmente. Para comenzar, y
debido a la mayor extensio´n y naturaleza expositiva de estos textos, el uso de Textual Theme
se incrementa en los dos idiomas. Es importante destacar el contraste en el uso de los Binder
en ingle´s y en castellano. Estos elementos son la herramienta textual preferida para el ingle´s en
textos largos y explicativos, como en este caso; en cambio, los Linkers son utilizados raramente
en los editoriales y en el resto de los tipos de textos. El castellano, en cambio, sigue este patro´n
general pero utiliza un uso ma´s extenso de Linkers en los tres ge´neros.
La aparicio´n de elementos interpersonales revela la presencia del autor en el texto, en la
mayor´ıa de los casos en la forma de Engagement donde el escritor se refiere al lector en cuanto
a su postura en el texto (Hyland, 2001), “moulding opinion and encouraging critical thinking
(Roy, 2011) [modelando opinio´n y alentando el pensamiento cr´ıtico].
En el lugar del PreHead, ambas lenguas prefieren el uso de formas simples del tipo PH-Circ
para expresar temporalidad y ma´s complejas (y menos frecuentes) para expresar contingencia,
introduciendo argumentos o hipo´tesis. Una caracter´ıstica del castellano es el uso de la parte
le´xica del verbo en este lugar.
Head refleja la presencia del escritor en el texto mediante el uso de Thematic Equative y
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Predicated Theme. El resto de realizaciones de Head se encuentran sobre todo en forma de
sintagmas nominales, en concreto pronombres, como la estrategia ma´s frecuente en ingle´s. En
cambio, en castellano se usan verbos en esta posicio´n sin la marca expl´ıcita del sujeto. Otra
caracter´ıstica propia del ingle´s es el uso de nombres comunes, sin ir precedidos de determinantes,
mientras que en castellano no aparece ninguno de estos casos como Pe´rez-Leroux et al. (2004)
observa: “(. . . ) English allows in subject position bare plural Noun Phrases while Spanish
and some other Romance languages do not”. [En ingle´s se permite usar en posicio´n de sujeto
los sintagmas nominales puros mientras que en castellano y otras lenguas romances esto no es
posible]. Las realizaciones sema´nticas son actors y relational processes.
La composicio´n del campo tema´tico en editoriales es un reflejo claro de la naturaleza de este
tipo de textos. El uso de ambos inner y outer thematic field reflejan la complejidad tema´tica
de estos textos.
En cuanto al Generic Structure Potential (GSP) y los patrones de progresio´n tema´tica
en los editoriales tienen una estructura en cuatro partes. Tras el t´ıtulo metafo´rico, el siguiente
movimiento es introducido por un tema derivado que aborda el tema a tratar. La argumentacio´n
de los hechos y su evaluacio´n se organiza en unidades de informacio´n que siguen el mismo patro´n:
una introduccio´n mediante un hipertema, seguido de un grupo de temas derivados dependientes
de este. La misma estructura se refleja en el u´ltimo movimiento donde se plasma la postura del
autor.
En las cartas al director “the writers take position by expressing their views on current
events and states of affairs and by appealing for action. In so doing they also reveal their
feelings towards such events and provide their evaluation of the people and circumstances
involved” Pounds (2010) [el autor toma postura expresando sus puntos de vista respecto a los
acontecimientos actuales y los hechos que acontecen llamando a la accio´n. Haciendo esto revelan
sus pensamientos respecto a a los hechos relatados y evalu´an a las personas y las circunstancias
implicadas]. La corta extensio´n de estos textos condiciona la seleccio´n de ciertos elementos del
campo tema´tico.
La seleccio´n del Textual Theme refleja la naturaleza de los textos en el uso de Binders,
tanto en ingle´s como en castellano. Los Linkers como ya se mencionaba, y a pesar de que son
menos usados en ambos casos, son ma´s numerosos en castellano que en ingle´s.
Al contrario de lo que pudiera parecer, los elementos interpersonales, a pesar de estar
presentes en el texto, no son tan numerosos como cabr´ıa esperar. Encontramos subjetividad
en los textos pero se revela a trave´s de estrategias propias de cada idioma. En ingle´s el uso
de Engagement sen˜ala la presencia del autor en el texto pero lo hace en menor medida que
en castellano. En espan˜ol se usan por igual estrategias de Stance tanto como de Engagement.
¿Significa esto que los autores ingleses no aparecen en el texto? Todo lo contrario, como explica
Pounds (2010) “stance may be more often integrated into text rather than overtly marked”
[stance suele estar integrado en el texto ma´s que abiertamente marcado].
En la posicio´n de PreHead en castellano se suelen seleccionar estructuras sinta´cticas sim-




Como en los editoriales, el Head es, en algunas ocasiones realizado por Thematic Equative y
Predicated Theme. Las estructuras por las que se realizan estos elementos son sintagmas nomi-
nales en ambos idiomas, a pesar de que el ingle´s presenta una diferencia estad´ıstica significativa,
el castellano, es su lugar equilibra esta situacio´n con el uso de verbos.
En este tipo de textos, al contrario que los otros ge´neros analizados hay otro tipo de frases
adema´s de las declarativas, de ah´ı que se pueda analizar el uso de formas verbales en la posicio´n
de Head en las oraciones imperativas y preguntas en ingle´s. La eleccio´n de los elementos
experienciales es mucho ma´s variada, encontra´ndonos: actors, carriers, senser, sayers y goal,
adema´s de la atencio´n que requiere en castellano el uso de processes en esta posicio´n.
En cuanto a la Generic Structure Potential (GSP) y los patrones de progresio´n tema´tica, las
cartas al director esta´n estructuradas en cuatro movimientos. Los t´ıtulos resumen el motivo de
la carta. A pesar de que la extensio´n de texto es muy corta, se puede encontrar una introduccio´n
del tema, presentacio´n de la argumentacio´n y cierre. Todos ellos son de tipo derivados, en este
caso particular la corta extensio´n del texto no permite desarrollar patrones ni ma´s extensos ni
ma´s complejos, siendo en muchos casos solo una frase el u´nico componente de cada move.
La anotacio´n automa´tica del Tema
El u´ltimo paso de este proceso esta´ dedicado a la exploracio´n de la automatizacio´n de la an-
otacio´n automa´tica. El objetivo de este esfuerzo es hacer disponible un corpus anotado fiable
para futuras investigaciones. Y, lo que es ma´s, intentar conseguir este objetivo a trave´s de la
anotacio´n automa´tica.
El corpus sobre el que se va a realizar la anotacio´n automa´tica es el mismo que el que se
ha usado para la anotacio´n manual. Esto permite comparar los resultados de ambos procesos
y probar si existen diferencias. Las gu´ıas que se han validado en la primera parte del estudio,
y se han puesto en pra´ctica en la segunda parte a partir de la anotacio´n manual, toman de
nuevo un papel relevante, no so´lo ayudando en la definicio´n de las reglas sino tambie´n en la
documentacio´n del estudio para el beneficio de los futuros usuarios de este corpus (Dipper et al.,
2004).
La herramienta que va a servir como soporte para realizar este proceso tiene que cubrir un
nu´mero mı´nimo de requisitos: sencillez de uso, interfaz amigable, multitarea y multilenguaje
(Orasan, 2003). Estos puntos son clave para conseguir que el estudio sea u´til, reproducible,
flexible e interactivo. U´til y accesible a todos los usuarios, no so´lo a aquellos expertos en in-
forma´tica (Eckart de Castilho, 2014). Reproducible como ma´xima interpretacio´n de la fiabilidad
(Krippendorff, 2004). Flexible para permitir cambios en el uso de los componentes de las her-
ramientas de ana´lisis. E interactivas, esto es, que el estudio provea la suficiente documentacio´n
como para ser usado por otros. Con todos estos puntos en mente, la seleccio´n de la herramienta
de anotacio´n es GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) (Cunningham et al., 2011).
Los datos son preparados para ser tratados de forma automa´tica (formato, metadatos...)
(vea´se el cap´ıtulo 23) y cargados en GATE. Este preprocesamiento consiste en el tratamiento
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que se le da al corpus antes de la anotacio´n final. En este caso, la anotacio´n final es la anotacio´n
tema´tica, pero antes de que esta tarea tenga lugar, la informacio´n relevante tiene que extraerse
del corpus, y esto se hace mediante este preprocesamiento. Para poder anotar automa´ticamente
el tema es necesario identificar las unidades de ana´lisis, los tokens, las anotaciones de part of
speech y el parsing. En ingle´s hay herramientas disponibles para desarrollar estas tareas de
forma eficaz, pero en castellano, en el momento en el que se hizo el estudio no se encontraron
herramientas para una anotacio´n de part of speech y parsing.
El preprocesamiento que se lleva a cabo en ingle´s anota los rasgos ba´sicos en los que se van
a basar las reglas automa´ticas. Aqu´ı comienza la “traduccio´n” de las reglas a JAPE. Tras este
proceso un conjunto de reglas de JAVA contenidas en una API anotara´n tras el pipeline del
bootstrapping (sentence splitter, tagger, part-of-speech tagger and parser) el campo tema´tico:
Textual Theme (Binder, Linkers), Interpersonal Theme (EngSta, ComMod), PreHead (Circ,
CCL) y Head (Thematic Equative, Predicated Theme y Existential clauses). La “traduccio´n”
de las gu´ıas a JAPE demostro´ ser un trabajo especialmente duro1. El alto nivel de la anotacio´n
discursiva necesita de un amplio conocimiento lingu¨´ıstico que ha de ser transferido al ordenador,
que es un lienzo en blanco.
Este proceso iterativo de traduccio´n da como resultado la API que anotara´ en ingle´s el
tema. Tras la comparacio´n de los resultados obtenidos en la anotacio´n automa´tica con los
de la anotacio´n manual se demuestra que el nu´mero de elementos anotados en cada categor´ıa
no presenta una diferencia estad´ısticamente significativa entre las dos anotaciones. La u´nica
categor´ıa en la que se encuentran dificultades es la de Interpersonal Theme, algo que pod´ıa
ser esperado ya que el nivel de acuerdo entre los anotadores en esta categor´ıa era el ma´s bajo.
Este e´xito supera los antiguos escollos encontrados en la anotacio´n automa´tica del tema (vea´se
Schwarz et al., 2008).
En el caso de castellano las herramientas disponibles en GATE, en el momento del estu-
dio, no incluyen un part-of-speech tagger o un parser que realice anotaciones sinta´cticas lo
suficientemente fiables como para usarlas de base para la creacio´n de reglas automa´ticas. La
solucio´n dada a esta situacio´n es llevar a cabo una anotacio´n semi-automa´tica de los elementos
tema´ticos, los resultados obtenidos sera´n los que se comparen con los anotados manualmente en
el cap´ıtulo 18 (manual annotation). Los resultados demuestran que se trata de una anotacio´n
fiable llevada a cabo en Head, PreHead, Interpersonal Theme, Textual Theme y Thematic Field.
De este modo conseguimos nuestro objetivo de obtener un corpus anotados con datos fiables en
castellano.
La anotacio´n automa´tica de ambos corpus permitira´ estudios ma´s profundos y pormenoriza-
dos del tema. La anotacio´n llevada a cabo en formato electro´nico permite el uso de ANNIC
(ANNotations-In-Context) que es un “full-featured annotation indexing and retrieval system
built on top of Apache Lucene - a high performance full-featured search engine implemented in
JAVA, which supports indexing, searching and querying of large document collections” (Cun-
1El co´digo JAPE lo ha desarrollado Sara Lana, en un esfuerzo comu´n para compartir conocimiento
lingu¨´ıstico e informa´tico) (ve´ase el cap´ıtulo 24.2)
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ningham et al., 2011) [completa herramienta de anotacio´n indexacio´n y recuperacio´n construida
sobre Apache Lucene una herramienta de bu´squeda implementada en JAVA que permite la in-
dexacio´n, bu´squeda y pregunta (querying) de largas cantidades de documentos]. Esto hace
posible la explotacio´n de las relaciones de las recientes anotaciones del tema con cualquier otro
elemento anotado (por ejemplo, buscar las relaciones de realizacio´n de Head como NP etc...)
Tanto el uso de soportes informa´ticos como la anotacio´n automa´tica deber´ıa extenderse a
los estudios lingu¨´ısticos. Es, bajo este prisma bajo el que se presentan los resultados de este
trabajo, fiable y accesible, asegurando la reproduccio´n de los experimentos y su disponibilidad
para la comunidad cient´ıfica. Este procedimiento resulta ser ma´s ra´pido y eficiente que la
anotacio´n manual sin verse la eficacia comprometida.
El estudio consigue el objetivo validar emp´ıricamente aspectos el modelo de tematizacio´n prop-
uesto por Lavid et al. (2010d) implementando la metodolog´ıa basada en el ana´lisis contrastivo
de corpus mediante la anotacio´n en ingle´s y castellano. El corpus period´ıstico bilingu¨e com-
parable se ha caracterizado tema´ticamente en sus subge´neros: art´ıculos, editoriales y cartas
al director. El mismo corpus se ha anotado automa´ticamente en sus caracter´ısticas tema´ticas
a nivel de frase y de discurso, probando su eficacia, a trave´s de la comparacio´n del resultado
obtenido manual y automa´ticamente.
Futuros trabajos podra´n orientarse a superar las limitaciones encontradas en cuanto a la
disponibilidad de recursos de procesamiento para la anotacio´n automa´tica del castellano y
mejorar el desarrollo de las reglas. Puede extenderse adema´s el estudio a otros ge´neros ma´s alla´
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Definition of Thematic Field (English) 
Thematic Field: Initiating clause span of varying length up to and including the first nuclear 
constituent [FNC] in main clause (in bold in the examples), or one of the following: 
- Predicated Theme construction [PT] 
- “There” in Existential clauses.  
 
Examples of Thematic field (in bold) ending in [FNC]: 
(1) [FNC:] the cat is on the mat 
(2) [FNC:] Eating is vital  
(3) [FNC:] that he refused to do it worried me 
(4) [FNC:] Of unequal relevance is … 
(5) On the table [FNC:] stood a lamp 
(6) But, surprisingly, before the meeting [FNC:] everybody was glad to hear the news. 
(7) [FNC:] What I want is you 
(8) In my opinion, [FNC:] Real Madrid, their players have been holding up a banner 
 
 
Examples of Predicated Theme Construction [PT] and “There” in Existential clauses:  
 
(9) In fact [PT:] It is love that makes the world go round  




APPENDIX 2: English Core Tagset for Theme categories (Declarative clauses) 
 
1. Thematic Head (TH) 
 
The Thematic Head is defined as the first nuclear constituent (not circumstantial) element in the 
clause. This can be a Participant, a Process, an Absolute Theme, a Thematic Equative, a Predicated 
Theme or the “There” element in existential clauses. When the Thematic Head is a Participant, it 
can be realized as: 
 - a Noun Group. (e.g. The cat is on the mat; Peter is at home; She saw him yesterday) 
 - an Adverbial Group (e.g. Tomorrow is a holiday)  
 - a Non-finite Clause (e.g.  Eating is vital ; To live is to die) 
 - a Nominal That-Clause (e.g. That he refused to do it worried me) 
- an Absolute Theme (e.g. “Real Madrid, their players have been holding up a banner”) 
- a Thematic Equative (e.g. What you need is love) 
- a Predicated Theme (e.g.: It is you who are to blame) 
 
When the Thematic Head is a Process, it is realized as a verbal form, preceded by a Pre-Head 
element, such as for example a Circumstance (e.g. On the table stood a lamp) or an auxiliary.  
When the clause is existential, the Thematic Head is realized by the “There” element (e.g. There 




2. Pre-Head (PH) 
Figure C.1 Annotation scheme of Thematic Field English
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Definition of Thematic Field (Spanish) 
 
Clause-initial material which goes from the beginning of the clause complex up to and including 
the first nuclear experiential constituent [FNC] in the main clause. The FNC can be realized by 
either lexical or morphological means. 
 
Examples of Thematic field (in bold) ending in [FNC]: 
 
(1) [FNC:] El gato está en la alfombra 
 
(2) [FNC:] Cansadísimo llegué ayer a casa 
 
(3) [FNC:] Se está muy bien aquí  
 
(4) [FNC:] se lo di ayer (le-allomorph) 
 
 
(5) Se [FNC:] me cayó (se is here part of the Verbal Group caerse and is, therefore, pre-
Head [it fulfils no participant role]). 
 
(6) En realidad, [FNC:] corriendo no se consigue nada  
 
(7) [FNC:] que me digas eso significa que no me has entendido 
 
(8) Teng-[FNC:] o frío (verbal base is pre-Head; both together, ITF) 
 
 
(9) [FNC:] Ten cuidado! 
 
(10) Las vacaciones, [FNC:] todo el mundo sueña con ellas  
 
(11) [FNC:] Lo que necesitas es amor (Thematic Equative) 
 
Figure C.2 Annotation scheme of Thematic Field Spanish
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C. Appendix
TAGSET DEFINITIONS for THEME CATEGORIES IN ENGLISH 
 
(Declarative clauses)  
 
1. THEMATIC HEAD (TH)  
 
The Thematic Head is defined as the first nuclear constituent (not circumstantial) element in the clause. This can be a Participant, a Process, or the “There”  
element in existential clauses.   
 
When the Thematic Head is a Participant, it can be realized as:  
 
− a Noun Group. (e.g. The cat is on the mat; Peter is at home; She saw him yesterday)  
− an Adverbial Group (e.g. Tomorrow is a holiday)   
− a Non-finite Clause (e.g.  Eating is vital ; To live is to die)  
− a Nominal That-Clause (e.g. That he refused to do it worried me)  
 
When the Thematic Head is a Process, it is realized as a verbal form, preceded by a Pre---Head element, such as for example a Circumstance (e.g. On the  
table stood a lamp) or an auxiliary. 
 
When the clause is existential, the Thematic Head is realized by the “There” element (e.g. There were three people waiting for the bus)  
 
2. PREHEAD (PH)  
 
The Pre-Head element is any circumstantial and/or finite element preceding the Thematic Head. This includes the following realisations (in bold face):  
 
− Adverbial Groups (e.g. tomorrow there will be another meeting)  
− Prepositional Phrases (e.g. On your right you can see the Royal Palace)   
− Circumstantial clauses (e.g. After dropping her off, he continued his trip)   
− Finite verbal forms, i.e. auxiliaries, preceding the lexical verb: (e.g. Should you decide to leave the country,-  
Had I known you were so near, I would have flown to meet you)  
 
3. PREDICATED THEME (PT)  
 
This construction is also known as “it--cleft” and consists of an ‘it+ be+ relative clause’ (e.g.: It is you who are to blame)  
 
4. TEXTUAL THEME (TT)  
 
Elements which are instrumental in the creation of the logical connections in the text, such as linkers, binders or correlatives. These include:  
 
− Linkers (paratactic nexus) (e.g. And don’t tell me you didn’t know; but let’s change the topic)  
− Binders (hypotactic nexus) (e.g. However, the situation now is different; now we needed to promote the event, secondly, you should go to a doctor).  
− Correlatives: (not only…but; either…or) (e.g. Not only didn’t he call but also forgot completely about us; either you’re with us or you’re against us.)  
 
5. THERE STRUCTURE  (THERE) 
 
This is a type of construction which occurs in existential clauses. It is realized by the “There” element. (e.g. There are three boys waiting at the door)   
 
 
“There has been a dog barking all night” 
 
6. INTERPERSONAL THEME (IT)  
 
These are elements which express the attitude and the evaluation of the speaker with respect to his/her message. These include:   
 
− Vocatives, i.e., any item used to address (e.g. Tom! This is a nice surprise; Sir, could you follow me, please?)  
− Comment Adjuncts (e.g. Surprisingly he didn’t mention anything; understandably, he kept a low profile)  
− Modal Adjuncts (e.g. Probably that’s the only lesson we learned; Surely you didn’t do that!)  
 
  
Figure C.3 English tag-set definition for Theme categories
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TAGSET DEFINITIONS for THEME CATEGORIES IN SPANISH 
 
(Declarative clauses)  
 
1. THEMATIC HEAD (TH)  
 
The Thematic Head is defined as the first nuclear constituent (not circumstantial)  element in the clause realised by either lexical or morphological 
means.When the Thematic Head is a Participant, it can be realized as:  
 
− a Noun Group. (e.g. El gato está en el sofá)  
− an Adverbial Group (e.g. Mañana es festivo)   
− a Non---finite Clause (e.g.  Comer es vital ; Vivir es morir)  
 
When the Thematic Head is a Process, it is realized as a the grammatical part of the verb (e.g.  Saldre---mos a las tres)  
 
When the clause is existential, the Thematic Head is realized by the “Hay” element (e.g. Hay tres personas esperando el autobús)  
 
2. PREHEAD (PH)  
 
The PreHead element is any circumstantial and/or finite element preceding the Thematic Head. This includes the following realisations (in bold face):  
 
− Adverbial Groups (e.g. Mañana habrá otra reunión)  
− Prepositional Phrases (e.g. A la derecha está el Palacio Real)   
− Circumstantial clauses (e.g. Después de descansar, Paco continuó su camino)   
− Clitic se when pronominal  
 
3. PREDICATED THEME (PT)  
 
A construction that consists of two parts: (1) an initial thematic segment consisting of the copular verb followed by the element in Focus; and (2) a  
rhematic segment realized by a relative---like clause, as shown below:  
“Fue Fermín el que me dejó triste”  
4. TEXTUAL THEME (TT)  
 
Elements which are instrumental in the creation of the logical connections in the text, such as linkers, binders or correlatives. These include:  
 
− Linkers (paratactic nexus) (e.g. Y no me digas que no lo sabes)  
− Binders (hypotactic nexus) (e.g. De todos modos, la situación ahora ha cambiado)  
− Correlatives: (not only…but; either…or) (e.g. No solo no llamó sino que se marchó)  
 
5. THERE STRUCTURE  (THERE) 
 
This is a type of construction which occurs in existential clauses. It is realized by the “Hay” element. (e.g. Hay tres pesonas esperando el autobus)   
 
 
6. INTERPERSONAL THEME (IT)  
 
These are elements which express the attitude and the evaluation of the speaker with respect to his/her message. These include:   
 
− Vocatives, i.e., any item used to address (e.g. ¡Tomás! Esto es una sorpresa muy agradable.)  
− Comment Adjuncts (e.g. Sorprendentemente, él no mencionó nada)  
− Modal Adjuncts (e.g. Probablemente sea lo único que ha aprendido)  
 
  
Figure C.4 Spanish tag-set definition for Theme categories
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C. Appendix
ENGLISH	  Extended	  TAGSET	  DEFINITIONs	  for	  Textual	  Theme	  Types	  (definitions	  based	  
on	  Halliday	  and	  Matthiessen	  (2004)	  IFG	  	  
Textual	  Theme	  (TT):	  	  
Elements which are instrumental in the creation of the logical connections in the text, such as 
linkers, binders or correlatives: 
	  
• TT-Link 
o Linkers (paratactic nexus). Parataxis is the linking of elements of equal status (Halliday 
& Matthiessen, 2004, p. 384) 
§ e.g: 




o Binders (hypotactic nexus). Hypotaxis is the binding of elements of unequal status 
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 384) 
§ e.g: 
• [TT-Bind:] However, the situation now is different; now we needed 
to promote the event, secondly, you should go to a doctor. 
 
• TT-Cor 
o Correlatives: (not only … but; either … or) 
§  e.g:  
• [TT-Cor:] Not only didn’t he call but also forgot completely about us; 
either you’re with us or you’re against us. 












Figure C.5 English tag-set definition for Textual Themes
SPANISH	  Extended	  TAGSET	  DEFINITIONs	  for	  Textual	  Theme	  Types	  (definitions	  based	  
on	  Halliday	  and	  Matthiessen	  (2004)	  IFG	  	  
Textual	  Theme	  (TT)	  
• TT-Link 
o linkers (paratactic nexus) (e.g. [TT-Link:] Y no me digas que no lo sabes) 
• TT-Bind 
o binders (hypotactic nexus) (e.g. [TT-Bind:] De todos modos, la situación ahora ha 
cambiado). 
• TT-Cor 
o correlatives: (e.g. [TT-Cor:] Tal era el miedo que no salió de casa) 
	  
Figure C.6 Spanish tag-set definition for Textual Themes
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C.1 Annotation Schemes and Guidelines
ENGLISH	  Extended	  TAGSET	  DEFINITIONS	  for	  Interpersonal	  Theme	  Types	  (definitions	  
based	  on	  Halliday	  and	  Matthiessen	  (2004)	  IFG	  and	  on	  an	  adaptation	  of	  Hyland’s	  
(2005)	  Stance	  and	  engagement:	  a	  model	  of	  interaction	  in	  academic	  discourse.	  
Interpersonal	  Themes	  (IT)	  




o Vocatives, i.e., any item used to address. 
§ e.g: 
•  [IT- Voc:] Tom! This is a nice surprise. 
• [IT- Voc:] Sir, could you follow me, please? 
• IT-Com 
o Comment adjuncts. 
§ e.g.  
• [IT- Com:] Surprisingly he didn’t mention anything. 
• [IT- Com:] Understandably, he kept a low profile. 
• IT-Mod 
o Modal adjuncts. 
§ e.g.: 
• [IT- Mod:] Probably that’s the only lesson we learned 
• [IT- Mod:] Surely you didn’t do that! 
 
• IT-Eng 
o Engagement: The writer acknowledge and connect to others, recognizing the presence 
of the reader, focusing their attention, acknowledge their uncertainties and guiding them 
to interpretations. 
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Eng]: It is reported that 16% of American households use a cell 
phone exclusively for their telephone service. 
• [IT-Eng]: It is clear that our Government is not working for us. 
 
• IT-Sta 
o Stance: The ways writers stamp their personal opinion onto their arguments: 
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Sta]: It seems that the Republicans have already blinked in the 
most feared immediate confrontation 
• [IT-Sta]: It may be that appropriate prosecutions would result in 
managers and frontline staff serving well-deserved prison sentences.	  
Figure C.7 English tag-set definition for Interpersonal Themes
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C. Appendix
SPANISH	  Extended	  TAGSET	  DEFINITIONs	  for	  Interpersonal	  Theme	  Types	  (definitions	  
based	  on	  Halliday	  and	  Matthiessen	  (2004)	  IFG	  and	  on	  an	  adaptation	  of	  Hyland’s	  
(2005)	  Stance	  and	  engagement:	  a	  model	  of	  interaction	  in	  academic	  discourse.	  
Interpersonal	  Themes	  (IT):	  




o Vocatives, i.e., any item used to address  
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Voc] ¡Juan! Esta es una gran sorpresa.  
• [IT-Voc] Señor, ¿puede acompañarme, por favor? 
• IT-Com 
o Comment adjuncts  
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Com] Sorprendentemente no mencionó nada al respecto.  
• [IT-Com] Comprensiblemente, mantuvo un perfil bajo. 
• IT-Mod 
o Modal adjuncts 
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Mod] Probablemente esta ha sido la única lección que hemos 
aprendido 
• [IT-Mod] ¡Seguro que no has hecho eso! 
 
• IT-Eng 
o Engagement: The writer acknowledge and connect to others, recognizing the presence 
of the reader, focusing their attention, acknowledge their uncertainties and guiding them 
to interpretations. 
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Eng]: Se dice que algo tan insignificante como el aleteo de una 
mariposa puede ocasionar un huracán en el otro extremo del mundo 
• [IT-Eng]: Está claro que nuestro Gobierno ya no trabaja para 
nosotros. 
• [IT-Eng]: Lo importante en realidad es parar los desahucios 
 
• IT-Sta 
o Stance: The ways writers stamp their personal opinion onto their arguments: 
§ e.g: 
• [IT-Sta]: Parece que hemos olvidado que su negocio siempre ha sido 
pagar poco por el dinero que les confiamos y cobrar mucho por el 
dinero que les pedimos prestado. 
• [IT-Sta]: Opino que si se quiere homenajear a alguien por su valía, no 
hace falta otorgarle un dinero que hubiera podido servir para cubrir la 
subsistencia de mucha gente que tiene que mendigar. 
 
 
Figure C.8 Spanish tag-set definition for Interpersonal Themes
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C.1 Annotation Schemes and Guidelines
ENGLISH	  Extended	  TAGSET	  DEFINITIONS	  for	  Pre-­‐Head	  Theme	  Types	  (definitions	  
based	  on	  Lavid,	  Arús	  and	  Moratón	  (2013)	  Investigating	  thematic	  choices	  in	  two	  
newspaper	  genres:	  an	  SFL-­‐based	  study	  analysis	  
Pre-­‐Head	  Themes	  (PH):	  
The Pre-Head element is any circumstantial and/or finite element preceding the Thematic Head. 
	  
• PH-Circ 
o Circumstantial elements that can be realized by Adverbial or Prepositional Groups:  
§ e.g: 
• Adverbial groups: [Ph-Circ:] Afterwards there will be another 
meeting 
• Prepositional phrases: [Ph-Circ:] On your right you can see the Royal 
Palace 
• PH-CCL 
o Circumstantial elements realized by a dependent clause:  
§ e.g: 
• [Ph-CCL:] After dropping her off, he continued his trip  
• PH-Finite 
o As auxiliaries preceding the lexical verb:  
§ e.g: 
• [Ph-Finite:] Should you decide to leave the country, please let me 
know.  
• [Ph-Finite:] Had I known you were so near, I would have flown to 
meet you. 
	  
Figure C.9 English tag-set definition for PreHeads
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SPANISH	  Extended	  TAGSET	  DEFINITIONS	  for	  Pre-­‐Head	  Theme	  Types	  (definitions	  
based	  on	  Lavid,	  Arús	  and	  Moratón	  (2013)	  Investigating	  thematic	  choices	  in	  two	  
newspaper	  genres:	  an	  SFL-­‐based	  study	  analysis	  
Pre-­‐Head	  Themes	  (PH):	  
The Pre-Head element is any circumstantial and/or finite element preceding the Thematic Head. 
	  
• PH-Circ 
o Circumstantial elements that can be realized by Adverbial or Prepositional Groups:  
§ e.g: 
• Adverbial groups: [Ph-Circ:] Después habrá otra reunion 
• Prepositional phrases: [Ph-Circ:] A su derecha, pueden ver el Palacio 
Real. 
• PH-CCL 
o Circumstantial elements realized by a dependent clause:  
§ e.g: 
• [Ph-CCL:] Tras dejarle en casa, Mario continuó su camino. 
• PH-Finite 
o As auxiliaries preceding the lexical verb:  
§ e.g: 
• [Ph-Finite:] Han viajado también a Estambul y Jerusalén. 
 
o As auxiliaries preceding the lexical verb:  
§ e.g: 
• [Ph-Finite:] Agrav-a la situación el hecho de que llueva. 
 
o ‘Se’ markers are considered Pre-Head when pronominal or passive: 
§ e.g: 
• [Ph-Finite:] Se hall-a ahora en un proceso en un proceso de expansion 
internacional. 
	  
Figure C.10 Spanish tag-set definition for PreHeads
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ENGLISH Extended TAGSET DEFINITIONs for Thematic Head Types (definitions based on Halliday and 
Matthiessen (2004) IFG and Martin, Matthiessen and Painter (1997) Working with Functional Grammar) 
All examples include the defined participant in thematic position 
1. Actor: the participant doing the deed in a material processes, as in [Actor:] Peter went home, [Actor:] Mary received the letter 
or [Actor:] John gave Mary a kiss 
2. Goal: the participant impacted by a doing in a material process, as in [Goal:] Mary was kissed by Peter, [Goal:] the letter was 
put in the mail or [Goal:] the bathrooms are cleaned hourly 
3. Beneficiary: the participant benefiting (positively or negatively) from the doing in a material process, as in [Beneficiary:] 
Mary was given a letter, [Beneficiary:] he was granted a scholarship or [Beneficiary:] they were inflicted a crushing defeat 
4. Range (or Scope): the participant that construes the domain over which the process takes places, as in [Range:] that mountain 
is climbed mostly on its northern side, or construes the process itself, either in general or in specific terms, as in [Range:] 
showers should be taken in the morning. 
5. Senser: the participant sensing in a mental process, as in [Senser:] She likes ice-cream, [Senser:] I can’t see the light, 
[Senser:] she knows a lot of stories, [Senser:] they prefer to stay 
6. Phenomenon: the participant being sensed in a mental process, as in [Phenomenon:] he is hated everywhere, [Phenomenon:] 
deer can be seen crossing the fields, [Phenomenon:] that’s well known by everybody or [Phenomenon:] that ring is very much 
coveted 
7. Sayer: the participant saying, telling, stating, informing, asking, threatening, suggesting and so on in a verbal process, as in 
[Sayer:] She never tells the truth, [Sayer:] they ordered me to leave or [Sayer:] She threatened to kill herself 
8. Verbiage: the content of saying in a verbal clause, when expressed as a nominal group, as in [Verbiage:] that story has been 
told many times, [Verbiage:] questions will be asked or [Verbiage:] that word was never uttered by me 
9. Receiver: the addressee of a speech interaction in a verbal process, as in [Receiver:] I was told to leave at once, [Receiver:] 
the kids were told a story or [Receiver:] she was asked her name 
10. Token: the participant representing the expression, symbol, form, name, function, position or actor in an identifying 
relational process. Identifying relational processes are reversible and the Token tends to appear in the first position with respect 
to the Value, as in: [Token:] Mary is the best, [Token:] green means “go” or [Token:] She played the leading role. The Token is 
also the participant that tends to go first in possessive and circumstantial identifying relational processes, as [Token:] they own 
the house or [Token:] tomorrow is January the 1st, respectively. 
11. Value: the participant representing the content, symbolized thing, meaning, referent, filler, holder of position or role in an 
identifying relational process. Identifying relational processes are reversible and the Value appears in initial position when the 
process is reversed, as in [Value:] the best one is Mary, [Value:]  “go” is symbolized by green or [Value:] the leading role was 
played by her. The Value is also the participant that goes first in possessive and circumstantial identifying relational processes 
when these are reversed, as in [Value:] the house is owned by them or [Value:] January the 1st is tomorrow, respectively. 
12. Carrier: the participant to which an Attribute is assigned in an attributive relational process, whether intensive, possessive 
or circumstantial. These relational processes are not easily reversed. Examples: She is quite wise in general, [Carrier:] I have a 
guitar or [Carrier:] the movie is about a multimillionaire 
13. Attribute: what is assigned to the Carrier in an attributive relational process, whether intensive, possessive or 
circumstantial. As attributive processes are not easily reversed, Attributes are not found in thematic position except in 
exclamations such as How [Attribute:] clever she is! 
14. “There”: The starting element in an existential process. It is not a participant. Examples: There is a hair in my soup or there 
are many people here 
15. Process: a whole process, whether material, mental, verbal, relational or existential. 
16. None 
 





SPANISH Extended TAGSET DEFINITIONS for Thematic Head Types (definitions based on Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) IFG 
and Martin, Matthiessen and Painter (1997) Working with Functional Grammar) 
 
All examples include the defined participant in thematic position. 
1. Actor: the participant doing the deed in a material processes, as in: [Actor:] El niño tiene anginas (‘the kid has tonsillitis’) or [Actor:] Los 
tres recibieron un premio (‘the three of them were given [lit. received] an award’)   
2. Goal: the participant impacted by a doing in a material process, as in: [Goal:] El premio lo entregó el president de la academia (‘the award 
was delivered by the president of the academy’) or [Goal:] las paredes han de pintarse cada dos años (‘the walls are to be painted every other 
year’)   
3. Beneficiary: the participant benefiting (positively or negatively) from the doing in a material process, as in: [Beneficiary:] A mí me dieron 
tres entradas (‘I was given three tickets’) or [Beneficiary:] me han concedido una beca (‘I’ve been granted a scholarship’) 
4. Range (or Scope): the participant that construes the domain over which the process takes places, as in: [Range:] Esa pared fue escalada por 
primera vez en 1915 (‘that wall was first climbed in 1915’) or or construes the process itself, either in general or in specific terms, as in: 
[Range:] Esta música es tocada en funciones sociales (‘this music is played in social events’). 
5. Senser: the participant sensing in a mental process, as in: [Senser:] A mi hermano le encanta este osito (‘my brother loves this teddy bear’) 
or [Senser:] los daltónicos no pueden percibir algunos colores (color blind people cannot make out some colors’) 
6. Phenomenon: the participant being sensed in a mental process, as in: [Phenomenon:] estas galletas no me gustan mucho (‘I don’t really like 
these cookies’)  
7. Sayer: the participant saying, telling, stating, informing, asking, threatening, suggesting and so on in a verbal process, as in: [Sayer:] Los 
borrachos siempre dicen la verdad (‘drunken people always tell the truth’) or [Sayer:] El juez ordenó evacuar la sala (‘the judge ordered to 
create the room’) 
8. Verbiage: the content of saying in a verbal clause, when expressed as a nominal group, as in: [Verbiage:] Esa historia ya me la han contado 
(‘I’ve already been told that story’) or [Verbiage:] Eso no me lo dices otra vez (you’re not telling me that again’) 
9. Receiver: the addressee of a speech interaction in a verbal process, as in: [Receiver:] Me dijeron que me olvidara de ello (‘I was told to 
forget about that’) or [Receiver:] Siempre nos cuentas historias (you’re always telling us stories’) 
10. Token: the participant representing the expression, symbol, form, name, function, position or actor in an identifying relational process. 
Identifying relational processes are reversible and the Token tends to appear in the first position with respect to the Value, as in: [Token:] Juan 
es el responsable (‘John is the responsible one [the person in charge])’. The Token is also the participant that tends to go first in possessive and 
circumstantial identifying relational processes, as: [Token:] alguien debe tener el dinero (‘someone must have the money’) 
11. Value: the participant representing the content, symbolized thing, meaning, referent, filler, holder of position or role in an identifying 
relational process. Identifying relational processes are reversible and the Value appears in initial position when the process is reversed, as in: 
[Value:] el responsable es Juan (‘the responsable one [the person in charge] is John’). The Value is also the participant that goes first in 
possessive and circumstantial identifying relational processes when these are reversed, as in: [Value:] el dinero lo debe tener alguien (lit. ‘the 
money, someone must have it’)  
12. Carrier: the participant to which an Attribute is assigned in an attributive relational process, whether intensive, possessive or 
circumstantial. These relational processes are not easily reversed. Examples: [Carrier:] este niño es bastante bueno, en general (‘this kid is 
quite good, in general’) or [Carrier:] mi madre tiene dos guitarras (‘my mother has two guitars’) 
13. Attribute: what is assigned to the Carrier in an attributive relational process, whether intensive, possessive or circumstantial. As attributive 
processes are not easily reversed, Attributes are not found in thematic position except in exclamations such as: ¡Qué [TH-Attribute:] inteligente 
es! (‘How intelligent she is’). In other constructions where the Attribute appears in thematic position is it of the Absolute theme type, and in 
that case it does not fulfill a transitivity role: [TH-absolute:] Inteligente, no lo es mucho (‘intelligent, she’s not really’) 
14. “Hay”, “había”, “habrá”, “hubo”, etc: The starting element in an existential process. It is variable with respect to tense but invariable 
with respect to person. The final inflection does therefore not serve to track participants, so the whole unit is Theme. Examples: [Existential:] 
Hay un pelo en mi sopa (‘there is a hair in my soup’)   
15. Process: the inflected ending in a process; in perfect tenses, it is the inflected part of the Finite. This is a very usual kind of Theme in 
Spanish, the lexical part being Pre-Head: [Process:] Llegam-os enseguida (‘[we] arrived quickly’) or [Process:] H-an encontrado petróleo 
(‘they’ve found oil’) 
Figure C.12 Spanish tag-set definition for Head experiential roles
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AGREEMENT STUDY 1 TASK 1
Annotator’s name: 
English
The Bigger Issue in Sudan
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell. 
The Vanishing Bomb
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell. 
The Limits of Energy Innovation
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell. 
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF, escapes dismissal over affair - The Times online October 26, 2008
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell. 
Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell. 
Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell. 
TEXT 1 
2. Underline and copy in the right column the span that functions as Thematic field:
Thematic	  Field	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 5
2. Underline and copy in each clause the span that functions as:
Thematic	  Field	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
The purpose of this exercise is to identify the clause span that functions as Thematic Field within the clause 
complex in English.The rest of the clause span will be the Rhematic Field. 
There are six texts, the titles are listed below. To access the corresponding template for your annotation, 
please click on the link in blue. 
This analysis is carried out on English Commentaries and News Reports. 
The definition of Thematic field and its realisations can be found clicking on the icon below. 
TEXT 4
Thematic	  Field	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
2. Underline and copy in each clause the span that functions as:
Thematic	  Field	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 3
TEXT 2
2. Underline and copy in each clause the span that functions as:
Thematic	  Field	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
2. Underline and copy in each clause the span that functions as:
Thematic	  Field	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 6
2. Underline and copy in each clause the span that functions as:
DocumentCoreTagsetforTheme
types(Eng-Span).doc
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Dominique Strauss-Kam, the French head of the International 
Monetary Fund, escaped dismissal for a one-night stand with a 
subordinate today, but was denounced by board members for a 
"serious error of judgment."
Dominique Strauss-Kam, the French head of the 
International Monetary Fund,
2
The fund's managing director was allowed to remain in his post 
after an investigation cleared him of accusations of harassment, 
favouritism and abuse of power over his affair with Piroska 
Nagy, a Hungarian economist.
3
But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the 1M F 
board, which said the relationship "was regrettable and reflected 
a serious error of judgment on the part of the managing 
director."
4
Shakour Shaalan, the fund's executive director, said 1M F staff, 
and notably female staff, "are not at all happy" with Mr Strauss-
Kahn, whose amorous adventures in France have earned him the 
epithet Ie grand seducteur.
5
“The managing director has expressed his regrets. I don't think 
that we can ask him to do more at this time," said Mr Shaalan. 
"We will continue to work with him."
6
Mr Strauss-Kam, 59, said in a statement: "I very much regret the 
incident and I accept responsibility for it."
7
The investigation was launched when Mario Blejer, a senior 
Argentine economist, said Mrs Nagy, his wife, had been seduced 
at the Davos international forum.
8
A US law firm was asked to probe accusations that Mrs Nagy, 
who left the IMF in August, had been forced out by Mr Strauss-
Kahn, possibly with an exorbitant pay-off.
9
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius said there was no evidence to support 
the claims.
10
The decision was greeted with relief in France, where Mr 
Strauss-Kahn is seen as a key figure in President Sarkozy's drive 
to remodel and regulate capitalism in the wake of the financial 
crisis.
11
French commentators hailed the role played by Anne Sinclair, 
Mr Strauss-Kahn's wife, a former television presenter, who 
wrote in her blog: "Everyone knows that these are things which 
occur in the life of all couples. This one night adventure is now 
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Text 5 Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price 
 
Instructions:  
1. Read the clause in each cell.  
2. Underline in the left cell and copy in the right cell the clause span that functions as PreHead (PH) 
 
# Text   
1 
Opec’s mettle will be tested next week when the cartel 
assembles in Vienna at a hastily convened meeting to discuss 
the economic crisis and whether the exporters’ club should 
take action to arrest the fall in the price of crude oil.  
  
2 
Mounting alarm over the dwindling rent from oil sales 
prompted Opec yesterday to bring forward an emergency 
meeting scheduled for mid-November to next Friday. 
  
3 Together the cartel members have lost about a billion dollars of revenue a day since crude price peaked in July.    
4 
The benchmark US Light crude price fell $5 per barrel on the 
New York Nymex exchange yesterday to $69.15 (£40.05), 
less than half the value at oil’s peak, while London’s Brent 
crude futures contract fell to $65.70. 
  
5 
Evidence of rising oil stocks in America and weakening 
demand for energy in China’s mills and workshops has 
speeded up oil’s decline, but there is no agreement within the 
cartel over price strategy.  
  
6 
Opec hawks, such as Iran and Venezuela, want to shore up 
the price by turning off the taps, but neither country can 
afford to cut output and forgo revenues.  
  
7 
Both are failing even to produce at their agreed quotas 
because of weak investment in their oil industries, so the 
burden of any cut will fall on Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 
  
8 
The Saudis would not like to see the price falling below $60 
per barrel, a level at which most economists reckon the 
kingdom can support its profligate princes, the social security 
bills and invest in the oil industry.  
  
9 
However, the Saudis will be listening to the grinding cogs of 
the slowing Asian industrial juggernaut with mounting 
concern.  
  
10 A deep recession might precipitate an oil price collapse   
11 
It is Saudi Aramco that has been responsible for the 
weakening oil price, pushing more oil on the market since 
the energy summit in Jedda.  
  
12 
According to Platts, the oil pricing publisher, even as the 
price tumbles Saudi Aramco has supplied every refiner’s 
request to lift Saudi crude next month. 
  
13 The wider question is what impact falling crude will have on nonOpec oil output   
14 Russia’s budget depends on a $70 per barrel price, according to Aleksei Kudrin, the Finance Minister   
15 But Russian oil output is already falling because of weak investment, as is Mexican production   
16 
The major Western oil companies can probably stomach 
prices dipping temporarily to $60 for a few months and still 
pay their dividends, but a prolonged slump at $50 per barrel 
would lead to the scrapping of investments followed by 
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AGREEMENT STUDY 2 TASK 1
Annotator’s name: 
ENGLISH
The Bigger Issue in Sudan
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined thematic span.
The Vanishing Bomb
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined thematic span.
The Limits of Energy Innovation
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined thematic span.
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF, escapes dismissal over affair - The Times online October 26, 2008
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined thematic span.
Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined thematic span.
Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined thematic span.
TEXT 3
TEXT 2
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 5
TEXT 6
2. Classify the underlined thematic span by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are: Thematic 
Head (TH), PreHead (PH), Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT). If you think the span is none of 
these types,  classify the span as "none".
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 4
2. Classify the underlined thematic span by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are: Thematic 
Head (TH), PreHead (PH), Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT). If you think the span is none of 
these types,  classify the span as "none".
2. Classify the underlined thematic span by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are: Thematic 
Head (TH), PreHead (PH), Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT). If you think the span is none of 
these types,  classify the span as "none".
2. Classify the underlined thematic span by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are: Thematic 
Head (TH), PreHead (PH), Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT). If you think the span is none of 
these types,  classify the span as "none".
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
2. Classify the underlined thematic span by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are: Thematic 
Head (TH), PreHead (PH), Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT). If you think the span is none of 
these types,  classify the span as "none".
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
2. Classify the underlined thematic span by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are: Thematic 
Head (TH), PreHead (PH), Textual Theme (TT), Interpersonal Theme (IT). If you think the span is none of 
these types,  classify the span as "none".
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
The purpose of this exercise is to classify the underlined span in each clause (simple or complex) as one of 
the following types  Thematic Head, PreHead, Textual Theme and Interpersonal Theme. If you think the 
underlined span belongs to none of these types, classify the span as "none".
This analysis is carried out in English commentaries and News Reports. 
The definitions of each category (Thematic Head, PreHead...) can be found clicking on the icon below. 
These 5 categories are displayed in a drop down list on the right cell. As in the image below
TEXT 1 
DocumentTh-CoreTagset.doc
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Dominique Strauss-Kam, the French head of the International Monetary Fund, escaped dismissal for a one-night 
stand with a subordinate today, but was denounced by board members for a "serious error of judgment."
2
The fund's managing director was allowed to remain in his post after an investigation cleared him of accusations 
of harassment, favouritism and abuse of power over his affair with Piroska Nagy, a Hungarian economist.
3
But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the 1M F board, which said the relationship "was 
regrettable and reflected a serious error of judgment on the part of the managing director."
4
Shakour Shaalan, the fund's executive director, said 1M F staff, and notably female staff, "are not at all happy" 
with Mr Strauss-Kahn, whose amorous adventures in France have earned him the epithet Ie grand seducteur.
5
“The managing director has expressed his regrets. I don't think that we can ask him to do more at this time," said 
Mr Shaalan. "We will continue to work with him."
6 Mr Strauss-Kam, 59, said in a statement: "I very much regret the incident and I accept responsibility for it."
7
The investigation was launched when Mario Blejer, a senior Argentine economist, said Mrs Nagy, his wife, had 
been seduced at the Davos international forum.
8
A US law firm was asked to probe accusations that Mrs Nagy, who left the IMF in August, had been forced out 
by Mr Strauss-Kahn, possibly with an exorbitant pay-off.
9 Morgan, Lewis & Bockius said there was no evidence to support the claims.
10
The decision was greeted with relief in France, where Mr Strauss-Kahn is seen as a key figure in President 
Sarkozy's drive to remodel and regulate capitalism in the wake of the financial crisis.
11
French commentators hailed the role played by Anne Sinclair, Mr Strauss-Kahn's wife, a former television 
presenter, who wrote in her blog: "Everyone knows that these are things which occur in the life of all couples. 
This one night adventure is now behind us. We love each other as much as we did on the first day.”
Back	  to	  index
TEXT 4
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Annotation Exercise 2: Labelling
Annotator’s name: 
ENGLISH
The Bigger Issue in Sudan 
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined Thematic Head
The Vanishing Bomb
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined Thematic Head
The Limits of Energy Innovation
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined Thematic Head
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the IMF, escapes dismissal over affair - The Times online October 26, 2008
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined Thematic Head
Opec hawks want to cut oil production to keep up price
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined Thematic Head
Microsoft results offer hope to tech sector
Please annotate as follows: 
1. Read the clause in each cell and inspect the underlined Thematic Head
2. Classify the Thematic Head by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are specified at the 
beginning of this exercise with definitions in the attached file. 
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
The purpose of this exercise is to classify the Thematic Head (underlined in each clause complex) as one of 
the following types : Actor, Goal, Beneficiary, Senser, Phenomenon, Sayer, Verbiage, Receiver, Token, 
Value, Carrier, Attribute, Process, "There" . If you think the Thematic Head belongs to none of these types, 
classify it as "none".
This analysis is carried out in English commentaries and News Reports. 
The definitions of each category can be found clicking on the icon below. 
TEXT 1 
2. Classify the Thematic Head by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are specified at the 
beginning of this exercise with definitions in the attached file. 
2. Classify the Thematic Head by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are specified at the 
beginning of this exercise with definitions in the attached file. 
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
2. Classify the Thematic Head by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are specified at the 
beginning of this exercise with definitions in the attached file. 
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 3
TEXT 2
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 5
TEXT 6
2. Classify the Thematic Head by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are specified at the 
beginning of this exercise with definitions in the attached file. 
Labelling	  (click	  here	  to	  start	  with	  the	  annotation)
TEXT 4
2. Classify the Thematic Head by writing its type in the right column. Possible types are specified at the 
beginning of this exercise with definitions in the attached file. 
Document
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Dominique Strauss-Kam, the French head of the International Monetary Fund, escaped dismissal for a one-night 
stand with a subordinate today, but was denounced by board members for a "serious error of judgment."
2
The fund's managing director was allowed to remain in his post after an investigation cleared him of accusations 
of harassment, favouritism and abuse of power over his affair with Piroska Nagy, a Hungarian economist.
3
But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the 1M F board, which said the relationship "was 
regrettable and reflected a serious error of judgment on the part of the managing director."
4
Shakour Shaalan, the fund's executive director, said 1M F staff, and notably female staff, "are not at all happy" 
with Mr Strauss-Kahn, whose amorous adventures in France have earned him the epithet Ie grand seducteur.
5
“The managing director has expressed his regrets. I don't think that we can ask him to do more at this time," said 
Mr Shaalan. "We will continue to work with him."
6 Mr Strauss-Kam, 59, said in a statement: "I very much regret the incident and I accept responsibility for it."
7
The investigation was launched when Mario Blejer, a senior Argentine economist, said Mrs Nagy, his wife, had 
been seduced at the Davos international forum.
8
A US law firm was asked to probe accusations that Mrs Nagy, who left the IMF in August, had been forced out 
by Mr Strauss-Kahn, possibly with an exorbitant pay-off.
9 Morgan, Lewis & Bockius said there was no evidence to support the claims.
10
The decision was greeted with relief in France, where Mr Strauss-Kahn is seen as a key figure in President 
Sarkozy's drive to remodel and regulate capitalism in the wake of the financial crisis.
11
French commentators hailed the role played by Anne Sinclair, Mr Strauss-Kahn's wife, a former television 
presenter, who wrote in her blog: "Everyone knows that these are things which occur in the life of all couples. 
This one night adventure is now behind us. We love each other as much as we did on the first day.”
Back	  to	  index
TEXT 4
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The purpose of this exercise is to classify the Textual Themes (underlined in each clause complex) as one of 
the following types : Binder, Linker or Correlative . If you think the Textual Theme belongs to none of these 
types, classify it as "none".
This analysis is carried out in a number of clauses complexes in English selected form Editorials, News 
Reports and Letters to the Editor 
The definitions of each category (Binder, Linker or Correlative) can be found clicking on the icon below. 
The annotator selects the correct label from the drop down list on the right cell.
Document




1 But his reputation took a battering in the statement by the 1M F board, which said the relationship "was regrettable and reflected a serious error of judgment on the part of the managing director."
2  And if there is, why did no one look at it?
3  And this month Mr Dilnot warned politicians to avoid mixing up debt with the deficit after the Prime Minister claimed, erroneously, in a party political broadcast that the Coalition was "paying down Britain's debts".
4  As a result it is not inconceivable that Moscow will emerge, sooner rather than later, as the only outside power sufficiently trusted by both sides to mediate between them.
5  As regards America’s fiscal problems, both were mere  re-statements of respective party positions.
6  Even though the reputations of the ratings agencies were grievously damaged by their part in the sub-prime mortgage fiasco, he made the maintenance of the triple-A rating a cornerstone of his strategy, and his credibility. 
7 Although Mr Draghi said that appreciation of the euro was a risk to the economy, he added that "most of the exchange rate movements that we have seen were [...] the result of domestic macro economic policies meant to boost the economy.
8 Although the Bank of Japan has remained tight-lipped on the question of currency intervention, Shoichi Nakagawa, Japan's Finance Minister, said today that he saw "excessive volatility" in the yen's exchange rate and that he was he “watching with grea interest.”
9 Although the MPs’ report is largely focused on schemes aimed at wealthy individuals, it comes at a time when evidence of minimal UK corporation tax payments by multinationals such as Starbucks and Amazon has catapulted tax to the top of the political agenda.
10
And forgivable though it might be for a prime minister to give the impression to his domestic audience that he has the power to do something and 
has everything under control, it is not only Britons who were caught up in the drama in the desert. 
11 And so it has proved.
12 And third, former funders, sponsors and prize donors should use every means at their disposal, including the law, to recover the money that they clearly paid out under false pretences. 
13 And yesterday Mark Simmonds, Foreign Office minister for Africa, spoke of providing training and support for the Malian army. 
14 As Con Coughlin pointed out on these pages yesterday, Britain has only eight of these aircraft, and France none; America has roughly 200. 
15 As far as Ed Miliband, the Labour leader, was concerned yesterday, our relationship with the EU is fine and dandy. 
16 As such, the arrangement is best terminated.
17 As we live longer, the pressure on the health service mounts. 
18 But analysts have said this scheme has made lenders less reliant on the need to attract savers' deposits, meaning that savings rates have plummeted.
19 But bullish forecasts from the Bundesbank over an immediate return to growth for Germany, after a worse-than-expected 0.6 per cent slide between October and December, put sterling on the back foot again yesterday as it sank close to 15-month lows against the euro
20 But Russian oil output is already falling because of weak investment, as is Mexican production
21 But, he flagged up the Government's FirstBuy scheme to help people get on the housing ladder, which will provide further support to first time buyers.
22 Even if £30 million was the correct figure, it would seem a small price to have paid to help the electorate exercise its democratic right on a substantially more informed basis than was the case. 
23 Even if Lance Armstrong had come across as the most contrite of penitents – which he did not – an interview with Oprah Winfrey on American TV is not sufficient to allow the cyclist to draw a line under his disgrace and "move on".
24 Finally, AQIM and its allies in the region would like nothing more than to see a major deployment of Western troops, who would become vulnerable targets for attack on unfamiliar terrain. 
25 Finally, quite apart from the economic arguments, design and the creative arts are simply good for Britain. 
26 First, he must frame his policy as an attempt to save our relationship with Europe. 
27 First, he should be left in no doubt that any thought of a comeback in another speciality is out of the question.
28 For Hamas remains an extreme Islamist and terrorist organisation committed to the destruction of Israel.
29 However, according to the PAC report, HMRC still does “not know how much tax is at risk from avoidance” and “what resources it has deployed to tackle it”.
30 However, Hilco faces competition from other suitors for the UK business and the structure of any deal is likely to be complex, partly because HMV has many loss-making stores that a new owner is likely to jettison.
31 However, most economists doubt whether British government bond prices will fall dramatically in response to the downgrade.
32 However, only one in nine of those surveyed expects the economy to pick up this year and 17pc have no money to fall back on at all, the Savings and Investment report said.
33 However, some current and former members of the MPC have given the proposals for a new mandate a mixed reception.
34 If an American president wanted the interests of his country represented in the chancelleries of the EU, then the first number on his list was always that of the British prime minister. 
35 If his first term revealed a flaw, it was a passivity based on assuming his opponents would be susceptible to reason.
36 If Mr Cameron is serious about confronting the threat posed by Islamist terrorists, he should make sure our Armed Forces have the resources and manpower to deny them the safe havens they crave.
37 In addtion, Qatar Holding will receive £66 million for having helped arrange the capital raising.
38 In contrast to Royal Bank of Scotland, HBOS and Lloyds TSB, which will receive £37 billion from the Government to prop up their balance sheets, Barclays recently announced that it would raise additional funding on its own.
39 In fact, it seems that the Republicans have already blinked in the most feared immediate confrontation, over a renewal of the US federal debt ceiling, without which the country might have defaulted. 
40 In fact, this is a moment of rare and real opportunity to tackle America's problems, and the Obama second term – in contrast to that of his predecessor George W Bush – could be one to remember for all the right reasons.
41
Insofar as Mahmoud Abbas has embraced the concept of the two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict – and went so far in September 
2010 as to sit down at the same table with Israel’s prime minister and talk peace – the Palestinian Authority has placed itself beyond the pale in 
Hamas’s eyes. 
42 Since briefings by officials of his rank are normally off the record, it is hard not to conclude that his intervention was deliberately timed to influence this increasingly fractious debate.
43 The more they kill, the more points they are rewarded with. 
44 When fox hunting was allowed, these old and diseased foxes would have been put out of their misery. 
45 When the Western world wakes up to the fact that it is being challenged by extreme Islam, it will most probably be too late. 
46 While privacy laws may have been compromised in the telephone call, the act itself is a staple of popular radio anywhere in the Western media. 
47 While the benefits of early diagnosis are frequently quoted (for instance the ability to plan for the future), the harms are mostly overlooked. 
48 While the fungus that causes ash dieback may be windblown up to a point, the greatest threat to our native broadleaves comes from lax quarantine rules in garden centres and tree nurseries.
49 Yet on Saturday David Cameron offered François Hollande two C-17 transport planes to help French forces counter an Islamist rebellion. 
50
Yet only a week before the mooted day, it is suddenly announced that the speech will be brought forward – to avoid a clash, apparently, with one of 
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The purpose of this exercise is to classify the Interpersonal Themes (underlined in each clause complex) as 
one of the following types: Vocatives, Comment Adjuncts, Modal Adjuncts, Engagment and Stance. If you 
think the Interpersonal Theme belongs to none of these types, classify it as "none".
This analysis is carried out in a number of clauses complexes in English selected form Editorials, News 
Reports and Letters to the Editor 
The definitions of each category (Vocative, Comment adjunct, Modal adjunct, Engagement, Stance) can be 
found clicking on the icon below. 
The annotator selects the correct label from the drop down list on the right cell.
DocumentCoreTagset IT
Extended.doc




1 In fact, it seems that the Republicans have already blinked in the most feared immediate confrontation, over a renewal of the US federal debt ceiling, without which the country might have defaulted. 
2 It is therefore understandable that the Obama administration is worried about the possibility of a referendum on the UK’s continued membership of the 27-nation group. 
3 So it is a shame we cannot say the same about our transport network or our schools. 
4 Under Article 8, it is clear that the right to a family life is not absolute but qualified. 
5  True, he criticised Gordon Brown (in whose Cabinet he and Ed Balls were happy to sit) for abolishing the 10p tax rate.
6  It may be that respondents answered the question somewhat literally, in that the direct responsibility for horse labelled as beef ending up on supermarket shelves lies with the companies.
7  It has been claimed that, since the European Food Safety Agency was set up in 2002, national governments have been deprived of the power to regulate food testing.
8 Of course, food suppliers should not make false claims.
9  And it is interesting that supermarkets have had to take emergency action to provide their own assurances to their customers.
10 True, the GOP has retained control of the House of Representatives, but largely thanks to its diligent gerrymandering of Congressional districts; in the overall House vote, the Democrats won half a million more.
11  Wisely, Mr Obama made no attempt on Tuesday to lay down specific guidelines to Congress, where a bipartisan consensus is already taking shape (thanks, in large part, to the Republicans’ need to boost the party’s dismal standing among Hispanic voters).
12 But it is a pity that fear of libel suits – or was it a last sliver of face-saving? – forced the redaction of the pithier remarks from Jeremy Paxman and others.
13 For goodness sake let's have elections combined – if you go out to elect a councillor or MP you may as well pick a police commissioner too. 
14 Perhaps James Dyson was a little harsh towards poets; poetry, literature, music and paintings all feed our spirit. 
15 Hamas, whether we like it or not, shows no sign of weakening. 
16 Let us hope that, for once, lessons really have been learnt by officialdom.
17 Surely canon law does not transcend the law of the land.
18 It is humiliating that money-grubbing of this kind is allowed at a national level. 
19 It is wrong, and unjustifiably costly, to have benefits that everybody can claim.
20 Unfortunately for the fox, the majority do not understand the countryside and are too easily influenced by television programmes out to prove a point. 
21 It is clear that many problems would arise if the legislation as now tabled were to be implemented. 
22 It is difficult not to wonder how far the Prime Minister is someone whose steadiness of purpose can be relied on.
23 It would be naive to assume that even if strict gun controls could be enforced, US schools would become safe overnight. 
24 It is time for the Director of Public Prosecutions to draw a line under the affair, by charging Mr Mitchell, based on what evidence is available, and co-charging any officer who it is believed may have lied in the course of their duty. 
25 It is interesting in the USA that this curious interpretation exists alongside fundamentalist interpretations of religious books which are even more obsolete than the Constitution. 
26 It is time for our supermarkets to take responsibility for the products they are selling, and to build appropriate quality into their supply chains.
27 For the sake of democracy and common sense we urgently need to call the lobbyists to heel and hold their masters to account.
28 Undoubtedly Richard III was not the all-black villain of Shakespeare's play.
29 It may be that appropriate prosecutions would result in managers and frontline staff serving well-deserved prison sentences.
30  Yes, apparently an edict has arrived from Brussels stipulating that privatisation should move ahead despite well-founded worries that investors' demands for returns will both drive prices up and cut funding for infrastructure and maintenance.
31 Whatever, here are few “points of independence” to mull over.
32 It is worth remembering too that Americans as a whole did not want a Republican House. 
33 Sadly, one suspects that if the banks were capable of being shamed out of this kind of antisocial behaviour, it would have happened long ago. 
34  On income tax, it was particularly foolish of the Chancellor to delay the 45p rate for a year. 
35 Sadly, at the moment the Government appears to have its head buried firmly in the sand.
36  Rightly, Mr Obama pressed for improved education and job training, the closure of tax loopholes that favour the wealthy, and a substantial increase in the minimum wage.
37  Sadly, neither the President’s speech, nor the Republican response from Senator Marco Rubio, offered much sign of common ground.
38  As a result it is not inconceivable that Moscow will emerge, sooner rather than later, as the only outside power sufficiently trusted by both sides to mediate between them.
39  It is not hard to imagine what the BBC itself would say about any other organisation that behaved in this manner, particularly one that had promised to be entirely open.
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The purpose of this exercise is to classify the Pre-Head Themes (underlined in each clause complex) as one 
of the following types: Circumstantial groups, Circumstantial clauses or Finite verbal forms . If you think the 
Pre-Head Theme belongs to none of these types, classify it as "none".
This analysis is carried out in a number of clauses complexes in English selected form Editorials, News 
Reports and Letters to the Editor 
The definitions of each category (Circumstantial groups, Circumstantial clauses or Finite verbal forms) can 
be found clicking on the icon below. 
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1 For the full-year ending June 2009, Microsoft forecasts earnings per share to range between $2.00 to $2.10 on revenue from $64.9 billion to $66.4 billion.
2 In a conference call with investors, Mr Liddell said Microsoft will “tailor our business to whatever the economy brings.”
3 “The market environment has changed over the last two weeks and the expectations for capital levels have changed following massive capital injections in financial institutions worldwide,” he said.
4 In an interview published over the weekend, Santander UK's chief executive Ana Botin said: "Right now, our thinking is that organic growth is what we are aiming for.
5 Earlier on Monday, Ewald Nowotny, another ECB policymaker, said that recent currency movements were not reason to cause alarm.
6 Now, the council proposes to sell off a cluster of houses for just £1 to residents - on the condition they will be brought up to a decent standard. 
7 As part of the initial pilot scheme, 20 houses will be offered for sale to residents for £1 in the Granby 'Four Streets' and Arnside Road in Kensington.
8 As well as rising living costs such as food, energy bills, rents and petrol making life harder for savers, rates on savings accounts have been plummeting in recent months, meaning they face an even tougher struggle to make any real returns.
9  "[Sterling's] performance over the past twenty years has seen long periods of stability interspersed by sudden and dramatic revaluations or devaluations. Rarely have the trends been gentle," he said.
10  "I'd say the impact will be more on domestic political debate than markets as most developed countries have already lost their AAA," he said.
11  "Pension funds may benefit from loss of AAA if gilt yields rise and the pound falls," she said.
12
As David Cameron spelt out in his Commons statement today, the complex is far out in the desert, 18 hours by road from Algiers, and it had been 
overrun in what appears to have been a large-scale and carefully planned operation by Mokhtar Belmokhtar, an Algerian who may have ties to al-
Qa'ida. 
13 By 2032, the over-75s are expected to comprise 22 per cent of the population, up from 17 per cent now, so we need to act fast.
14 Between the two inaugurations of Barack Obama, expectation and reality have been turned on their head. 
15 With the secular Tuaregs then swiftly pushed aside by their former allies, extremist militants took control of a swathe of territory as big as France.
16 Last week, everything changed.
17 Given such dangers, suggestions that Mr Hollande's first foray into foreign policy is simply to distract attention from his woeful poll ratings are hardly credible. 
18 From September, schools in England and Wales will abandon the existing staff salary structure that effectively guarantees an automatic annual pay rise for all teachers, regardless of merit. 
19 In Libya, the Islamists of Ansar al-Sharia played a key role in the attack on the American consulate in Benghazi, which killed the US Ambassador to Libya.
20 Due to our relatively robust economy, the large communities of Romanians and Bulgarians already here, the far higher wages on offer and the ease with which new arrivals can access public services and benefits, Britain is a natural destination for such migrants. 
21  Having started the week by offering to provide France with two C-17 transport planes to assist with its intervention in Mali, Mr Cameron ended it anxiously trying to discover the fate of the British hostages taken captive after the attack by Islamist terrorists on BP’s In Amenas gas field.
22
While Britain will be wary of further entanglements after the controversies of Afghanistan and Iraq, there is no doubt that our Armed Forces 
will – as in Mali – be called upon to play a part in containing the Islamist threat, though the tangled alliances, shifting frontiers and guerrilla tactics 
that our forces will encounter could make it alarmingly hard to develop the necessary clarity about our aims, tactics and (perhaps most importantly) 
our exit strategy.
23 As Con Coughlin pointed out on these pages yesterday, Britain has only eight of these aircraft, and France none; America has roughly 200. 
24 If Mr Cameron is serious about confronting the threat posed by Islamist terrorists, he should make sure our Armed Forces have the resources and manpower to deny them the safe havens they crave.
25  Rather than ignoring or disparaging these great British institutions, politicians should hold them up as an example to learn from.
26  And although the share price has shot up by more than a third in the past 12 months, there is another 40 per cent-plus to go before the state breaks even.
27  And immediately afterwards, the focus will switch to the presidential race, leaving Mr Obama a virtual bystander – in domestic policy terms, at least – for his last two years.
28 But while Mr Osborne’s room for manoeuvre is limited, it is not so limited as he appears to believe.
29 In the business world, the construction of an opulent new headquarters is often seen as a warning sign that an organisation has lost its soul.
30 Given the terrible trading performance of Starbucks, surely it would be an act of mercy to the shareholders of this multinational for our Government to introduce "coup de grâce" legislation to force the closure of its UK operations.
31 May I add to Christopher Pratt's list of dangerous cycling habits (Letters, November 13) those cyclists who ride along the pavement and then veer across zebra crossings as if they had right of way?.
32 Whatever people thought of the merits or otherwise of that election, the majority wanted to vote but knew nothing about the candidates – a particularly significant point when so many were concerned that the police should not become politicised.
33 On countless occasions a number of us sought to persuade the Home Office to include candidate details in the Electoral Commission booklet that was to be delivered to every household in England and Wales to explain the voting system.
34 By approving the ordination of women priests 20 years ago, the Synod de facto approved their having the opportunity to reach the highest offices. 
35 If, as some scientists believe, there are ash trees in the west of Britain immune to the fungal attack, then that would reinforce the belief that our island genetic stock is of great value.
36 After the Dunblane massacre of 17 schoolchildren and teachers in Scotland in 1996, legislation was introduced which effectively made private ownership of handguns illegal in the UK. 
37 While the benefits of early diagnosis are frequently quoted (for instance the ability to plan for the future), the harms are mostly overlooked. 
38 Unfortunately for the fox, the majority do not understand the countryside and are too easily influenced by television programmes out to prove a point. 
39 When fox hunting was allowed, these old and diseased foxes would have been put out of their misery. 
40  Now there will be a new process to determine who will win the franchise. 
41 Will those same civil servants be entrusted with the task a second time? 
42 In the past eight months or so, there have been mass shootings in Seattle; in Aurora, Colorado; in Oak Creek, Wisconsin; in Minneapolis; in Portland, Oregon; and now in Newtown, Connecticut. 
43 In June of 1968 I joined the NYPD in time for the Martin Luther King riots and the Black Panther killings of many police officers. 
44 In all the experience I have had in dealing with death I have learned one thing: when you are dead, you are dead.
45 On the other hand, if the player is killed he or she gets a second chance. 
46 It is interesting in the USA that this curious interpretation exists alongside fundamentalist interpretations of religious books which are even more obsolete than the Constitution. 
47 When the hardware and knowledge changes you have to change the rules.
48 When I was at school and university I spent most holidays doing jobs like delivering milk, working on building and road construction sites and labouring in paper mills.
49  Now we can add tricky tax accounting to the list of the disadvantages of privatisation.
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English News Reports
Text Year Title Author Source Cl W
Report 1 2008 Dominique Strauss-Kahn,
head of the IMF, escapes
dismissal over affair
Adam Sage Times online 11 341
Report 2 2008 Opec hawks want to cut oil
production to keep up price
Carl Mortished Times online 16 422





Times online 14 315
Report 4 2008 Dutch Government to inject
10bn of fresh capital into ING
savings bank
Lilly Peel Times online 15 347
Report 5 2008 G7 ’preparing to drive down
the yen’
Leo Lewis Times online 14 566
Report 6 2008 Ukraine agrees terms of 16.5bn
rescue by IMF
Lilly Peel Times online 5 121
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Report 7 2008 Barclays rejects government
funding, secures 5.8bn from
Qatar and Abu Dhabi
Grainne
Gilmore
Times online 21 593
Report 8 2008 US economy officially on brink
of recession
Gary Duncan Times online 18 606
Report 9 2013 Narrow win for ’Merkel’s Mac’
in Lower Saxony
Tony Patterson The independent 6 203
Report 10 2013 Georgian protesters want Pres-
ident Saakashvili out
Reuters The independent 5 80
Report 11 2013 Top executive suppressed re-
port damning Barclays
James Moore The independent 16 429
Report 12 2013 Think-tank calls for new strat-
egy to fire up the economy
Ben Chu The independent 11 326
Report 13 2013 Santander eyes a double bank
buy with 2bn tag
James Thomp-
son
The independent 6 167
Report 14 2013 Tesco opens fifth dotcom store James Thomp-
son
The independent 6 153
Report 15 2013 UK firms to bid for Japan’s nu-
clear clean-up
Mark Leftly The independent 6 127
Report 16 2013 Hilco UK emerges among
favourites to give HMV a spin
James Thomp-
son
The independent 11 264
Report 17 2013 UK seems likely to lose EU bat-
tle over limits on bonuses
Nick Goodway The independent 5 152
Report 18 2013 Cameron backs Agusta West-
land despite Indian bribery
scandal
Tom Bawden The independent 8 209
Report 19 2013 Green hails LA Topshop while
he eyes Dreams
BN The independent 8 232
Report 20 2013 Pound takes another hit on
German resurgence
Russell Lynch The independent 14 419
Report 21 2013 Striking gold: Royal Mint
moves back into Indian market
Russell Lynch The independent 9 211




The telegraph 10 268
Report 23 2013 Lower income earners being
squeezed hardest
Jessica Winch The telegraph 17 424
Report 24 2013 Pound land: Derelict houses in
Liverpool to be sold for just £1
Telegrah staff The telegraph 14 415




The telegraph 11 335
Report 26 2013 A third of Britons fail to save Agencies The telegraph 19 555
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The telegraph 14 408
Report 28 2013 City refuses to panic over the
loss of UK’s AAA credit rating
Russell Lynch The independent 5 191
Report 29 2013 Stop ministers seeing official
stats early – MPs
Ben Chu The independent 14 373
Report 30 2013 Markets set for sterling sell-off
after AAA setback for Britain
Ben Chu The independent 20 515
Spanish News Reports
Text Year Title Author Source Cl W
Report 1 2008 Una noche sin consecuencias
para Strauss-Kahn
El Pa´ıs El Pais on line 17 566
Report 2 2008 El recorte de produccio´n de la
OPEP hunde el petro´leo
El Pa´ıs El Pais on line 12 386
Report 3 2008 Los resultados de Microsoft
brillan gracias al Windows
Vista
EFE El Pais on line 11 426
Report 4 2008 Holanda inyectara´ 10.000 mil-
lones en el grupo ING
Isabel Ferrer El Pais on line 12 417
Report 5 2008 El G7 reafirma su intere´s en
que el sistema financiero sea
“fuerte y estable”
Agencias El Pais on line 12 388
Report 6 2008 El FMI anuncia ayudas fi-
nancieras para Ucrania y
Hungr´ıa
Agencias El Pais on line 12 305
Report 7 2008 Barclays recibe 9.200 millones
de fondos soberanos para evi-
tar acudir al fondo de Brown
EFE El Pais on line 5 185
Report 8 2008 La crisis financiera lleva a Es-
tados Unidos al borde de la re-
cesio´n
Sandro Pozzi El Pais on line 33 780
Report 9 2013 El Eurogrupo aprobara´ hoy
1.865 millones de euros para la
banca espan˜ola
Efe El mundo 12 459
Report 10 2013 Inspectores sin fronteras Raquel
Villae´cija
El mundo 21 523
Report 11 2013 La economı´a china crece un
7,8% en 2012, su menor subida
en 13 an˜os
Efe El mundo 12 388
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Report 12 2013 Banco Popular gana 133 mil-
lones con la venta de su nego-
cio de recobro
Europa Press El mundo 6 213
Report 13 2013 La Caixa anticipa una gradual
recuperacio´n’ de la situacio´n
econo´mica
Europa Press El mundo 15 540
Report 14 2013 Lagarde pide al BCE y a los
Gobiernos que no se relajen
para evitar una reca´ıda
Mar´ıa Ramirez El mundo 24 607
Report 15 2013 La ‘Troika’ concedera´ a Gre-
cia seis meses en los que no le
reclamara´ ma´s medidas
Efe El mundo 9 293
Report 16 2013 BCE: la confianza de los mer-
cados financieros ha aumen-
tado notablemente
Efe El mundo 9 267
Report 17 2013 Catalunya Banc y NCG
sufrira´n pe´rdidas de hasta
20.000 millones en 2012
Efe La vanguardia 17 678
Report 18 2013 Las pe´rdidas de Unnim Banc
casi se duplican en 2012
Efecom La vanguardia 10 373
Report 19 2013 El banco france´s Cre´dit Agri-
cole multiplica por cuatro sus
pe´rdidas
Efecom La vanguardia 7 297
Report 20 2013 Hollande reconoce que Francia
crecera´ menos de lo previsto en
2013
Europapress La vanguardia 11 292
Report 21 2013 Bolivia promete a Espan˜a lle-
gar a una “solucio´n satisfacto-
ria” para indemnizar a las em-
presas expropiadas
Europapress La vanguardia 11 530
Report 22 2013 Alemania alcanza nuevo re´cord
histo´rico de empleo en el
u´ltimo trimestre 2012
Efe La vanguardia 8 317
Report 23 2013 Bot´ın y Sa´enz cobraron 3 y 8,2
millones en 2012, casi un 30%
menos
Efecom La vanguardia 10 373
Report 24 2013 Orizonia comunica a los traba-
jadores que se salvara´n 800 em-
pleos con la venta de parte de
Orbest
Europa Press La vanguardia 8 400
Report 25 2013 Moody’s: la liquidez y finan-
ciacio´n siguen siendo los retos
de la banca espan˜ola
Agencias El pais 9 447
Report 26 2013 CaixaBank quiere suprimir
3.000 puestos de trabajo
Efe Europa
Press
El mundo 12 364
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Report 27 2013 Irlanda recorta los sueldos
pu´blicos a partir de 65.000 eu-
ros y congela el resto
Europa Press El mundo 8 283
Report 28 2013 Villar-Mir analiza una posible
operacio´n con Colonial
Efe La vanguardia 9 317
Report 29 2013 El nu´mero de viviendas
hipotecadas bajo´ un 32,7% en
2012
Europa Press La vanguardia 11 353
Report 30 2013 La prima de riesgo espan˜ola se
dispara a 400 puntos por los re-
sultados en Italia
Efe El pais 6 183
English Editorials
Text Year Title Author Source Cl W
Editorial 1 2013 David Cameron’s mixed signals on ter-
rorism
Editorial The independent 23 625
Editorial 2 2013 A dilemma that wont go away Editorial The independent 16 345
Editorial 3 2013 Obama must seize the chance to make
history
Editorial The independent 31 593
Editorial 4 2013 Stop all the demonishing of new EU
migrants
Editorial The independent 32 596
Editorial 5 2013 A confession is not enough Editorial The independent 9 217
Editorial 6 2013 Mali’s Islamists are too dangerous to
be ignored
Editorial The independent 30 582
Editorial 7 2013 Still an island of ignorance about Eu-
rope
Editorial The independent 5 154
Editorial 8 2013 Blame the tax loopholes Editorial The independent 16 321
Editorial 9 2013 Our interests come first, not those of
America
Editorial The Telegraph 17 447
Editorial 10 2013 Britain is ready to rock the boat in the
EU
Editorial The Telegraph 33 684
Editorial 11 2013 Fair pay for teachers Editorial The Telegraph 15 304
Editorial 12 2013 France moves in Editorial The Telegraph 14 285
Editorial 13 2013 As the terror threat shifts to Africa, we
must meet it with great care
Editorial The Telegraph 30 693
Editorial 14 2013 Heads in the sand over Eastern immi-
gration
Editorial The Telegraph 23 450
Editorial 15 2013 Britain is ill-prepared for this deadly
new world
Editorial The Telegraph 19 670
Editorial 16 2013 This winters tale Editorial The Telegraph 10 245
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Editorial 17 2013 Our private schools deserve political
praise
Editorial The Telegraph 31 679
Editorial 18 2013 India, a useful friend Editorial The Telegraph 9 290
Editorial 19 2013 Courts and Parliament must work to-
gether
Editorial The Telegraph 18 445
Editorial 20 2013 Ed Miliband hasn’t learnt any eco-
nomic lessons
Editorial The Telegraph 20 456
Editorial 21 2013 Britain’s hypocrisy over Sri Lanka Editorial The independent 11 309
Editorial 22 2013 The market needs watching Editorial The independent 27 602
Editorial 23 2013 Governments should not own banks Editorial The independent 19 329
Editorial 24 2013 A President at the very height of his
power
Editorial The independent 27 579
Editorial 25 2013 William Hague has been outflanked on
Syria
Editorial The independent 25 622
Editorial 26 2013 The Italian joker Editorial The Telegraph 9 305
Editorial 27 2013 Osborne needs to budget for economic
growth
Editorial The Telegraph 15 435
Editorial 28 2013 We all pay the cost of the BBC’s fail-
ures
Editorial The Telegraph 25 604
Editorial 29 2013 Time running out for talks with Iran Editorial The independent 20 345
Editorial 30 2013 Lessons from Pollard that the BBC
still has to learn
Editorial The independent 8 237
Spanish Editorials
Text Year Title Author Source Cl W
Editorial 1 2009 Yak-42: justicia a medias Editorial El Pais on line 16 488
Editorial 2 2009 Sonrojo enWestminster Editorial El Pais on line 10 386
Editorial 3 2009 Sigue imputado Editorial El Pais on line 13 484
Editorial 4 2009 Proyectos divergentes Editorial El Pais on line 14 395
Editorial 5 2009 Medidas improvisadas Editorial El Pais on line 16 393
Editorial 6 2009 Equilibrio de poderes Editorial El Pais on line 14 372
Editorial 7 2009 El reto de Pyongyang Editorial El Pais on line 13 378
Editorial 8 2009 Camps y Torquemada Editorial El Pais on line 13 442
Editorial 9 2013 Terrorismo en el Sahel Editorial La Vanguardia 18 572
Editorial 10 2013 Grecia al l´ımite Editorial La Vanguardia 10 412
Editorial 11 2013 Grave error en Nissan Editorial La Vanguardia 13 404
Editorial 12 2013 Basta ya de corrupcio´n Editorial La Vanguardia 17 544
Editorial 13 2013 Italia y el cambio de tendencia Editorial La Vanguardia 28 534
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Editorial 14 2012 Egipto, de la paradoja a la gobernabil-
idad
Editorial La Vanguardia 23 552
Editorial 15 2012 El futuro de la sanidad pu´blica Editorial La Vanguardia 14 428
Editorial 16 2012 Las expropiaciones de Evo Morales Editorial La Vanguardia 9 311
Editorial 17 2013 El listo´n de los imputados Editorial La Vanguardia 44 1067
Editorial 18 2013 Espan˜a gana con el presupuesto de la
UE
Editorial La Vanguardia 20 566
Editorial 19 2013 Tu´nez, transicio´n encallada Editorial La Vanguardia 11 421
Editorial 20 2013 El papado de Benedicto XVI Editorial La Vanguardia 44 1074
Editorial 21 2013 La cultura, apuesta estrate´gica Editorial La Vanguardia 25 566
Editorial 22 2013 Juicio militar en Rabat Editorial El Pais on line 18 382
Editorial 23 2013 Exportamos bien Editorial El Pais on line 19 485
Editorial 24 2013 Escuchas y fallos Editorial El Pais on line 20 471
Editorial 25 2013 Berlusconi todav´ıa Editorial El Pais on line 13 391
Editorial 26 2013 El caso ‘Hell´ın’ Editorial El Pais on line 12 375
Editorial 27 2013 Europa vigila Editorial El Pais on line 14 456
Editorial 28 2013 Medidas contundentes Editorial El Pais on line 18 596
Editorial 29 2013 Cita en Berl´ın Editorial La Vanguardia 18 548
Editorial 30 2013 El euro fuerte Editorial La Vanguardia 8 251
English Letters to the Editor
Text Year Title Author Source Cl W
Letters to
the editor 1
2012 A disappointing day for
democracy
Steve Gilbert the independent 7 214
Letters to
the editor 2
2012 BBC inspires all classes Michael J
Marsden
the independent 5 144
Letters to
the editor 3
2012 Dangerous ways to raise money John Fleming the independent 10 217
Letters to
the editor 4
2012 Holland Park to Roxy Music Andy Mackay the independent 5 111
Letters to
the editor 5
2012 Intellectual vacuum Tony Slater the independent 5 90
Letters to
the editor 6





the independent 2 121
Letters to
the editor 7
2012 Peer brings twitter to hell Alice Renton the independent 3 79
Letters to
the editor 8
2012 Prosperity and peace for Gaza David Mc-
Dowall





2012 Put Starbucks out of its misery Alan Stedall the independent 4 137
Letters to
the editor 10
2012 Schools in need of discipline Kartar Uppal the independent 4 113
Letters to
the editor 11









the telegraph 4 125
Letters to
the editor 13
2012 How can it be right to send this
SAS hero to jail for 18 moths?
Jasper Archer the telegraph 5 142
Letters to
the editor 14




the telegraph 13 312
Letters to
the editor 15
2012 Law on women bishops John D Frew the telegraph 5 130
Letters to
the editor 16
2012 Native ash tree hope Julian
Freeman-
Attwood
the telegraph 9 197
Letters to
the editor 17
2012 No purple pride Gregory
Shenkman
the telegraph 8 109
Letters to
the editor 18













the telegraph 4 196
Letters to
the editor 19
2012 Terrible cycle attacks in Israel,
retaliation and recruitment to
Hamas
Neville Teller the telegraph 11 226
Letters to
the editor 20
2012 The Arab spring has brought a
new extremism to bear against
Israel
Mike Davidson the telegraph 6 145
Letters to
the editor 21
2012 Deciding who benefits Ben Crompton The telegraph 8 124
Letters to
the editor 22
2012 Can the police force be trusted
to investigate his own failures?
Robin Jowitt The telegraph 4 86
Letters to
the editor 23
2012 Hospital consultants already




The telegraph 10 199
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Letters to
the editor 24
2012 Dementia screening Dr Martin
Brunet, GP,
and others
The telegraph 11 238
Letters to
the editor 25
2012 Memorable Christmas song are
things of the past
Mark Heane The telegraph 2 40
Letters to
the editor 26
2012 The ban on hunting is lead-
ing to an increase in weak and
deased foxes
John Lewis The telegraph 6 120
Letters to
the editor 27
2012 The Government has no man-






The telegraph 13 269
Letters to
the editor 28
2012 Women’s premiums Vernon
Stradling
The telegraph 9 136
Letters to
the editor 29
2012 Traditional institution of mar-





The telegraph 11 340
Letters to
the editor 30
2012 Why Lord Heseltine was right




The telegraph 17 274
Letters to
the editor 31
2012 Bullies and victims in the hoax
call row
Justin Wollin The independent 7 195
Letters to
the editor 32
2012 Changing American’s gun cul-
ture
David Ashton The independent 11 223
Letters to
the editor 33
2012 Clegg’s welcome word on drugs Rod Raso The independent 16 242
Letters to
the editor 34




The independent 13 249
Letters to
the editor 35
2012 Gay wedding in church? Are
you sure?
David P Negus The independent 5 206
Letters to
the editor 36
2012 How did prankst get through? Paula Jones The independent 8 185
Letters to
the editor 37
2012 Limit access to guns but in
wont end massacres
Andy Knott The independent 7 173
Letters to
the editor 38




The independent 12 234
Letters to
the editor 39
2012 Settle this Plebgate stand-off
now
Mark Campbel The independent 7 224
Letters to
the editor 40
2012 The right to be a flintlock mus-
ket
Dudley Dean The independent 7 170
Letters to
the editor 41
2013 Free labour to stack shelve Professor Tom
Simpson
The independent 8 183
Letters to
the editor 42









2013 Water companies call the shots Alan Mitcham The independent 11 240
Letters to
the editor 44
2013 Why Scotland should go it
alone
W B McBride The independent 11 200
Letters to
the editor 45
2013 Richard III, legislator and
killer
Valerie Crews The independent 4 71
Letters to
the editor 46
2013 The Government must have
known about the damaging




the telegraph 3 60
Letters to
the editor 47
2013 After the EU speech and




the telegraph 3 73
Letters to
the editor 48
2013 If doctors and nurses can be
struck off, why are managers
immune?
Don Cole the telegraph 6 108
Letters to
the editor 49
2013 We don’t want mangey foxes
anywhere near u
Peter Owen the telegraph 2 38
Letters to
the editor 50
2013 Tory U-turn on inheritance tax




the telegraph 5 123
Spanish Letters to the Editor
Text Year Title Author Source Cl W
Letters to the
editor 1















2012 Euro por receta Rafael Gonza´lez elpaisonline 8 196
Letters to the
editor 5





2012 La preocupacio´n del ciudadano
catala´n
Elisenda Boldu´ elpaisonline 8 192
Letters to the
editor 7
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Letters to the
editor 9










2012 El arte no entiende de razas ni
sexos
Rodrigo Moreno elmundoonline 7 245
Letters to the
editor 12
2012 El fracaso del independentismo Eva Garrido elmundoonline 9 213
Letters to the
editor 13
2012 El santuario de ETA y las
FARC
Esperanza Garc´ıa elmundoonline 4 83
Letters to the
editor 14
2012 Explotar la desgracia ajena en
televisio´n
Diana Pinto elmundoonline 9 166
Letters to the
editor 15
2012 La conciencia por encima del
cargo
Mar´ıa Mun˜oz elmundoonline 5 136
Letters to the
editor 16
2012 La doble moral de la casta
pol´ıtica
A´ngel Jime´nez elmundoonline 6 184
Letters to the
editor 17
2012 La rebelio´n global de la natu-
raleza
Laura Gonza´lez elmundoonline 5 87
Letters to the
editor 18
2012 Las televisiones, un paso por
detra´s
Manuel Can˜edo elmundoonline 5 150
Letters to the
editor 19
2012 Protesta del embajador israel´ı Raphael Schutz elmundoonline 6 146
Letters to the
editor 20
2012 Willy Toledo y la muerte de
Zapata
Javier A´lvarez elmundoonline 6 178
Letters to the
editor 21













elpais online 4 265
Letters to the
editor 23



















2012 La nueva Consitutucio´n Egip-
cia












2012 Por una educacio´n para los
alumnos





2012 Recortes tambie´n en residen-
cias
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